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Abstract: The guiding question of the present thesis is: “What kind of states are in-

tuitions?” The answer developed here is Intellectual Affectivism or Affectivism (about

intuitions). Affectivism claims that intuitions are affective experiences, or more pre-

cisely: they are specific instances of epistemic feelings, feelings of truth and feelings of

falsity. The thesis proceeds as follows: First, the target state of which Affectivism is

a theory is delineated from other things we call “intuition”. Then the feature profile

of “intuitions” in the target sense of intuition experiences is outlined: Intuition expe-

riences are occurrent conscious mental states that are (partially) characterised by their

characteristic (but not necessarily sui generis) phenomenology. They are furthermore 1)

intentional, 2) assertive, 3) motivational, 4) noncommittal, 5) gradable in 5.1) content

and 5.2) pushiness, 6) phenomenally epistemically valenced (i.e. there are positive intu-

itions concerning truth and negative intuitions concerning falsity) and 7) nonvoluntary.

It is argued that this feature profile needs to be accommodated by a good theory of

intuition experiences, i.e. a good answer to the guiding question should be able to ac-

knowledge and explain these features. Extant intuition theories provide the following

answers: Eliminativism claims the term “intuition” has no extension—intuitions do not

exist. Doxasticism claims intuitions are doxastic states. Perceptualism claims intuitions

are similar to perceptual experiences. It is shown that all the existing answers are un-

satisfactory. Either they cannot acknowledge the features of intuitions or they cannot

explain them (or both). The rest of the thesis is dedicated to the development of a new

intuition theory: Intellectual Affectivism. The answer it gives to the guiding question

is the following: intuitions are affective experiences, or more precisely: they are spe-

cific instances of epistemic feelings, feelings of truth and feelings of falsity. To motivate

this answer, the psychological kind of feelings or affective experiences is introduced and

characterised: affective experiences, of which bodily feelings such as bodily pain or plea-

sure and emotional feelings such as fear or joy are paradigmatic subclasses, are valenced,

arousing, motivational and richly intentional by engaging in a division of representational

labour with other mental states. Then the class of epistemic feelings is introduced and

characterised. The thesis proceeds to make a case for epistemic feelings being affective

experiences. Having established that, it goes on to identify and analyse specific epistemic

feelings as promising candidates for an identification with intuition experiences: feelings

of rightness and feelings of wrongness. It turns out that a propositional variety of these

feelings, feelings of truth and feelings of falsity, has the same feature profile as intuition

experiences. Thus, the claim goes, positive intuitions are to be identified with feelings



of truth and negative intuitions are to be identified with feelings of falsity. In virtue

of these feelings being affective experiences, Affectivism cannot only acknowledge the

features of intuitions but also explain them. Intuitions have the features they have for

essentially the same reasons as bodily and emotional feelings have them—because they

are (specific) affective experiences. Before concluding on the implications of Affectivism,

the remainder of this thesis makes a first exploration of the relationship between feelings

of truth and falsity and actual truth and falsity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Intuitions about Intuitions

A Curious Sort of Animal

What are intuitions? Few things are sure about the answer to this question. However,

one is: intuitions are a curious sort of animal. We all have intuitions and we all talk about

intuitions. But how often do we think about what it is that we have and talk about—

about what intuitions are? Well, I assume most of us have an intuitive idea. At the same

time, this intuitive idea likely differs quite dramatically depending on one’s background.

Consequently, things one expects from an answer to the question will vary. If you are a

layperson (about intuitions), you may expect to find something about feelings and the

infamous “Sixth Sense”. If you are a philosopher, you might expect to find something

about intellectual activity, belief and truth. And if you are a psychologist, you probably

expect to find something about unconscious processes and mechanisms. Here is an

announcement: All these things will be featured in the exhibition to come—yes, even

the Sixth Sense.1

However, the way they feature here will at times not be the way everybody has expected.

Insofar, there will be some surprises: The philosophers will perhaps be perplexed by the

fact that this thesis is not (primarily) about the epistemology of intuitions.2 To get clear

on this from the start. This thesis is really on the question: What are intuitions? This

is, it is about the ontology, metaphysics or psychology of intuitions rather than on their

1See section 3.4.
2See section 3.1.
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epistemology. Don’t get the “metaphysics” wrong here. However, this thesis will not be

too much on the Sixth Sense either—hopefully to nobody’s chagrin. What it will rather

be about are unconscious processes and mechanism. First and foremost, however, it will

be about feelings. About feelings and how they relate to the other mentioned things

such as unconscious processes, intellectual inquiry, truth and belief. One of the upshots

will be that the elements that laypersons, philosophers and psychologists bring to the

table are not as far apart as would appear to some at first sight. The various elements

concerning intuitions are related—through feelings.

Thus, the most obvious purpose of the present thesis is simply to state a theory of

what intuitions are. This theory essentially consists in developing the — perhaps for

some unsurprising or even trivial — idea that intuitions are feelings. I call this theory

Intellectual Affectivism or, in short, Affectivism (about intuitions). And it is supposed to

be a philosophical theory of intuitions that is empirically informed. Insofar the present

thesis is also a first stab on a cognitive science of intuitions, trying to go beyond “just”

philosophy or “just” psychology.

As I said, this theory is also supposed to bring the elements mentioned by the layper-

son, philosopher and psychologist together. This is significant insofar as (at least) two

of these elements are often seen in opposition to each other: feelings and intellectual

activity. So, on a bigger picture, this thesis is also an attempt to rehabilitate feelings

into the intellectual realm, a realm from which they have been often expelled. This exile

is motivated by a suspicion: the suspicion that feelings obstruct intellectual activity.

But now, if intuitions are feelings and if intuitions play central roles in our intellectual

activity, then, it turns out that feelings play central roles in our intellectual activity.

And seemingly they have done so all along—sneakily. As a participant in intellectual

activity, philosophy, say, it might thus be time to reconsider one’s stance on feelings.

They might turn out to not only somehow contribute to intellectual activity but to be

some of its very building blocks: intuitions.

On the other hand, one of the reasons why feelings have acquired their dubious reputation

is their occasional opacity. What’s going on when we have feelings and why do we have

them? Why can’t they be more like perception, every epistemologist’s darling and alleged

paragon of transparency? Interestingly, while this occasional opacity of feelings appears

to have scared philosophers away, it has inspired the interest of psychologists, eager to

explore the mentioned unconscious processes and mechanisms that bring them about.

This has led the disciplines to diverge: psychological research increasingly demonstrates

13



how little we are actually aware of what’s going on in general, not only when we have

intuitions, feelings or are engaged in intellectual activity. More and more we discover

that, actually, there’s not so much going on consciously and that the mind’s heavy lifting

is—for better or worse—going on below the radar of consciousness. For the most part,

consciousness is more the request, relay, output and quality control station of complex

operations “in the basement” rather than the data crunching machinery itself. That

does not mean that we cannot (to some degree) reconstruct what’s going on in the

basement—but it is nevertheless a reconstruction.

Now while psychologists tend to outsource a lot of the operational business from con-

sciousness, philosophers do rather the opposite and serve consciousness a hefty workload.

Having said that, we should not confuse the explicit contents and operations found in

a well-argued piece of intellectual prose with the contents and operations found in the

consciousness of the author. Surely, most of the contents that ended up in the piece

have passed through consciousness—but they have not been conceived in it, not in any

transparent way. We might be very good in (swiftly) reconstructing or naming these op-

erations or steps but we should not deceive ourselves into thinking that they took place

consciously. Even if many things seemed immediate and obvious, clear and distinct to

the author, for a good part, she has been led by her intuitions—her feelings, not by

operations in her conscious mind. Conceiving of intuitions as feelings emphasizes that

they are the conscious outputs of complex and opaque operations, “sent up” to guide

conscious (intellectual) activity.

Perhaps I am belabouring this point. Perhaps, in fact, I am mistaken. Perhaps nobody

thinks that intellectual activities such as reasoning mostly take place in consciousness

and I am railing at a Pre-Freudian Strawman or an overly näıve version of myself in the

past. Or perhaps nobody, not even me, has ever thought that. But if not, then this

thesis is also a reminder not to slip into this way of thinking.

Enough of the “big picture”—let’s get down to the theory. The central claim of In-

tellectual Affectivism is that intuitions are feelings.3 The “Intellectual” in Intellectual

Affectivism refers to intuitions. This is because intuitions are supposed to play important

roles in our intellectual (and epistemic) activity (see e.g. section 3.1). The “Affectivism”

in Intellectual Affectivism stands for the claim that intuitions are feelings, i.e. that they

are affective in nature. More specifically Affectivism states that: intuitions are (specific)

epistemic feelings (which themselves are feelings). However, in this introduction I will

3Or: intuitions are affective experiences. I use “feelings” synonymously with “affective experiences”
and elaborate on this use in chapter 4, specifically in section 4.2.
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use “intuitions are feelings” as a shorthand for that. This should suffice for now in terms

of precision.

The bulk of this thesis will be dedicated to developing Intellectual Affectivism. That is,

it will mostly consist of paving the way to and arriving at Affectivism about intuitions.

However, here and there we will also explore some implications of the theory and see how

it can be applied to some problems. The most straightforward implication of Affectivism

is also one of its biggest advantages: it can not only acknowledge the features of intuitions

but also go some way in explaining why intuitions have these features: because intuitions

are feelings. The features that feelings have can, in turn, be explained by what we know

about feelings, using the conceptual and empirical resources that we have for feelings

(e.g. concerning their unconscious determinants). Arguably, we have much more of

these resources for feelings than we have for intuitions. So by identifying intuitions with

feelings, we can use the resources that we have for feelings to explain intuitions and their

features. I think this is progress.

Julien Deonna has pointed out a similar benefit when it comes to Perceptualist Theories

of Emotions:

It has been argued that emotions are very much like perceptions or even that

they are kinds of perceptions. [...] The appeal of such a view, if true, is

clear enough. It is the promise of illuminating a more elusive phenomenon

by means of one that is slightly more familiar. (Deonna 2006, p. 29)

Note, however, that the explanatory power gained from saying that intuitions “are very

much like” something, i.e. (very) similar to something, is radically different from the

explanatory power gained from saying that intuitions are something (or a subclass of

it). So to be clear: I am not saying here that intuitions are similar to feelings. I am

saying that intuitions are feelings.

Let me elaborate on the advantage of Affectivism about intuitions in comparison to

taking intuitions to be similar to feelings: The appeal of Intellectual Affectivism rests

on the natural idea that many observations (e.g. its characteristics) about X can be

explained in virtue of classifying it as an instance of A and in virtue of identifying it with

Y, if one knows more about A and Y than about X. To illustrate: many observations and

characteristics of, say, Samuel can be explained in virtue of Samuel being a representative

of homo sapiens and in virtue of homo sapiens being a subclass of homo, of homo being

a subclass of primates, of primates being a subclass of mammals etc. Due to this fact
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about Samuel we can explain that Samuel is warm-blooded, has a remarkably large and

resource-hungry brain and opposable thumbs, uses all kinds of tools, (usually) locomotes

bipedally and has command of an astonishingly sophisticated system of communication.

We can explain even more about Samuel by identifying him — apart from being an

American etc. — by his pseudonym Mark Twain (it turns out that Samuel’s last name

is Clemens). Knowing this about Samuel, we can also go some way in explaining that

he sometimes likes to seclude himself in his study, that he is a well-known writer and

that he lost a lot of money in poor investments.

Consider also how much we can explain about, say, Donald in virtue of him being an

instance of homo sapiens. Now, for illustrative purposes, imagine one day Donald takes

a walk. This walk leads him into the marshes. Suddenly, a thunderstorm comes up. And

— maybe you can see it coming — poor Donald is hit by lightning (it turns out that

Donald’s last name is Davidson). However, Donald is not pulverised — he survives and,

surprisingly, emerges virtually unscathed. Something that puts a significantly heavier

load on Donald’s psyche is what happens next: A second lighting hits the tree next

to him. This results in that—by sheer chance, of course—the molecules of the tree

are rearranged so as to create a being that Donald recognizes as looking quite similar to

himself (how similar exactly, I leave up to your imagination). In fact, this “Swampman”,

as baptised by Donald, seems to have opposable thumbs, locomote bipedally and to make

utterances that sound suspiciously similar to American-accented English—these are, at

least, the observations of flabbergasted Donald (Davidson 1987).

However, explaining these observations about Swampman does not seem to admit of the

same resources as in the case of the observations about Donald. Swampman certainly

looks similar to Donald and thus appears to be an instance of homo sapiens etc. But...is

he? Or it? The best we can do is to say that, well, Swampman seems (very) similar to

an instance of homo sapiens etc. However, this does significantly less work in explaining

what Swampman is and what Swampman does. This point is reinforced by considering a

case in which the lightning would have rearranged the tree molecules, not into a human-

like Swampman but, say, into “Orfolo”, an exemplar of “Orfolei”, a wholly alien, carbon

based intelligence (Bisson 1991).4 Presumably, in explaining the observations about

Orfolo, such as its (or his? or hers?) mind-numbing ability to produce complex arrays of

sounds, flashes of colours (is it communicating?) and movements (is it locomoting?), we

would have to start all over with our classification of what we’re dealing with. We could,

perhaps, say that Orfolo is in some circumscribed ways similar to this or similar to that.

4I assume that “Orfolo” is the singular of “Orfolei”.
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After all, we’re to a large degree carbon-based as well. Still, so are bicycle frames. In

any case, identifying such similarities wouldn’t by itself explain much about Orfolo—we

would simply be describing our observations and associations with it.

Now, identifying intuitions as similar to feelings would bring us into a Swampman- or

Orfolo-like explanatory situation. Identifying intuitions as feelings, on the other hand,

is more akin to the Samuel- or Donald-scenario. It seems plain to me that the latter

situation is the more favourable one. I suggest that this is where Intellectual Affectivism

takes us.

A Roadmap to Come Back to

Here is the roadmap to Affectivism: In chapter 2 I will delineate the target state of which

Affectivism is a theory from other things we call “intuition”. After making some qual-

ifying remarks, I will first say what I do not mean by “intuition” and then I will paint

a positive picture of what I do mean. What I mean by “intuitions” are intuition expe-

riences. Intuition experiences are occurrent conscious mental states that are (partially)

characterised by their characteristic (but not necessarily sui generis) phenomenology—

in other words, there is something it is like to have an intuition in my sense. This

phenomenology is part of the specific “feature profile” of intuition experiences.

In the remainder of chapter 2, I will use examples to zero in on this feature profile of

intuitions. It will come to the fore that intuitions are not only phenomenally conscious

but also intentional states, often taking a proposition or propositional content as their

intentional object. This content they represent assertively, i.e. as true or false. And

they motivate or push the subject to assent or dissent to what they represent as true

or false. In doing so, however, they fall short of fully committing the subject to their

contents, akin to perceptual experiences and unlike beliefs and judgments. Furthermore,

intuition experiences are gradable in two ways: On the one hand, similar to the content

of perceptual experiences, they can be more or less determinate in the way they represent

their contents. On the other hand, they can push you to assent or dissent more or less

strongly. A feature of intuition experiences is that they exhibit phenomenal epistemic

valence, i.e. they can directly represent their contents either as true (positive intuitions)

or as false (negative intuitions). Positive intuitions feel genuinely different from negative
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intuitions even if their contents are the same. They constitute phenomenal polar oppo-

sites. Finally, intuition experiences are nonvoluntary, that is, intuitions are not under

voluntary control but happen to one.

To sum up on the feature profile: intuition experiences are 1) intentional, 2) assertive, 3)

motivational, 4) noncommittal, 5) gradable in 5.1) content and 5.2) pushiness, 6) phe-

nomenally epistemically valenced and 7) nonvoluntary. How good a theory of intuition

experiences is will depend on its ability to accommodate this feature profile, i.e. on its

ability to acknowledge and explain these features

So, after outlining this feature profile, I will put it on the wish list for a good theory

of intuitions and go shop through the aisles of extant philosophical intuition theories in

chapter 3. What do we find there on the subject matter of intuitions? Besides a strong

epistemological focus, we find Eliminativism lurking in a corner, Doxasticism — being

somewhat of the majority view — occupying most of the shopping shelves and then,

finally, we arrive at an assortment of fairly popular niche products: Perceptualism.

Eliminativism about intuitions states that whatever it is that we call “intuitions” and

whatever we think they are, they — like Swampmans and Orofolei — do not exist.

This will appear to be a position difficult to sell since at least some things that we

call “intuitions” certainly do appear to exist. For instance, sometimes we call beliefs or

judgments “intuitions” and most people — except, perhaps, for some intuition-unspecific

Eliminativists — seem to agree that beliefs and judgments exist. Or aren’t you judging

right now that I am on the wrong or the right track with Eliminativism?

In order to demystify intuitions, Doxasticists use exactly this datum to their advantage

and claim that intuitions are doxastic states, i.e. beliefs, judgments or something in

the ballpark. If this turns out to be a viable theory of intuition experiences, then that

would be helpful in not only granting intuition experiences their features but — since we

allegedly know things about doxastic states — also in explaining these features. In other

words, we would find ourselves in a scenario akin to where we could explain observations

about Samuel and Donald by classifying them as homo sapiens. In fact, Doxasticism

turns out to be a fair description of some mental states that we call “intuitions”. How-

ever, it also turns out to be a poor characterization of intuition experiences. This is

simply because doxastic states such as beliefs or judgments do not fit our wish list of

features — particularly the phenomenal features — outlined in chapter 2. So instead of

getting us into the coveted Samuel/Donald-scenario, Doxasticism gets us into a situa-

tion where we try to explain observations about Donald by classifying him as, say, a bat.
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Calling Donald an instance of a bat will perhaps attract Thomas Nagel’s attention but

it won’t help us make sense of many observations about him—while it might help us to

make sense of some, such as him being warm- (or after being called a bat) hot-blooded.

Perceptualism takes the phenomenal impotence of Doxasticism as a point of departure

and makes its start from the phenomenal features of intuitions. They proceed by de-

scribing and elaborating the features of intuitions, using perceptual experiences as an

analogy. Arguably, this approach is more helpful than Doxasticism for acknowledging

the phenomenal features of intuitions. The deficit of Perceptualism lies in its inability

to explain these features. Perceptualism claims that intuitions emerge as in some ways

similar to perceptions but they do not claim that intuitions are perceptions: intuitions

are similar but not perceptions. So what are intuitions and what explains that intu-

itions are the way they are? Here Perceptualism does not provide a satisfactory answer.

Ultimately, Perceptualism seems to bring us into a situation that can be located some-

where in between a Swampman- and an Orfolo-scenario. We might be able to state

that Swampman and Orfolo have such and such features and try to make sense of them

by associating them with knowledge about other things, say, Donald, homo sapiens or

bats. Stating these similarities, however, appear of relatively little explanatory power

to explain the observations made.

To sum up: extant intuition theories are either unable to acknowledge the features of

intuitions (Doxasticsim) or they cannot explain them (Perceptualism)—or both (Elimi-

nativism).

Chapter 4 lays the groundwork for a fresh look at intuition experiences as we find it

in Intellectual Affectivism. One goal of the chapter is to establish a first motivation to

examine the hypothesis that intuitions are what Affectivism claims them to be: feelings.

One part of the chapter is dedicated to clarifying what I mean by feelings: not qualia, not

bodily sensations—but affective experiences. After that, I will dive into an exploration of

what we know about affective experiences, specifically their phenomenal and intentional

features. The central feature of affective experiences is their phenomenal valence, i.e. the

felt positivity or negativity of certain experiences. Affective experiences are essentially

valenced experiences. This is what sets them apart from mere qualia and bodily sensa-

tions. Another characteristic phenomenal aspect of affective experiences is felt arousal:

during an affective experience, the subject feels a more or less localised increase or de-

crease (i.e. change) in the level of activation, energy, or excitement. Both valence and

arousal are closely associated with another crucial feature of affective experiences: they
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are directly motivating and so move us to behave or act in more or less stereotypical

ways. So affective experiences are valenced, arousing and motivational. Furthermore,

they are gradable along these dimensions: they can be more or less arousing as well as

more or less positive or negative and motivating.

When it comes to intentionality, feelings have two parts: a particular object and a

formal object where the feeling represents the former as bearing the latter. In this

context, the formal object refers to feeling-specific properties such as the painfulness

of pain, the fearsomeness of fear, the funniness of amusement, etc. (section 4.4.2).

Representing something to be painful or amusing constitutes an evaluation which is

phenomenally grounded in the valence of affective experiences (section 4.4.3). Concerning

their particular objects, affective experiences can be in principle about all kinds of things,

ranging from bodily events and parts over objects in the physical and imaginary realm

(including fictions and propositions themselves), states of affairs in past, present and

future over to propositional contents (section 4.4.1). To accommodate this broad range

of intentional objects, feelings rely on a division of representational labour with other

mental states such as bodily sensations, perceptions, judgments, memories, imaginings

etc. This base of a feeling is a mental state (or a set of states) that supplies a feeling

with its particular object: the feeling does not access the particular object directly but

through other mental states.

Putting these explanatory resources on the table goes some way demonstrating that we

know quite a bit about affective experiences. Thus, classifying something as affective

experiences would amount to something akin to the Samuel/Donald-scenario. As a

consequence, Affectivism about a mental state, if successful on other counts, emerges as

a good thing. The last section of chapter 4 probes the idea that intuition experiences

might be affective experiences by juxtaposing their respective features. The result of this

comparison is favourable, establishing initial plausibility to explore Affectivism about

intuitions further. The next chapters will be the steps to intellectualise Affectivism.

Chapter 5 takes the first step into this direction and introduces a class of mental states

that appears well suited to house intuition experiences: epistemic feelings. Epistemic

feelings have been broadly described as “feelings that enter into the epistemic processes

of inquiry, knowledge and metacognition” (de Sousa 2008, p. 189). I will first give the

reader a pre-theoretical grasp for some prominent instances of epistemic feelings such as

the feeling of knowing (FOK) and the feeling of familiarity (FOF). Then we will dive

into the research of what brings about these feelings. Apart from looking behind the
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scenes of FOKs and FOFs, we will touch upon an influential general framework which

understands (some) epistemic feelings as a form of metacognition.

Chapter 6 will make the case for epistemic feelings as a subclass of affective experiences.

Based on empirical findings reviewed in section6.2 and 6.3 as well as a mix of theoretical

and phenomenological considerations interspersed throughout section 6.4 and 6.5.1 I

will try to establish that epistemic feelings are affective experiences and analyse them

along these lines (section 6.5). Furthermore, section 6.4 will consider how Affectivism

about epistemic feelings can contribute to a better understanding of several aspects of

epistemic feelings. Eventually, epistemic feelings emerge as experiences with a valence,

arousal and motivational dimension. In other words: epistemic feelings are affective

experiences. And that they are despite the fact that their inherent valence and arousal

are mild and the behaviours they motivate often of a covert mental or cognitive nature.

As all affective experiences, epistemic feelings have particular objects, formal objects and

bases that provide their particular objects that are epistemically evaluated by epistemic

feelings. The feeling-specific formal objects of epistemic feelings are epistemic properties

broadly construed: familiarity, uncertainty, understanding, knowing, rightness etc.

Chapter 7 identifies intuition experiences as specific epistemic feelings: feelings of right-

ness and feelings of wrongness. To be more precise: intuitions are specific varieties of

FOR/Ws, namely feelings of truth (FOTs) and feeling of falsity (FOFs, from now on).

While identifying Donald to be a mammal is informative and roughly accurate, identi-

fying him to be a primate is more informative and accurate—and identifying him to be

an exemplar of homo sapiens is yet still more informative and accurate. So: intuitions

are feelings. More precisely: epistemic feelings. Still more precisely: FOR/Ws. Yet still

more precisely: FOT/Fs. In section 7.2 I will give you a first feel for FOR/Ws. Then, as

I have done previously for other epistemic feelings, I will take you to a FOR/Ws science

exhibition (section 7.3).

After this, I will provide an analysis of FOR/Ws based on the resources established for

affective experiences and epistemic feelings (section 7.4). In the course of this analysis, I

will delineate FOT/Fs among FOR/Ws as those FOR/Ws that take propositions as their

particular objects and represent them as right or wrong, amounting to an evaluation of

the propositions as true or false. This analysis will conclude in the realization that the

feature profiles of FOT/Fs and positive and negative intuition experiences are identical.

Thus, by inference to the best explanation, intuitions are identical to FOT/Fs and

Intellectual Affectivism is successful. Affectivism emerges as a good theory of intuitions:
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it can not only acknowledge the features of intuitions but also explain them. Intuitions

have the features they have for essentially the same reasons as bodily and emotional

feelings have them—because they are (specific) affective experiences.

One of the major advantages of Affectivism, as developed here, is that intuition expe-

riences become ripe for a deeper mechanistic exploration. This is why the final main

chapter 8 will consist in an attempt to elucidate the psychological mechanisms behind

intuitions/FOT/Fs and their relation to actual truth and falsity. In this context, we will

consider the role of processing fluency and, importantly, coherence with currently acti-

vated information in memory. We will see that the mechanisms that regularly produce

FOT/Fs do so based on what appears to be an excellent psychological implementation

of truth. Against this background, we will also be able to establish a connection between

intuitions, on the one hand, and understanding and beliefs, on the other.
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Chapter 2
The Marks of Intuition Experiences

2.1. Introduction: Acknowledging Intuitions

It is important to acknowledge that we use the word “intuition” (and its cognates) in

philosophical, scientific and everyday contexts in manifold ways (cf. Andow 2015). The

present thesis does not aim at providing a theory of how we use the word “intuition”.

As Ole Koksvik notes:

[I]t is not an aim [...] to investigate the use of the word ‘intuition’ and its

cognates in ordinary English. Uses of the word are highly varied, and of little

value to the investigation of our target mental state. [...] The target of this

inquiry is not the usage patterns of words, either in everyday situations or

in philosophy. (Koksvik 2011, pp. 16 sq.)

I acknowledge that sometimes we mean this and sometimes we mean that when speaking

of “intuition”; there is no one single item that we call “intuition”, but many.

Relatedly, the aim here is not to provide a theory of all the various things we call

“intuition”. What I offer here is an account of a specific phenomenon among the many

things we call “intuition”. You might have noticed that I previously used the plural

“intuitions” rather than “intuition”. This is to delineate the topic of this thesis — as

something that we refer to when using “intuition” as a countable noun — from things

that we call “intuition” using the word as an uncountable noun. As an uncountable

noun “intuition” usually refers to traits of people (Jung 1971; Myers 1962) or mental
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capacities that we possess (e.g. Glöckner and Witteman 2010). Psychologists often

understand “intuition” in this sense: as referring to a capacity or system — often going

by names such as the intuitive “System 1” that contrasts with the deliberate “System 2”

(Kahneman 2011) — that engenders “intuitive”, i.e. largely automatic and unconscious,

processes (e.g. Epstein 2008; Evans 2008; Evans and Stanovich 2013; De Neys 2017).

This system and the processes it brings about, in turn, are often taken to ground the

trait of intuition in people (Betsch 2008a). This capacity- or trait-reading of “intuition”

will not be at the forefront of my interest here.

Instead, I will be primarily concerned with “intuition” in its countable sense—and more

specifically: when understood as mental states: intuitions. Note that by doing so I grant

that sometimes when speaking of “intuition” or “intuitions”, we do not mean mental

states at all (cf. Cappelen 2012). Perhaps when we say dismissively about a claim that

somebody makes “Yeah...that’s just an intuition...” we don’t refer to a mental state but

to a possibly non-mental content (which might sometimes be the content of a mental

state) (see e.g. Bealer 1992, footnote 7; Molyneux 2014, p. 457). I grant that such

cases might well exist. However, in this thesis such cases are not the ones I am mostly

interested in. I am interested in “intuitions” understood as mental states.

At the same time, the present thesis will not be concerned with all the various things

we call “intuition” in its countable sense—and not with all the mental states that we

call intuitions. It will be concerned with mental states that we call “intuitions” and that

exhibit certain features to be specified in this chapter—this will be my target state here.

So I think the only datum required by my theory is that sometimes we use the word

“intuition” to refer to mental states and to the target state in particular.5

Ideally, the theory to be elaborated here should be a good theory of the target state.

What makes a good theory of the target state? For starters: capturing and explaining

the features of the target state. I will present a selection of these features. Mostly, I

haven’t come up with these features myself. One finds these properties scattered in the

intuition literature. The resulting list, call it the “feature profile of intuitions”, will not

be exhaustive. It will be, however, fairly extensive. This is to grant that by and large my

fellow intuition theorists are collectively onto something right with their descriptions of

intuitions. Attention and resources are limited, however, and individual authors attend

to some features and not to others.

5Or perhaps not even that is required (cf. Bengson 2014).
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This neglect is sometimes coupled with a denial that intuitions have the features other

authors have identified and used in their diagnosis of what kind of state intuitions are.

Such denials seem to be often motivated by metaphysical (or phenomenal) parsimony

which seems to mandate being austere in the features one ascribes to intuitions so as to

avoid commitment to the existence of a mysterious state with high complexity.

This principle of parsimony, be it metaphysical or phenomenal (or both), is widely

endorsed in the whole gamut of philosophy of mind. Levy, for instance, voices that “we

ought to avoid multiplying mental states unnecessarily, we need to ensure that we are

postulating exotic states and processes only when they are truly needed” (Levy 2016, p. 9;

see also Egan 2011, p. 67; Quilty-Dunn 2015, p. 277). An analogous parsimony principle

concerning phenomenal properties is outlined by de Vignemont: “one should not posit

additional phenomenal properties in one’s mental ontology when one can account for

them by appealing to other properties” (de Vignemont 2019, p. 268). Specifically, with

intuitions in mind, Lynch reminds us of “a good commandment to live by, philosophically

speaking. Namely, thou shalt not posit mysterious faculties without necessity” (Lynch

2006, p. 231).

It is, thus, unsurprising that Paul Boghossian’s repeated worry targets the obscurity of

intuitions resulting from their somewhat mysterious ontological status:

To be sure, the idea that we possess a quasi-perceptual faculty—going by

the name of ‘rational intuition’—the exercise of which gives us direct insight

into the necessary properties of the world, has been historically influential.

It would be fair to say, however, that no one has succeeded in saying what

this faculty really is nor how it manages to yield the relevant knowledge.

’Intuition’ seems like a name for the mystery we are addressing, rather than

a solution to it. (Boghossian 2000, p. 230)

The single most influential consideration against rational insight theories can

be stated quite simply: no one has been able to explain—clearly enough—

in what an act of rational insight could intelligibly consist. That is, no

one has been able to say how some cognitive act, of a sort that we might

plausibly enjoy, is able to yield immediate knowledge of the modal properties

of properties

If the theory of rational insight is to serve as a genuine explanation for how

we are able to have such a priori knowledge, rather than simply acting as a
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placeholder for such an explanation, it must consist in more than a suggestive

label; it must somehow lay bare, in appropriate detail, how some capacity

that we have gets to work on the properties we are able to think about so as

to disclose their natures. (Boghossian and Bonjour 2001, p. 635)

One of the upshots of the present thesis will be that the complexity of the allegedly

mysterious state is real but that the mystery around it is not. Restraint on behalf of

metaphysical parsimony is thus unwarranted. We can embrace the existence of the state

with all its complexity—with all its features.

But since the list will not be exhaustive: Why these features? First, as already men-

tioned, this is what others say. I am, by and large, persuaded by what they say and

find the mentioned features in my own phenomenology (and hope that you will too).

Second, I think that together they constitute a cluster of properties that will capture

only instances of the target state, although probably not all of them.6

I think this is a good start. And starting from there will also help us see how one

can accommodate the fact that some instances of the target state might lack some of

the features on the list (or have additional ones).7 The third point is methodological:

the bulk of the features are phenomenal properties. Now it seems that phenomenal

properties constitute a comfortable point of departure for philosophical inquiry for the

simple reason that we are able to access and to say something informative about such

features without leaving the armchair. Phenomenology, in contrast to subjects better

reserved for experimental work such as descriptive claims about unconscious causes (i.e.

aetiology), appears as a proper province for a philosophy of mind that is concerned

with describing the psychological nature of a specific mental state. This is not to say

that such analytic armchair phenomenology is not without limitations but to say that

it is a viable approach to phenomenally circumscribed targets. Furthermore, it does not

imply that we have to stick to phenomenology and refrain from theoretical and empirical

investigation beyond appearances. The idea is rather that appearances are a promising

point of departure to engage in such further inquiry.

6I think that there are features among them that are found in all and only in instances of the target state.
That is, features that are had by all and only by instances of the target state. These features are most
diagnostic for intuitions while other features intuitions might share with other states. To anticipate:
I think these features are assertiveness and epistemic phenomenal valence that I will introduce in
2.2.2 and 2.2.6 respectively (you find reasons for this assessment in chapter 7, especially section
7.4). Nevertheless, sticking only to these features would conceal much of the exciting complexity of
intuitions.

7Note that some of these features might not be independent and might (together with other features)
imply or entail other features on the list and not on the list.
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So let me put some flesh on the bones of these abstract considerations and without

further ado give you a quick outlook on what is to come in this chapter.

2.2. Intuition Experiences and Their Features

Let me start by presenting some paradigmatic propositions which intuition theorists

take to prompt intuitions. Taking this as a point of departure I will then proceed to

characterise what is prompted. Consider propositions such as:

• “If p, then not-not-p.” (Non-Contradiction)

• “Causes necessitate their effects.” (Causality)

• “Physical objects continue to exist when we do not perceive them.” (Permanence)

• “Torturing kittens for fun is wrong.” (Torture)

• “Non-conscious physical duplicates of conscious beings are possible.” (P-Zombies)

• “A cylinder with a certain base and height encloses a greater volume than a cone

with the same base and height.”

• “Gettier’s Smith does not know that he will get the job.” (Gettier)8

• “There are more than fifty stars in the universe.” (Fifty Stars)

It is assumed — and so will I assume here — that reading these propositions — at least

sometimes, perhaps after some iterations and reflection — prompts distinctive conscious

episodes: intuitions. Having an intuition has a phenomenal quality: there is something

it is like to have an intuition.

That means that alongside the myriad of other phenomenal states you are undergoing

now (such as your momentary perceptual experiences, emotions and mood), an intuition

makes a contribution to your overall phenomenal state—to how it is like to be you in

this very moment.

8Assuming one is sufficiently familiar with Gettier cases (Gettier 1963).
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Each of us has a multitude of experiences each day: gustatory, olfactory and

visual experiences; moods, emotions, and bodily sensations. Each has a phe-

nomenal character; there is something it is like to have it. There is also a

global phenomenal character, something it is like overall to be a particular

conscious being at a particular time. To say that there is an intuitional ex-

perience, that intuition has a phenomenal character, is to say that a person’s

having an intuition contributes to the phenomenal character of her overall

experience (Koksvik 2011, p. 103).

This overall phenomenal state would have been different without the intuition. Perhaps

when reading one of these propositions, you, at first, did not have an intuition concerning

it while essentially having the same other phenomenal states. Or — instead of having

an intuition — you tried to assess the standing of the proposition by (perhaps quite

automatically) recalling someone’s testimony concerning it or recalling the fact that you

had an intuition concerning it in the past. This supposedly felt different from having an

intuition. Consider for instance:

• “The negation of a disjunction is the conjunction of the negations.” (De Morgan’s

Law)

If you have never considered De Morgan’s Law it is likely that you won’t instantly have

the intuition that it is true. Though, after some reflection, something might happen:

suddenly, it just seems true to you (Bealer 1992, p. 101). This is a modification in your

overall phenomenal state brought about by the occurrence of an intuition. Something

similar is the case for the phenomenal contrast between considering 2 + 3 = 5 and 6253

+ 4773 = 11026 9 or the above-mentioned propositions and propositions such as:

• “A cylinder with a certain base and height encloses three times the volume as a

cone with the same base and height.”

• “1729 is the smallest number expressible as the sum of two positive cubes in two

different ways.”

• “Dogs are better pets than cats.”

9These arithmetic operations are not strictly speaking propositions. If you take issue with this, consider
them as a shorthand for propositions such as “Two plus three equals five”.
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• “There are no differences but differences of degree between different degrees of

difference and no difference.”10

This is not to say that one cannot have intuitions concerning these propositions. Yet,

without idiosyncratic preconditions such as exceptional giftedness, expertise, encultura-

tion, emotional dispositions, or intoxication, these propositions are just less likely than

e.g. Non-Contradiction or Permanence to instantly elicit intuitions.

Against this background, we begin to realize that there is something characteristic hap-

pening in our consciousness upon the occurrence of an intuition. This is the sense in

which intuitions are occurrent, conscious, phenomenal states (cf. Talbot 2013, p. 318;

Pust 2014; Koksvik 2017). What its (phenomenal) nature consists in specifically I dis-

cuss shortly. As is common in the philosophical literature, I will use “seem” or “appear”

to generically refer to this specific phenomenology without committing to views that

flesh out these locutions when characterizing intuitions (for that see 3.4).

2.2.1. Intentionality

During the conscious episodes that constitute intuitions, it seems or appears to one that

Non-Contradiction or that Torture. Intuitions are thus not like oranges, trees, kangaroos,

fires or smokes that – assuming they’re not part of a symbolist artwork – stand for

nothing apart from themselves. By “just being there” oranges, trees, kangaroos, fires

or smokes don’t “say” anything.11 This is different for intuitions. They are more like

pictures, street-signs, lists of items, loudspeaker announcements, or fortune cookie slips

that — besides having their physical dimension — also have an intrinsic informational

dimension: They “say” something and what they say is about or is directed at things that

are not the intuition itself, i.e. are external to the intuition (Crane 2009). If you have

the intuition that Permanence, then the intuition is about the Permanence proposition,

not the intuition itself.

A shorthand for saying that, is to say that intuitions are intentional states; that the

things they are about or directed upon, say, propositions, are the intentional objects

10This is William James telling us something he felt to be profoundly true—while on laughing gas (James
1882, p. 207, see also section 7.2).

11This, of course, does not mean that these things do not carry information for a suitably equipped
interpreter (Dretske 1981, 1986).
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of the intuitions; and that the intuitions can be said to be about or to represent12

their intentional objects, say, the specific propositions (cf. Koksvik 2011, p. 3, 2017,

p. 2). This is not to exclude that intuitions can be about non-propositional objects (see

e.g. Bonjour 2001, pp. 676 sqq.; Chudnoff 2011b, 2013a; Molyneux 2014, pp. 450 sqq.).13

However, if not indicated otherwise I will focus on propositions as the intentional objects

of intuitions, i.e. on propositional intuitions for now (cf. Sosa 2007a, p. 52). I will refer

to the intentional object of an intuition in the form of a proposition as the content of

the intuition.

Saying that a state is intentional leaves a free parameter as to what kind(s) of inten-

tionality, “aboutness” or “directedness” the state exhibits and what kind(s) it does not.

Although here I will remain neutral on this issue, let me make some qualifying remarks:

There are various (and variously demanding) notions of intentionality on the market, for

instance: tracking or co-variational theories (e.g. Dretske 1981; Millikan 1984; Millikan

1993); inferential or conceptual role semantics (e.g. Block 1986; Harman 1987); and phe-

nomenal intentionality theories theories (e.g. Horgan and Tienson 2002; Kriegel 2013).

Intuitions might be intentional in one or more of these ways and not intentional in one

or more others. Thus far, all that is needed is that intuitions are intentional in at least

one way.

Different kinds of intentionality are not mutually exclusive.14 For instance, part of the

information or content that a state carries can be “broadcasted” and become phenom-

enally conscious. In doing so, phenomenal intentionality might become instantiated in

relation to part of a state’s content. This might, in turn, engender certain (e.g. global

and person-level) functions for which e.g. a transition over phenomenal to access con-

12For now I use ”to represent X” synonymously with ”to be about X” or ”to be directed onto X”. I
thus take being representational as synonymous with being intentional and not, as some do, as being
intentional and assertive (see section 2.2.2). This is similar to Bengson’s distinction between “merely
contentful” (here: intentional) and representational states (here: intentional and assertive) (Bengson
2015, footnote 11).

13A fortiori there is no commitment to the controversial and more encompassing thesis of Propositional-
ism according to which all intentional states are relations to propositions or something proposition-like
(for a critical review see Montague 2007). See McGahhey and Van Leeuwen 2018 for a refreshing
critical discussion of Propositionalism specifically in relation to intuitions.

14On the other hand, different views or theories of intentionality are often pitted against each other
in a mutually exclusive fashion. That is, each view describes a property that it argues to be what
intentionality really is. In effect, a view of intentionality does not usually deny the existence of the
property that another view of intentionality describes. What it denies instead is that this property
is (a form of) intentionality. So different theories of intentionality usually come together with the
assumption of monism about intentionality. For my purposes it is for now acceptable to be pluralist
(or, in fact, agnostic) about intentionality, taking the distinct properties that different views describe
as varieties of intentionality. This is how my talk of kinds of intentionality is to be understood.
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sciousness is necessary (Bayne and Chalmers 2003). At the same time, plausibly, not

all intentional features need to be “phenomenally encoded”, i.e. be part of phenomenal

intentionality. Consequently, other parts of the information or content that the state

carries are not “broadcasted” but are nevertheless fed to under-the-phenomenal-radar

(e.g. more specialised or local) processes, assuming thereby part of their functional (e.g.

inferential) role that does not require broadcasting or consciousness.15 Consequently,

the information or content that a state carries can be more than is apparent via its

phenomenal – and phenomenally intentional – character. That is to say that the state in

question has both, phenomenal intentionality and functional role semantics. At the same

time, it seems that both these mechanisms enjoy a degree of independence and might

also come apart as the ventral and dorsal visual pathways, blindsight or hemispatial

neglect demonstrate.16

Within the intuition literature, intuitions are generally assumed to be intentional. How-

ever, it is more often than not left open what kind(s) of intentionality applies to intu-

itions. Nevertheless, those that concern themselves explicitly with intuition experiences

can usually be positioned at least in relation to phenomenal intentionality, i.e. the thesis

that the intentional content of a state is fixed by the phenomenology of the state.17

Chudnoff seems to attribute phenomenal intentionality to intuitions (Chudnoff 2013b).

Bengson is less clear on that matter but, with his emphasis on the phenomenal direct-

ness of the content of intuitions, seems plausibly understood to lean towards phenomenal

intentionality (Bengson 2015). Koksvik explicitly attributes phenomenal intentionality

to perceptual experiences but not to intuition experiences. On his view, phenomenal

intentionality can only be realised via content-specific phenomenal properties which are,

according to him, lacking in intuitions (Koksvik 2011, pp. 200 sq., 248).18 To see this

15To give it a gloss of a metaphorical hierarchy: part of the informational value of a state might travel
”upwards” and be broadcasted while part might remain “on the same level” or travel downwards in
the cognitive hierarchy.

16The ventral and the dorsal visual pathways both process and represent visual information but do not
seem to equally give rise to phenomenally intentional content (cf. Clark 2009). In blindsight, patients
report to be not conscious of any visual objects (the “blind” part) but when forced to interact with
objects in ways that typically depend on vision, perform significantly better than one would expect
against the background of their report (the “sight” part) (Stoerig and Cowey 2007). This suggests
that some information processing is going on without phenomenology. Similar lessons can be drawn
from research on hemispatial neglect where patients loose awareness of part of the visual field (Rafal
et al. 2006).

17The phenomenal intentionality thesis is easily confused with its mirror image: the intentionalist or
representationalist thesis about phenomenal consciousness. Intentionalism is roughly the thesis that
the phenomenology of a state is fixed by the intentionality of the state (e.g. Tye 1995; Chalmers
2004; Crane 2009).

18That is to say that according to Koksvik intuitions do not have content-specific phenomenal properties
when stripped down to their essence. This leaves open that intuitions can sometimes, i.e. incidentally,
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we need to acquaint ourselves with Koksvik’s very useful distinction between content-

specific and attitude-specific phenomenology. In his own words:

What sort of contribution does intuitional experience make? We can dis-

tinguish between two different ways such contributions can be determined.

On the one hand, the contribution a mental state makes can depend on the

content of that mental state. Suppose that if I perceive something red, this

makes a different contribution to the character of my overall phenomenal

experience than perceiving something green does. In that case, perception

has content-specific phenomenology (and if not, it does not). On the other

hand, it may be that whatever I visually perceive, the fact that I am hav-

ing a visual perceptual experience makes a contribution to the character

of my overall phenomenal experience: perhaps it contributes a certain ‘vi-

sualness’ [...] In that case I shall say that perception has attitude-specific

phenomenology. Of course, perception may have, and indeed actually does

have, both attitude-specific and content-specific phenomenology. (Koksvik

2011, p. 104)19

So according to this distinction, a state can have content- and attitude-specific phe-

nomenology, while Koksvik seems to grant phenomenal intentionality only to content-

specific phenomenology (see also footnotes 24, 69 and section 4.4).

have content-specific phenomenal properties. For instance, when they happen to have a content with
phenomenal properties (e.g. iconic content). In order to exclude this, it must be additionally essential
to intuitions that they can only have content without phenomenal properties.

19Koksvik goes on to helpfully clarify the distinction:

The terms ‘content-specific phenomenology’ and ‘attitude-specific phenomenology’ are not
perfect. For one, ‘attitude-specific phenomenology’ might make it sound like the phenomenol-
ogy suffices to distinguish one attitude from another. As I will be using the terms, this is a
substantive question, and in fact I shall argue that intuition and perception share aspects of
their attitude-specific phenomenology. The terms may also suggest that the ultimate origin
of the phenomenology is in the content, or in the attitude, respectively. However, the issues
here are subtle, and the terms are intended to leave questions of origin open. It is possible,
for example, that a certain attitude only admits content of a particular kind. Some think
that perception is like this; it admits only non-conceptual content. Suppose that it does,
and further that nonconceptual content always makes a different contribution to the char-
acter of a person’s overall phenomenal experience than conceptual content does. Though
suppose that, contrary to fact, no-matter what the content is, the contribution is always the
same. In that case, the way the terms are used here, perception would have attitude-specific
phenomenology but not content-specific phenomenology, even though the origin of the phe-
nomenology is in the content. Thus the terms are intended to indicate variation with, rather
than ultimate origin in, content and attitude (although, again, two different attitudes can
share aspects of their attitude-specific phenomenology). (Koksvik 2011, p. 104)
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In effect, depending on what kind of intentionality one ascribes to intuitions, intention-

ality itself might or might not count as a phenomenal feature. In the case of intuitions,

phenomenology and intentionality might or might not come apart.

2.2.2. Assertiveness

Apart from being intentional in one way or another, i.e. having a certain kind of in-

tentionality (be it phenomenal or not), a feature that is often explicitly assumed to be

phenomenal is the specific mode of intentionality that intuitions have.20 That is, an

intuition is not only about or directed onto its content, this general intentionality being

of a specific kind, but an intuition is about or directed onto its content in a specific way.

In the case of intuitions propositions are not represented as funny or doubtful, neither

are they suggested for consideration or inquisition. Rather, the intuition “asserts” or

“claims” the proposition. In other words, an intuition represents its content as true.21

This is how intuitions are assertive or represent assertively.22 According to intuition

theorists, intuitions appear to have this assertiveness in common with beliefs and per-

ceptual experiences. And it stands in contrast to e.g. imaginings which represent their

content without making a claim about its truth or desires that insist on the fulfilment

rather than the truth of their content.

Let me add some caveats. There is a notorious problem with spelling out what assertive-

ness amounts to beyond conversational metaphors such as assertive states “purport[s] to

be saying how the world is” (Pryor 2013, p. 209). Even if we assume that we can spell

out what assertiveness means in the case of, say, beliefs, it does not seem to follow that

the same notion of assertiveness straightforwardly applies to other states usually taken

to be assertive such as perceptual experiences (Briesen 2015). That is, it might well

20The distinction between kind and mode of intentionality amounts to the distinction between a general
account of intentionality and a specific account of intentionality of intuitions under a general account
of intentionality. Two distinct kinds of states, say beliefs and desires, can have the same kind of
intentionality, say, one specified by inferential role, but differ in the way or the mode in which they
realise this intentionality, say, the content of beliefs play other inferential roles than that of desires
or – in accordance with their inferential roles – beliefs represent their content as actual while desires
represent it as to be actualized. In other words, once you pick a kind of intentionality, there are
sometimes different modes of this kind of intentionality and sometimes the kind of intentionality
might be exhausted by a single mode.

21Or false, see section 2.2.6 further below.
22The term “assertive” is ambiguous in that it can mean either “claiming” or “convincing”. In philosophy

it is usually used to denote the former while in everyday life it is rather used to denote the latter.
Here it is meant in the former way, i.e. by an intuition being assertive is meant that the specific way
in which it represents is “claiming”, not that it is per se “convincing” (see also sections 2.2.3 and
2.2.4 further below).
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be that the assertiveness of some states, say, perceptual experiences is distinct from the

assertiveness of other states, say, beliefs. Alternatively, it might be that the assertiveness

is on some level of abstraction the same while the sources or grounds of this assertiveness

might differ.23 This echoes the distinction between kinds and modes of intentionality.

One kind of intentionality might have multiple distinct assertive modes. Or distinct

kinds of intentionality might have (multiple) assertive modes. Note that assertiveness

does not have to be a feature of the intentional content (as endorsed by Chudnoff and

perhaps by Bengson) but can be a feature of the intentional mode or attitude of intu-

ition. Understanding assertiveness as a phenomenal feature of intuitions does thus not

entail it being a phenomenal intentional feature of intuitions. At least not in the sense

of phenomenal intentionality which has so far only been developed as a thesis about

intentional content, not about intentional mode or attitude.24

This is why Koksvik infers from his premise that intuitions lack content-specific phe-

nomenology the conclusion that intuitions cannot have phenomenal intentionality. At

any rate, for now, it is enough to note that intuitions certainly appear assertive whether

it is the same kind of (grounds of) assertiveness as for beliefs and/or perceptual experi-

ences or not.

23Assume for a moment that we cash out assertiveness in terms of a mind-to-world direction of fit (which
is itself a vague metaphorical notion) (Briesen 2015, pp. 2245 sqq.). Then in order to be assertive
a state must have a mind-to-world direction of fit. It is, I think, uncontroversial that beliefs as well
as perceptual experiences satisfy this criterion, and are thus both assertive in this way. However,
the way in how they cater to fit the world seems to be quite distinct. Phenomenally, they appear
to have markedly different qualities. Chudnoff (in a similar vein but more clearly than Bengson),
for instance, notes that in addition to representing a proposition as true (like belief), an intuition
additionally (like perceptual experience) presents us with truth-makers for these propositions by
making it “as if objects and their features are directly before the mind” (Chudnoff 2011b, p. 636).

24That is, the phenomenal intentionality thesis has so far largely been silent on the intentional proper-
ties of intentional modes or attitudes, if such properties can be coherently conceptualized (for one
notable exception see Horgan and Tienson 2002, p. 522). On the face of it, it does not seem to be
straightforward that intentional contents are the only bearers of intentional features. Intentionalism
or representationalism, a theory of phenomenal consciousness via intentionality and a mirror image
of phenomenal intentionality which is a theory of intentionality via phenomenal consciousness, some-
times draws on the phenomenal features of attitudes in addition to those of contents to explain the
phenomenal qualities of mental states (e.g. Crane 2009). I might be confused, but it seems to me
that something similar might be possible for intentional features, and here I am not wholly alone (see
Weiss 2016, footnote 45)
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2.2.3. Pushiness

Another aspect of intuitions which is sometimes confounded with assertiveness is their

motivational or pushy character.25 It is not only that they describe or “say” something

(i.e. represent) and do it in a certain way (i.e. assertively). At the same time, they also

direct one to behave or act in a specific way towards their content, i.e. towards what

they assertively represent or say: they motivate, push or incline you to assent26 to their

content (Van Inwagen 1997; Sosa 2007c; Koksvik 2011; Chudnoff 2014b). Consequently,

I will use pushiness or being pushy to denote the character of being motivational with

respect to a specific mental behaviour or action: assent (or dissent) towards a content.

That is, being pushy is a special case of being motivational.27

A metaphor might help: a politician may say many things. She may say many things

assertively. Now, if one happens to be one of her supporters then one will probably

be motivated to assent to what she assertively states. On the other hand, if one does

not happen to support her one will probably lack the motivation to assent to what she

says assertively. Perhaps one will be motivationally neutral concerning assent to what

is assertively stated or one will be motivated to dissent instead. Nevertheless, the fact

that she will still be saying things and assertively so is unaltered. What changes is one’s

motivation to assent (or dissent). In this sense, assertiveness and pushiness can come

apart (cf. Siegel 2014, pp. 55 sqq.). Some kind of assertiveness is present in beliefs,

perceptual experiences and intuition experiences alike. They all “say” things assertively.

However, intuition experiences additionally single-handedly and directly motivate one’s

assent (or dissent) to what they assertively state. In contrast, beliefs do not seem to be

pushy but to consist of past assent and perceptual experiences do not seem to be pushy

without additional desires.28

25I borrow the term “pushy” from Koksvik 2011.
26Or dissent, see section 2.2.6 further below.
27In the literature, there is an ambiguity on whether pushiness is to be understood as a felt push or as just

somehow establishing a disposition to do something without implying pushy phenomenology. I take
this to be the difference between talk of intuitions as inclinations (e.g. Sosa 2007c) and dispositions
(e.g. Sosa 1996). The former is more demanding and includes the latter. The account to be developed
here will focus on pushiness understood phenomenally. Insofar it can also be taken as an elaboration
of the nature of intuitions as inclinations.

28This leaves open, however, the possibility that beliefs and perceptual experiences non-phenomenally
dispose the subject to assent to their content (see footnote 27).
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2.2.4. Being Noncommittal and Related Features

In contrast to a belief or judgment, however, an intuition does not fully commit the sub-

ject to its content, insofar it is noncommittal.29 Unlike an intuition experience “belief,

when it is conscious, [...] is like a reminder of what I have already agreed is the case.

Conscious belief has phenomenology of already present commitment, not of pushiness”

(Koksvik 2011, p. 185). Instead, intuitions are “the tendencies that make certain be-

liefs attractive to us, that “move” us in the direction of accepting certain propositions

without taking us all the way to acceptance” (Van Inwagen 1997, p. 309). To illustrate,

consider:

• “For all conditions, there is a set containing all and only the things meeting this

condition.” (Näıve Comp)

If, after some reflection, Näıve Comp seems true to you then you are in good com-

pany. Many philosophers report that it seems true to them even though they have been

convinced by Russell’s paradox that Näıve Comp is false:30

I have an intuition—it still seems to me—that the näıve comprehension ax-

iom of set theory is true; this is so despite the fact that I do not believe that

it is true (because I know of the set-theoretical paradoxes). (Bealer 1992,

p. 102; see also Williamson 2007, p. 217)

Similar observations can be made for paradoxical clusters of propositions that all appear

true but cannot all be true without leading to paradoxes. As in the case of Näıve Comp

resolving some paradox by rejecting some of its assumptions often does not dispose of

one’s intuitions about the dismissed assumption.

Intuitive seemings remain distinctive conscious states in their own right,

without collapsing into beliefs, as is shown by paradoxes like the liar, or

the sorites. Each proposition in a paradoxical cluster exerts a powerful in-

tuitive attraction, despite how compelling it also is that they cannot all be

true together. Even when one eventually settles on a solution, moreover, the

29This is only to say that having an intuition does not by itself amount to a commitment to its content.
For that, we must additionally assent to it by judging accordingly. And that we usually do. In fact,
that might be our default mode towards the deliverances of intuitions (cf. Döring 2009, pp. 293 sq.).
In some cases, however, we might resist (see below).

30The paradox is due to the set of all sets that do not contain themselves. If it does not contain itself
then it must contain itself and contradict its condition.
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pull of the rejected proposition is not removed but overcome. (Sosa 2007a,

p. 51; see also e.g. Sosa 2007c, pp. 47 sqq.)

Here is another proposition that most likely will seem true to you (it certainly does to

me, much more so than Näıve Comp):

• “There are more natural numbers than there are even numbers.” (Numbers)

I get the intuition that Numbers is true. Surely, even numbers are merely numbers such

as 0, 2, 4 and so on while natural numbers include all even numbers as well as all odd

numbers. Though in fact, this intuition exploits our somewhat shaky grasp on infinities:

the set of natural numbers, as well as the set of even numbers, contain (countably)

infinite numbers. As a consequence, all elements of the former set can be exhaustively

matched up with all elements of the latter set. Therefore, Numbers is false. However, I

still get the intuition that it is true. Perhaps you do, too.

Some philosophers make sense of these kinds of “cognitive illusions” in analogy with

optical illusions such as the Müller-Lyer illusion:

Depiction of the Müller-Lyer illusion

I can’t and I suppose you can’t either help seeing the lines as having different lengths

even though they are of the same length and we both know them to be of the same

length (Bealer 1996, p. 6). However, this analogy has its limits and should not be taken
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to suggest that one cannot rid oneself of one’s intuitions after learning about them being

mistaken. As Nimtz points out:

[O]ptical illusions are peculiar in that changes in our beliefs do not affect our

perceptual experiences. Everyone will continue to have the impression of the

lines differing in length in the Müller-Lyer illusion, whatever her knowledge

of their actual length. But this does not hold true in the cases of intuitions

[...]. Russell’s proof [...] might well make you lose the intuitions you used to

have. (Nimtz 2010, p. 366)

Just as there is a gradient in the ease with which one can have (or obtain) intuitions

about certain propositions, i.e. some intuitions are easier had than others, there seems

to be a gradient in the rigidity of different intuitions, i.e. some intuitions are easier lost

than others. Presumably, however, many of them can be lost (with sufficient efforts such

as plentiful exposure to and recapitulation of counter-evidence). This is a dissimilarity in

comparison to optical illusions that seem to prevail no matter what.3132 Thus, although

intuitions seem to be less plastic than e.g. beliefs they are more plastic than perceptual

experience.

Furthermore, there appear to be differences in plasticity within the class of intuitions.

Consider for instance:

• “The sentence ‘the boy the man the girl saw chased fled’ is ungrammatical.”

(Grammaticality)

As Näıve Comp and Numbers, Grammaticality will likely seem true to you. However,

the sentence is grammatically (although not stylistically) sound.33 English grammar

31At least if one has them in the first place (Segall et al. 1966; Henrich et al. 2010).
32Perhaps the “no matter what”-formulation is too strong. However, to my knowledge there are no

reported cases where subjects (without neurophysiological damage) could be made to lose the illusory
Müller-Lyer experience.

33The example is taken from Koksvik 2011, pp. 2 sq., 135. Koksvik claims that one has the intuition that
the sentence ‘the boy the man the girl saw chased fled’ is ungrammatical is true (the text in italics is the
content of the intuition). However, it is not clear whether such a heavy-handed description (reminding
of the intuitions with nested contents) is the most plausible (or the only) one. To me, it seems more
natural to describe what occurs as an intuition that represents the sentence “the boy the man the
girl saw chased fled” straight as incorrect or ungrammatical. Here, an assessment of correctness
or grammaticality, and not of truth, is part of the attitude, rather than part of the content of the
intuition. Furthermore, I — at least initially — rather seem to have a negative intuition concerning
the correctness or grammaticality of the sentence rather than a positive intuition regarding the truth
of the whole Grammaticality proposition (although the proposition seems to be an OK re-description
in terms of truth). It might be that one can have both intuitions in quick succession. However, that
opens up the possibility that intuitions are more versatile regarding the properties they are receptive
to. It seems plausible that we do not only have intuitions about the truth of propositions but also
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allows for such centre embedding where a phrase is embedded in the middle of another

phrase (e.g. De Roeck et al. 1982).

Now, read it again. The sentence might still seem ungrammatical to you. Let me provide

you with what the sentence means: “The boy fled; the boy, that is, who was chased by

the man, who, in turn, the girl saw” (Koksvik 2011, p. 3). Now read it a couple of

times more. Presumably, with the information provided and accumulating iterations

the intuition might gradually loosen its grip on you. After a while, the proposition

might cease to appear true to you (though it does not have to appear false to you

either).34 However, it took a while until your intuition could be persuaded even in the

face of strong evidence (testimony, explanation) against it. In other words, you probably

ceased to believe that Grammaticality is true (perhaps after I told you) but it took a

good deal more time and effort to cease to have the Grammaticality intuition.

What this shows is that, first, intuitions are quite clearly fallible35 and, second, they

are to some (varying) degree belief-independent.36 The fact that one believes that Näıve

Comp or Grammaticality are false does not (straight away) adjust one’s illusory positive

intuitions towards the propositions. This reminds of the (more pronounced) belief-

independence in cases of visual illusions.

2.2.5. Gradeability: Content and Pushiness

Another feature of intuitions is their gradeability. In fact, there are two aspects in

which intuitions are said to be gradable. Call the first content-gradeability. Content-

about their normative standing, be it relative to moral, logical or linguistic norms. Considering
e.g. Torture against this background might also lead to a reconstruction of the involved intuition
as representing torturing kittens for fun as morally wrong rather than as representing torturing
kittens for fun is wrong as true. This also introduces the potential to confuse the different properties
intuitions might (come to) be receptive to: an intuition that tracks one’s — perhaps idiosyncratic —
moral norms or subjective tastes might be mistaken to track truth. For the sake of simplicity, I will
bracket this issue for now.

34Alternatively, the sentence might cease to appear ungrammatical to you.
35This can be taken to be implied by the fact that intuitions are intentional and assertive. If they

represent something as true or false, they can naturally misrepresent it in so being.
36What might explain this on a functional level is that the mechanisms generating intuitions are “in-

formationally encapsulated”, that is, they are to some degree (initially) unaffected by (relevant)
information that is present elsewhere in one’s cognitive system but currently lies outside the sys-
tem generating the intuition. In contrast, beliefs and judgements can seem to be “informationally
parasitic” in that they initially rely for their formation on sources of information external to the
belief-system.
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gradeability concerns the way an intuition experience represents its content.37 It builds

on a perceptual analogy: some perceptual experiences are more determinate or vivid,

i.e. clear and distinct in representing their contents than others. Glasses, for instance,

make the content delivered by visual experience more or less determinate.38 Now, some

philosophers claim that there is a parallel quality to the content of intuitions, i.e. things

that we see with the “mind’s eye” or hear with the “mind’s ear” can be more or less clear

and distinct (Chudnoff 2011b; Bengson 2015). In some cases the content of an intuition

might be inexplicit: The subject might not be able to fully articulate the content of her

intuition (Chudnoff 2011b, pp. 642 sq.; Bengson 2015, pp. 730 sq.). On the other hand,

there is pushiness-gradeability (Weinberg 2007, p. 335; Koksvik 2011). Naturally, we can

be more or less strongly pushed towards assent (or dissent).

One may wonder whether and — if so — how content-gradeability and pushiness-

gradeability co-vary. On the face of it, they can be (largely) dependent or independent.

We can experience a strong push to assent that p because p is so clearly represented:

I feel a strong push towards assenting that there is a bottle on the table before me

because I see it clearly and distinctly. On the other hand, something might be clearly

and distinctly represented without me being strongly, or even at, all pushed towards

assenting to it. Koksvik points out that “it might clearly but weakly seem to someone

that torturing one innocent person to save 20 others is permissible (while it clearly and

strongly seems to that person that torturing an innocent person to save a thousand

is). Put differently, “there may be no doubt about what the content of the state is—no

“haziness,” [...]—but the intuition may still be weak.” (Koksvik 2017, p. 6)

2.2.6. Phenomenal Epistemic Valence

A peculiar feature of intuitions that sets them apart from states such as perceptual

experiences, beliefs or imaginings is their phenomenal epistemic valence (Koksvik 2011).

So far we have considered positive intuitions, i.e. intuitions that represent some content

as true. Now suppose it is 1963 and you believe that knowledge is justified true belief.

You’re reading Gettier 1963 for the first time. Following Gettier’s exposition, you finally

37Note content-gradeability is to be understood as a feature of the experience (Bengson 2015, footnote
15, 26; cf. Harman 1990) and, further, as a feature of its content-specific phenomenology (Koksvik
2017, p. 8).

38One way of accounting for this is to say that a visual experience with and without glasses represent
the same content, but with a varying degree of determinacy or vividness. Another way would be
to say that they actually don’t. What is in fact going on is that the visual experience with glasses
simply has another content than the visual experience without glasses (Bourget 2017).
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arrive at Smith’s belief that the man who will get the job has ten coins in his pocket. As

it turns out, this belief is justified and true. Thus: Smith knows that the man who will

get the job has ten coins in his pocket (Inverse Gettier). Yet Inverse Gettier just seems

false to you. Something similar might happen if you consider propositions such as:

• “2 + 3 = 4” (Calc Error)

• “People prefer pain over pleasure.” (Pain)

• “An undermined house will rise up.” (Rise)

• “The earth is a perfect square.” (Square Earth)

• “Water flows up by itself.” (Flow-Up’

• “There are as many numbers between 0 and 1 as there are between 0 and 1000000.”

(Numbers 2)

In such cases, what one experiences is a negative intuition where a proposition seems

false instead of true.39 And this it does by directly representing a specific proposition as

false. This stands in contrast to representing Smith does not know that the man who will

get the job has ten coins in his pocket or 2 + 3 = 5 as true in response to Inverse Gettier

or Calc Error or to having positive intuitions that represent a nested content such as it is

false that (Inverse Gettier) as true.40 Crucially, positive intuitions differ phenomenally

or in how they feel from negative intuitions (Koksvik 2011). This phenomenal contrast

is only there when you compare a positive to a negative intuition and not there if you

compare two positive intuitions or two negative intuitions. Interestingly, one can have a

positive or a negative intuition that, say, non-conscious physical duplicates of conscious

beings are possible.

One way to capture such contrasts is to say that the truth or falsity, i.e. the epistemic

valence, of the intuition is not expressed in the content but in the attitude and that

their valence is part of their attitude-specific phenomenology (ibid., pp. 188 sq.). Con-

sequently, positive intuitions differ phenomenally from negative intuitions not due to a

39Being positive or negative is different from being correct or illusory. For instance, the Näıve Comp
intuition is positive because it represents Näıve Comp as true but illusory because Naive Comp is
false. Similarly, the intuition that represents Numbers 2 as false is negative and incorrect because
Numbers 2 is actually true.

40That is not to say that if one has an intuition in response to propositions such as Pain or Flow-Up one
always has directly corresponding negative intuitions. It is possible that one can just as well have
positive contradicting intuitions (with nested contents).
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difference in content — this can be, in fact, identical — but due to a difference in atti-

tude. In other words, positive intuitions are not the same kind of attitude as negative

intuitions in the same way that happiness is not the same kind of attitude as sadness.

Positive and negative intuitions seem to constitute a pair of what Kevin Mulligan has

helpfully called ‘polar opposites’ (Mulligan 2007, pp. 217 sqq.). I like to add that they

are not only polar opposites but phenomenal polar opposites.

Note that variation along the feature dimension of phenomenal epistemic valence co-

varies with characteristic differences along other (phenomenal) feature dimensions. A

difference in valence leads to a valence-specific difference in assertiveness and pushi-

ness: Positive intuitions assert a proposition to be true while negative intuitions assert

a proposition to be false; positive intuitions push one to assent to its content while neg-

ative intuitions push one to dissent to its content. This opens up the possibility that

the features of assertiveness and pushiness might be not independent of the feature of

phenomenal epistemic valence. It might, for instance, turn out that epistemic phenom-

enal valence is (part of) the phenomenal grounds of the assertiveness (or pushiness) of

intuitions (see section 2.2.2 and 4.5).

Phenomenal epistemic valence is a peculiar feature of intuitions that sets them apart

from perceptual experiences, beliefs or imaginings. Perceptual experience, in general,

does not directly represent some (propositional) content as being false. Although one

can infer that some proposition is false from the content of one’s perceptual experience.

At most, it only directly represents some (propositional) content as being true. The

contrast with belief is different: belief seems to be able to directly represent that some

proposition is false. Nevertheless, the most plausible way it would do so is on the level

of content via the above-mentioned nested contents. Although we can believe that p

(is true) and we can believe that p is false (or not p), the belief that p and the belief

that p is false seem 1) only to differ in terms of their content and 2) lack a phenomenal

contrast. A (conscious occurrent) belief (or judgment) that P-Zombies is true will not

phenomenally contrast with a belief that P-Zombies is false. Imaginings, on the other

hand, represent contents but they do not by themselves orient their contents in relation

to truth or falsity. They have therefore no epistemic valence, let alone phenomenal

epistemic valence.
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2.2.7. Nonvoluntariness

Another feature of intuitions is that they are nonvoluntary. The formation of an intuition

is not an intentional act and is not subject to direct voluntary control. One does not

choose or decide to form or have an intuition. While conscious choices, decisions, judg-

ments, guesses or imaginings are sometimes under a certain degree of conscious control,

intuitions are passively received—they happen or fail to happen to one (Bengson 2015,

see also footnote 67).41 Consequently, one is not responsible or rationally criticisable for

one’s intuitions in the same way as one is for one’s choices, decisions, judgments, guesses

or imaginings (Koksvik 2011; Chudnoff 2014b).

I don’t mean to say here that e.g. judgments or beliefs are under full voluntary control.

It certainly doesn’t seem that we are free to believe or judge whatever we want (Williams

1970). Nevertheless, there seems to be more leeway for agency in the case of beliefs and

judgments than in the case of intuitions and perceptual experiences (perhaps there is

still more leeway in the case of the former than in the latter). That is why we are often

held responsible or are rationally criticisable for our beliefs and judgments and less so

for our intuitions and perceptual experiences (Koksvik 2011; Chudnoff 2014b). In the

former case, we seem to be norm-bound epistemic agents while in the latter we are at

least to a much greater extent epistemic patients.

Of course, being to some degree acquainted with the dynamics of such nonvoluntary

states one may be able to have an indirect effect on their occurrence by performing

conducive actions over which we do have control. Just as one does not choose to form the

visual experience that there is an orange lying on the table, one does not choose to have

(or have not) the Gettier, P-Zombie or Näıve Comp intuition. One may, however, choose

to look elsewhere or to attend to specific features of a case. As discussed above, one is

not free to simply and directly rid oneself of the intuitions one believes to be mistaken. In

the case of intuitions (but not perceptual experience), however, it is possible to influence

one’s dispositions to experience certain intuitions in the long-run (cf. Holroyd 2012).

2.3. Recap and a Phenomenally Contrastive Mixed List

In this chapter I hoped to illustrate that intuitions are not only phenomenally conscious

but also intentional states, often taking a proposition or propositional content as their

41Although one might have actively worked towards getting or losing them.
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intentional object. This content they represent assertively, i.e. as true or false. And

they motivate or push the subject to assent or dissent to what they represent as true

or false. In doing so, however, they fall short of fully committing the subject to their

contents, akin to perceptual experiences and unlike beliefs and judgments. Furthermore,

intuition experiences are gradable in two ways: on the one hand, similar to the content

of perceptual experiences they can be more or less determinate in the way they represent

their contents. On the other hand, they can push you to assent or dissent more or less

strongly. A peculiar feature of intuition experiences is that they exhibit phenomenal

epistemic valence, i.e. they can directly represent their contents either as true (positive

intuitions) or as false (negative intuitions). Positive intuitions feel genuinely different

from negative intuitions even if their contents are the same. They constitute phenomenal

polar opposites. Finally, intuition experiences are nonvoluntary, that is, intuitions are

not under voluntary control but happen to one. So intuition experiences are 1) inten-

tional, 2) assertive, 3) motivational, 4) noncommittal, 5) gradable in 5.1) content and

5.2) pushiness, 6) phenomenally epistemically valenced and 7) nonvoluntary.

In concluding this chapter, I want to address a caveat: it is possible that the summarised

phenomenal features were not always salient to you in your own phenomenology. This

is in part due to the relative homogeneity of the grouped propositions. The various

clusters of propositions were supposed to jointly illustrate specific features characterizing

instances of (correct or incorrect) positive, (correct or incorrect) negative or no intuitions.

Sometimes, however, such a homogeneous grouping fails to draw a phenomenal contrast

between instances where we have intuitions and instances where we don’t (cf. Dechêne

et al. 2009). So here is a more heterogeneous list of propositions that might let the

mentioned phenomenal features come to the fore in a starker contrast:

1. “1729 + 4773 = 6052”

2. “2 + 3 = 5”

3. “3 + 2 = 4”

4. “If P then not not P.”

5. “If P then not not not not not not P.”

6. “1729 is the smallest number expressible as the sum of two positive cubes in two

different ways.”
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7. “for all conditions, there is a set containing all and only the things meeting this

condition.”

8. “There are as many numbers between 0 and 1 as there are between 0 and 1000000.”

9. “There are no differences but differences of degree between different degrees of

difference and no difference.”

10. “Physical objects continue to exist when we do not perceive them.”

I hope that upon reading this mixed list of propositions, some of the described features

have figured more prominently into your total phenomenal state. In case you wonder,

here is how somebody whose phenomenology is perfectly attuned to the illustrative

purposes of this exercise (you, I hope) would have experienced the propositions: 1) 1, 5,

6, 9 should have prompted no intuition experiences (although you might have engaged

in inferential judgments upon e.g. counting the “nots” in 6 etc.). 2) 2, 3, 4, 7, 8,

10 should have prompted intuition experiences. 3) 2, 4, 7, 10 should have prompted

positive intuition experiences whereas in the case of 7 the positive intuition experience

is incorrect. 4) 3 and 8 should have prompted negative intuition experiences whereas in

the case of 8 the negative intuition experience is incorrect.

You should have experienced various phenomenal contrasts between instances of 1), 3)

and 4). 1) should have contrasted with 3) and 4) in that the phenomenal features char-

acteristic of intuition experiences are absent in 1) and present in 3) and 4). Furthermore,

although propositions in 3) and 4) prompt intuition experiences with most characteristic

phenomenal features being roughly the same, they still contrast quite starkly. This is be-

cause the phenomenal epistemic valence is positive in 3) and negative in 4). In fact, this

difference in valence leads also to a valence-specific difference in assertiveness (asserting

a proposition to be true vs. asserting a proposition to be false) and pushiness (push to

assent vs. push to dissent). Finally, correct and incorrect intuitions prompted by 3) and

4) should not significantly differ when it comes to their phenomenology (although there

might, of course, be differences in degrees of content-determinacy and pushiness).
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Chapter 3
Intuitions and Where (Not) to Find

Them: Extant Theories of Intuitions

3.1. Introduction: Intuitions for Philosophy

Now that we have a firmer grasp on the target state, namely intuitions, it is time to

go into the theories that have been proposed about it. In the present chapter, I will

review extant theories of intuition. These theories, however, should be savoured with

some caution. The reason why is that they tend to be developed with a specific goal

in mind: intuition theorists engage with the general question “What are intuitions?” in

order to provide an answer to the more specific question “Are intuitions justifiers?”. As

Elijah Chudnoff notes:

Some philosophers think that intuitions are a source of justification [...] for

beliefs [...]. Other philosophers are more skeptical. They doubt that intu-

itions are a source of justification for beliefs [...]. The motivation to defend

one or the other of these orientations, non-skeptical or skeptical, drives most

discussions about intuition. As a consequence most of these discussions fo-

cus on issues that seem to bear immediately on the epistemological status of

intuitions [...] Prior to all these questions, however, is the question: What

are intuitions? Depending on what intuitions are, they might or might not

be reliable, they might or might not possibly justify beliefs [...], they might
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or might not be embarrassed by recent experimental studies, and they might

or might not be coherently foresworn. (Chudnoff 2011b, p. 625)

This narrow epistemological take is a consequence of the largely metaphilosophically mo-

tivated intuition debate within which intuition theorizing is embedded. This is because

many philosophers accept Herman Cappelen’s “Centrality thesis”:

Centrality (of Intuitions in Contemporary Philosophy): Contempo-

rary analytic philosophers rely on intuitions as evidence (or as a source of

evidence) for philosophical theories. (Cappelen 2012, p. 3)42

The implications of this thesis, in turn, are well captured by Michael DePaul and William

Ramsey:

In contemporary analytic discussions [...] “intuition” has become the name

for whatever it is that might provide philosophy with a distinctive method

and hence preserve it as a separate (in principle) intellectual domain. Our

disagreement about the nature and epistemic authority of intuitions is at

root a battle for the preservation of philosophy as an autonomous field of

inquiry (DePaul and Ramsey 1998, p. 7).

I won’t belabour the fact that contemporary intuition theorizing seems to be overly

metaphilosophically motivated and thus concerned with the epistemology of intuitions

but simply note it for now. One of the consequences, anyway, is the occasional lack of

clarity on whether claims about e.g. the similarity between intuition and other mental

states are to be understood epistemologically or metaphysically (or both). On the face

of it, it seems it is one thing to say that some state is like another state when it comes

to its epistemology and quite another to say the same when it comes to its metaphysics.

Baring, of course, the possibility that the epistemology of a state exhausts its nature,

i.e. metaphysics. In fact, one does find such approaches:

I propose to identify intuitions [...] by their putative justificatory role in

philosophical practice: intuitions are responses that are putatively either

foundational [...] or quasi-foundational justifiers for philosophically relevant

non-empirical belief (Kauppinen 2013, p. 361).

42There are some who deny this descriptive claim about philosophy (Earlenbaugh and Molyneux 2009;
Cappelen 2012; Molyneux 2014; Deutsch 2015). Nado calls members of this comparatively small
faction in the debate “intuition deniers” (Nado 2016). Some have explicitly attempted to refute
intuition denial (Bengson 2014; Andow 2017; Nado 2017) while others have directly argued that
philosophers do use intuitions as evidence (Climenhaga 2018).
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Be it as it may, after noting that the theories to come could be understood as making

claims about the epistemology of intuitions or about the metaphysics of intuition (or

both), I will assume that they are to be understood as proposals about the nature of

intuitions and not (or not only) as proposals about the epistemology of intuitions. After

all, what I am after here is a psychological kind, not an epistemological kind (cf. Koksvik

2011).

Note further that individual claims that a theory makes about intuitions can be true

without making thereby the whole theory true. Conversely, a theory as a whole can be

false without negating the truth of some of its individual component claims. Why this

obvious point? Because, on the one hand, I think that the claims that different theories

make regarding the individual features of intuitions are by and large on the right track.

This is what Chapter I was about. On the other hand, I think that the overarching

theoretical frameworks in which these claims are embedded are mistaken.

Here’s a bird’s eye view on the frameworks proposed so far. A few say intuitions probably

do not exist (e.g. Smith 2000, pp. 23 sq.). Call this Eliminativism about intuitions.

Others claim that intuitions are judgments or beliefs (see e.g. Lewis 1983, p. x; Plantinga

1993; Van Inwagen 1997, p. 309; Williamson 2004, 2007; Lynch 2006; Ludwig 2007). Call

this Simple Doxasticism. Yet others claim that intuitions are dispositions (e.g. Sosa 1996,

1998; Earlenbaugh and Molyneux 2009) or inclinations (or attractions or temptations)

to judge or believe (e.g. Van Inwagen 1997, p. 309; Sosa 2006, 2007c,a; Boghossian 2009).

Call this Dispositional Doxasticism and Inclinational Doxasticism respectively. Taken

together, these views constitute the family of intuition theories called Doxasticism.43

Then there are those opposed to Doxasticism. They maintain that intuitions are pre- and

non-doxastic. This faction typically uses perceptual experiences as an analogy to anal-

yse intuitions. Such Perceptualism is not to be understood literally: No one is claiming

that intuitions are perceptual experiences. Instead, they either claim that intuitions and

perceptual experiences belong to the same kind of superordinate state such as “seem-

ings” or “presentations” (e.g. Bealer 1992; Bengson 2015) or that there are instructive

similarities between intuitions and perceptual experiences without committing to further

ontological linkage (e.g. Koksvik 2011; Chudnoff 2013c). Call them Quasi-Perceptualism

or Comparative Perceptualism respectively. In what follows I’ll zoom in on the various

views and their issues.

43Chudnoff was, as far as I can tell, the first one to talk of “Doxasticism” and “Perceptualism” in the
context of intuitions (Chudnoff 2011b).
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3.2. No Intuitions?

There are those who deny the existence of mental states that are appropriately called

“intuitions”. Here is a rather clear statement of such “Eliminativism” about intuitions:

[What] exactly is an intuition? One rarely encounters clear statements of

their nature. If an intuition is a thought, why employ a term suggesting it

is anything less than that? If intuition is a particular type of thought, what

type? If an intuition is an emotion or feeling, what distinguishes intuition

from ill-founded feelings? [...] Are intuitions desires? Hunches? Stubborn

convictions that a person refuses to surrender? The point is, we cannot be

sure whether we have such things, let alone what role they play in providing

moral guidance, until we know precisely what intuitions are. One suspects

that the absence of definition, keeping intuition afloat as a hazy “something”

between a thought and a feeling, may hide the fact that there are no such

things. (Smith 2000, pp. 23 sq.)44

Taking such a position is often motivated by the air of mystery surrounding the topic of

intuition (see section 2.1). The most straightforward way to understand Eliminativism

is as the thesis that the term “intuition” has no extension. It might have an intension

but there are no things that fit it and to which the term could extend. Intuitions are

thus like Swampmans, Orfolei, Flying Spaghetti Monsters or Phlogiston: they do not

exist.

Eliminativism: The term “intuition” has no extension—intuitions do not

exist.

Another motivation to adopt Eliminativism is the highly varied use of the word “in-

tuition” and its cognates, sometimes not referring to mental states at all, but e.g. to

commonsensical ideas or linguistic devices used to hedge epistemic risk.45 Embracing

Eliminativism, however, seems to be a premature response to such polysemy. “Intuition”

sometimes means this and sometimes means that, depending on the context etc. That

is, intuitions are not like Swampmans or Flying Spaghetti Monsters but more like bats.

44For other philosophers who seem to embrace something resembling Eliminativism see Ayer 1956, p. 31;
Fumerton 1990, p. 6; Cappelen 2012.

45Looking outside of philosophy one finds psychologists noting something similar about “intuition”:
“There are as many meanings for the term intuition as there are people using it.” (Betsch 2008b,
p. 3) In fact, intuition “has been given so many different meanings, some opposite to others, that it
makes one wonder whether the term has any meaning at all.” (Epstein 2008, p. 23)
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The polysemy of the word “bat” does not lead us to deny the existence of a winged

mammal that navigates space through sonar; nor the existence of an elongated tool used

to hit objects. It seems perfectly fine to continue to engage in debates about how exactly

bats navigate space, what it is like to be a bat or whether wooden bats are preferable to

metal ones. Just be clear what you mean by “bat”.

Perhaps intuitions are not (only) like bats but they’re also like chefs. Colloquially, “chef”

is often synonymously used with “cook”. So perhaps “intuitions” are synonymous to

some other, less confusing term. In fact, perhaps everything that can be said about

intuitions can be said in less ambiguous terms, maybe using a few more words than just

one. If (some of) the things that we call intuitions exist and if all these things can be

called by less ambiguous names, then perhaps the most reasonable position to adopt

is not Eliminativism but Reductionism about intuitions, i.e. the thesis that intuitions

are best understood as other familiar mental states. Perhaps one could then adopt

Eliminativism regarding the term “intuition”, petitioning to purge it from our language

practice on behalf of clarity. This is what Smith in part alludes to in the quote above. In

any case, Eliminativism as atheory of intuition experiences appears clearly insufficient:

Insufficiency of Eliminativism (IE):

(IE-P1) Eliminativism is true if it can accommodate (i.e. acknowledge and explain) the

feature profile of intuition experiences (“intuitions”, from now on).

(IE-P2) Eliminativism cannot (and does not want to) accommodate the feature profile of

intuitions.

(IE-C1) Therefore, Eliminativism is false.

Coming back to the things we call intuitions: another possibility is that (some of) the

things that we call intuitions exist and that some but not all of these things can be

called by less ambiguous names. That is: there are states among the various things

to which the term “intuition” extends for which there is no better pre-theoretical term

than “intuition”. Perhaps there is something characteristic and substantial that we call

“intuition” and that has not yet been sufficiently theoretically elucidated to count as

well-understood. This is what I, together with non-reductive Perceptualists, think is the

case.46 I’ll introduce positions from both sides in turn, starting with one that is often

stylised as a form of Reductionism about intuitions: Doxasticism.

46However, I do not think that this has to lead to Non-Reductionism about intuitions.
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3.3. Intuitions and Doxastic States

“Doxasticists” (Chudnoff 2011b) are considered “reductionists” (Koksvik forthcoming)

or “minimalists” (Bengson 2015) since they take intuitions to be reducible to a rela-

tively “familiar” class of mental states such as (some subset of) beliefs or judgments

(Simple Doxasticism) or (some subset of) dispositions or inclinations to believe or judge

(Dispositional Doxasticism, Inclinational Doxasticism).47 The subsets of the states in

question are often taken to be individuated by a specific kind of content (e.g. modal,

abstract, commonsensical or counterfactual) and/or aetiology (e.g. positively such as

based on sheer understanding or conceptual competence or negatively such as not based

on memory, inference, introspection etc.).48 Here are Ludwig, a Simple Doxasticist,

constraining the aetiology of intuition to understanding or conceptual competence and

Sosa, a Doxastic Inclinationist, constraining the content and aetiology of intuitions to

modal content and to our capacity for understanding respectively (for a discussion of

these constraints see next section):

I will use “intuition” to mean an occurrent judgment formed solely on the

basis of competence in the concepts involved in response to a question about

a scenario, or simply an occurrent judgment formed solely on the basis of

competence in the concepts involved in it (in response, we might say, to the

null scenario). (Ludwig 2007, p. 135)

S rationally intuits that p if and only if S’s attraction to assent to <p> is

explained by a competence (an epistemic ability or virtue) on the part of S

to discriminate the true from the false reliably (enough) in some subfield of

modally strong propositional contents that S understands well enough, with

no reliance on introspection, perception, memory, testimony, or inference (no

further reliance, anyhow, than any required for so much as understanding the

given propositional content). (Sosa 2007a, p. 58)

47I borrow the overarching terms “doxastic attitudes” for beliefs and judgments and “doxastic tenden-
cies” for doxastic dispositions and inclinations from Bengson 2015. I use the term “doxastic states”
to refer to and capture both.

48We will see that introducing such constraints is not unique to the doxastic camp but can also be found
among Perceptualists (Bealer 1999; Brogaard 2013, p. 279).
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3.3.1. Intuitions as Doxastic Attitudes

Assume, with Simple Doxasticism, that intuitions are doxastic states such as beliefs or

judgments. Unfortunately, what “doxastic” exactly means is not clear. The way the

distinction between doxastic and non-doxastic accounts is drawn , often suggests that

being “doxastic” just is being a belief or judgment, i.e. it denotes belief- or judgment-

hood.49 Thus:

Simple Doxasticism: Intuitions are beliefs or judgments.

At first glance, it seems plausible that in certain contexts we do in fact call some kinds

of judgments or beliefs “intuitions”. Van Inwagen, for example, states that philosophers

“call their philosophical beliefs intuitions because ‘intuition’ sounds more authoritative

than ‘belief”’ (Van Inwagen 1997, p. 309). It thus appears uncontroversial that some-

times when philosophers speak of “intuitions” they mean some kind of judgment or

belief.50

What kinds? Let me clarify a bit more: beliefs can be dispositional or they can be occur-

rent; judgments, while essentially occurrent, are sometimes unconscious and sometimes

conscious. In fact, perhaps the only way beliefs can be conscious and occurrent is in

the form of conscious judgments (Crane 2013). A state or event that is conscious can

be phenomenally and/or access conscious (Block 1995; Bayne and Chalmers 2003). It

might also be reflexively conscious. By that I mean that a subject is conscious or aware

of being in a certain mental state, sometimes but not always additionally to this mental

state being phenomenally and access conscious as well. Consider Crane’s illustration for

the case of worry:

[C]onsciously worrying is not the same as being conscious that one is wor-

rying. One could become conscious that one is worried about one’s finances

by discovering something about one’s behaviour, say; and one could do this

without undergoing the kinds of inner events which constitute conscious wor-

rying. (Crane 2001, p. 106)

49In other philosophical contexts “doxastic” is sometimes used to mean that the content of a mental
state has or can be described as having a propositional structure. This, however, cannot be meant
here since both, doxastic and non-doxastic theorists of intuitions consider intuitions to be states that
can be described as having propositional contents.

50And, as Koksvik points out, sometimes when we talk of conscious belief we actually mean intuition
experiences (Koksvik 2011, p. 192).
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Consciously worrying is here to be understood as a phenomenally conscious state. On the

other hand, whatever state one is in when one becomes conscious that one worries, say

thinking about one’s behaviour, one is at this point reflexively conscious of one’s worry

while not necessarily being consciously worrying, i.e. one’s worry being phenomenally

conscious.51

I take it that if something has a phenomenology it is also conscious and if something

is conscious it is also occurrent. On the other hand, not everything that is occurrent is

also conscious and not everything that is conscious must be phenomenally conscious or

have a phenomenology; it might, for instance, be access but not phenomenally conscious

(cf. Strawson 2009, pp. 158 sqq.). Now it still seems fine to grant that by calling a

certain mental state an “intuition” we mean sometimes to refer to beliefs of the disposi-

tional, unconscious occurrent, and conscious occurrent variety; and to unconscious and

conscious judgments. Furthermore, there seems to be no need to deny that some of the

conscious beliefs and judgments will have a certain phenomenology, i.e. be phenomenally

conscious. If these are the “intuitions” that Simple Doxasticists try to account for, there

is no problem.

The point at which things get moot is when Simple Doxasticism is considered as an

account for intuition experiences as characterised in chapter 2. When I say “I have

an intuition” or when I simply have an intuition and in so doing I have an intuition

experience, the state that I am in doesn’t seem in any straightforward way identifiable

as some sort of a less ambiguously specifiable state such as a belief or judgment. Of

course, this leaves open that, at the end of the day, one might in a non-straightforward

way succeed in identifying intuition experiences as, say, some belief or judgment. As

Nimtz notes:

Phenomenal data only goes so far. Mental states do not come with labels

revealing what kind of states they are to the glance of the mind’s eye. Dis-

secting our mental life into separate phenomena and sorting those into kinds

is a theoretical task that is decided by the descriptive and explanatory powers

of the competing accounts. (Nimtz 2010, p. 365)

However, the phenomenal data is data that needs explaining by an account. And this

is where Simple Doxasticism struggles.

51This is something to bear in mind when trying to understand what is meant by occurrent con-
scious belief. As Crane argues it cannot mean consciously believing, strictly speaking (Crane 2001,
pp. 106 sqq.).
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Let me work up to that slowly. For a start, our target state is occurrent and phenom-

enally conscious. So only phenomenally conscious occurrent beliefs and phenomenally

conscious judgments can be considered as candidates for identifying our target state.

The gap that is difficult to bridge lies, however, in the way phenomenology figures in

making the state the kind of state it is. As should be apparent now, a belief that is

not occurrent and not phenomenally conscious is still a belief; a judgment that is not

phenomenally conscious is still a judgment. In contrast, if a state is not occurrent and

not phenomenally conscious then it is not an intuition experience. In other words, phe-

nomenology appears to be only incidental to beliefs and judgments. As Klausen points

out: “Beliefs are not essentially or typically phenomenal states” (Klausen 2013, p. 188;

see also Lyons 2018, p. 187). At the same time, phenomenology is essential to intu-

ition experiences: It is (in part) what individuates the psychological kind with which I

am concerned here. The resulting argument against Simple Doxasticism can be simply

summarised as follows (cf. Mitchell 2018, p. 2):

(P1) Intuition experiences essentially have a phenomenology.

(P2) The state to which intuition experiences are reduced do not.

(C) Therefore, the reduction fails and Simple Doxasticim is false.

Now, I have granted that beliefs and/or judgments can be phenomenally conscious. It

seems then that Simple Doxasticists would be well advised to appeal to this datum in

order to make sense of intuition experiences. However, actually, they don’t. Quite the

opposite: they deny that there is a phenomenology in need of explanation. This seems

consequential: If all intuitions are essentially beliefs or judgments and phenomenology

is not essential to beliefs or judgments then phenomenology cannot be essential to in-

tuitions. Assume for a moment that a Doxasticist would nevertheless advance a claim

that is out of character:

I insist, intuitions are essentially beliefs or judgments. And yes, intuitions

also do comprise intuition experiences. Yet, intuitions, as judgments and

beliefs, are sometimes phenomenally conscious and sometimes not. In case

intuitions are not phenomenally conscious then they are not intuition ex-

periences but (phenomenally) unconscious intuitions. But when intuitions

are phenomenally conscious then they are intuition experiences. Intuition
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experiences are essentially beliefs or judgments that are phenomenally con-

scious. In other words, intuition experiences are beliefs or judgments that

are essentially phenomenally conscious.

Such a move seems ad hoc and borders on circularity. In trying to account for intuition

experiences, it was stipulated that there are beliefs or judgments that are essentially phe-

nomenally conscious. This way, intuition experiences have been “explained” but now

one has to explain that there are beliefs or judgments that are essentially phenomenally

conscious. This datum seems quite curious since beliefs and/or judgments are not con-

sidered to be essentially phenomenally conscious. It appears that the explanatory baton

has just been passed on without really explaining anything along the way. Furthermore,

one may justifiably be tempted to ask: Which judgments or beliefs among all judgments

or beliefs are those that are essentially phenomenally conscious? Those that constitute

intuition experiences, presumably.

But then one may plausibly object that at least many instances of beliefs or judgments

that are phenomenally conscious just don’t seem to have a phenomenology resembling

intuition experiences. Perhaps that’s because there are also incidentally phenomenally

conscious judgments or beliefs? But then what distinguishes these incidentally phenom-

enally conscious judgments or beliefs from essentially phenomenally conscious judgments

or beliefs? The phenomenology specific to intuition experiences, presumably. I think by

now the circular nature of such an argument becomes obvious.

This illustrates another point: identifying intuitions straight with beliefs or judgments

does not only struggle with the datum that intuition experiences have a phenomenology

at all but also does little to explain the specific phenomenology of intuition experi-

ences. So even if one stipulates that intuition experiences are beliefs or judgments of

the (essentially) phenomenally conscious type in order to account for the sole posses-

sion of phenomenology, one would have to make further qualifications on the specific

phenomenology. Such qualifications appear necessary since we do not learn much if any-

thing about the phenomenology of a mental state in virtue of learning that it is a belief

or judgment.52 After all, a distinctive phenomenology is ordinarily not thought part of

beliefs and judgments.53 Thus such a phenomenology is something that either has to be

52Perhaps I should add that we do not learn much positive about the phenomenology. We might learn
something negative about it, i.e. about what the phenomenology is not like.

53By saying that I do not want to take a stance on the cognitive phenomenology debate which states
that besides the phenomenology of perceptual, somatic and affective states there is also a (distinc-
tive) phenomenology to purely cognitive states such as beliefs and judgments (see e.g. Bayne and
Montague 2011). However, Doxasticists usually do not allude to cognitive phenomenology in order
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denied (see above) or will have to be explained not in terms of the kind of state intu-

itions are, namely judgments and beliefs, but in terms of something that is specific to the

subset of beliefs and judgments that constitute intuition experiences (cf. Glüer 2009).

That is, one has to explain some features of (some) intuitions on their own terms and

in contrast to the kind of states intuitions are. Thus, the assimilation of all intuitions to

beliefs and judgments is uninformative when it comes to explaining important features

of at least some intuitions, i.e. intuition experiences. Such further phenomenological

qualifications, however, would make the position all the more ad hoc.

For the sake of the argument, let’s grant to the Simple Doxasticist that intuition ex-

periences are essentially beliefs or judgments that are characterised by a specific phe-

nomenology. A Simple Doxasticist would now be quite free in painting a picture of the

specific intuitive phenomenology. However, in virtue of having introduced his Simple

Doxastic bit, one constraint needs to be satisfied: the phenomenology he paints as es-

sential to intuition experiences cannot be in outright contradiction to it being a belief

or judgment. Nevertheless, on the face of it, some of the phenomenal features in chap-

ter 2 are. That is to say: Specific phenomenal features of intuition experiences appear

incompatible with the idea that they are beliefs or judgments.

For instance, beliefs and judgments are surely committal (rather than noncommittal).

In fact, they seem to be essentially characterised by making or being reminded of a

commitment. “What is distinctive of [...] belief (the attitude) is a certain kind of

commitment to the truth” of its proposition (Crane 2001, p. 103). As a consequence, if

intuitions were beliefs or judgments, we would have contradictory beliefs or judgments

for propositions such as Naive Comp or Grammaticality where we have an intuition

(that is occurrent and conscious) that p and where we at the same time (occurrently

to explain the phenomenology of intuitions, i.e. they remain silent on the issue of cognitive phe-
nomenology. In fact, Doxasticists would probably deny that there is any phenomenology in need of
explanation, cognitive or otherwise. It is thus a yet unexplored question whether the alleged cognitive
phenomenology of judgments and beliefs can account for the phenomenology of intuitions. One can
grant that intuitions have a phenomenology and even that beliefs and judgments have a cognitive
phenomenology. However, it is not clear whether the phenomenology of intuitions is the same as the
cognitive phenomenology of beliefs or judgments, whether intuitions have a unique cognitive phe-
nomenology of their own or whether the phenomenology of intuitions is a cognitive phenomenology
at all. On the face of it, the aspects of cognitive phenomenology discussed in the cognitive phe-
nomenology literature are rather general in kind and seem not straightforwardly related to the kind
of concrete phenomenological features that intuitions are claimed to possess, regardless of whether
intuitions possess the discussed aspects of cognitive phenomenology as well. For the moment I want
to note that the topic of cognitive phenomenology itself is controversial and for now best bracketed
out. When discussing Perceptualism is section 3.4, we will see that Perceptualists might be thought
to turn perceptual phenomenology into a cognitive phenomenology.
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and consciously) believe or judge that not p. An agent will then have two contradicting

beliefs or judgments at the same time, and would appear rationally criticisable or even

irrational.54 This would not be a very good result because in such cases we would not

want to call the ones that have intuitions that contradict their beliefs irrational. It seems

to be a feature of intuitions that they are noncommittal and at the same time relatively

belief-independent. One appears not rationally criticisable when one can’t help having

positive intuitions in response to propositions which one knows, believes and judges to

be false (Koksvik 2011).

Similarly, beliefs and judgments do not seem to be (more or less) pushy, at least not

without additional desires.55 That is, they do not motivate assent; rather they consist

in assenting or having assented to a specific content. If beliefs or judgments motivate

anything at all, then it is some kind of assenting behaviour towards propositions that

are somehow (logically) related to the proposition that is their propositional content.

However, their content is not in need of assent since it is either about to receive it or

54See Glüer 2009 for a strategy to resolve similar conflicts that recommend against a doxastic theory of
perceptual experience. Taking as a point of departure the observation that the contents of percep-
tual experiences seem to be quite different from the contents of ordinary beliefs, Glüer argues that
perceptual experiences are beliefs with phenomenal contents. Instead of ascribing sensible properties
such as redness or roundness to concrete objects, phenomenal contents ascribe phenomenal properties
such as looking red or looking round (cf. Chalmers 2006). This diffuses the apparent irrationality-
generating conflict between an illusory perception and one’s better knowledge when both are gauged
in terms of beliefs. The two beliefs have different contents and thus do not contradict each other:
In the case of the Müller-Lyer illusion, the illusory perception is the belief that one line looks longer
than the other while one’s informed ordinary belief is that both lines are of the same length. No
contradiction. Can something similar be said to resolve the conflict between the intuition experience
that Naive Comp is true and the belief that Naive Comp is false? On the face of it: No. What mo-
tivated Glüer’s argument is the observation that the content of perceptual experiences and ordinary
beliefs is quite different. In contrast, the content of intuition experiences and ordinary beliefs seem
to be very similar. As Koksvik points out:

If there is a distinction between the kind of content which thought and belief have, on
the one hand, and the kind of content which perception has, on the other (conceptual and
non-conceptual content, respectively), it seems clear that intuition has the kind of content
which thought and belief have, and not the kind which perception has. (Koksvik 2011,
p. 105)

Thus even if Glüer’s strategy might be successful for perceptual experiences, it is unavailable for
intuition experiences. Except, perhaps, if one would still insist on specific phenomenal contents for
intuition experiences, maybe instead of looks contents some kind of seeming contents. One could do
that, I think, but it would lack the plausible motivation that motivated Glüer’s position and appear
ad hoc. The contents of perceptual experiences seem not only quite different from those of beliefs but
also from those of intuitions (which are similar to those of beliefs). Why would beliefs have ordinary
contents and intuitions phenomenal contents?.

55One might try to construct a belief and desire account of intuitions as has been tried for intentions
(e.g. Audi 1973; Sinhababu 2013) and emotions (e.g. Marks 1982; Reisenzein 2012) elsewhere. To
my knowledge this theoretical possibility has not been worked out. and I won’t pursue it here.
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has already received it. It is also not clear how one can cast content-gradeablity as

an integral part of a belief or judgment. Could content-gradeability perhaps be cast in

terms of credence or confidence with which a certain belief or judgment is held? Here is

a point against this idea:

[V]isual and logical illusions [...] indicate that this is not so: it might be

clearly or vividly presented to one that the lines are of different lengths, or

that every predicate defines a set, even though one has little or no credence or

confidence that this is so (because one knows better). As this suggests, clarity

and vividness look to be qualitative features or modes of the presentational

state itself. (Bengson 2015, footnote 15)

What about then the mental imagery in form of inner speech or pictorial and grapheme

visualizations that often accompany beliefs and judgments? Doesn’t this mental imagery

at least sometimes appear to have content-gradeability? In fact, doxastic states can

often be said to be phenomenally conscious in virtue of mental imagery which might

be regarded as an (occurrent) expression or trace of beliefs or judgments. However,

such mental imagery appears to be only derivatively linked to the content of beliefs and

judgments. In the first place, it is the content of other mental states: imaginings. It

seems more plausible, then, to attribute content-gradeability to these imaginings, not to

the beliefs or judgments that may give rise to them.

Also when it comes to the peculiar feature of phenomenal epistemic valence we encounter

tension thinking of intuition experiences as beliefs or judgments. As mentioned in Chap-

ter 2, it is true that beliefs or judgments are able to represent that some proposition is

false. Although we can believe that p (is true) and we can believe that p is false (or

not p), the belief that p and the belief that p is false seem 1) only to differ in terms

of their content and 2) lack a phenomenal contrast. A (conscious occurrent) belief (or

judgment) that P-Zombies (is true) does not phenomenally contrast with a belief that

P-Zombies is false or P-Zombies, not.

The resulting argument against Simple Doxasticism can be simply summarised as fol-

lows:

(P1) Intuition experiences essentially have a specific phenomenology.

(P2) The specific phenomenology of intuition experiences is incompatible with them

being the state to which they are reduced, even if it is granted that these states

essentially have a phenomenology.
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(C) Therefore, the reduction fails and Simple Doxasticim is false.

Of course, these remarks do not have to be taken as a knock-out argument against

parsimonious Simple Doxasticism. It may be that while being beliefs and judgments,

intuitions do have specific features that distinguish them from other beliefs and judg-

ments. Intuitions might just be fairly different from what we consider paradigmatic cases

of beliefs or judgments that are normally taken to be evidence-sensitive and to lack spe-

cial phenomenology (Reimer 2010). One will have to do so avoiding a kind of trivializing

“Elastic Strategy” that consists in stretching the notion of belief or judgment in order

to accommodate the counterexamples as which intuition experiences appear (Scarantino

2010). As an auxiliary strategy, one might try to argue that some of the described fea-

tures of intuition experiences that stand in conflict with them being beliefs or judgments

are not (essential) features of intuition experiences. If this can be done, there might be

some hope for Simple Doxasticism.

However, it seems little promising to appeal to qualifications such as the mentioned

content or aetiology restrictions, since, if the aim is to individuate a general psycho-

logical kind (partly) characterised by its phenomenology, such amendments will appear

unduly restrictive, unmotivated and ad hoc (Lynch 2006; Koksvik 2011, pp. 23-34, 2013;

Chudnoff 2014a; Bengson 2015, footnote 32). It is hard to see what kinds of content

or aetiology restrictions might give us the specific phenomenal properties of intuition

experiences needed. Discussing content-constraints, Lynch and Koksvik remark:

If intuiting is a distinct kind of attitude, why can’t we, given the right cir-

cumstances, take up that attitude towards almost any proposition, in the way

that, given the right circumstances, we can find ourselves hoping or fearing,

or believing almost any proposition? Without argument, it is difficult to see

how intuition would be restricted in a more comprehensive way than other

attitudes. (Lynch 2006, p. 230)

Bealer regards rational intuition as a subclass of intuitions, a species of the

genus. There are many other subclasses likewise singled out by content [...]

The question is why we should think that each such subclass, or even just

one of them, corresponds to a psychological kind. The simple fact that there

is a difference in content is not sufficient on its own; since nothing otherwise

stops us from thinking that there are psychological kinds restricted in content

in arbitrary ways. And clearly there are not: there is no kind corresponding

to fear of bicycles, for example. (Koksvik 2011, p. 28)
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In a laudable display of frankness, Sosa instructively admits that there is no deep reason

for making such restrictions:

One might quite properly wonder why we should restrict ourselves to modal

propositions. And there is no very deep reason. It’s just that this seems the

proper domain for philosophical uses of intuition. (Sosa 2007b, p. 101)

It seems that such regimentations are best understood as consequences of the metaphilo-

sophical intuition debate and the specific role intuitions play in philosophy. Content and

aetiology restriction, thus, are rather reflections of the idiosyncracies of philosophy as a

discipline, not of intuitions as a psychological kind.

Finally, talking of aetiology, let me briefly consider a possible way of understanding

Simple Doxasticism, that has been so far overlooked among intuition theorists and to

which I am somewhat sympathetic. This idea, other than the accounts considered so

far, takes dispositional beliefs as a starting point. Understanding beliefs as dispositions

enjoys large common ground in contemporary analytic philosophy (Ryle 1949; Geach

1957; Price 1969). It is largely a functional characterization: to have a belief amounts

to “being disposed to do and experience certain things” (Schwitzgebel 2002, p. 250).

Now, intuition experiences are things we experience and things we can be disposed to

experience. So, among the dispositions characterizing a dispositional belief, we will

plausibly find “the disposition to feel assent to an internal utterance of P (or to think

silently to oneself, “P”)” (ibid., p. 252). This “felt assent to an internal utterance

of P” can be plausibly understood as an intuition experience and the disposition in

question as a disposition to experience intuition experiences towards P. Thus, against

this background, intuition experiences, at least sometimes, can be plausibly understood

as (partial) phenomenal expressions or manifestations of dispositional beliefs without

being these beliefs (cf. Prinz 2007, p. 350).56 Cohen, although not talking of intuitions,

hits the mark of this idea:

Belief that p is a disposition, when one is attending to issues raised, or items

referred to, by the proposition that p, normally to feel it true that p and false

that not-p, whether or not one is willing to act, speak, or reason accordingly.

[...] The standard way to discover whether you yourself believe that p is

by introspecting whether you are normally disposed to feel that p when you

consider the issue. [...] Belief is a disposition, not an occurrent feeling.

56Perhaps on other occasions, they might be considered phenomenal expressions of dispositions to believe
rather than beliefs (Audi 1994).
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Although, when you listen, you can hear the relentless downpour through

the curtains, you may from time to time stop thinking about the rain. But

you do not then stop believing that it is raining—as presumably you would

do if belief were an occurrent feeling. (Cohen 1992, pp. 4-5)

In fact, the present thesis is an extended defence of the idea that intuitions are these

feelings to feel true or false to which Cohen alludes in making sense of belief. But I

get ahead of myself. So, if all Simple Doxasticism wants to say is that there is such

a functionally-causal relationship between dispositional beliefs and intuitions, then, I

think, there is hope. Nevertheless, this still leaves open the question of what intuition

experiences are apart from phenomenal expressions of beliefs (see section 8).

Be it as it may, I think I have established a case for looking beyond the class of doxastic

attitudes to find a comfortable home in our ontology of mind for at least some states

that are plausibly called “intuitions”. This section argued that Simple Doxasticism as

usually proposed does not fit the feature profile of intuition experiences, not even if we

grant that some beliefs or judgments (essentially) have a phenomenology. This case gets

even stronger against the background that the identification of intuitions with doxastic

attitudes is rarely argued for, but rather stipulated. Lewis for example casually and

without much argument remarks: “Our “intuitions” are simply opinions [...]. Some are

commonsensical, some are sophisticated; some are particular, some general; some are

more firmly held, some less. But they are all opinions” (Lewis 1983, p. x). It seems to

be a kind of default strategy to assume that any state that is somehow related to truth

is a belief. This is not to suggest that the word “intuition” does not extend to some sort

of judgments or beliefs but to say that there is something else, perhaps something more

“substantial”, it extends to as well and that this something is not properly captured

when intuitions are assimilated to doxastic attitudes.

3.3.2. Intuitions as Doxastic Tendencies

This becomes clearer when one considers the accounts that claim that intuitions are not

doxastic attitudes but doxastic tendencies which in contrast to doxastic attitudes can

be noncommittal: intuitions are dispositions or inclinations to believe or judge. What

it means to be a “doxastic” tendency can perhaps be straightforwardly understood: a

tendency to believe or judge. This relaxes the notion of being “doxastic” compared to

understanding “doxastic” as belief- or judgment-hood. Being “doxastic” is then only

insofar informative about the nature of the tendency as it tells us what it is a tendency
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for, i.e. what output it can generate or make more likely: namely beliefs or judgments.

It tells us something about the functional (rather than e.g. phenomenal) profile of the

state so classified (cf. Nimtz 2010, pp. 363 sq.; Werner 2014, pp. 1768 sq.). However,

many different states can have beliefs or judgments as their outputs. To name a few:

perceptual experiences can lead to corresponding judgments and beliefs (or make them

more likely), beliefs lead to corresponding judgments, judgments lead to corresponding

beliefs.

3.3.2.1. Dispositional Doxasticism

Let’s have a look at Dispositional Doxasticism first:

Dispositional Doxasticism: Intuitions are dispositions to believe or judge.

On the face of it, Doxastic Dispositionalist accounts on their own appear unequipped

to account for even very basic features described in chapter 2, such as being occurrent

and conscious.Being a disposition does not by itself explain phenomenological features.

Seemingly, it is rather in tension with a state having a phenomenology at all.57 It

seems generally accepted that experiential “mental phenomena are necessarily occurrent.

There are no dispositional experiential phenomena” (Strawson 2009, p. 159). It is thus

unsurprising that Koksvik points out:

[T]he phenomenology of having an intuition is one of the facts about it. It is

one of the things that needs to be explained. An account need not preserve

appearances in the sense of vindicating our initial view of the phenomenology.

But there is pressure to either do that, or to explain the appearances away : to

explain why appearances are misleading. The problem with the dispositional

account is that it does not seem capable of doing either. (Koksvik 2011, p. 95;

see also Pust 2014)

What should be clear is that by classifying intuitions as doxastic dispositions virtually

nothing concerning the phenomenological features of intuition is elucidated. Rather, it

remains a fact about intuitions that doesn’t square well with them being dispositions and

has to be additionally explained or stipulated. Note that this is even so if the functional

profile of dispositions fits well with the functional profile of intuitions. Thus, classifying

57This is not to suggest that there is no sense in which one can be said to be disposed to experience or
re-experience an intuition. This is presumably what we mean when we say “Anna has the intuition
that torturing kittens for fun is wrong” while Anna is sleeping.
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intuitions as doxastic dispositions can elucidate functional features of intuitions. All the

same: it doesn’t fit well with the phenomenal profile of intuitions.58

3.3.2.2. Inclinational Doxasticism

We are left with the candidate idea that intuitions are inclinations to believe or judge.

Inclinational Doxasticism: Intuitions are inclinations to believe or judge.

However, what are these inclinations? Inclinations do not seem to be some established

canonical kind of mental state such as beliefs, desires, perceptual experiences, emotions

or intentions. The notion of canonicity is supposed to capture that the existence and

place of some mental states such as beliefs and perceptions are less controversial than

the ones of others—such as the mentioned inclinations. 59 On some reading, often

invoked by opponents of Doxasticism, they just are dispositions. This reading runs into

the aforementioned problems. However, this is not the only possible interpretation. For

instance, Sosa 2007a defends an account of intuitions as some kind of inclinations to

believe or attractions to assent which he calls “intellectual seemings”.60 Although he

does not make it the centre of his attention he describes these inclinations at some point

as being conscious and having a phenomenology:

[I]ntuitive seemings remain distinctive conscious states in their own right,

without collapsing into beliefs as is shown by paradoxes [...] On this account,

58There is also an important caveat concerning the functional role of intuitions. If intuitions are dispo-
sitions, then we might be able to explain that intuitions cause beliefs or judgments by e.g. making
them more likely. However, when it comes to the functional role of intuitions, the central project does
not revolve around its causal role (which is, in fact, rather neglected) but around its rationalising or
justifying role for judgments or beliefs (Bengson 2015, p. 723). While we can see how dispositions
cause judgments or beliefs, it is unclear how dispositions could rationalise or justify judgments or
beliefs: A disposition to judge that p might explain that I judge that p but it does not explain why
it might have seemed reasonable or justified to me to judge that p (Bengson 2015, p. 727; cf. Quinn
1993, pp. 235 sqq.; for this point being made against a dispositionalist account of pain see Bain 2013,
S75 sq.). In other words, dispositions are explanatory or motivating but not normative or justifying
reasons for judgments (cf. Alvarez 2017).

59Neither are inclinations canonical kinds of phenomenal states such as perceptual experiences and
feelings (prominently comprising bodily feelings, emotional feelings and moods), i.e. mental states
that relatively uncontroversially have a distinctive phenomenology.

60Note that “Doxasticism” is a term used by opponents of Doxasticsim to subsume a rather heterogen-
uous class of theories. It is questionable whether this charitably captures what is essential about
some theories so subsumed. It appears well possible that Sosa’s account of intuitions as conscious
inclinations is one of the accounts which is not straightforwardly characterised as “doxastic”.
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intuition is a conscious state of felt attraction (Sosa 2007c, pp. 51 sq., my

emphasis).

What are these [intellectual] seemings? It is helpful to compare deliberation

on a choice or the pondering of a question, where we “weigh” reasons pro or

con. Switching metaphors, we feel the “pull” of conflicting considerations.

No matter the metaphor, the phenomenon itself is familiar to us all. There

is something it is like to feel the pull of contrary attractions as we deliberate

or ponder. (Sosa 2007a, pp. 47 sq., his emphasis)

This seems to distinguish inclinations from dispositions.61 However, we are not told

what kinds of states inclinations are. Although Sosa claims that we are familiar with

the phenomenon, he does not tell us whether inclinations just belong to some canonical

kind of mental state or whether they are a mental kind of their own.

John Bengson is the only one who appears to make some steps in the former direc-

tion, drawing on Tamar Schapiro’s treatment of inclinations (Bengson 2015; cf. Schapiro

2009). Schapiro analyses inclinations as cases of “unmotivated” desires characterised

as “motivational states that exert an influence on the will [...] independently of de-

liberation”, being “necessarily action-oriented” (Schapiro 2009, p. 230). Against this

background, Bengson at some point explicitly diverges from a dispositional reading of

inclinations. He subsumes inclinations under “familiar” kinds of states (as apparently

Sosa) and labels inclination theories as “doxastic” and “minimalist” (e.g. Bengson 2015,

pp. 712 sqq.).

At the same time, Bengson, inspired by Schapiro, suggests that inclinations are akin

to conscious desires (e.g. ibid., p. 727, fn 19). What does that mean? Are inclinations

(some kind of) desires? If inclinations are some kind of desires, then they are indeed

familiar and minimalist but it is hard to see in what sense they are “doxastic” apart

from being in some curious way a desire to believe or to judge, perhaps similar to wishful

thinking. This would perhaps equip Inclinational Doxasticism with resources to account

61Or, if one – seemingly contradictory – takes being a disposition as being compatible with having
a phenomenology (thus being conscious and occurrent), it at least spells out further features of
the specific dispositions that intuitions are which are not implicated solely in virtue of being a
disposition (cf. Werner 2014, pp. 1768 sq.). This is, being a disposition is a functional description
and is wholly uninformative when it comes to phenomenology while it might be compatible with
having a phenomenology (see main text above). Compare that for example with what we learn
about the phenomenology of a mental state merely by learning that it is a perceptual experience or
an emotion.
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for the pushiness of intuition experiences. However, it would sit ill with the assertiveness

of intuition experiences, and in fact, with their justificatory epistemic role.

Now, if inclinations are only in some way similar to desires but not desires, then it is

again open what kind of states they are. Are inclinations perhaps just a kind of their

own? Then they might somehow be doxastic but a theory that introduces the new kind

of inclinations to our mental ontology would hardly be called “minimalist”. It rather

appears “inflationist”. In any case, inclinations turn out to have as unclear a place in our

mental ontology as intuitions. That makes inclinations unfit to be a point of departure

for explaining the features intuitions have in terms of what kind of states they are, for

inclinations themselves would require such an explanation.

To emphasize: If we want to classify intuition experiences by identifying them with other

states, it would be progress if this identification would be with states that we know more

about than about intuition experiences themselves. This would allow us to tap into a

richer body of knowledge about intuitions. On any count, such a classification would

have to do more explanatory work than the mere deployment of a suggestive new label

such as “inclinations” or an “ontologically free-floating” re-description of the features

intuition experiences have (or a combination of both).62

To sum up on Doxasticim: Simple Doxasticism and Dispositional Doxasticism have their

merits in being ontologically parsimonious and, in virtue of identifying intuitions with

beliefs or judgments or dispositions to believe or judge, they seem to straightforwardly

satisfy epistemic desiderata. However, these approaches fail quite thoroughly to account

for the features of intuition experiences. On the other hand, Inclinational Doxasticism

seems to do slightly better on phenomenological grounds but it leaves us with big question

marks regarding ontology (as well as epistemology).

Here is a rough and ready comparison between intuitions and doxastic states that illus-

trates what is wrong with Doxasticism:

62This is not to downplay the value of careful (phenomenological) analysis of intuitions.
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A comparison of features between intuitions and doxastic states

It appears that Doxasticism as a theory of intuition experiences is insufficient:

Insufficiency of Doxasticism (ID):

(ID-P1) Doxasticism is true if it can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(ID-P2) Doxasticism can either not acknowledge the feature profile of intuitions (Simple

and Dispositional Doxasticism) or it cannot explain it (Inclinational Doxasticism).

(ID-C1) Therefore, Doxasticism cannot accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(ID-C2) Thus, Doxasticim is false (or at least incomplete).

On any count, if intuition experiences are some kinds of doxastic states, they will be

rather atypical doxastic states or “doxastic” in a sense that rather bends the term. This

suggests that in the absence of an independent argument, the stipulation that intuition

experiences are doxastic states becomes rather unmotivated and ad hoc. And even if a

case can be made for the possibility to identify intuitions with doxastic states this does

not preclude that a better case can be made for identifying intuitions with some other

kind of states. Either way one does have a case for looking further for a more suitable

and informative identification.

3.4. Perceptualist Intuitions

I already noted for intuitions and inclinations that it is possible to just say that there

is a kind of its own in our ontology of mind which cannot be assimilated to other kinds.
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That is, in the case of intuitions we are talking about a sui generis kind of mental

state. This brings us to the second camp among intuition theorists to which I now turn.

“Anti-reductionists” (Koksvik forthcoming) or “non-minimalists” (Bengson 2015) reject

the idea that doxastic states are all there is to intuitions. Such theorists are without

exception of a distinctive brand: ”Perceptualists” (Chudnoff 2011b), contrary to what

the label may suggest, do not propose to identify intuitions with perceptual states.

Rather, they try to make headway in explicating what intuitions as non-doxastic states

consist in by stressing and analysing the similarities between intuitions and perceptual

experiences.63

With a phenomenological focus, perceptualist theories identify significant similarities

between perceptual experiences and intuitions. Perceptualists claim that it is due to

the specific phenomenal features of intuitions that doxastic theories fail to capture sub-

stantial aspects about intuitions, just as doxastic theories of perception fail. That is,

Perceptualists engage in a kind of “phenomenal profiling” when they reject doxastic

accounts of intuitions. They purport to show that doxastic states do not fit the phe-

nomenal profile of intuitions. I am sympathetic with this claim and I take it to motivate

the rejection of Doxasticism.64

Now, what does Perceptualism has on offer? I will first sketch classic Perceptualism,

whose original idea is that intuitions are seemings. Then I will briefly review more

sophisticated perceptualist accounts that flesh out the simple seeming idea in more

phenomenal detail. Finally, I will try to canvas what is right about Perceptualism and

what is wrong about it, together with extant intuition theorising in general.

3.4.1. Classic Perceptualism: Intuitions as Intellectual Seemings

The classic statement of Perceptualism is that intuitions are to be located among the class

of mental states called seemings (e.g. Bealer 1992; Pust 2000; Huemer 2007; Brogaard

63Such proposals conceive of intuitions in a way that doxastic theorists find rather mysterious (Boghos-
sian 2000; Boghossian and Bonjour 2001) and missing in their mental lives (Williamson 2007, p. 217;
Cappelen 2012, p. 117). Perceptualists provide error theories for Doxasticists who claim to be unable
to find perception-like sui generis intuitions among their mental states (Chudnoff 2011b; Koksvik
2011; Bengson 2015). So far as I can tell there are no reports of Doxasticists who, guided by such
error theories, were eventually able to find perception-like intuitions among their mental states.

64As will become clear, I am not sympathetic to the moral Perceptualists draw from it: they take this
to motivate carving a new space for intuitions within our mental ontology. This seems to imply
that a phenomenal profiling among other than doxastic states in our mental ontology would not be
successful. In this, I think, Perceptualists are mistaken. More on that in section 3.4.3 below and the
rest of the thesis.
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2014). Consider George Bealer’s statement

By intuition, we do not mean a supernatural power or a magical inner voice

or anything of the sort. When you have an intuition that A, it seems to you

that A. Here ‘seems’ is understood, not in its use as a cautionary or ‘hedging’

term, but in its use as a term for a genuine kind of conscious episode. For

example, when you first consider one of de Morgan’s laws, often you draw

a blank; after a moment’s reflection, however, something happens: it now

really seems obvious. You suddenly ‘just see’ it. It presents itself as how

things must be. Of course, this kind of seeming is intellectual, not sensory

or introspective. (Bealer 1992, p. 101).

Those adhering to the idea of seemings usually hold that all states where “things seem

to one a certain way” are seemings, perceptual experiences most prominently among

them.65 While perceptual experiences are conceived as sensory seemings where some-

thing seems a certain way perceptually to one, intuition experiences constitute the

seeming-subclass of non-sensory intellectual seemings where something seems a certain

way intellectually to one. Thus:

Seeming Perceptualism: Intuitions are intellectual seemings.

At first glance, calling something a seeming does not seem very informative. For what

are seemings? And what does calling a state a seeming add to our understanding of

this state? We might have somewhat of a grasp of our uses of the word “seem” but

seemings are not exactly a canonical mental kind of states. Now, there are roughly

three views on what seemings are. The belief view, the inclination view and the expe-

rience view (Tucker 2013; McAllister 2018). Looks familiar? Indeed. The belief and

the inclination view bring us just back to where we’ve already been. I have already

expressed my reservations with the idea that intuitions are beliefs or inclinations. As to

the experience view: I am currently dealing with the idea that intuitions are phenomenal

states—intuition experiences. That intuition experiences have a phenomenal character

we already knew. In fact, in chapter 2 we analysed their specific phenomenal features in

some detail. Labelling intuitions now intellectual seemings does little to explain these

65Huemer, for instance, writes:

I take statements of the form “it seems to S that p” or “it appears to S that p” to describe
a kind of propositional attitude, different from belief, of which sensory experience, apparent
memory, intuition, and apparent introspective awareness are species. (Huemer 2007, p. 30)
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features. Having outlined these features to begin with is, in fact, more than most seem-

ing theories provide. The most daring accounts of seemings just state that they are sui

generis phenomenal states, pointing to perception for examples of seemings. And from

there on, it gets metaphorical.

As Chris Tucker illustrates:

Characterizing seemings as experiences may help insofar as people generally

have a grip of what experiences are. But the progress is limited. On this

view, seemings aren’t just any experience: they are a special kind of expe-

rience. Okay, but what kind? Well, the kind that has this really neat and

distinctive phenomenal character. Okay, but what phenomenal character?

It’s at this point that proponents of the Experience View resort to osten-

sion/examples (e.g., when you are looking at a tree, it seems to you that a

tree is in front of you) and metaphor (a seeming that P “recommends” P as

true or “assures” the subject of P’s truth). If that’s the best the proponent

of the Experience View can do, one may well doubt that there is any such

distinctive phenomenal character and may wonder whether there is any such

thing as a seeming at all (Tucker 2013, pp. 5 sq.).

Those who take intuitions to be intellectual seemings rarely engage in a closer exami-

nation of the phenomenology specific to intellectual seemings. Instead, they sometimes

offer something else to delineate intellectual seemings from sensory seemings: aetiology

and content constraints.

I believe that there are two kinds of intellectual seemings: intuitions about

how people in my community apply concepts and a priori intuitions. Both

kinds of intellectual seemings are ideally grounded in semantic memory. If I

judge that a subject in a Gettier case lacks knowledge, I make this judgment

on the basis of semantic memory of how people in my community apply the

notion of knowledge. Likewise, if I judge that p and q entails p, I make

the judgment on the basis of semantic memory of the meaning of the logical

connectors. So intellectual seemings are a special case of memory-related

seemings. (Brogaard 2013, p. 279)

Semantic memory can here be related to a process of understanding or concept applica-

tion, as suggested by Bealer (Bealer 1999).
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The analysis of concept possession is the final step in our account [...] of the

evidential force of intuitions. [...] [T]he explanation is that [...] [intuitions]

have the right sort of modal tie to the truth. [...] In the case of intuition,

determinate possession of our concepts entails that there must be such a

tie. [...] Our intuitions are what seem intellectually to be so concerning the

applicability of concepts to cases presented to pure thought. (Bealer 1999,

p. 47)

This normative stipulation might be successful in ensuring the reliability of the subset

of intuitions so delineated. As we have seen in section 3.3.1, however, it is less helpful

in shedding light on what kind of psychological state intuitions are.

3.4.2. Advanced Perceptualism: Intuitions as Intellectual Presentations and

Rich Inclinations

The features that I have introduced in chapter 2 were largely sourced from Perceptualists

that go a step beyond just stating that intuitions are intellectual seemings (with a

constraint supplement). By calling intuitions “presentations” rather than seemings,

Bengson and Chudnoff try to characterise what the ascribed phenomenology consists in:

Intuitions (as perceptual experiences) have presentational phenomenology (Chudnoff

2011b, 2013c; Bengson 2015).

Presentational Perceptualism: Intuitions are intellectual presentations.

Here is how Bengson describes presentations:

Intuition is neither a doxastic attitude, such as a belief or judgement, nor

a mere tendency to form such an attitude, but rather a presentation: a

conscious state or event that, like perceptual experience, directly and imme-

diately presents the world as being a certain way. (Bengson 2015, p. 708)

What does the phenomenology of a presentation consist in? Drawing on Bengson and

Chudnoff, part of the features in chapter 2 describes it. In describing intellectual pre-

sentations, Bengson gives a list of features that is largely covered in chapter 1. He

specifically describes presentations as (ibid., pp. 720-723, 730, 749):

1. “baseless, in the sense that they are not consciously formed, by a subject, on the

basis of any other mental state(s).”
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2. “gradable: their overall quality may vary in different situations, depending upon

the manner in which they present in those situations (e.g. more or less clearly,

vividly, etc.)” (see also Chudnoff 2011b, pp. 642 sq.).

3. “fundamentally nonvoluntary (i.e. passive or receptive)”

4. “compelling, in the sense that they tend to dispose or incline assent to their con-

tents”.

5. “they also seem to rationalize such assent, in the (psychological) sense that they

tend to make formation of corresponding beliefs seem rational or fitting from the

first-person perspective”.

6. “sometimes inexplicit : one need not be able at the time to formulate explicitly —

out loud or in one’s head — the way things are presented as being.”

7. translucent, that is, one sees or intuits that p in virtue of being presented with p,

not in virtue of being presented with some other content q (see also ibid., pp. 640,

643).66

Some aspects of Chudnoff’s highly complex view of intuitions are worth mentioning.

Here is Chudnoff’s attempt to capture presentational phenomenology:

Sturgeon’s claim about visual perception—“what it’s like to enjoy visual

experience is for it to be as if objects and their features are directly before

the mind”—has a true analogue for intuition: what it’s like to enjoy intuition

experience is for it to be as if objects and their features are directly before

the mind. (ibid., p. 636)

For Chudnoff, when having an intuition that p it seems to one that p, and at the same

time one is aware of a truth-maker for p. Bengson, for instance, rests content with pos-

tulating that intuitions are presentational in a sense roughly analogous to assertiveness

(complemented by the features he outlines). He does not embrace the commitment that

in order to be presentational or assertive, intuitions need to present us with truth-makers

66Note that it is not clear what relations these features have among each other. Sometimes there
appears to be some redundancy and conflation. For instance, the second sentence of his description
of baselessness appears to crosscut nonvoluntariness: “In fact, presentational states are not states
that one forms at all, whether consciously or non-consciously; rather, one simply has — or fails to
have — them” (Bengson 2015, p. 720); inexplicitness seems to be a special form of gradeability; and
translucence appears like the reason for presentational states being rationalizing.
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for the propositions that are their contents (Bengson 2015, pp. 709, 724, 742 sq.; cf. Teng

2018).

Now, for Chudnoff, such a rich perception-like truth-maker phenomenology is possi-

ble because he endorses a “molecular view of intuition constitution”. He claims that,

phenomenally, intuitions do not occupy a place of their own as do e.g. imaginings or

perceptual experiences. Rather, they arise together with other experiences which, in

turn, constitute (but are not identical to) the intuition experience.67

perceptual experiences fit into your stream of consciousness like experiential

atoms; they are not constituted by your other experiences, such as your

imaginings and conscious thoughts. [...] Intuition experiences fit into your

stream of consciousness like experiential molecules; they are constituted by

your experiences, such as your imaginings and conscious thoughts. (Chudnoff

2014b, pp. 10 sq.)

The phenomenal constituents of intuitions, on the other hand, often stem from what

Chudnoff calls “imaginative or cognitive endeavours” (Chudnoff 2011a): foregoing re-

flections on some subject matter. When these reflections “click together” in the right

way, they transform into an intuition experience (Chudnoff 2011b, pp. 645 sqq.). This

intuition imbues some part of the content of its phenomenal constituents with a “felt

presence to mind” (ibid., p. 637) as described above, marking it as a truth-maker for its

proposition. Thereby intuitions also guide or motivate the subject in her mental actions

to judge in accordance with what the intuitions present. Thus, he takes intuitions to be

descriptive and directive at the same time, emerging as “pushmi-pullyu representations”

(Chudnoff 2014b; cf. Millikan 1995). That intuitions do not only represent things but

guide and motivate our mental behaviour in relation to them is noted independently by

diverse authors (Vaidya 2010, p. 399; Bengson 2014, p. 573; Molyneux 2014, pp. 450 sqq.,

see also section 4.5).

In opposition to Bengson and Chudnoff, Koksvik takes intuitions—in contrast to percep-

tual experiences—to lack content-specific and therefore presentational phenomenology

67This appears to introduce some tension with Bengson’s requirement that intuitions be baseless. This
is one of the reasons why I omitted this feature in chapter 1. Baselessness and the related notions of
immediacy or non-inferentiality are tricky and hard to spell out in general. Perhaps the best thing
to say is that you cannot infer an intuition into being (because it is nonvoluntary), but clearly, you
can have intuitions in the process of inferential reasoning (Koksvik 2013). And you can also infer
that you have the intuitions you currently have due to your inferential reasoning. However, nothing
much will hinge on it here.
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(Koksvik 2011, 2017).68 Rather, intuitions have attitude-specific phenomenology in com-

mon with perceptual experiences.69

This phenomenology comprises: 1) Objectivity, i.e. “the fact that intuitional experience

purports to be about objective, mind-independent, facts” (Koksvik 2017, p. 7).70 2)

Pushiness describes the feature that an intuition experience “is not neutral with respect

to its contents” but (to various degrees) pushes “the subject of the experience to accept

its content” (Koksvik 2011, p. 175, 2017, p. 7). Finally, valence “reflects whether, when

a subject enjoys an intuitional experience, the content of the experience seems true or

false” (Koksvik 2017, p. 7). To sum up his view:

When it seems to you that if something is red it is coloured, the phe-

nomenology of objectivity ensures that the state is about an aspect of mind-

independent reality, and the content is up for consideration as true, not as

false (valence). However, the content is not presented neutrally, merely as a

proposition to consider. You are pushed to believe it. (ibid., p. 7)

Thus, Koksvik gives us something like:

Inclinational Perceptualism: Intuitions are rich inclinations.

I call Koksvik’s conception of intuitions “rich inclinations” because other than Inclina-

tional Doxasticism it positively identifies more features than just pushiness.71

68In the case of Bengson and Chudnoff it is not clear what parts of their characterizations are supposed
to pick out content-specific and what parts are supposed to pick out attitude-specific phenomenology.

69It is easy to get confused here. In section 2.2.1 I noted that Koksvik takes a lack of content-specific
phenomenology to preclude that intuitions can have phenomenal intentionality (taking presentational
phenomenology as a kind of it). He does grant attitude-specific phenomenology to intuitions, how-
ever. This reverberates my remark in footnote 24: Koksvik, as almost everyone else, conceives of
phenomenal intentionality as a thesis exclusive to content-specific phenomenology, i.e. only content-
specific phenomenology can have phenomenal intentionality. By implication, there is no phenomenal
intentionality to attitude-specific phenomenology. I noted in footnote 24 that it does not seem obvious
that phenomenal intentionality has to be restricted in this way.

70This is a feature that I have not put on the list in chapter 2. I make some remarks on why in footnote
169 and 204. The general point is: I think that Koksvik significantly underestimates the degree to
which our mental states appear as subject- or mind-independent to us. Thus, objectivity does not
seem to be as diagnostic of intuitions as Koksvik suggests. However, it can be accommodated by the
account I am about to provide (see section 6.4). Alternatively, objectivity can be approximated by
a state being assertive and nonvoluntary. This, at least, seems to capture the contrast Koksvik tries
to illustrate by comparing intuitions, which he takes to be pushy (he sometimes confounds pushiness
with assertiveness) and objective, with wishful thinking, which he takes to be pushy but not objective
(Koksvik 2011, p. 200). I think that wishful thinking might appear as objective as intuitions. This
is why it is a problem. However, in contrast to intuitions, wishful thinking seems to be a result of
the subject’s will and to some degree under voluntary control (see also footnote 204). This is why
we are often to blame for wishful thinking.

71In fact, Koksvik’s conception might perhaps be understood as making sense of what the doxastic
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3.4.3. Issues with Perceptualism (and Doxasticism)

I could now set out to criticise the various perceptualist views in their details.72 However,

I don’t think that this is necessary. By and large, I am sympathetic with the central

tenets of (especially advanced) Perceptualism. I want to emphasise that I agree with

most things Perceptualism has to say: that intuitions have a characteristic phenomenol-

ogy and, more specifically, that they have the phenomenal features outlined. Here is a

rough and ready comparison between the features of intuition experiences as outlined in

chapter 2 and the states Perceptualists put forward to account for them:

A comparison of features between intuitions and perception-like states

As you can see, Perceptualists do a fair job in acknowledging the features of intuitions.

This is why I agree with them on what they have to say. However, what I (together

with Doxasticists, I presume) am less content with, is where this leaves intuitions in our

ontology of mind. This is, I am worried about what Perceptualists do not say. Let me

explain.

Perceptualists do not make the implausible claim that intuitions just are another per-

ceptual modality next to vision, audition, proprioception etc. To my knowledge, there

is no one who endorses such a kind of Literal Perceptualism. On the contrary, intuitions

are said to be essentially non-sensory. Put differently: While Doxasticists tend to say

that intuitions just are (a certain kind of) doxastic states Perceptualists claim that they

are similar to but not quite perceptions. This is precisely what marks the perceptualist

approach as non-reductive and comparative, using perception as an analogy. This is, on

inclinations in section 3.3.2.2 consist in—if they aren’t desires.
72For instance, what about epistemic phenomenal valence in other accounts than Koksvik’s (for a prob-

lem with Chudnoff’s view see footnote 73)?
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any count, what Comparative Perceptualism rests content with. Chudnoff and Koksvik

are in this camp because they look at perceptual experiences in order to outline simi-

larities but also differences between perceptual and intuition experiences. It is true that

due to intuitions’ seemingly epistemically virtuous similarities with perceptual experi-

ences and apparent lack of “defeater features”, Chudnoff and Koksvik consider intuitions

and perceptual experiences epistemically on a par (for the same point concerning the

analogy between perception and emotion see Oliver-Skuse 2016, p. 28). At the same

time, Chudnoff considers perceptual experiences as phenomenally atomic but intuitions

as phenomenally molecular. For Koksvik, on the other hand, perceptual experiences

have and intuitions lack content-specific phenomenology. Thus, they do not seem to

be plausibly understood as putting intuitions and perceptual experiences in the same

metaphysical box.

Quasi-Perceptualists such as Bealer, Huemer and Bengson take the perceptual analogy

a step further. They postulate a new superordinate kind of mental state to which both

perceptions and intuitions belong. Intuitions and perceptions are then assimilated to

the non-canonical class of seemings or presentations. This can be thought of as a hybrid

strategy combining a suggestive new label with a re-description of intuition features

guided by the perception-analogy. Such a move, however, seems exclusively motivated

by a need to carve an ontological (and epistemic) niche for intuitions on a par with

perception, resulting in a contentious form of reductionism of intuitions and perceptual

experiences to an ontologically dubious class of states.

There is an asymmetry in explanatory value for the assimilated states: perception is used

as a model for e.g. presentations to function as a projection surface and to embody the

properties it has in common with intuitions. Our notion of perceptual experiences is not

informed (but rather obscured) by assimilating them with presentations while our notion

of intuitions is mostly constituted by it. The superordinate kind is used to ontologically

“launder” and transpose the properties of perceptual experiences to intuitions, creating

an air of explanatory value of such a linking common category. However, effectively

we are faced with a mystery in order to explain another mystery and this new mystery

appears to shake the ontological status of something that seemed relatively firm on the

ground: perceptual experiences.

Be that as it may, the problem with Perceptualism is not that it is unable to provide an

informative characterization of the features of intuitions but that it leaves them essen-

tially unexplained. While there are good explanations for why perceptual experiences
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have the features they do, these explanatory resources are not available for intuitions.

This is the downside of a mere analogy. And this problem is not solved by dressing

the analogy in a suggestive label (e.g. “seemings” or “presentations”) and postulating

a superordinate kind that is no less mysterious than intuition experiences themselves.

The Rutherford-model of atoms can informatively characterise the interaction between

electrons and the atomic nucleus in analogy with the interaction between low- and high-

mass celestial bodies — but this illustrating analogy does not explain the interaction.

Would it be taken to do so, it would be radically mistaken. Analogies can become ex-

planatory when they tap into a connection in kind such as an identity relation, that is,

when they turn out to be more than analogies. This is where Quasi-Perceptualism tries

to get without success.

Where does this leave intuitions in our ontology of mind? Effectively it leaves intuitions

on a place of their own, “ontologically free-floating”, characterised by having certain

features which themselves are not (yet) explained. Perception here is only used as an

analogy that proves helpful for a comparative approach. In contrast to Doxasticists,

however, it is not that Perceptualists identify intuitions with other kinds of states. So

intuitions emerge as sui generis mental states with some similarities to perceptual expe-

rience (and doxastic states). This leaves us with little resources to explain the features

ascribed to intuitions on the basis of what kind of state intuitions are.73 In other words,

we find ourselves in a Swampman-/Orfolo-like explanatory situation.

A significant consequence of an ontologically free-floating status of intuition experiences

is that Perceptualism appears to be an ontologically unstable position. Put differently:

Perceptualism lays open to reductive attacks. Now, as we have seen, Perceptualism has

little to fear from Doxasticism. This is because Doxasticism seems to be ill-equipped

to lead a successful offensive along this flank due to its inability to overcome the main

perceptualist defence line: the phenomenal features of intuitions. However, forms of

Non-Doxasticism might fare better on this count. It is one of the professed goals of this

thesis to show that Affectivism is such a promising form of Non-Doxasticism.

73To my knowledge only Chudnoff among those who describe intuitions as sui generis provides something
of a story about what kind of state intuitions are in contrast to doxastic states and perceptual
experiences, namely experiential states constituted by other, more familiar (and atomic) states such
as thoughts or imaginings. This idea faces many challenges. One of them is: molecular intuitions
appear very different from atomic perceptual experiences. In fact, it appears also very different from
any doxastic states. Is there anything in our ontology of mind that seems to have such a molecular
phenomenal structure? Since if not, then intuitions appear truly very special, not to say mysterious.
However, there seems to be good news for Chudnoff. I, at least, can think of one class of states that
sometimes appear to be composed in something like a molecular way. This kind of states are affective
experiences (see chapter 4, especially section 4.4.4).
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To sum up on Perceptualism: It is tailor-made to fit the phenomenal profile of intuition

experiences. In virtue of choosing perceptual experience as an analogy one might dare to

hope that we might obtain similarly favourable epistemic recommendations. Eventually,

however, it confronts us with a mystery when it comes to finding a place in our ontology

of mind for and explaining the features of intuition experiences. This makes the casual

epistemological lessons from the perceptual analogy somewhat dubious and leaves Per-

ceptualism vulnerable along its ontological flank. Perceptualism, therefore, appears to

be an insufficient theory of intuition experiences.

Insufficiency of (Comparative and Quasi-) Perceptualism (IP):

(IP-P1) Perceptualism is true if it can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(IP-P2) Perceptualism can acknowledge the feature profile of intuitions.

(IP-P3) Perceptualism cannot explain the feature profile of intuitions.

(IP-C1) Therefore, Perceptualism cannot accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(IP-C2) Thus, Perceptualism is false (or at least incomplete).

Of course, this is not to say that intuitions must necessarily reduce to some other kind

of state in order to be (to some degree) understood. It might well be that intuitions

are just sui generis as beliefs or desires. Then they will have to be understood on their

own terms. So of course, one might just settle with this somewhat pre-theoretical (re-

descriptive) state and hope that we will be able to explain the features of intuitions in

the advent of further exploration (cf. Maynes and Gross 2013, p. 717). Surely, there was

a time where we could only describe the superficial properties of perceptual experiences

without deeper insight. However, before one comes to terms with that, one might ques-

tion whether the conclusion that intuitions are sui generis, i.e. distinct from all other

kinds populating our mind, must be accepted. In fact, it clearly must not: The conclu-

sion is based on two points whose validity I will grant. The first point consists in the

perceptualist verdict that doxastic accounts74 fail to account for important phenomeno-

logical features of intuitions (which Perceptualists claim to identify). The second point

follows from the need to abstain from upgrading the perceptual analogy to something

like an identity claim to remain on the plausible side of things: intuitions are distinct

from perceptions. The argument then looks as follows:

74At least if one ignores the possibility to claim that intuitions are somewhat atypical doxastic states,
different from paradigmatic doxastic states such as beliefs or judgments.
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(P1) Intuitions are (similar but) ontologically distinct from doxastic states.

(P2) Intuitions are (similar but) ontologically distinct from perceptual experiences.

(C) Therefore, intuitions are a sui generis kind

It is easy to see that the conclusion does not follow if sui generis does not merely

mean distinct in kind from doxastic and perceptual states.75

But surely there is more to our ontology of mind than doxastic and perceptual states. In

fact, seen in this light one might wonder whether the approach taken so far and inherent

in the two premises, that is, comparing (or reducing) intuitions either to doxastic states

or perceptual experiences, is even suitable if one grants the conclusion that intuitions are

a sui generis kind. As Chudnoff points out: “Most likely, however, any comparison to

other states will be more or less misleading, since intuitions are sui generis mental states”

(Chudnoff 2014b, p. 25). So why are intuitions taken to allow only for an informative

comparison with doxastic and perceptual states?

No doubt, doxastic and perceptual states appear prima facie as natural candidates if one

thinks the nature of intuitions back from their central epistemic role (within philosophy).

Both, doxastic and perceptual states, are widely accepted as intimately connected with

truth (or what we take to be true) and consequently with our evidential and justificatory

practices. They are thus by default hopeful candidates since they are epistemically well

established. However, apart from the epistemic job some philosophers want intuitions

to do, there is little to back restraining one’s analysis in such a way.

For why are the employed comparisons the right ones? Why are the similarities between

intuitions and perceptual experiences more characteristic for intuitions than the dissimi-

larities or why are the similarities to e.g. beliefs less characteristic than the similarities to

perception? In fact, it is easy to see that even if there are similarities between intuition

experiences and perceptual experiences, there are still quite some dissimilarities. That is,

the comparative approach is not wholly successful. For example, perceptual experiences

75If this is the only sense in which intuitions are sui generis then the conclusion does follow. At the
same time, those who favour this conclusion on such a basis must remain (sympathetically) open to
approaches that look beyond doxastic and perceptual states to identify intuitions among the states
populating our mind. (Or they must reject that our ontology of mind has more on offer than doxastic
and perceptual states.) For example, identifying intuitions with some kind of affective experiences
would establish that intuitions are ultimately reducible to (a subset of) other (well-known) states
in our mental ontology (in fact, this will be exactly my approach here). This would not preserve
intuitions as being sui generis in a broad sense of being distinct in kind from all other kinds of mental
states but it would preserve the narrow sense of intuitions being sui generis by being distinct in kind
from doxastic and perceptual states.
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do not seem to have phenomenal epistemic valence. Also, perceptual experiences, un-

like intuition experiences, do not seem to admit of abstract contents. Furthermore, our

memorial and imaginative capacities associated with perceptual modalities seem differ-

ent from the ones associated with intuition: Memories and imaginings with a perceptual

content exhibit a remarkable isomorphism to perceptual experiences, i.e. sensory memo-

ries and imaginings are quite similar to perceptual experiences (Nanay 2015). It is hard

to think about something similar for the case of intuition.

Furthermore, employing the perception-analogy introduces the risk to overstretch the

analogy by cross-importing features from perceptions to intuitions and vice versa that

the other state, in fact, does not have (see also 4.3.1). For example, content-gradeability

is obvious in perceptual experiences but much less so in intuitions. In what sense can

the content of an intuition be clear or hazy if it is similar (or identical) to the contents

of conscious thoughts (Koksvik 2011, p. 105, see also footnote 54)? To take an example

that has the reverse import direction: It appears obvious that intuitions have pushiness.

It is less obvious for perceptual experiences. So even perceptualist accounts that model

intuitions on perceptual experiences do not fit the phenomenal profile of intuitions that

well (while nevertheless fitting it better than doxastic accounts). Crucially, as noted

before, these accounts do not seem to explain intuitions and their features but only

re-describe them.

So why think that the comparisons will shed light on all the relevant dimensions of

intuitions? Isn’t it highly plausible to assume that if intuitions are in fact a mental kind

of their own, that there will be features to intuitions that have no counterpart in the

compared states? And that these unparalleled characteristics might be ultimately the

most essential?

As soon as one considers the features of intuition experiences, doxastic states do not

easily fit the profile and perceptual experiences merely allow for a superficial analogy

that does not deliver a more substantial grasp on intuitions. Thus, in order to retain an

open mind on the nature of intuitions a premature restriction to doxastic and perceptual

states is to be avoided. Perhaps the approach to intuitions has been a deal too narrow

so far, presenting us with a forced choice that might conceal important characteristics

of intuitions that are either unparalleled in our mental ontology altogether or just have

no corresponding dimension in doxastic and perceptual states. This leaves open the

possibility that intuitions can be assimilated to kinds of states that we already know

but that are distinct from the “usual suspects” of intuition theorists. We might find out
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by looking beyond for a class of states that fit the profile already outlined by intuition

theorists. I will look to such a class in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Looking for Intuitions Elsewhere:

Appealing to Feelings

4.1. Introduction: Where to go from here?

Intuition experiences do not seem straightforwardly identified with doxastic states, nor

are they a kind of perceptual experience. It seems, then, that they are a sui generis

psychological kind. However, as we have seen in the previous chapter, this is not a

foregone conclusion. At least not, if one is willing to give intuition experiences a ride

outside the realm of doxastic and perceptual states.

One might now wonder, where shall we go from here? Or even: where can we go from

here? Here is a consideration: intuition experiences are phenomenal states. This is why

a Doxasticist analysis appears unappealing: doxastic states are not paradigmatically

phenomenal. This is also why a perceptualist analysis is initially appealing: perceptual

experiences are phenomenal states—in fact, they are canonical phenomenal states. So

an idea might be to try to look for other kinds of states that are canonical phenomenal

states. Surely, perceptual experiences are not the only kinds of canonical phenome-

nal states. Two other ideas come to mind: imaginings and affective experiences. Now

it does, in fact, seem that imaginings appear to stand sometimes in intimate relation

with the occurrence of intuitions. As suggested by Chudnoff, imaginings can lead up to

intuitions or even partly constitute them. Furthermore, imaginings, as intuitions and

perceptual experiences, appear to be intentional states and have content-gradeability. In
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contrast to perceptual experiences and similar to intuitions, imaginings can also be about

abstract subject matters (see also section 7.4). Ultimately, however, it does not seem

plausible that imaginings are intuitions. Imaginings starkly contrast with intuitions in

their phenomenal profile: they are neither assertive, pushy, valenced or fundamentally

nonvoluntary.76 This leaves us with affective experiences (or feelings) of which paradig-

matic examples are orgasms (bodily feeling) or fears (emotional feeling). You might

think now: Intuitions — feelings? Really? I can see why the idea that intuitions are

(some kind of) feelings can appear odd, especially coming from philosophy. However, it

does get some support from what seems to be a folk theory of intuitions.

Note that I do not mean (a theory of) the various ways we use the term “intuition” and

its cognates in everyday life. Neither do I mean “intuitions” that laypeople have about

something, say, “freedom”. I do really mean a folk theory in the sense of what laypeople

would say intuitions are when asked: “What do you think intuitions are?”77 If asked

the same question for, say, freedom, laypeople would presumably not (primarily) go on

about the ways how they use the word “freedom” and “free” in everyday life. They’d

tell me what freedom is for them.

Now the folk theory of intuitions that I have often encountered in casual conversations

(of course, unbiased by me) is: intuitions are feelings. You don’t have to rely on my testi-

mony. I am sure you can find your own anecdotal evidence, even if you’re a philosopher.

Just ask some of your (non-philosopher) friends. Or you can look it up in a dictionary.

In the Oxford Online Dictionary you would find this:

76As far as I can tell only Chalmers has once suggested something along the lines that (modal or
conceivability) intuitions are imaginings (Chalmers 2002). I, together with Chudnoff, think that
imaginings can, in fact, be important in bringing about intuition experiences, especially when it
comes to abstract subject matters (see section 7.4). I conjecture that it is this — at times tight
— relation between imaginings and intuitions that explains Chalmers’ suggestion. Alternatively, we
might simply add the imaginings mentioned by Chalmers to the mental states that some people
sometimes call “intuitions”, without them picking out intuition experiences.

77So perhaps I do mean laypeople’s “intuitions” about something, namely intuitions.
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intuition, NOUN

1 [mass noun] The ability to understand something instinctively, without the

need for conscious reasoning: ‘we shall allow our intuition to guide us’

1.1 [count noun] A thing that one knows or considers likely from instinctive

feeling rather than conscious reasoning: ‘your insights and intuitions as a

native speaker are positively sought’

intuitive, ADJECTIVE

1 Using or based on what one feels to be true even without conscious reasoning;

instinctive: ‘his intuitive understanding of the readers’ real needs’

1.1 (chiefly of computer software) easy to use and understand.

I think this hints quite clearly on the mentioned folk-psychological “feeling theory of

intuitions”.

Indeed, it is a curious datum about intuitions that philosophers appear negligent of

a readily available folk theory. In the philosophy of mind, it is rather common to

use existing folk theories at least as a starting point. Consider, for instance, Levy

contemplating explanations for what he calls neurotic anxiety (NA):

Explaining NA cases does not require the postulation of any mental states or

processes other than those countenanced by folk psychology. I do not doubt

that folk psychology is unable to account for the full range of [...] cases,

but, given that we ought to avoid multiplying mental states unnecessarily,

we need to ensure that we are postulating exotic states and processes only

when they are truly needed. (Levy 2016, p. 9)

Why not for intuitions?7879 I conjecture that it is due to the rather narrow metaphilo-

sophical and epistemological perspective most philosophers take on the subject. Espe-

cially when it comes to epistemic matters, many philosophers tend to put feelings in

78But see McGahhey and Van Leeuwen 2018 for one exception.
79It also does not appear plausible that folk psychology can be reduced to beliefs and desires, as some

philosophers sometimes seem to suggest. Surely, at the very least, perception, imaginings and feelings
are part of folk psychology as well.
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second place or even treat them as epistemically pernicious (Brun et al. 2008).80 As

Michael Stocker polemically states:

Much of contemporary philosophical psychology is inadequate, and patholog-

ically so. It omits, denies, or radically misunderstands affectivity or feeling.

(Stocker 1983, p. 5)

Meanwhile, psychologists did pick up on the folk theory and are, as we will see in the

next chapters, busy trying to understand what is behind these feelings addressed in the

folk theory of intuitions.81

So let’s examine affective experiences closer and try to square the idea that intuition

experiences might be some kind of feelings. What are affective experiences? A first

extensional stab is to point towards bodily and emotional feelings, two prominent sub-

classes of affective experiences. However, what do intuitions have in common with bodily

feelings such as wrist pain or emotional feelings such as sadness about one’s wrist pain?

More than is apparent on first sight – but to see this, we need to identify some of

the crucial commonalities that unite various affective experiences into one class. These

commonalities are found in the specific phenomenal and intentional features of affective

experiences. This will be the topic of the present chapter.

In the course of this chapter, I will introduce the conceptual resources used to analyse

affective experiences. In the next chapter, these will then be put to work to analyse

epistemic feelings which I claim to be a class of affective experiences. In chapter 5 I

hope to show that we can identify intuitions, as characterised in chapter 1, as a type of

epistemic feelings and thus as affective experiences as well.

4.2. Clarifying Affective Experiences

Some clarifications at the outset: If not stated otherwise I use “feeling” and “affective

experience” synonymously here, but some use “feelings” more broadly as synonymous

80Work on moral intuitions and moral epistemology should be mentioned as a possible exception here
(e.g. Prinz 2007; Greene 2008; Kauppinen 2013; Dancy 2014; Clavien and FitzGerald 2018).

81One has to distinguish here. Not all psychologists working on “intuition” take conscious states as their
point of departure. Many psychologists are not primarily concerned with intuitions understood as
specific conscious states but rather with broadly construed, (typically) unconscious intuitive processes
marked by their automaticity and working-memory-independence (e.g. Evans and Stanovich 2013).
However, some (but, of course, not all) of the outputs of these processes are dubbed feelings and
intuitions (e.g. Glöckner and Witteman 2010; De Neys 2012).
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with “qualia”, i.e. with phenomenal qualities in general. Note that in calling epistemic

feelings epistemic feelings I follow a conventional practice. However, I do not intend it

as a matter of definition that “feelings” in epistemic feelings are to be understood in my

sense and synonymous with affective experience. I will argue that epistemic feelings are

affective experiences in chapter 6.

To complicate matters, others use “feelings” synonymously with “bodily sensations”

understood as (conscious) somatic representations, i.e. representations of bodily events.

The prominent feeling theory of emotions claims that emotions are essentially “feelings”

in this sense (James 1884; Lange 1887; Damasio 1994; Prinz 2004b). This sense of feelings

risks to lump together two things I want to keep apart: bodily feelings such as wrist pain,

hunger or relaxation and bodily sensations proper such as just feeling one’s heartbeat,

stomach at work or breathing in and out. Only the former are uncontroversially affective

experiences or feelings in my sense.82

That there is a distinction to be drawn is indicated by empirical work on bodily pain.

Pain research has long recognised that bodily pain, a bodily feeling and paradigmatic

affective experience, is decomposable into a “sensory-discriminative” and an “affective-

motivational” component (Price 2000; Auvray et al. 2010). Crucially, we observe a

double dissociation between these components (e.g. Rubins and Friedman 1948; Berthier

et al. 1988; Corder et al. 2019).

In pain asymbolia, subjects show a striking indifference to pain. Importantly, they do

this while fully aware of the pain, or at least of its sensory-discriminative aspect. They

have the sensation of pain, but they are not affected by it in any way—the pain doesn’t

hurt (Bain 2014; Klein 2015). On the other hand, pain affect without pain sensation

has been documented in humans and rats (Ploner 1999; Uhelski et al. 2012). Ploner and

colleagues report on a patient with lesions in the right somatosensory cortex following a

stroke:

Following cutaneous laser stimulation “pain sensations [for right hand and

both feet] were characterized as ‘pinprick-like’ and were well localized within

82The feeling theory of emotions thus makes commitments when it claims that certain affective experi-
ences — emotional feelings — are reducible to bodily sensations. If this point is made for emotional
feelings, it would be surprising not to see it extended to bodily feelings. If one generalizes this point
over to affective experiences, this would be to say that all affective experiences (in my sense) might
turn out to be bodily sensations of some kind or the other. Though I want to leave open this possi-
bility, I also want to note that it is controversial. The remarks I am about to make in the main text
might be thought to make it also implausible.
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2–3 cm. For left hand [...] the patient spontaneously described a ‘clearly un-

pleasant’ intensity dependent feeling emerging from an ill-localized and ex-

tended area ‘somewhere between fingertips and shoulder’, that he wanted to

avoid. The fully cooperative and eloquent patient was completely unable to

further describe quality, localization and intensity of the perceived stimulus.

Suggestions from a given word list containing ‘warm’, ‘hot’, ‘cold’, ‘touch’,

‘burning’, ‘pinprick-like’, ‘slight pain’, ‘moderate pain’ and ‘intense pain’

were denied nor did the patient report any kind of paraesthesias” (Ploner

1999, p. 213).

Generalizing from pain to other bodily experiences one can distinguish between cases of

“hot” affective bodily feelings and “cold” non-affective bodily sensations (cf. Proust 2015,

pp. 20 sq.; Gerrans 2015). As Frédérique de Vignemont aptly points out: “self-regulatory

interoceptive feelings such as thirst and hunger [...] provide a narcissistic colouring to

our bodily sensations. All sensations are experienced not only on the spatial background

of the protective body map but also on the affective background of our interoceptive

feelings” (de Vignemont 2018).

It is obvious that bodily feelings typically come with bodily sensations. What I am saying

is that the affective and the bodily component appear to be in principle dissociable and

that the former seems not wholly reducible to the latter. In other words, if one subtracts

all the bodily sensations from a bodily feeling, there might be a non-somatic remainder—

a genuinely affective component (see section 4.3).

You might wonder: Why do I belabour this point? That’s because the topic of the present

thesis is intuition. Now, if, as I argue, intuitions are affective experiences, then they

appear to be affective experiences which, at least consciously, do not have a close liaison

with the body. In other words, on a personal level, they appear rather “disembodied”,

“psychic” (Stocker 1983), felt “as though they were in the soul itself” (Descartes 1649,

section 25). Insofar I see myself under pressure to establish some initial plausibility for

an affective experience that appears that way and still is genuinely affective. So let me

belabour this point some more.

In fact, the point made seems to carry over from bodily feelings to affective experiences

in general (cf. Stocker 1983; Mitchell 2018). The Cotard syndrome is a point in case.

It is known to produce the Cotard delusion where patients come to believe that they

are dead or do not exist. There is something in the experience of Cotard patients that

gives rise and explains this delusion: Cotard patients display a general loss of affect.
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At the same time, there appears to be no impairment in their somatosensory awareness

(Michal et al. 2014). In other words, Cotard patients’ bodily sensations are intact but

their conscious life has been purged of affective experiences:

The delusion is a personal level response to an intractable and impenetrable

loss of affective response to the world [. . . ] In the Cotard syndrome something

is amiss with the mechanisms that appraise perceptual and interoceptive

information for self-relevance [. . . ] Thus, felt significance disappears. When

the depressive patient then focuses on her experience she feels alienated from

the world and depersonalised. (Gerrans 2015, pp. 4, 14)

To be sure, there are good reasons that make bodily states (that are represented by

bodily sensations) of particular significance to an organism. After all, they are literally

tied to an organism’s biological integrity. Nevertheless, the upshot here is that what is

needed for affective experiences are not just (and not necessarily) bodily sensations but

something that adds significance to these (and other) states. So while bodily sensations

are usually involved in many affective experiences, they appear to be neither necessary

nor sufficient to make an experience an affective experience. There is something over

and above mere bodily sensations when it comes to affect.

The Jamesians will now probably flock to the streets in protest. What can I say to them

when they knock on my door? Well, not much, I presume—except, perhaps, this: I

think that William James has been misunderstood in his treatment of emotions. Many

interpreters have taken him to say that emotions are reducible to bodily sensations. But

here comes an eye-opening passage:

I should say first of all that the only emotions I propose expressly to consider

here are those that have a distinct bodily expression. That there are feelings

of pleasure and displeasure, of interest and excitement, bound up with mental

operations, but having no obvious bodily expression for their consequence,

would, I suppose, be held true by most readers. Certain arrangements of

sounds, of lines, of colours, are agreeable, and others the reverse, without

the degree of the feeling being sufficient to quicken the pulse or breathing, or

to prompt to movements of either the body or the face. Certain sequences

of ideas charm us as much as others tire us. It is a real intellectual delight

to get a problem solved, and a real intellectual torment to have to leave it

unfinished. The first set of examples, the sounds, lines, and colours, are

either bodily sensations, or the images of such. The second set seem to
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depend on processes in the ideational centres exclusively. Taken together,

they appear to prove that there are pleasures and pains inherent in certain

forms of nerve-action as such, wherever that action occur. The case of these

feelings we will at present leave entirely aside, and confine our attention to

the more complicated cases in which a wave of bodily disturbance of some

kind accompanies the perception of the interesting sights or sounds, or the

passage of the exciting train of ideas. Surprise, curiosity, rapture, fear, anger,

lust, greed, and the like, become then the names of the mental states with

which the person is possessed. The bodily disturbances are said to be the

“manifestation” of these several emotions, their “expression” or “natural

language”; and these emotions themselves, being so strongly characterized

both from within and without, may be called the standard emotions. (James

1884, p. 189)

So it turns out that James’ feeling theory was intended as a theory of what he calls

“standard emotions”, not of all emotions. James grants that among emotions we also

find those that have “no obvious bodily expression” and “depend on processes in the

ideational centres exclusively”. It stands to reason to assume that intuition experiences

as characterised in chapter 1 will be best construed as such “nonstandard emotions”

(Stocker 2009). In any case, there is something independent of bodily sensations that

nonstandard emotions have in common with standard emotions, something that warrants

them both being emotions (or affective experiences): This something is plausibly the

remainder that also distinguishes bodily feelings from bodily sensations. Note that when

I talk of affective experiences here I do not mean to only refer to this remainder but

to the whole experience, possibly including a bodily sensation and/or other sensory and

non-sensory components. I stress the remainder because it makes the experience an

affective experience and what makes a nonstandard emotion still an emotion in James’

view. I will take up the issue of what this remainder consists in shortly.83

But first some further clarifications: I chose to talk of “affective” instead of “emotional”

experiences. It is true that when it comes to affective experiences or feelings most theo-

rizing is found in the literature on emotions. However, for now, I do not want to take a

stance on the nature of emotions per se. Rather, I am interested in emotions insofar as

they help shed light on emotional feelings and thereby on affective experiences. I don’t

83To anticipate: This remainder should not be associated with something like the non-intentional phe-
nomenal “add-on” component postulated by the “add-on emotion theories” criticised by Peter Goldie
(Goldie 2000, Ch. 3).
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deny that there can be more to emotions than “just” emotional feelings; emotional dis-

positions, for instance. When I use terms such as “bodily pain”, “joy” or “pride” here, I

mean to refer to the corresponding feelings of bodily pain, joy or pride. I take the class

of affective experiences or feelings to comprise all occurrent conscious affective states.

At the same time, the whole class of phenomena that some call “affective” or “emotions”

might comprise more than only affective experiences. It might be taken, for example,

to also include affective dispositions, sentiments, unconscious appraisals and action ten-

dencies (e.g. Shand 1914; Broad 1954; Arnold 1960; Frijda 1986; Lazarus 1991).84 As

such the class of affective experiences is larger than the class of emotional feelings but

smaller than the class of affective phenomena. Among other things, emotional feelings

such as joy, anger or sadness do not comprise the mentioned bodily feelings such as joint

pain, hunger, thirst or relaxation.

To sum up: affective experiences or feelings are understood here as forming a more re-

strictive category than the general category of phenomenal states but as encompassing

more than just emotional feelings. It is, furthermore, an open question whether this

subset has bodily sensations as a constitutive feature (cf. Stocker 1983; Mitchell 2018).

As dissociations between the sensory and the affective component of bodily pain demon-

strate, bodily sensations might be neither necessary nor sufficient for a mental state to

qualify as an affective experience. I will now turn towards a positive characterization of

affective experiences.

4.3. Affective Phenomenology

As should be clear by now, by distinguishing affective experiences or feelings from qualia

and bodily sensations I by no means want to negate that there is something it is like

to have an affective experience or that, at times, part of what it is like to have an

affective experience is to have bodily sensations. Seeing blue or feeling one’s heartbeat

has a phenomenal quality, and so do feeling pain in one’s wrist and feeling sad about

it. All four have something important in common: they are all essentially phenomenally

conscious. Yet, the former two are not affective experiences while the latter two are.

What distinguishes non-affective from affective experiences? In other words, what is this

remainder I was talking about?

84One might want to call these “affective” phenomena derivatively affective in my sense due to their
constitutive relation to affective experience in giving rise to or being the result of affective experiences
(cf. ‘connection principles’ Kriegel 2014, pp. 429 sqq.).
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4.3.1. The Hallmark of Affect: Phenomenal Valence

Perhaps the most central aspect is phenomenal valence, i.e. the felt positivity or nega-

tivity of certain experiences (e.g. Charland 2005; Weiss 2016; Carruthers 2017b). This

basic positivity or negativity is often made sense of in hedonic terms (“hedonic tone”) as

pleasantness or unpleasantness or in value terms as a representation of value or disvalue

or “seeming” goodness or badness (Carruthers 2017b). Affective experiences are essen-

tially valenced experiences.85 As Frijda points out, the property of valence is essential to

affective experiences (that is a broader category than emotional feelings) and contrasts

them to other experiences:

[T]he essence of emotions is feeling, notably that of pleasure or pain. Affec-

tive valence is commonly regarded as a criterial aspect. [...] Affects, pleasure

and pain, certainly set the experiences in which they occur apart from all

other kinds of experience—if only because, as feelings, they cannot be read-

ily reduced to something else, such as cognitions or body sensations [...]

Yet, conversely, many valenced reactions are not usually classed as emotions.

Tasting sweet substances merely produces a pleasant sensation that usually

is not regarded as an emotion. (Frijda 2008, p. 71)

Neither the visual experience of something blue nor the bodily sensation of one’s heart-

beat are felt as intrinsically positive or negative. A lack of intrinsic valence seems to

apply in general to exteroceptive modalities such as visual, auditory, gustatory, olfactory

or tactile experiences (Fulkerson 2019, for an important qualification see, see also sec-

tion 6.4). Similar points apply to proprioception. In interoception, it becomes trickier

to keep the non-affective and affective realm apart. This is likely because some of the

brain areas that are important for interoception are — together with other brain areas

— also the locus of valence (e.g. Craig 2009; Damasio and Carvalho 2013; Carruthers

2017b).

However, exteroceptive experiences and bodily sensations naturally prompt or co-occur

with affective experiences such as pain, sadness, joy or fear which do feel positive or

negative (see section 4.4).

Suppose you step into a bath that, being too hot, causes an unpleasant

pain in your foot. This experience will be bad for you; and it will also

motivate you to act, for example to lift your foot from the scalding water.

85I use the terms “valence” and “affect” synonymously.
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[...] A table’s looking square to you, we might say, is neither bad for you nor

good for you, nor motivational (independently of further desires). If that’s

right, what makes unpleasant pain different? [...] An obvious answer is: its

unpleasantness. (Bain 2013, S69 sq.)

It is a remarkable datum about consciousness that dissociable non-affective and affective

experiences are unified in one single total phenomenal state of the subject (Bayne 2004;

Koksvik 2014). It is because of this unity of consciousness that it tends to be hard to tell

seeing, hearing, imagining or judging from being afraid, angry or happy. Nevertheless,

that these are distinct components blended together in a unified phenomenal state is

indicated by the fact that these experiential components come apart (see the dissociation

cases in section 4.2). This, in turn, implies that we might sometimes get the psychological

units wrong and misattribute features of one state to another.

Some clarifications: First, when I talk of valence here I mean valence as a phenomenal

property of affective experiences (see also Weiss 2016). Such phenomenal valence has

been called elsewhere “affect valence” and needs to be distinguished from closely as-

sociated but ultimately non-phenomenal properties such as emotion- or object-valence

(Charland 2005; Colombetti 2005). Emotion valence refers to whether an emotion is

negative or positive as such, regardless of whether the emotion is felt or not. Against

this background, fear or sadness are considered ‘negative’ emotions while pride and joy

are considered ‘positive’ emotions.86 Analogously, object valence refers to whether an

object or stimulus is negative or positive as such — objectively as it were —, regardless

of whether it elicits emotions or feelings. One might, for instance, consider angry and

sad faces, snakes, guns, crimes as ‘negative’ objects and happy and attractive faces, tasty

food and erotica as ‘positive’ objects.87

However, their functional profiles and the behaviours they facilitate seem to be suffi-

ciently similar to merit calling both valence.88 One might, of course, still attempt to

86One might want to argue that they are so considered because the related emotional feelings have
positive or negative phenomenal valence. Though this is to already provide a theory of emotion
valence in terms of affect valence or phenomenal valence, claiming that the former is e.g. derivative
on the latter (see also footnote 84).

87Again, one might want to argue that they are so considered because they trigger positive and negative
feelings that are more fundamentally positive and negative in that they have a phenomenal valence
and represent the objects in questions as positive or negative through their phenomenal valence (see
section 4.4). Nevertheless, this again is to provide a theory of object valence as derivative on other
kinds of valence.

88Taking one’s lead from Carruthers, one can say something instructive on the functional difference
between unconscious affective responses and affective experiences, i.e. on what the first-order con-
sciousness of valence adds to the mix:
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deny that there is such a thing as non-phenomenal valence. One could, for instance, draw

attention to the important distinction between something being unconscious, conscious

and reflexively conscious.89 Then one could point out that the only way employed to

experimentally test whether something is conscious or not is to simply ask the subjects

(e.g. Winkielman, Berridge, and Wilbarger 2005). Taking this as a point of departure

one could argue that what such experiments really test is not experience (i.e. conscious-

ness) but the awareness of experience (i.e. reflexive consciousness) (for a similar point on

interoceptive feelings vs. interoceptive awareness see de Vignemont 2018, pp. 261 sq.).

Consequently, what such experiments show is not that subjects lack valenced experiences

but that they lack awareness of valenced experiences, perhaps due to their briefness or

other factors. Naturally, the subject will be unaware of them – after all, the experiments

quoted in support usually use subliminal, i.e. very brief, presentations of affect-eliciting

stimuli (e.g. Winkielman, Berridge, and Wilbarger 2005; Pessiglione et al. 2007; Childress

et al. 2008). Unsurprisingly, the subject will be unaware of the briefly occurring valenced

feeling in response to an even briefer encounter with an invisible stimulus. There is no

consciously perceived stimulus that could direct a portion of her attention inwards at the

time of the valenced experience’s occurrence.90 It seems unwarranted to assume that the

[A]ll affective states can issue in action via either one of two partly separate routes. They
can enter into practical decision-making, interacting with one’s perceptions and beliefs
to issue in decisions about whether and how to act. But they also give rise to behavioral
dispositions directly, independently of anything resembling belief-desire practical reasoning.
In fact, all affective states tend to activate related motor plans directly, in such a way that
these will need to be inhibited if one is not to act. [...] consider the fear caused by the
sight of a bear on the trail ahead. This might interact with one’s knowledge that black
bears will normally retreat if one is noisy and looks large, leading one to shout and stretch
oneself fully upright. But it will also give rise to an immediate and unplanned impulse to
run away. This impulse (and the motor-system activation that accompanies it) will need
to be inhibited if one is to do the sensible thing and stand one’s ground.(Carruthers 2018,
p. 7)

Now, it is plausible that unconscious affective responses and affective experiences both influence be-
haviour via the direct route, interacting with specialised behavioural systems triggering habitual
emotional behaviour. In order to influence behaviour via the more indirect route of practical decision-
making, however, the affect will need to be simultaneously accessible to a large number of sub-systems.
This is what consciousness brings to the table: In becoming conscious, the valence is made “accessi-
ble by virtue of being globally broadcast”, engendering practical decision-making and more informed
behaviour. This is what Carruthers’ example illustrates.

89For simplicity, I omit breaking down first-order consciousness into access and phenomenal conscious-
ness. Though interesting points could be made there as well, I presume.

90One might argue that affective experiences qua being affective automatically draw attention to them-
selves. Nonetheless, this does not seem to be the case. It is true that affective experiences determine
patterns of salience among the contents of our representations of the world, body and mind. How-
ever, they make us usually attend to these contents, not the affective experiences themselves. This
makes good practical sense since what needs to be done is usually something about the object of
the affective experience and not the affective experience itself (cf. Bain 2013, 2019). It is in virtue
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valenced experience lasts substantially longer than the inducing subliminal presentation

itself, so as to be detected and reported.91 So by the time the subject’s attention is

pointed inwards by being questioned about her feelings, the valenced experience has

long subsided.92 However, that a valenced experience has occurred is evidenced by the

trace it left: characteristic behavioural dispositions that lead the subject to engage in the

observed affective behaviours – characteristic products of affective experiences. Thus,

the experimental observations can be explained more parsimoniously via the workings

of good old phenomenal valence. There is no need to postulate the existence of some

dubious non-phenomenal valence.

Now the proponent of non-phenomenal valence might counter: It is true that awareness

is not an infallible guide to consciousness, but it is a – perhaps the only – guide to con-

sciousness. A lack of awareness can thus be taken as nondemonstrative evidence for a

lack of consciousness.93 And, on second thought, is non-phenomenal valence really such

an outlandish construct? Aren’t we happy to grant that perception can be unconscious

(cf. Prinz 2005)? Why not valence? After all, we could deny that the perception of sub-

liminally presented stimuli is unconscious following the same logic applied in the denial

of non-phenomenal valence.94 I think we reached a venerable impasse here. Whether

something is first-order phenomenally conscious or not is a notoriously vexed question.

And I won’t attempt to solve it here. I am happy to grant that non-phenomenal valence

exists as long as its existence is not at odds with the existence of phenomenal valence

which is necessarily conscious (cf. Prinz 2004b, pp. 176-178).95

of doing something about these objects that we do something about the affective experiences. It is
running away from the frightening bear or tending to one’s aching wound that does away with one’s
fear or one’s pain, not attending to (the negative valence of) one’s fear or pain.

91After all, something that can be barely unconsciously perceived for a few milliseconds can’t be that
important for the survival of an organism in natural circumstances. And these are the circumstances
that forged our affective apparatus.

92It is also unlikely that, at the time of the occurrence of the valenced experience, the subject forms a
memory of the occurrence that she could later consult when reporting.

93One might question this, though, by pointing out that while it might well be that awareness is a good
indicator for consciousness, it is not a good indicator for its absence. That is, one can easily grant
that if someone is aware of a certain state, this is good evidence for the state being conscious. One
can deny, however, that not being aware of a certain state is good evidence against the state being
conscious.

94One could further try to make the point that we need non-phenomenal valence in order to account for
affective reactions in non-human animals (Berridge and Kringelbach 2008, pp. 459 sq.; Winkielman
and Berridge 2004, p. 122). Why would one try that? Because the cortical regions that are by some
believed to add consciousness to the more basic unconscious affective reactions are more developed
in humans. However, this point can be countered by pointing to extensive evidence for consciousness
without a cerebral cortex (Merker 2007).

95Is phenomenal valence necessarily conscious only by definition? Only to the degree that perceptual
experience is necessarily conscious only by definition, I submit.
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Back to questions about phenomenal valence and affective experiences: note that the

claim here is that all affective experiences intrinsically have a valence, not that they

intrinsically have a specific valence. Surprise by itself, for instance, might be indetermi-

nate: there are positive and negative surprises (but see Knight et al. 2013; Noordewier

and Breugelmans 2013; Noordewier, Topolinski, et al. 2016). This is compatible with

surprise being an affective experience as long as it always comes with positive or nega-

tive valence and not wholly without valence. Third, I want to leave open the possibility

that some feelings such as surprise or nostalgia can feel (to different extents) positive

and negative at the same time, i.e. they can be ambivalent.

[A]ll emotions are valent. Some emotions may be intrinsically negative (sad-

ness, fear), some may be intrinsically positive (joy), and some may have

variable valence markers (surprise). [...] It also turns out that some emo-

tions are intrinsically both negatively and positively valent. Some emotions

are intrinsically mixed. (Prinz 2004b, p. 164)

This implies that valence is not a bipolar negative/positive continuum but that negative

and positive valence are two independent dimensions (see e.g. Cacioppo et al. 1999; but

see Russell and Carroll 1999).96 Note, what I grant here is that a single feeling can feel

positive and negative. This is different from cases where we have mixed feelings, i.e.

concurrent or sequences of individual feelings some of which are positive and some of

which are negative (Larsen and McGraw 2014; Schneider and Schwarz 2017).

4.3.2. Other Hallmarks of Affect: Felt Arousal and Motivation

Another characteristic phenomenal aspect of affective experiences is felt arousal: during

an affective experience, the subject feels a more or less localised increase or decrease (i.e.

change) in the level of activation, energy or excitement (Barrett and Bliss-Moreau 2009;

Proust 2015; Colombetti and Harrison 2018).

Such felt arousal co-varies with but is distinct from actual non-phenomenal physiological

arousal states (Colombetti and Harrison 2018) that, among other things, consist “of a

variety of autonomic changes in heart rate, blood pressure, activity in the sweat glands,

and levels of adrenaline and other chemicals in the bloodstream, as well as behavioural

changes in posture, muscle tension, breathing rate, and so on” (Carruthers 2011, p. 127)

96These reflections should defuse some criticisms that have been advanced against the idea of valence
(Solomon and Stone 2002; Solomon 2003a).
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and which are functionally associated with the allocation of processing resources to task-

relevant sites (Dawson et al. 1989; Filion et al. 1991). It is often thought that the degree

of felt arousal determines the “intensity” of the affective experience while the valence

determines its “sign”, i.e. whether a feeling is positive or negative. Note that there are

several possible ways of understanding the relationship between arousal and valence. A

natural way is to see valence and arousal as essentially united, being two sides of the

same coin: the arousal determines (perhaps among other things) how intensely positive

or negative an affective experience is, just like the amount by which one increases or

decreases the sound volume determines how much louder or quieter the emitted sound

gets. The net change in volume would be similar to a change in arousal and the direction

of the change would be similar to valence. Call this idea valence/arousal unity:

Together, valence and arousal form a unified state, so although it is possible

to focus on one property or the other, people cannot feel pleasant or un-

pleasant in a way that is isolated from their degree of arousal. (Barrett and

Bliss-Moreau 2009, p. 171)

Another possibility is that valence and arousal are ultimately dissociable phenomenal

properties (Anderson et al. 2003; Lewis et al. 2006; Kuhbandner and Zehetleitner 2011)

like, say, shape and colour are dissociable in visual experience as is e.g. evidenced by

the condition of achromatopsia. Call this idea valence/arousal disunity.97

On this picture, it could turn out that valence has only two discrete values, positive

or negative, or that it is gradable independently of arousal which is essentially contin-

uous. That arousal independent valence has only two values appears little plausible

since it would be unable to explain the observation that, say, some pains are worse than

others. Valence/arousal unity can explain this datum since it implies that a discrete

positive/negative notion of valence is complemented with an intensity by an integral

arousal dimension. So a valence/arousal disunity view should assume that both, valence

and, obviously, arousal are gradable. Consequently, the degree to which an affective

experience is positive or/and negative is independent of the degree to which it is arous-

ing. For instance, we could have mildly positive but highly arousing feelings. Note that

valence/arousal disunity fits more naturally with intrinsically ambivalent feelings and a

two-dimensional account of positive and negative valence.

97This idea implies that valence and arousal are ultimately independent in the sense of being dissociable.
It should be not taken to imply that they do not typically interact with each other. To use the
comparison from the main text again: Although colour and shape are independent properties, colour
nevertheless facilitates shape discrimination.
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Independence between valence and arousal is also better compatible with the possibility

that valence and arousal are not just distinct and dissociable phenomenal properties

but that they are distinct kinds of phenomenal properties. In principle, each of these

properties might be a somatic (being a subcategory of sensory properties), a non-somatic

but sensory or a wholly non-sensory phenomenal property.98 If valence and arousal are

independent, then it would be natural to grant that e.g. arousal is understood as a

somatic property while valence is, say, some kind of distinctive non-sensory affective

property (Carruthers 2011, 2017b). At this point, however, I want to remain neutral on

these questions.

What seems clear is that both, valence and arousal, are closely associated with another

crucial feature of affective experiences: they are directly motivating and so move us to

behave or act in more or less stereotypical ways (e.g. Zeelenberg et al. 2008; Scarantino

2014, 2017; Proust 2015). Jonathan Cohen and Matthew Fulkerson vividly illustrate

this feature:

Consider poor Lucy, a machinist who’s having a bit of bad luck. While work-

ing at the bench, she is momentarily distracted and strikes her thumb hard

with a ball-peen hammer. This, as you might expect, results in a great deal

of pain. [...] [F]eeling it typically moves us to act, and often in predictable

ways. Thus, for example, we can imagine Lucy acting in various ways to this

unfortunate incident. Screaming would be understandable, though not the

sort of thing stoic Lucy would do. Still, even she would wince heavily and

pull her arm away, immediately taking ameliorative actions on her throb-

bing thumb—holding it, squeezing it, shaking it. And it seems plausible that

Lucy’s pain motivates these actions. Without the pain she wouldn’t have

winced or grabbed her thumb, and her performing these actions is a direct

consequence of her experience of pain. [...] There is nothing special about

our choice of example here. Pain [...] is merely a paradigm instance of what

we shall call affect. Affective experiences have some quality or character that

drives or motivates us to act in various ways. They often seem to accom-

plish this by being in some sense bad or unpleasant (in the negative cases) or

98Note that hedonic theories of valence might understand hedonic qualities of pain and pleasure to be
somatic properties, i.e. some kind of bodily sensations. If this is correct and if arousal is somatic as
well, then there would be no remainder if we subtract all the bodily sensations from a bodily feeling
and an emotional feelings, for that matter. Thus, affective experiences would appear to be exhausted
by bodily sensations of different sorts. What would distinguish “cold” bodily sensations from bodily
and emotional feelings would be some special somatic component (e.g. valence) or components (e.g.
valence and arousal) that the latter possess and the former lack.
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pleasant and enjoyable (in the positive cases). (Cohen and Fulkerson 2014,

p. 104)

Their motivational force plausibly co-varies with the valence (and its intensity) and

the degree of felt arousal (which, remember, is a proxy for the rallying of resources to

implement behaviour) of the affective experience (but see Corns 2014). In the case of

valence, Carruthers goes so far as to argue “that valence might provide the motivational

component underlying all intentional action, either directly or indirectly.” (Carruthers

2017b, p. 3)

A specific set of behaviours worth mentioning is that affective experiences tend to es-

tablish or modify patterns of significance or salience among the things in the world by

motivating attentional shifts and investments (de Sousa 1987; Brady 2013). In other

words, affective experiences point us towards what matters or is relevant by exerting

an effect on attention (Sander et al. 2003; Vuilleumier 2005; Pessoa 2008; Pessoa and

Adolphs 2010). Here is how Michael Brady illustrates and explains this fact:

[E]motions have two subsidiary functions: (a) they alert us to the presence

of significant objects or events in our environment, and thereafter facilitate

cognitive processing of such objects and events; and (b) they enable us to

act appropriately with respect to these objects or events. [...] Emotions

alert us to significant matters by capturing and directing our attention on

to important objects and events. [...] The need for capture and direction

of attentional focus stems from the fact that human beings are presented

with vast amounts of information about the state of the world and the state

of themselves, only some of which will be important to them. Given that

human beings have limited mental resources, they thus face a problem of

efficiently locating or identifying which information in their environment is

important. Our emotional systems, at least in part, are thought to have

evolved in order to solve this problem, and they do so by capturing and

focusing the subject’s attention. In other words, important or significant

events in our environment need ”preferential perceptual processing”, and

”[o]ne means of achieving this is by emotion enhancing attention, leading to

increased detection of emotional events.” (Brady 2009, p. 422)

To wrap up on phenomenology: affective experiences are valenced, arousing and moti-

vational. Furthermore, they are gradable along these (and probably other) dimensions:
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they can be more or less arousing as well as more or less positive or negative and moti-

vating.

4.4. Affective Intentionality

Although not wholly uncontroversial, there is fairly large agreement that affective expe-

riences are intentional states (see e.g. Tye 1995, 2008; Goldie 2000, 2002; Crane 2009;

Kriegel 2014; Mendelovici 2014; Weiss 2016).99 There is, of course, more disagreement

about how exactly to understand the intentionality of affective experiences. Is it, for

instance, that all aspects of affective experiences are intentional (in one way or another),

including but perhaps not restricted to their phenomenal qualities? Or are there some

non-intentional bits, some kinds of “raw feels” or quale in the mix of components that

constitute affective experiences? Do all kinds of affective experiences exhibit intentional-

ity or are there some that don’t? Or instead, are different kinds of affective experiences

characterised by distinct kinds of intentionality? These and many other are substantial

and important questions. I will set them aside for now, however, and will shortly pro-

ceed with some observations that motivate the assumption that affective experiences are

intentional.

But first, a terminological note: when it comes to the properties that feelings (phenom-

enally) represent, I will use response-dependent terms such as “unpleasant”, “painful”,

“frightening”, “disgusting”, “pleasant”, “joyous” etc. in order to stay as noncommit-

tal as possible concerning the nature of the properties that the feelings in question

represent.100 I could (and perhaps should) even go more noncommittal and use some-

how “good/bad” or “positive/negative”.101 In some cases, such as bodily pain, fear

or disgust perhaps relatively uncontroversial response-independent properties such as

“tissue-damage” or “harmful”, “danger” and “contamination” might be available. All

these response-independent construals are controversial, however. This just points to

99Sometimes this assumption is defended against the background of a larger project, such as arguing for
general representationalism or intentionalism about phenomenal consciousness (e.g. Tye 1995, 2008;
Crane 2009).

100For standard Jamesians about emotions, affective experiences as bodily sensations would (at least in
part) represent bodily events (Damasio 1994; Tye 1995). At the same time, more sophisticated feeling
theorists understand at least some affective experiences — emotional feelings — as representing non-
somatic properties via registering bodily events (Prinz 2004b). These non-somatic properties are
what I refer to with the response-dependent terms.

101Those who feel more at ease with other noncommittal terms, are invited to mentally substitute them
for the terms I use. As far as I can tell, it shouldn’t affect the general line of thought.
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the fact that it is often not clear at all what response-independent properties are in-

volved when it comes to feelings. This seems to undermine the idea that these are the

properties that are represented, making it questionable that these are really the prop-

erties in question that after all, everybody should agree on by consulting their affective

experiences (Dokic and Lemaire 2013). Nevertheless, I think everyone can agree that

there is something response-dependent terms capture about what affective experiences

represent, and be it only something trivial.102 In any case, this usage is not to commit

to a response-dependent understanding of these properties but to leave questions about

them open.

4.4.1. The Particular Objects of Affective Experiences

After having clarified this, here come the promised observations: imagine that Jake

accidentally cuts his left index finger while cutting vegetables. In this event, assuming

Jake is not pain asymbolic etc., This is different from, say, when Jake just focuses his

attention on his finger during mindfulness meditation. He might be directly aware of his

finger and certain sensations and events, but neither his finger nor the events that are

seemingly taking place in it, are represented in some specific way. Imagine now, that as

a result of Jake’s meditation practice, he feels his tensed neck relax. The events in his

neck are represented as pleasant (in some determinate way). Note that the bodily pain

and relaxation Jake feels is precisely localized.

Nevertheless, this does not have to be the case. Jake might feel tired, relaxed or energised

after his meditation, without these bodily feelings being confined to any single body part.

Instead, Jake’s body and, consequently, Jake as a whole — with his whole being as it

were — feels unpleasantly tired or pleasantly relaxed or energized. In fact, it does not

seem out of the question that Jake’s global bodily feelings come to overflow his body,

colouring his experience of the world and perhaps even making him lose the experienced

connection between his body and his altered experience of the world (cf. Ratcliffe 2005).

This is not very surprising since neither the bodily sensations nor the pleasantness or

102Response-dependent properties seem to be not very popular as an account of the feeling-specific
properties because they are usually couched in terms of dispositional properties (Prinz 2006a, p. 149;
Dokic and Lemaire 2013; Mendelovici 2014, p. 143). I think more promising accounts are available,
however. These accounts would substitute or complement the dispositional analysis of response-
dependent properties with Edenic phenomenal properties that are tailor-made for the phenomenal
properties of specific feelings (Mendelovici 2014). Another proposal worth closer consideration is
Cowan’s account of ‘phenomenally present as absent’ properties (Cowan 2015). Having said that, to
discuss these now would take me too far afield.
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unpleasantness are really in Jake’s finger, neck or body to begin with. Bodily events are

one thing, the registering of those in the form of bodily sensations and feelings another

(Sizer 2006). Both can come apart. As Weiss notes:

We have known since Descartes (or at least since experimental psychology

really got going in the nineteenth century) that a “pain in one’s hand” is not

really in one’s hand. There can be tissue damage in one’s hand, for example,

without pain and there can be “pain in one’s hand” without one’s even having

a hand (as we see e.g. in “phantom limb” cases.) Pain (or pleasure) in one’s

hand should, rather, be understood as pain in one’s mind/brain directed

towards (putative) goings-on in one’s hand. (Weiss 2016, p. 39)

Bodily feelings represent bodily parts or events as, using generic and clearly determinable

terms here, pleasant or unpleasant. And, perhaps, sometimes they can do so without

being experientially bodily localised at all (cf. Mendelovici 2014). In fact, if they cease

to be experienced as being in or about the body, one might start to wonder whether

they haven’t ceased to be bodily feelings. Surely, they would continue to be brought

about by bodily events and to be feelings, but they would no longer be experienced as

representations of bodily events as pleasant or unpleasant. In other words, they would

cease to have a bodily phenomenology while retaining a bodily aetiology and an affective

phenomenology.

In a similar vein, emotional feelings often “transcend” the body and represent all kinds

of things in characteristic ways, be they localised in the body, the external world or

solely “in the mind”. Linda’s fear of an approaching bear represents the bear as fright-

ening (or dangerous) while her joy upon winning the Iron Man represents the victory as

joyous (or, perhaps, as an achievement).103 Linda might also be sad that her memory

is degrading, or relieved that the US-Democrats got a majority in the House of Repre-

sentatives. Equally, she might be happy that her surgical wound is healing promptly,

regret that she didn’t learn the drums as a child or hopeful that she (and not Smith!)

will get the job. At other times, Linda is amused by the concept of a Flying Spaghetti

Monster or feels infatuated with Sherlock Holmes. Linda might also be pleased by her

quickness of the mind, frustrated with her anxiety about speaking in public or proud

of the way her body looks. Emotional feelings seem to be very versatile in what they

103It is interesting that seemingly response-independent properties that stand in some intimate connection
to negative feelings such as pain (harmfulness), fear (dangerousness), disgust (contamination) and
sadness (loss) come easier to mind than for positive feelings. What are the response-independent
properties connected to bodily pleasure, joy, relief and pride, for instance? For the latter two it’s not
even clear to me what the response-dependent properties are if one sticks to common language.
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are about, i.e. in what they represent and how they represent it as being. They can be

about objects, (past, present and future) states of affairs, other mental states and about

propositions.104

In the case of propositions, one can distinguish between feelings with propositions as

contents and those with propositions as objects (Grzankowski 2016). Contrast the case

of fearing that Santa Claus does not exist and fearing the proposition Santa Claus

does not exist. Only the former is a propositional attitude while the latter is a non-

propositional attitude, and only the former has truth- or accuracy-conditions.105 Usually,

when we talk of propositional attitudes we refer to the propositions in question in terms

of their contents. A belief represents the contents of a proposition as true while a desire

represents the contents of a proposition as to be realized. If not stated otherwise, when I

will talk of propositions as intentional objects, I will mean it in the sense of propositions

as contents, not as objects.

So emotional feelings can be about the body, but also about the external world, “the

realm of ideas” as well as about the past, present and future. At extremes, they are

about non-existent or abstract entities such as Swampsmans, Orfolei, Flying Spaghetti

Monsters or propositions. Based on these observations it is easy to see that affective

experiences typically have intentional objects, be they body part, entities in the external

world, abstract and fictional objects, (past, present and future) states of affairs, mental

states, propositional contents or propositions. Jake’s finger is the intentional object of his

104There seems also to be no reason to exclude activities and actions from what feelings can be about.
One can enjoy focusing on one’s breathing or be angry about someone’s offensive action. The same
goes for properties and relations. One might feel comfortable wearing black and happy about one’s
blooming friendship. Depending on one’s metaphysics, one can presumably make sense of some of
these things in terms of objects, states of affairs or propositions. It doesn’t really matter here.

105Attitudes with propositions as objects appear odd but not impossible. In fact, in some constellations,
they might be not odd. Consider Grzankowski’s tongue-in-cheek remark:

If one had a certain view about propositions, one might come to think that they could
cause one serious harm (for example). Similarly for other attitudes. It is odd to love a
proposition, but not impossible. In fact, maybe it isn’t even that odd. People often claim
to have a favorite number. Is it so outrageous that someone might also love a number? If
a number, why not a proposition? (Grzankowski 2016, p. 325)

On a more serious note: If one takes propositions to be just sentence-like mental representations (e.g.
Thagard 2008, p. 172), attitudes that take these as objects will be metacognitive in some sense or even
metarepresentational but not necessarily odd. Perhaps, in fact, such attitudes are ubiquitous. Also:
there might be propositional attitudes whose propositional contents include propositions as objects.
Consider suspecting that the proposition [Santa Claus does not exist] is ambiguous or fearing that
proposition [A] entails proposition [B]. This, all of a sudden, does not sound that odd at all but
rather like kinds of states philosophers are in all the time. Perhaps philosophers are odd and so it
is unsurprising that they have odd states. Or perhaps I misunderstand the objects involved in the
above propositions as propositions—perhaps they are states of affairs and all is well.
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pain, Jake’s neck is the intentional object of his pleasure. The nature of the intentional

object (at least, if they are consciously represented) can be thought to make the feelings

in question bodily pain and bodily pleasure, i.e. bodily feelings.106

The bear is the intentional object of Linda’s fear and the propositional content (or

state of affairs) that the US-Democrats got a majority in the House of Representatives

is the intentional object of her relief. Though such intentional objects, often called

their particular objects, are not the only things that feelings seem to be about. Feelings

represent their particular objects as being a certain way, as bearing some feeling-specific

property such as being pleasant, unpleasant, frightening or joyous.

4.4.2. The Formal Objects of Affective Experiences

These feeling-specific properties are variously called the formal objects (Kenny 1963; de

Sousa 1987; Teroni 2007), core relational themes (Lazarus 1991; Prinz 2004b) or concerns

(Prinz 2006a) of the feelings.107 In short: A feeling represents its intentional object, i.e.

its particular object, as having a property characteristic to the feeling, i.e. its formal

object. My terminological note on the noncommittal usage of response-dependent terms

was addressing these properties. That such a note is necessary foreshadows that one

needs to tread carefully here. There is widespread disagreement on how to understand

the nature of these properties and how they figure into different aspects of affective ex-

periences such as their metaphysics, intentionality, phenomenology and epistemology. I

think one can say that much: it is obvious that these properties are of central importance

to an understanding of affective experiences. It seems that there is some constitutive

relationship between the property and the feeling with its different dimensions.

That’s where the common ground ends. Let me flag some issues. I was already courting

controversy by using representational language in saying that a feeling represents its

formal object. Using such terminology suggests that the feeling-specific property is

represented on the level of the feeling’s content. Most agree with this assessment (e.g.

106Are there other pains and pleasures than bodily? On the face of it, there are: social pain (Eisenberger
2012) and cognitive pleasure (Goldstein 1981), for instance (cf. Helm 2001).

107As a concept, formal objects are the most general ones and can also be applied to other kinds of mental
states than affective experiences such as beliefs or perceptions (Kenny 1963; Deonna and Teroni
2015). Among other things, formal objects are often taken to specify the correctness conditions of
the respective states. Fear of a dog is correct if the dog is actually fearsome, a perception of a dog
is correct if a dog is actually there, i.e. if what the perception represents actually obtains, believing
that P is correct if P is actually true. Core relational themes and concerns, on the other hand, are
terms that are typically reserved for the formal objects of affective experiences.
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Goldie 2000; Mendelovici 2014; Mitchell 2019).108 If one assumes that formal objects

are to be found on the level of content, then we can understand formal objects as similar

to aspectual shapes, which together with the intentional object, make up the contents of

mental states.109 That is, feelings have not only an intentional object (particular object)

but also a feeling-specific way in which they represent this object, i.e. a feeling-specific

aspectual shape—a formal object. Here is how Crane illustrates the idea:

The basic idea of aspectual shape is very simple: in any intentional state,

the objects on which the mind is directed are presented in a certain way.

Suppose that you are thinking of St Petersburg—with its elegant baroque

buildings and its harsh climate. You are thinking about it in a particular

way: maybe you are visualizing it in the imagination, on the basis of pictures

you have seen or on the basis of experience. Or maybe you are just thinking

about it as St Petersburg—that is, a thought which you would express by

using the name ‘St Petersburg’. You may just think to yourself, ‘Vladimir is

in St Petersburg; I wonder what the weather is like there?’ When you think

about St Petersburg as St Petersburg, the aspectual shape of your thought is

different from when you think about St Petersburg as Leningrad, or when you

think of it while listening to Shostakovich’s Leningrad Symphony. Similarly,

when you visually perceive St Petersburg, you see it from some particular

place, in certain particular conditions of illumination, and so on. You see

it under a certain aspect. Your experience, like your thought, has a certain

aspectual shape. These truisms are just ways of expressing the simple idea

that one cannot think of something without thinking of it in some way.

However, when it comes to formal objects, there is disagreement on the nature of the

content of feelings, i.e. on whether it is conceptual, nonconceptual or both and whether it

is propositional, non-propositional or both. There is equal disagreement on how feelings

represent, i.e. phenomenally, functionally or both. Then there are those who insist

that formal objects (together with other properties of the feeling110) are not part of

108As far as I can tell all (quasi-)judgmentalists and (quasi-)Perceptualists about emotions at least agree
with this when it comes to emotional feelings.

109While “formal object” is a term that has settled in the philosophy of emotions, aspectual shape is
the more common term in other areas of philosophy of mind, expressing essentially the same idea.
The notion of a concern-based or evaluative “construal” as used by Robert Roberts resembles an
emotion-specific version of aspetual shape (Roberts 2003, 2009).

110Note that one can ask the same questions as one can ask for formal objects about their other inten-
tional aspects such as their particular object and the phenomenal properties of valence and arousal
introduced in the former section as well (for the case of valence see especially Weiss 2016, see also
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the representational content of feelings but that they somehow reside in the attitude

component of the feeling (Crane 2009; Deonna and Teroni 2012, 2015; Weiss 2016).

Since I want to remain neutral between the content and attitude view for now, please

read (pro- and retrospectively) in sentences involving parts like “a feeling represents its

formal object” as “a feeling represents or what the attitude-view theorist says the feeling

does with its formal object”. In any case, here is how Julien Deonna and Fabrice Teroni

motivate their move towards the attitude-view:

If it makes sense to say that what frightens Julianne is what John is amused

by [...] then we have reason enough to think that the difference between their

two emotions is not to be located at the level of their respective contents.

If this difference were located at the level of the content, that would imply

that Julianne is frightened by (a specific instance of) dangerousness, whereas

John is amused by (a specific instance of) funniness; their respective emotions

would then be about different things. The contrast here is analogous to that

between attitude and content in the case of other mental states. Consider

belief. If it makes sense to say that what John believes is what Julianne

doubts, then the reason why truth enters only into [...] John’s mental state

has to do with the fact that only he takes the specific attitude of belief

towards it. (Deonna and Teroni 2012, p. 77)

There are ways to resist this move. Assume that it is a dog Julianne is frightened and

John amused by. In this argument, it seems implicit that intentional objects are all there

is to representational contents. If we, however, employ the concept of aspectual shape,

it becomes clear that the same dog can very well be the intentional object of Julianne’s

fear and John’s amusement while the emotional aspectual shape under which the same

dog is presented differs. In one case the dog appears as frightening while in the other

the same dog appears as amusing. So it is the case that the difference between the two

emotions can be located at the level of their respective contents, but not in the part that

makes up the intentional object but in the part that makes up the aspectual shape.111 In

the clarifications on valence below).
111This will seem all the more plausible when we encounter the concept of base in section 4.4.4. The base

of a feeling is a mental state (or a set of states) that supplies a feeling with its particular object. In
our example it is not Julianne’s fear or John’s amusement themselves that establish a representation
of the dog in the first place, rather it is, say, their visual experience of the dog. However, this visual
experience delivers the dog with its own aspectual shape. And it is this visual experience and its
intentional object under a specific visual aspectual shape which might be the same for Julianne and
John. The difference lies in their respective affective experiences that differ in the way they affectively
represent the equally visually represented dog.
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other words, they are not about different things when it comes to the intentional object

but about different things when it comes to how they represent this object as being. Of

course, one can counter by saying that aspectual shapes are parts of the attitude, not

the content.112 But at least on first sight, this seems to lack independent motivation

(cf. Bourget 2017, pp. 11 sq.). Moves like this prompt Goldie to remark that “it always

seems possible for an opponent to force all the difference into the attitude, so that the

debate degenerates into a matter of competing intuitions” (Goldie 2000, p. 60; for a

systematic elaboration of Goldie’s point see Mitchell 2019).

Don’t get me wrong: the attitude theorist certainly has a point in that formal objects

covary with the type of feeling (i.e. attitude). That is, if one changes the formal object,

one changes the feeling. If the formal object is fearsomeness, the feeling is fear. If

we change the formal object of this feeling to, say, funniness, then the feeling effectively

ceases to be fear and turns into amusement. That is, formal objects are attitude-specific.

It remains, however, unclear why feelings (or any mental state, really) cannot have

contents or aspectual shapes that are attitude-specific.

Apart from questions regarding where to best locate the formal object in a feeling, it

is also not clear what sort of theoretical work formal objects are supposed to do for

feelings: is it metaphysical in that they individuate feelings? Is it phenomenological in

that they are part of the phenomenal character of feelings? Is it intentional by being part

of their representational content? Is it epistemic in that they determine the correctness

conditions of feelings or make them somehow intelligible? All of them? Some of them?

None? And as already mentioned above and intimately related to all these issues, it is

not clear what sort of properties these feelings-specific properties are.

Be it as it may, one can, uncontroversially I think, say that the intentionality of feelings

has two parts: a particular object and a formal object where the feeling represents the

former as bearing the latter.

112In fact, the term “intentional mode” seems to be sometimes used synonymously with content-wise
aspectual shape and sometimes with attitude (cf. Weiss 2016, p. 49). One might distinguish between:
1) representing a dog: that’s the intentional object (content) of the fear (provided by its base, more on
that below), 2) representing a dog as frightening: that’s the intentional object and the characteristic
aspectual shape (content) of the fear and 3) frighteningly representing a dog: that’s taking the fearful
attitude towards the intentional object of the fear (content). It is not clear how to adjudicate between
2) and 3).
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4.4.3. Interjecting Remarks on Valence and Intentionality

I think it is a good time to clarify a point about phenomenal valence which will reinforce

the assumption of affective experiences being intentional. Recall: Phenomenal valence

describes the felt positivity or negativity of affective experiences. I noted that this basic

positivity or negativity is usually made sense of in hedonic terms as pleasantness or

unpleasantness or in value terms as a representation of goodness (value) or badness

(disvalue). This leaves a free parameter: the hedonic view of valence seems to suggest

that phenomenal valence is a property of the experience (or attitude) itself while the

representational view of valence seems to suggest that phenomenal valence is a property

of what the experience is about, i.e. it is encoded in its representational content.

I do not necessarily have to take a stance here between the two views or better still: I can

be pluralist and assume that they are complementary rather than mutually exclusive.

Sometimes it is the experience itself that feels positive or113 negative, sometimes it is

what the experience represents that feels positive or negative and sometimes, perhaps,

both are possible at the same time: the experience itself feels positive or negative and

what the experience represents feels positive or negative.

Having noted that, my sympathies lie with the representational view, however. The

hedonic view seems to flirt with the notoriously mysterious idea of non-intentional qualia

or raw feels. In fact, I think that the representational view can accommodate the hedonic

view: An experience can feel positive or negative in virtue of representing something

as positive or negative. On the other hand, it seems less natural that something is

represented as positive or negative because one has an experience that feels positive or

negative. It appears less phenomenally sound to posit such a kind of seemingly “explicit

egocentricity” for all affective experiences (see also 6.4). As Carruthers explains:

One initial strike against the hedonic account is that [it] accords less well

with our affective phenomenology than does the representational one. When

a bear looms out of the bushes while one is hiking (causing fear) it is the

threatening aspect of the bear (its size, its claws) that seems bad. All of

one’s focus when afraid is generally outward-directed, targeted on the object

of one’s fear. And that is what (according to the representational account)

seems bad as a result. [...] In contrast, the hedonic account gives a much

less natural, more self-focused, treatment of these cases. The sight of the

113The “or” here is to be read as an inclusive one, accounting for the possibility of ambivalent feelings.
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bear causes an intrinsically-bad quality to become a component of one’s

experience, and the presence of the bear is only taken to be bad because

one believes that it is causing this quality (Carruthers 2017b, pp. 7 sq.).

Fear of a bear feels bad because it represents the bear as bad. The bear is not represented

as bad because the fear feels bad (for more arguments against the hedonic view see

ibid.). The representational view also leaves open that sometimes affective experiences

themselves can feel positive or negative. If affective experiences can be about mental

states, affective experiences among them, why can’t they sometimes be (partly) about a

specific affective experience: themselves? If that seems odd and overly theoretical, here

is a more natural alternative: we can sometimes have an affective experience and an

affective experience about this affective experience that is similar to the one it is about.

Just think back to Linda’s frustration about her anxiety to speak in public (it could have

been also anxiety about her anxiety). So the representational view can accommodate

instances where affective experiences themselves feel positive or negative: this is because

they are represented by (another) affective experience as positive or negative.

In the end, I think it is natural to assume that if valence is a felt positivity or negativity,

something needs to be felt as positive or negative: “No mental states are valenced in

their own right, so to speak: they must be valenced attitudes or orientations or stances

towards or about something” (Weiss 2016, p. 34). In the end, phenomenal valence is

an evaluation of something that is represented. The bear is evaluated as bad (in the

determinate form of being fearsome) within the content of one’s experience. Valence is

plausibly the phenomenal ground for this evaluation, so that without it, there would be

no phenomenal representation of fearsomeness, joyfulness or any other feeling-specific

property.114

This does, however, not mean that we cannot be sometimes unaware of what this some-

thing is which is positively or negatively evaluated: ”we might have utterly no idea,

sometimes, what our feelings are about, even though they are always conscious and are

always about something” (ibid., p. 40). In such cases, the felt positivity or negativ-

ity might appear to be “on its own”—suggesting that it is the experience itself that is

positive or negative. However, that this cannot be the full story is suggested by the

114This is not to say that we cannot somehow represent the feeling-specific properties or their response-
independent analogues when we e.g. judge something to be, say, fearsome and do so without being
afraid. However, this would be best construed as a non-phenomenal representation of the property in
question. There seems to be no property-specific phenomenal contrast between judging something to
be fearsome (without being affectively afraid) and judging something to be amusing (without being
affectively amused).
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observation that we do not usually rest content with having just a positive or negative

experience. Typically, when we are unaware of a feeling’s particular object, we go looking

and try to figure it out.

4.4.4. The Bases of Affective Experiences

The point about valence just made will become clearer when we now talk about a subject

of special importance for the particular object. A characteristic feature of affective

experiences is that they rely for parts of their intentionality on other mental states such

as bodily sensations, perceptions, judgments, memories, imaginings etc. These mental

states provide affective experiences with their particular or intentional object (Herzberg

2012).

[Emotions] differ from perceptions in that they cannot be seen as independent

ways of accessing the objects that exemplify these properties. For instance,

while the injustice of Jonas’s remark is perceived by Mary through her in-

dignation, the remark itself is not. Mary must access it by some other means

(perception, memory, belief, etc.) [...] she hears the remark and feels it is

unjust. The evaluative apprehension [...] is grounded in such non-evaluative

bases [...] there is no such comparable distinction between two psychological

levels exemplifying causal and epistemic relations within the field of percep-

tion proper. (Deonna and Teroni 2012, p. 69)

Where perceptions get their inputs from organs and transducers, emotions

get theirs from their cognitive bases. (Oliver-Skuse 2016, p. 28)

Such mental states are usefully called the base of a feeling (Mulligan 1998; Deonna and

Teroni 2012, 2015; Bain 2013; Oliver-Skuse 2016). Affective experiences are flexible in

that they can take different kinds of states (or sets of those) with different kinds of

contents (e.g. propositional/non-propositional, conceptual/nonconceptual, iconic/non-

iconic, conscious/unconscious) as their bases.115

This explains how affective experiences can be so rich in the kinds of intentional objects

they admit.

115Relatedly, Prinz notes that, for instance, fear “is triggered when the auditory system detects a loud
sudden noise, or when the visual system detects a looming object, or when we proprioceptively detect
a sudden loss of support” (Prinz 2004a, p. 55).
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As a consequence, there might be affective experiences that are not clearly related to the

contents of other attendant conscious states because their base is likely (as yet) uncon-

scious (Weiss 2016, pp. 37 sqq.). This is presumably what explains the observed double

dissociations in section 4.2 (see also “blindfright” cases Scarantino 2010, pp. 734 sqq.).

Ultimately, however, there really are no affective experiences without other mental states.

Well, of course not: There are no feelings without at least some causes that might serve

as their base. However, as illustrated by the double dissociation, this does not entail

that affective experiences are reducible to these other mental states, i.e. the bases that

supply their particular object.

Now, if Rita is afraid of an approaching bear, her fear relies on the multi-modal percep-

tual experiences of the bear in order to represent the bear as frightening. The feeling will

so to say “encode”, “localize” or “embed” the badness of the bear in the determinate

form of fearsomeness within the content of Rita’s multi-modal experience of the bear.

Note that the base will not only provide the feeling with just a particular object but that

the base itself will represent its intentional object under a determinate aspectual shape

(this is what I mentioned in footnote 111). So Rita’s visual experience will not only

represent an approaching bear simpliciter but it will represent the bear as approach-

ing quickly, approaching over a specific path in the forest, being massive, having sharp,

flashing teeth, having brown fur etc. The feeling, in turn, will modify or complement

this content of the base with its feeling-specific property.

Depending on the kind of the base and on the content of the base, Rita’s feeling will

appear justified or unjustified (Deonna and Teroni 2012; Echeverri 2017). That Rita is

afraid of an approaching bear is in principle neutral between the approaching bear being

the dreadful beast just described or a little bear cub in the zoo. While being afraid of

the former seems like an eminently justified reaction, being afraid of a cute bear cub

might be less so.

In fact, it appears plausible that the base and its content do not only help decide whether

a feeling is justified or not but that it helps decide whether such assessments make sense

in the first place. Is Jake justified in feeling pain upon cutting his finger? Is he justified

to feel pleasure upon the relaxation of his neck? Is it justified to feel pain in one’s

phantom limb? I am not sure whether these questions have yes/no answers. It seems

not implausible that in the case of bodily feelings, i.e. where bodily sensations are the

bases, the feeling will appear as not properly assessable in terms of justification, i.e. they

are beyond justification (for considerations to the contrary see e.g. Siegel 2013; Mart́ınez
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2015). Before a base of a feeling can lend justification to a feeling, it must endow the

feeling with the ability to be justified in the first place. And not all bases seem to do

that.116

Note that the base does not have to be itself subject to justification assessments in order

to make the feeling that it serves as a base assessable. For instance, many consider visual

experiences to be not assessable in terms of justification. At the same time, the beliefs

they give rise to are considered to be so assessable. It is fairly common practice to apply

similar considerations to emotional feelings: Rita’s fear of a bear can be justified. And

whether it is justified depends on the contents of her perceptual experiences that are

beyond justification.117

Note further that while some bases and feelings might not appear to be assessable in

terms of justification, that does not mean that they do not have correctness-, accuracy-

or truth-conditions (or other conditions of satisfaction) (cf. Bain 2013). Pain in one’s

phantom limb is a problem not only because it is pain but because it is illusory pain.

There is no “real” bodily basis for it: there is a representation of bodily events (as painful)

where there are no bodily events. Similarly, “pain” in someone with pain asymbolia is a

problem not because it fails to represent bodily events — in fact, it doesn’t — but because

it fails to correctly represent these bodily events as painful. Thus, feelings are evaluable

in terms of their correctness although they might not always be evaluable in terms of

justification. This they appear to have in common with perceptual experiences about

which most agree that they are never subject to justification (but see Siegel 2017).

Another significant relationship between the base and the feeling is what I call “base

property mirroring”. The idea behind it is that an affective experience will come to

mirror certain dynamical, intentional and phenomenal properties of its base. Take Rita’s

fear of the bear. Her visual experience of the bear will, given good eyesight, be crystal

clear. On the other hand, if Rita needs glasses to correct her vision and is not wearing

them, her visual experience will be not so crystal clear. Consequently, the aspectual

shape of the content will be different, one determinate and one more blurry. The ensuing

fear based on these experiences will perhaps vary in some aspects as well. In one case it

116My conjecture is that whether a base is justification-endowing or not has to do with whether the
content of the base is in principle publicly accessible or not. If the bear is not a hallucination, then
everybody in Rita’s entourage can see for themselves whether being afraid is a good idea. On the
other hand, it is difficult to access the contents of someone else’s bodily sensations. This implies that
whether some kind of base is justification-endowing or not is not set in stone but subject to change.
If, for instance, the contents of the bodily sensations of others would be made (reliably) accessible by
some technological innovation, then bodily sensations might as well become justification-endowing.

117Alternatively it might depend on states that are rationally assessable such as beliefs or judgments.
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will be perhaps fear of a massive approaching bear with sharp teeth while in the other

case it will be fear of a massive approaching bear (but she can’t see the sharp teeth)

or even fear of a massive approaching figure, without identifying it as a bear.118 In

any case, it seems that the content of perceptual experiences is gradable and this will

have a phenomenal impact on feelings based on them. Contrast this with Linda’s relief

upon reading in a newspaper that the US-Democrats got a majority in the House of

Representatives. Upon entertaining the thought that the US-Democrats got a majority

in the House of Representatives she is relieved. This thought does not seem to be

content-gradeable in anything like the way as Rita’s visual experience of the bear or

Linda’s visual experience of the graphemes in the newspaper, for that matter.

Of course, there are also deep open questions when it comes to the base. For now, I

want to flag the most significant: What is the relationship between base and feeling? Of

that, there are, of course, different conceptions. And these conceptions might plausibly

vary with the kind of feeling. In the case of pain, the connection seems very tight—

perhaps constitutively blended, at least phenomenally and in normal conditions (see the

double dissociation). In general, one can adopt a causal understanding: the base is

what causes the feeling (e.g. James 1884; Goldstein 2002). One can adopt a non-causal

interactive Componentialism: the base and the feeling co-occur (and appear related

or bound together in experience) (Herzberg 2012). One can adopt Blenderism: the

feeling and the base are constitutively unified or fused in one blended state (Goldie

2002; Fulkerson 2019; Mitchell 2019; for the same point about intuitions see Chudnoff

2011b and section 3.4.2.119

Note that the different views are not necessarily mutually exclusive but can be com-

plementary: For instance, it seems plausible that sometimes the feeling is caused by

something to which it will also appear related or bound. One can distinguish here at

least between causal base and phenomenal base. In the mentioned case, the causal and

phenomenal base coincide. However, on other occasions, where the feeling is caused by

118Perhaps the approaching bear even fails to elicit fear in poor Rita due to her poor eyesight.
119Depending on how one fixes the relation between feelings and bases, complications for the common

practice to take the justification-conferring relation between base and feeling to be similar to the
one between base and beliefs (cf. Echeverri 2017). If the base and the affective experience is in fact
inextricably tied together in a Goldie-style blend, then the relationship between feelings and the
mental states that are their bases is of a markedly different sort than the relationship between beliefs
and the mental states that are their bases. It might well be that in such a case the connection is so
tight that either the feeling must lie outside of the realm of justification or the base must be inside
of it. Alternatively, one could posit qualitatively different rational status for different aspects of the
contents of the (blended) emotional state (cf. Mitchell 2019).
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something but appears related, or is bound to something else, the causal and phenom-

enal base can come apart. Just consider the last time you were “hangry” or when you

fell victim to someone else’s “hangriness”, i.e. someone got angry at you (because you

were a readily identifiable particular object) due to his or her hunger (the cause for the

irritability). Now, what’s the base here? The exteroceptive experience of you? Is this

the phenomenal base? The hunger? Is this the causal base? Perhaps it makes the most

sense to say that both are the bases.

Taking a staunch stance on the non-correspondence between causal and phenomenal

base, Peter Carruthers points out:

Affect can be transparently accessible by virtue of being globally broadcast.

But it doesn’t get tied to the representations involved in the cognitive ap-

praisals that produce it, in such a way that affective representations and

representations of those properties are unified together for purposes of global

broadcast. On the contrary, affect from different sources tends to combine to

form a single evaluation of whatever happens to be the object of attention, or

to be the most relevant among objects of current attention. [...] Most of the

objects or events that we react to affectively are highly complex, with many

different properties that are potentially evaluatively relevant. [...] With time

and learning, of course, we may develop theories about the properties of ob-

jects and people that influence us the most, and sometimes these theories

may be correct. But there is no reason to think that the sources of affect

are, as such, transparently accessible. I grant that in most cases [...] one

can know the object of one’s affective state. But the phrase “object of one’s

affective state” here needs to be read as involving a particular thing or event

[...] One knows that one likes this person or that one is disgusted at that

action, but there will be many different perceptually-embedded judgments

occurring while one attends to an object or event, and many different aspects

of it may be part of the content of the resulting perceptual state. One has no

introspective access to which subset of these aspects provides the fine-grained

propositional object of one’s affective state. [...] Although perception of the

stimulus will give rise to numerous perceptual judgments [...] the resulting

affect isn’t bound to any one, nor any subset, of these in particular (despite

being caused by one or more in particular). (Carruthers 2011, pp. 146-147,

150)
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Of course, one could try to adjudicate what the real base here is, settling for either the

causal or the componential view. Having said that, adopting pluralism seems viable as

well (cf. Prinz 2014; Fulkerson 2019). Finally, one can adopt nihilism: the feeling and

the base are not actually related in any significant way. In each case, one will have to

distinguish between how things phenomenally appear and how things metaphysically

and aetiologically relate (Herzberg 2012).

Let me briefly remind you of the phenomenal features of affective experiences before I

sum up the intentional features: affective experiences are phenomenally valenced, arous-

ing and motivational—and gradeable in that (sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). Now, here is

a summary of the intentional features. The intentionality of feelings has two parts: a

particular object and a formal object where the feeling represents the former as bearing

the latter. In this context, the formal object refers to feeling-specific properties such as

the painfulness of pain, fearsomeness of fear, funniness of amusement etc. (section 4.4.2)

Representing something to be painful or amusing constitutes an evaluation which is phe-

nomenally grounded in the valence of affective experiences (see section 4.3.1 and 4.4.3).

Concerning their particular objects, affective experiences can be in principle about all

kinds of things, ranging from bodily events and parts over objects in the physical and

imaginary realm (including fictions and propositions themselves), states of affairs in past,

present and future over to propositional contents (section 4.4.1). To accommodate this

broad range of intentional objects feelings rely on a division of representational labour

with other mental states such as bodily sensations, perceptions, judgments, memories,

imaginings etc. This base of a feeling is a mental state (or a set of states) that supplies

a feeling with its particular object: the feeling does not access the particular object

directly but through other mental states (this section).

4.5. Affective Experiences and Intuitions

In this section, I want to juxtapose the features of affective experiences with those of

intuitions. If they admit of significant similarities, then, I think, this should give us

some reason to take the idea that intuitions might be (some kinds of) feelings seriously,

meriting further exploration. Recall that intuitions are 1) intentional, 2) assertive, 3)

motivational, 4) noncommittal, 5) gradable in 5.1) content and 5.2) pushiness, 6) phe-

nomenally epistemically valenced, and 7) nonvoluntary. Now, what about feelings? As

we have seen, affective experiences are intentional. They can have all kinds of things as
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their intentional or particular objects, including particulars and propositional contents.

Affective experiences are, in a specific way, also assertive (cf. Helm 2001, pp. 43 sqq.).

Let me explain: As we have seen feelings come with bases that can but do not have to be

assertive. For instance, they can take assertive perceptions just as well as non-assertive

imaginings as their bases (Lamarque 1981; Tye 2008). However, affective experiences

seem assertive independently of whether their base is assertive or not: they are assertive

in that they “claim” that their base-provided particular object exhibits the feeling-

specific formal object. The affective experiences in which you feel a cramp in your calf,

are afraid of a bear or are sad that Bambi’s mother died leave little doubt that the cramp

is unpleasant, the bear dangerous and the fate of Bambi’s mother sad.

Suppose you see a spider and are afraid. Your fear [...] involves its striking

you that your situation is dangerous [...] Again, your fear is not a mere

consequence of things so striking you; nor does fear merely cause things to

strike you that way; rather, fear is a state in which things so strike you.

(Bain 2013, S87)120

In fact, this kind of emotional assertiveness in the face of fictive scenarios is what gives

rise to the “paradox of fiction” (Radford and Weston 1975). In this context, let me spend

some more time on non-assertive imaginings as bases of feelings.121 If I imaginatively

relive the death of Bambi’s mother, what is it that my soaring sadness is “claiming”?

Is it that the death of Bambi’s mother constitutes a loss? I am inclined to accept this

account as by and large accurate. Seriously, aren’t you saddened by the death of Bambi’s

mother? Doesn’t your sadness lead to a flurry of loss-related thoughts? Don’t you want

to cry? At the very least, my sadness quite assertively tells me that the death of Bambi’s

mother is, well, sad. This it does despite the fact that, somehow, in the back of my mind,

I am perfectly aware that the death of Bambi’s mother is a fiction.122

120Juxtapose this with how Bengson describes what happens when one has an intuition:

When reading Gettier’s paper [...] Professor Typical considers whether Smith knows that
the man who will get the raise has ten coins in his pockets. It strikes her that, even though
Smith is justified in believing that this is so, Smith does not know it. (Bengson 2015, 711 p.,
my emphasis)

121Note that not all imaginings are about fictions, at least not in the sense that the fictionality of the
imaginative content is obvious to or acknowledged by the imaginer. Equally, not all fictive scenarios
are part of an imagining — they might well be represented by perceptual experiences when we, say,
watch a play.

122Alternatively, what my sadness tells me assertively is perhaps something along the lines that in the
fictional world of Bambi , the death of Bambi’s mother is sad/a loss (cf. Lewis 1978). This would
make my sadness very accurate, though perhaps on the expense of overintellectualizing it.
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It is presumably this belief that leads me to regulate my (initial) behavioural response

accordingly (Sperduti et al. 2016): “Come on, don’t cry! It’s not real!” But that there

is something that needs to be regulated is due to my sincere, perhaps somewhat gullible

sadness. Usually, we don’t take our affective experiences to fictions at face value—but

that does not mean that they have no face value. To the chagrin of people suffering

from idiopathic pain, phobias, jealousy or just less than optimal affective responses,

the processes behind our affective experiences are to some degree insulated from our

(explicit) beliefs. This kind of belief-independence affective experiences have in com-

mon with illusory perceptual experiences that we know to be illusory. In the case of

affective experiences, this is all the more unnerving since, in contrast to perceptual

experiences, they usually single-handedly carry motivational force, potentiating often

unwanted bodily and mental behaviours. Thus, while perceptual illusions are easily

overpowered by better knowledge, unwanted “affective illusions” usually need wrestling.

As Brian McLaughlin points out: “We easily handle visual illusions, but we may be

suckers for affective illusions.” (McLaughlin 2010, p. 157)

There is another important contrast: In the moment of their occurrence, affective expe-

riences can usually be merely challenged on the level of their behavioural insinuations,

and then also only given a good amount of willpower. However, if one looks beyond the

very moment of their occurrence, we find ourselves capable of affective learning in the

sense that, given the right circumstances, practical knowledge and behavioural engage-

ment, we can change the very way affective experiences make things appear. Jealousy

might lessen in strength, dissipate and, if one believes practitioners of polyamory, even

turn into compersion. In other words: You can easily behaviourally override the way

things look but you can’t change the way things look. In contrast, it is not easy to

behaviourally override the way things feel but you can change the way things feel.

To sum up the former point: affective experiences assertively mark their particular

objects as bearers of properties that are their formal objects. In Bennett Helm’s words

“emotions are evaluative feelings in the sense that they are a distinctive kind of passive

assent to their targets as having the import defined by their formal objects” (Helm 2001,

p. 59).

And these formal objects can plausibly be all kinds of properties that merit our concern

and are of import to us. These properties, in turn, can be (causally) grounded in inter

alia biological, bodily, social, linguistic, moral, aesthetic and epistemic imperatives.

Quite clearly, feelings are motivational and their motivational force is gradable. They can
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more or less strongly move us to behave or act in specific ways. What is important in the

present context: they plausibly not only motivate physical but also mental behaviour and

action, such as attending, remembering, reflecting or assenting (Clore and Huntsinger

2007). As Nico Frijda notes:

Many reactions that are considered “emotional” do not include much overt

action. States of action readiness may remain just that: states of readiness.

However, the actions for which action readiness is readiness include cognitive

actions: changes in beliefs. Emotions have been defined by Aristotle as well

as by Spinoza as inclinations to think one way rather than another. (Frijda

2008, p. 72)

Notwithstanding the fact that affective experiences are highly potent engines of persua-

sion, they do not amount to full commitment to what they would want us to believe

or judge. Feelings occasionally stand in conflict with our (better or worse) judgments.

Insofar they are noncommittal . It seems also obvious that we are patients with respect

to affective experiences, i.e. feelings are nonvoluntary. Brady nicely summarises some

of these aspects for emotional feelings:

It is clear that emotional experience is typically passive: [...] [W]hen we feel

an emotion the import of our situation impresses or thrusts itself upon us.

[...] [T]o say that the import of a situation impresses itself upon S is to say,

roughly, that S is inclined to assent to or endorse this view of the situation.

In other words, when S experiences an emotion she is subject to some kind

of pressure to accept the relevant appearance (Brady 2009, pp. 420 sq.).

One of the central features of affective experiences is their phenomenal valence. It is a

general phenomenal property specific to and shared among affective experiences (Weiss

2016). Now, phenomenal epistemic valence seems to resemble “general” phenomenal

valence. Positive intuitions presumably feel somehow positive in comparison to negative

intuitions and they do so in relation to truth; while negative intuitions feel somehow

negative in comparison to positive intuitions and they do so in relation to falsity. This is

indeed reminiscent of affective experiences: specific feelings are not only characterised by

their valence but also by a formal object, i.e. feelings do not only feel somehow positive

or negative, but also they let things appear in a certain way, for instance as offensive,

sad, funny or pleasant (cf. Teroni 2018). Fear (or shame) feels somehow negative in

comparison to, say, amusement (or an orgasm) and it does so in relation to danger (or

self-directed inadequacy). Happiness (or pride) feels somehow positive in comparison to,
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say, sadness (or migraines) and it does so in relation to success (or achievement). It seems

plausible that phenomenal valence is part of the story that explains the phenomenal

epistemic valence of intuitions. Phenomenal valence seems like a reasonable candidate

to phenomenally ground and evaluation of a proposition being true or false.

From there it is not too far-fetched to see phenomenal valence also as a possible ground

for the assertiveness of intuitions. As we have noted earlier, the assertiveness (and pushi-

ness) of intuitions covaries with their phenomenal epistemic valence (see section 2.2.6).

Helm links the assertiveness of emotions, something he calls “distinctively emotional

assent”, directly to their valence which he couches in terms of pleasure and pain:

The idea of such distinctively emotional assent is implicit in the idea that

emotions are evaluative feelings: being pleased or pained by things being thus

and so is a kind of acceptance that things really are that way, an acceptance

that falls short of full-blown judgment. (Helm 2001, pp. 45-46)

[E]motions are evaluative feelings in the sense that they are a distinctive

kind of passive assent to their targets as having the import defined by their

formal objects, and I have described such passive assents as feelings of plea-

sure and pain: to be afraid is to be pained by danger, to feel hope is to

be pleased by the prospects for success, to feel frustration is to be pained

by repeated failure to attain some good, etc. This appeal to pleasure and

pain is intended to make three points: first concerning the way in which

emotions, as passive assents to import, are evaluations of a kind that dif-

fers from evaluative judgment; second concerning the way in which emotions

motivate subsequent action; and third concerning how emotions feel—their

phenomenology. (ibid., p. 59)

In fact, it becomes hard to see which other class of mental states has anything resembling

phenomenal epistemic valence. Perceptual experiences do not have valence123 and while

beliefs might be thought to have an epistemic valence, this valence does not seem to

be phenomenal (Koksvik 2011; Martin and Dokic 2013).124 So either intuitions are

their own class of mental states characterised by the primitive property of phenomenal

epistemic valence or they belong to the familiar class of affective experiences. In the

latter case, their phenomenal epistemic valence could be partly explained by the general

phenomenal valence of feelings. This does not appear implausible considering how Clore

123But see Dokic and Martin 2015a.
124Though those subscribing to cognitive phenomenology might disagree.
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characterizes the impact of affect on judgment and thought in a way reminiscent of

intuitions:

[A]ffect serves as information about the value of whatever comes to mind.

Thus, when a person makes evaluative judgments or engages in a task, posi-

tive affect can enhance evaluations and empower potential responses. Rather

than affect itself, the information conveyed by affect is crucial. [...] In tasks,

positive affect validates and negative affect invalidates accessible cognition

(Clore and Huntsinger 2007, p. 393).

A related similarity comes to the fore if we consider that positive and negative intuitions

are phenomenal polar opposites. Now affective experiences harbour many pairs of phe-

nomenal polar opposites: pain and pleasure, sadness and joy, disgust and delight, shame

and pride, contempt and admiration, hate and love. On second thought, it seems that

phenomenal polar opposites can be found only among affective experiences. A plausible

explanation for this observation lies in the hallmark of affective experiences: the property

that makes and breaks phenomenal polar opposite pairs is phenomenal valence. After all,

phenomenal valence by itself embodies the most fundamental polar opposition: positive

and negative, good and bad, “yin and yang”. Add determinate positivity or negativity

along the same or a related property dimension, such as saddening and joyful, and you

get a pair of affective experiences that appear to be phenomenal polar opposites.

This is presumably why it is hard to find phenomenal polar opposites among perceptual

experiences and imaginings: the visual experience or imagining of red is not the polar

opposite of the visual experience or imagining of blue. One might now argue that one

example shows nothing since one can find also examples of affective experiences that

have no polar opposites such as...anger?125 If so, it should be enough to find just some

phenomenal polar opposites among, say, perceptual experiences. The best I can come

up with is the thermoceptive experience of coolness and warmth. Nevertheless, I think

that this appearance can be most naturally explained by positing that thermoception

often comes together with affective components, namely a positive or negative valence.

It seems that the positive experience of warmth is the polar opposite of the negative

experience of coolness. However, if both coolness and warmth feel good, are they then

still phenomenal polar opposites? I doubt that they are. Thus, phenomenal polar

opposites appear as exclusively affective phenomena.

125But what about feeling flattered?
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Affective experiences are content-gradable in a particularly interesting way. First: feel-

ings come with other mental states as their bases. Some of these bases such as perceptual

experiences and imaginings will have content-gradeability, lending this feature to the af-

fective experiences that take them as their base. Having said that, there is more to

the story: it is not only that the content of the feeling which is provided by the base

will appear more or less vivid because the base has the feature of content-gradeablity.

Crucially, the fact that it is the content of a feeling will make a characteristic additional

contribution to the vividness of the content. This is suggested by the ample empirical

evidence that feelings facilitate content encoding in virtue of their affective properties

such as valence and arousal (e.g. Lang et al. 1998; Schupp et al. 2003; Kensinger and

Corkin 2004; Sharot et al. 2004; Phelps et al. 2006; Talarico and Rubin 2007) as well as

their effect on attention:

Emotions “also function to enhance the quality of a subject’s representation

of her emotional situation, by focusing attention onto important events and

by keeping attention focused there. This results in an increased sensitivity

to emotionally-relevant features in the subject’s environment. [...] Emotions

thus function to enhance a subject’s evaluative construal of her situation, by

making her additionally focused on and sensitive to features which constitute

reasons for that construal” (Brady 2009, 422-423, his emphasis).

The upshot is that if paired with an affective experience, representational content appears

as more vivid . Note also that the intensity or motivational force of a feeling does not have

to co-vary with the clarity and distinctness of the content of their base. The perception

of a blurry snake-like shape can trigger fear as intense as the clear and distinct perception

of a snake. Something similar about intuitions is noted by Koksvik:

One possibility is to place variability in the content of the intuition [...] as

variance in its determinacy. [...] However, [...] it might clearly but weakly

seem to someone that torturing one innocent person to save 20 others is

permissible (while it clearly and strongly seems to that person that torturing

an innocent person to save a thousand is). [...] My own preference is to say

that the pushiness of intuitional experience is itself gradable. (Koksvik 2017,

p. 6)

So what we get is this: On a closer look, intuition experiences appear quite similar to

affective experiences. This is reminiscent of the reason why Perceptualists exploit percep-

tual experiences as an analogy to elaborate features of intuitions: intuition experiences
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are similar to perceptual experiences. There they stop, however. What explains this

similarity is not that intuition experiences are perceptual experiences. Even Perceptu-

alists dismiss such Literal Perceptualism as counter-intuitive. In contrast, I submit that

the similarity between intuitions and affective experiences is straightforwardly explained:

it’s because intuitions just are affective experiences. Thus:

Affectivism: Intuitions are affective experiences.

Is this as counter-intuitive as Literal Perceptualism? Perhaps for some philosophers.

However, as we have seen in section 4.1, to the “man on the street” and to psychologists

this conception seems presumably quite natural. Of course, we cannot simply jump to

the conclusion that intuitions are affective experiences from here and leave it at that.

What I take these reflections to motivate, however, is that one can reasonably formulate

the hypothesis that intuitions are some kind of affective experiences. This is the central

idea behind Affectivism. To this, a sceptic might object that intuitions appear very

different from classical examples of feelings such as hunger, fear or joy. Indeed, casting

intuitions as affective experiences against this background might seem counter-intuitive

at first, especially if one takes only bodily and basic or paradigmatic emotional feelings

to be representatives of the class of affective experiences. However, as even James is

willing to admit, the class of feelings comprises more: Chapter 5 will introduce epistemic

feelings and chapter 6 will argue that they are affective experiences, emerging as the ideal

candidate class for intuitions (chapter 7). I am not going to jump to the conclusion that

intuitions are (some kind of) affective experiences, I am going to work up to it slowly.
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Chapter 5
Epistemic Feelings

5.1. Introducing Epistemic Feelings

Epistemic feelings have been broadly described as “feelings that enter into the epistemic

processes of inquiry, knowledge and metacognition” (de Sousa 2008, p. 189).126 Among

the phenomena that populate our mind, epistemic feelings have only recently begun

to attract the attention of philosophers (e.g. de Sousa 2008; Arango-Muñoz 2014).127

However, as Mangan and Prinz note, epistemic feelings have made appearances in the

writings of James and Descartes (Mangan 2001; Prinz 2011).128 Looking back, de Sousa

goes as far as to locate epistemic feelings in decisive moments of philosophical history

such as “when Meno’s slave boy recognizes the correctness of Socrates’ demonstration of

the way to double the square” in Plato’s Meno or when in the course of the Meditations,

Descartes arrives at his cogito which finally seems to him clear and distinct, rescuing

him from drowning in radical doubt (de Sousa 2008). We also find less well-known but

exceptionally vivid mentions of epistemic feelings in Dewey’s writings:

126Epistemic feelings, with possibly some variation in extension, are also sometimes called noetic, cog-
nitive or metacognitive feelings as well as epistemic or intellectual emotions (e.g. Clore 1992; Koriat
2000; Stocker 2004; Prinz 2007, p. 350, 2011, pp. 190 sq.; Morton 2009; Dokic 2012; Goldie 2012;
Carruthers 2017b).

127That is to say, a larger portion of the class of epistemic feelings has recently become topic of interest.
Some epistemic feelings such as surprise, doubt and curiosity (but rather rarely construed as feelings)
have been around for a while (cf. Prinz 2011, p. 190; for some exceptions for the case of doubt see
Hookway 1998; Thagard 2004).

128Although he does not speak of “epistemic feelings”, Hookway identifies states that are best construed
as such in the work of James, Peirce and Quine (e.g. Hookway 1998, 2002, 2003).
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[T]hese “feelings” have an efficiency of operation which it is impossible for

thought to match. Even our most highly intellectualized operations depend

upon them as a “fringe” by which to guide our inferential movements. They

give us our sense of rightness and wrongness, of what to select and emphasize

and follow up, and what to drop, slur over and ignore (Dewey 1929, p. 299).

In contrast to their relatively new (re)appearance on the philosophical stage, epistemic

feelings have been a topic of intensive research in cognitive science for more than 50 years

(e.g. Hart 1965). There, epistemic feelings have been identified as playing important

roles for e.g. memory, perceptual decision-making and reasoning (e.g. Koriat 2000;

Volz, Rübsamen, et al. 2008; Thompson, Prowse Turner, et al. 2011). Inspired by

these empirical findings, philosophers have proposed innovative accounts of puzzling

phenomena such as animal metacognition, hallucinations and delusions but also of more

familiar topics such as moral judgement and aesthetic experiences (e.g. McLaughlin

2010dokic2012b; Dub 2015; Dokic 2016; Proust 2013; Clavien and FitzGerald 2018).

I propose that given what we know about epistemic feelings, they appear as an ideal

psychological class in which to locate intuitions. What would be the gain in so doing?

One of them, I submit, is that identifying intuitions as epistemic feelings elucidates the

nature of intuitions further than doxastic or perceptualist alternatives. How? Percep-

tualism succeeds in describing the features that intuitions appear to have. This sets

it favourably apart from Doxasticism. A major drawback of Perceptualism is, however,

that it either posits intuitions as a sui generis kind of states or puts intuitions into a class

of mental states (e.g. seemings or presentations) whose postulation is contested. Such a

move does not explain the features assigned to intuitions in a satisfying way.129 At least

some versions of Doxasticism (were they otherwise sound) would not suffer from this

drawback since (part of) the specific nature of intuitions could be explained by appeal

to the rather well-established kind of state that intuitions are (e.g. judgments or beliefs),

about which we arguably know more than about intuitions.130 Against this background,

a theory that 1) allows intuitions to have the right features (as Perceptualism does) and

129Perhaps, this could be considered not too much of a problem for the purposes of most Perceptualists.
What they are primarily after is not explaining why intuitions have the features they have but
showing how it comes that intuitions justify beliefs. The idea is that intuitions qualify as justifiers
qua having the described features. Why they have the features they have does not matter that much
for Perceptualists. However, I (and perhaps also some Doxasticists) think it should matter. So I
want it to matter for Affectivism.

130...or do we? I think philosophers tend to overstate our our grasp on judgments and beliefs. Be it as
it may, this leaves the point about our poor(er) grasp on intuitions and our relatively good grasp on
affective experiences unaffected.
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2) explains these features by appeal to a kind of state that is relatively well-established

and about which we know more than about intuitions (as Doxasticism does) would be

preferable to theories that only manage one of the two.

I will argue that Affectivism is such a theory: it acknowledges the features and ac-

commodates them by appeal to a fairly well-established kind of state. The claim that

intuitions are epistemic feelings will become instrumental in accounting for 1) and 2).

In the present chapter I, want to show that we know quite a bit about epistemic feelings

specifically. It seems to me that this by itself renders the identification of intuitions with

epistemic feelings informative. I mean, even Plato and Descartes were talking about

them, weren’t they? Notwithstanding the mechanistic understanding of epistemic feel-

ings I am going to sketch and the mentioned historical pedigree a sceptic would probably

still object that epistemic feelings do not seem to be “a fairly well-established kind of

state”. In the next chapter, I am going to counter this objection with more than “just”

talk about mechanisms and historical pedigree. I am going to show that they, actually,

are affective experiences—and affective experiences are a fairly well-established kind of

state. So in accounting for 1) and 2) I do not only want to exploit the fact that we

know quite a bit about epistemic feelings specifically but to additionally exploit the fact

that we know even quite a bit more about the kind of state of which epistemic feelings

are a specific subclass, namely affective experiences.131 But this is for later. Now we

are going to get a better grasp on epistemic feelings (section 5.2) and then we will dive

deeper into their mechanisms (section 5.3).

5.2. Getting a Feel for Epistemic Feelings

Epistemic feelings constitute a class of experiences which pervades our mental lives.

A good way to get a grasp on these familiar phenomena is to consider some typical

situations where one would experience certain epistemic feelings. Remember the last

time you encountered a person seemingly for the first time but had the impression that

you had seen him or her before. In such cases, you might discover that, in fact, you

have seen the person before, e.g. somewhere in passing or on an occasion where you did

not interact with the person. And sometimes you might find out that you have seen

someone who looks similar, e.g. a similarly looking actor. Often, however, the reasons

131In case of a superclass-subclass relation all true statements about the superclass typically extend to
the subclass. This is why identifying the superclass to which epistemic feelings belong facilitates the
project of characterising them and by extension intuitions.
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for why the person “looks” familiar remain opaque. Such feelings of familiarity (FOF)

(e.g. Jacoby and Whitehouse 1989; Whittlesea and Williams 1998) happen to everyone

from time to time: In having a FOF all kinds of particular objects might appear as

familiar. As a consequence, we often take FOFs to mean that we have encountered a

certain stimulus before. Clearly, FOFs are not restricted to the visual modality. Think

about FOFs when confronted with the beginning of a song, the sound of a name, the

smell, or taste of some food ingredient or the texture of some surface. That is, things

cannot only “look” familiar but they can also “sound”, “smell”, “taste” and (in the

tactile sense) “feel” familiar (Plailly et al. 2007).

[W]hat is the strange difference between an experience tasted for the first

time and the same experience recognized as familiar, as having been enjoyed

before, though we cannot name it or say where or when? A tune, an odor,

a flavor sometimes carry this inarticulate feeling of their familiarity so deep

into our consciousness that we are fairly shaken by its mysterious emotional

power. But strong and characteristic as this psychosis is [...] the only name

we have for all its shadings is ‘sense of familiarity’. (James 1890, p. 252)

In fact, abstract or “mental” objects such as ideas, stories or propositions can feel familiar

as well. Just recount the last time you exclaimed, “I had the exact same idea!”, after

hearing what a friend had to say. It is also plausible that it is not only the content of

a mental state that can feel familiar: certain mental states or events can feel familiar

themselves, such as when we respond emotionally in the “good old” or the “same old”

way. A closely related feeling is the puzzling déja-vu experience (Brown 2003) where,

against your better knowledge, it seems to you as if you have already been in the situation

you find yourself in now. For an instant, it appears as if you’re reliving a moment from

the past, that what happens has already happened and that you can predict what will

happen next.132 Note that, plausibly, familiarity is not encoded in the content of one’s

perceptual experience. It is not a property that one sees, hears or tastes (with the

“mind’s sensory organs”) such as (imagined) colours or shapes. Rather, it is the FOF

that accompanies or follows the experience that makes some content feel familiar to

us.

132Despite their similarity, a curious difference between feelings of familiarity and déja-vu experiences is
that the former occurs in connection with individual objects such as persons, physical objects, and
situations while the latter typically occurs in connection with whole situations only, not with specific
aspects of them. Maybe this is because in the case of a déja-vu experience, a FOF is caused by an
opaque aspect of the situation so that it fails to be bound to a specific aspect of it. This makes
the familiarity permeate the whole representation of the situation, putting it obviously at odds with
one’s knowledge.
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Everyone knows what it is like to feel that something is familiar, and I doubt

anyone would claim that familiarity, in itself, is a sensory experience. The

feeling of familiarity is not a color, not an aroma, not a taste, not a sound.

It is possible for the feeling of familiarity to merge with, or be absent from,

virtually any sensory content found on any sensory dimension. (Mangan

2001, p. 3)

Capgras delusion is a striking demonstration of the dissociation between perceptual ex-

periences and FOFs. Capgras patients have the delusion that loved ones are replaced by

identically looking imposters of some kind. This delusion is believed to be caused by an

unusual phenomenology: The Capgras patient notes that the person or pet looks right.

The person or pet, however, does not feel right to the patient.133 In fact, Capgras phe-

nomenology does presumably not only consist of an absence of a FOF but the presence

of an intense feeling of unfamiliarity or strangeness, the negative twin of FOF (Ratcliffe

2007a; Young 2007b,a, 2009).134 This, presumably with some other factors, leads to the

delusion that the loved one was replaced by an imposter of some kind.135

It is worth mentioning that in everyday life FOFs are most salient when they occur (or

fail to occur) in situations where one does not expect (or expect) them to occur (Whittle-

sea and Williams 1998; Whittlesea and Williams 2000, 2001a; Whittlesea and Williams

2001b). In these situations, the presence (or absence) of a FOF comes together with an

absence of apparent and available reasons to account for its presence (or absence). In

such instances (the absence of) FOFs constitute unexpected ingredients in one’s overall

phenomenological state, making them (or their absence) “stand out” or “pop-up” phe-

nomenally. This usually calls for an explanation that we seek in the case of FOFs with

133Remember what I noted above: mental states themselves can feel familiar. In fact, de Sousa suggests
an explanation of Capgras syndrome along these lines:

The sight of a close relative – a parent, in the case of Ramachandran’s patient Arthur –
normally triggers an affective response, which is itself subject to a ‘familiarity’ evaluation.
In Arthur’s case, the direct link to the area in charge of generating the affective response
is missing. As a result, the affective response to his father is not produced. This sets up
an incongruity between the strictly cognitive familiarity check that applies to the face and
the missing familiarity check effected by the expected affective response. (de Sousa 2008,
pp. 198-199)

134I think that such feelings of unfamiliarity are nothing intrinsically pathological. I have them sometimes
when e.g. visiting a place where I spent a lot of time in the past but haven’t been for a while.

135The “other factors” have to explain the additional feature that Capgras patients not only have an
unusual experience but furthermore respond to it by adopting the impostor belief which appears to
be demonstrably false. Researchers have pointed towards further features of the phenomenology of
the Capgras experience or reasoning deficits (e.g. Davies et al. 2001).
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apparent strangers. In fact, it is the unexpected absence of a FOF vis-à-vis a loved one

that leads a Capgras patient to adopt the absurd but explanatory belief that the loved

one has been replaced by an imposter. Ordinarily, however, the fact that something feels

familiar (a close friend) or unfamiliar (some stranger) does not draw our attention since

this is what one would expect.136

Another epistemic feeling might turn out to be familiar to you137 when you think back

of your time in school. In situations when a teacher was probing the knowledge of one of

your classmates asking her questions such as “When did the French Revolution start?”

or “What is the capital of Australia?” it might have occurred to you that you know the

answer.

Importantly, this feeling struck you before you had the chance to retrieve the relevant

information from memory. This feeling of knowing (FOK) (e.g. Hart 1965; Koriat 1994,

2000; Thomas, Lee, et al. 2016) was perhaps quickly followed by disappointment that the

teacher has not picked you to demonstrate your knowledge: You would have known that

the answer is “1789!” or “Canberra!”. On other occasions, you might have considered

yourself fortunate that the teacher did not pick you since the requisite FOK was absent.

Or perhaps you had an even more pronounced experience of the negative twin of the

FOK: the feeling of not knowing (Koriat and Lieblich 1974; Kolers and Palef 1976;

Glucksberg and McCloskey 1981; Klin et al. 1997; Bar-Anan et al. 2009). Plausibly the

ability to exploit FOKs makes a successful player of quiz shows such as Jeopardy. In the

TV show, it is essential to buzz as fast as possible if one knows the answer to a general

knowledge question (Michaelian and Arango-Muñoz 2014, p. 99).

One might worry that in the described cases one does not have a FOK before retrieving

some memory item—one just retrieves it and that is how one knows that one knows.138

I admit that this is well possible. And even when a FOK occurs: most of the time the

136An alternative to the present-but-not-salient interpretation is the possibility that FOFs are simply
absent in cases where familiarity is expected. That is, FOFs are only present (and not just salient) if
familiarity or the absence of it is unexpected. Note that this expectation does not have to be present
on a personal level (one might, however, become conscious of one’s hitherto unconscious expectation
through the FOF or its unexpected absence).

137Pun intended.
138That is, one infers that one knows the answer from the fact that it comes to mind and perhaps

from the way it comes to mind, say, quickly (see footnote200). Alternatively, the inference might be
more indirect: you recall that you diligently studied the Oceanic capitals yesterday and from that
you infer that you know the capital of Australia. In such cases, the judgment “inferentially derives
from independent beliefs based on memory” (Dokic 2012, p. 304). This is what Koriat has termed a
theory- or information-based judgment and contrasted with experience-based judgments such as the
ones based on FOKs (Koriat and Levy-Sadot 1999, see section 5.3.1.2).
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succession between the FOK and the retrieval of the information is so swift and seamless

that there is no awareness of a temporal succession or of the fact that a FOK occurred

at all.139 So in the cases described, the answers to the questions are short and thus

quickly retrieved, perhaps so quickly that one might miss one’s antecedent FOK, if any.

Though what if I ask you whether you can recite your favourite song, poem or quote?

That is, I ask you for a longer string of information that is not as quickly retrieved as a

single word or number. In such cases, you will surely sometimes feel that you know the

information before fully retrieving it. In fact, a major line of research on FOK comes

from metamemory studies on the ability of subjects to judge whether they have mastered

some studied material, i.e. substantial amounts of information.

Suppose now, you would, encouraged by your FOK, go on to retrieve the relevant in-

formation. Although a FOK might be a relatively reliable predictor of retrieval success,

it does not infallibly guarantee it. And so in some cases you might run into a state of

consciousness masterfully captured by James:

Suppose we try to recall a forgotten name. The state of our consciousness

is peculiar. There is a gap therein; but no mere gap. It is a gap that is

intensely active. A sort of wraith of the name is in it, beckoning us in a

given direction, making us at moments tingle with the sense of our closeness,

and then letting us sink back without the longed-for term. If wrong names are

proposed to us, this singularly definite gap acts immediately so as to negate

them. They do not fit into its mould. And the gap of one word does not feel

like the gap of another, all empty of content as both might seem necessarily

to be when described as gaps. [...] The rhythm of a lost word may be there

without a sound to clothe it ; or the evanescent sense of something which is

the initial vowel or consonant may mock us fit fully, without growing more

distinct. Every one must know the tantalizing effect of the blank rhythm of

some forgotten verse, restlessly dancing in one s mind, striving to be filled

out with words. (James 1890, pp. 251-252)

This exasperating phenomenon is commonly known as the tip-of-the-tongue experience

(TOT) (e.g. Brown and McNeill 1966; Schwartz and Metcalfe 2011; Schwartz and Brown

2014), the unpleasant feeling that the relevant information is (stuck) on the tip of your

tongue. This is, you are in possession of the relevant information but are currently unable

to produce it. It is typically in instances of TOTs where the occurrence of component

139Awareness of a FOK and having a FOK are not the same. This amounts to the distinction between
reflexive or second-order consciousness and first-order consciousness.
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FOKs is most salient. Similar to FOFs, FOKs and TOTs appear to be transmodal:

They can be had not only in response to linguistic representations but also to e.g.

odours (Jönsson and Olsson 2003; Jönsson and Stevenson 2014; Cleary et al. 2010).

Furthermore, practitioners of sign language seem to have “tip-of-the-finger experiences”

where one feels that one knows the visual sign (component FOK) for a concept but

cannot recall the movements of the hand that express it (Thompson, Emmorey, et al.

2005). Finally, Chinese speakers appear to have “tip-of-the-pen experiences” where they

fell they know a spoken word (component FOK) and feel as if they are about to recall

how to make the written Chinese character for it (Sun et al. 1998).

Here are some brief descriptions of other epistemic feelings (more examples of epistemic

feelings will follow in the remainder of this thesis):

• Curiosity : a state that motivates exploration and knowledge acquisition (e.g. Car-

ruthers 2018).

• Surprise: a state resulting from something conflicting with one’s (implicit) expec-

tations (e.g. Meyer, Niepel, et al. 1991; Meyer, Reisenzein, et al. 1997).

• Doubt : the feeling that the epistemic status of a proposition is unclear (e.g. Hook-

way 1998).

• Feeling of performance (un)certainty or confidence: the feeling that an activity is

(un)likely to be successful (e.g. Bach and Dolan 2012; Koriat 2012, see also section

7.3.2).

• Feeling of perceptual uncertainty : the feeling that a perceptual representation is

imprecise (e.g. Dokic 2014b).

• Feeling of forgetting : the feeling that one is forgetting something (Halamish et al.

2011; Arango-Muñoz 2013).

• Feeling of meaningfulness: the feeling that some representation (e.g. written or

spoken word) is meaningful (e.g. Rapp and Goldrick 2000; Hicks et al. 2010; Dodd

2014, see also sections 6.3, 6.5, 8.3 and footnote 208)

After these illustrations, one might say: “Indeed, I got a pre-theoretical grasp of epis-

temic feelings. I have encountered such phenomena in my life. But, what are epistemic

feelings?” In analogy with my guiding question about intuitions one could take this

question to ask for the kind of state that epistemic feelings are: “What kind of state
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are epistemic feelings?” (kind-question) In analogy to the proposed answers to the kind-

question about intuitions, possible answers to this question would be that, say, epistemic

feelings are beliefs or judgments or that they are perceptions or that they are similar to

beliefs or perceptions. On the other hand, in a more empirically minded manner, one

could take this question to ask for the mechanisms underlying epistemic feelings: “What

are the mechanisms behind epistemic feelings?” (mechanism-question).140 Of course,

the answers to these questions are intimately intertwined. If you answer one of the two

(main) questions, at least parts of the answer to the other question will probably fall

out of it. If, for instance, you propose epistemic feelings to be perceptions, then it is

plausible to assume that the mechanisms behind epistemic feelings will be, at least on

some level (e.g. a functional one), importantly alike to the ones behind our perceptual

modalities.141

Now, the way from the mechanism-question to the kind-question might seem not as

straightforward. That is, answers to the mechanism-question can be significantly un-

derdetermined in regard to an answer to the kind question.142 One will have to make a

140This question can itself be subdivided into a proximal, an ontogenetic distal, and a phylogenetic distal
version. The proximal version is: “In the moment epistemic feelings occur, what are the mechanisms
that bring them about?”. The ontogenetic distal version is: “In the course of an individual’s life,
how do epistemic feelings develop?”. The phylogenetic distal version is: “In the course of evolution,
how did epistemic feelings develop?”. I will focus on the proximal version here. Note that there is a
further ambiguity when it comes to the proximal version: are we talking about the mechanisms that
diachronically cause or are we talking about the mechanisms that synchronically ground epistemic
feelings? That is, are we talking about the proximal aetiology of epistemic feelings (diachronic proxi-
mal version) or are we talking about, well, the mechanisms that (assuming a naturalistic metaphysics)
somehow are the epistemic feelings (synchronic proximal version)? This way of putting it makes clear
that the synchronic proximal version is actually (a layer of) a specific answer to the kind-question
that embeds a kind-proposal into a physicalist-functionalist framework à la “epistemic feelings are
kind X because they are instantiated by (physical/brain) mechanisms that serve the function to X”.
In turn, the plausibility of such a mechanistic proposal, i.e. an answer to the question “What are
the mechanisms that (synchronically) ground/instantiate epistemic feelings?” to the kind-question,
will to a large extent depend on the specific proposal to the diachronic proximal question “What are
the mechanisms that (diachronically) cause epistemic feelings?”. Thus, I will have something to say
about both. Note further that a mechanism can be more or less proximal. Consider the example of
visual experience of colour. There will be something “maximally proximal” that grounds it (hard
problem of consciousness ahead), say, some kind of brain activity responsible for colour conscious-
ness; something that proximally causes this brain activity such as antecedent photoreceptor activity;
and something that causes colour experience/colour experience brain activity more distally (but still
“proximally”) by causing the antecedent photoreceptor activity such as electromagnetic radiation in
a visible frequency spectrum. It seems that all these variously proximal components are important
parts of an answer to the proximal question.

141In fact, looking at the mechanisms behind epistemic feelings can be thought of as a way of testing
specific proposals to the kind-question.

142The same, is, of course, true for the underdeterminacy of a kind-proposal relative to a mechanism-
proposal. It will be rare that a kind-proposal made not based on findings about the specific mecha-
nisms, will specify the mechanisms in sufficient detail . However, it could fruitfully guide the inquiry
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point (e.g. a functional one) why the specific mechanisms underlying epistemic feelings

should or should not to be likened to, say, perception or belief mechanisms. Ideally,

specific observations about the mechanisms should lend support to one’s answer to the

kind-question (and vice versa). When it comes to epistemic feelings, the mechanism-

question has received relatively more attention. This is likely due to the predominantly

empirical angle on the matter.

In the next section, I will focus on the different proposals for the mechanisms of epistemic

feelings. After having provided the reader with a feel for the psychological mechanisms

behind epistemic feelings, I will present a proposal to the kind-question in chapter 6.

Drawing on the hallmarks of affective experiences introduced in chapter 4, I will argue

that the empirical evidence points in favour of conceiving epistemic feelings as affective

experiences. In section 6.5 I will back this claim further with some phenomenological

and theoretical points and will apply the conceptual resources introduced for affective

experiences to analyse epistemic feelings.

5.3. The Epistemic Feeling Machinery

In order to sketch a picture of the mechanisms assumed to be behind epistemic feelings,

I will focus here on two well-researched epistemic feelings: the feeling of knowing (FOK,

section 5.3.1) and the feeling of familiarity (FOF, section 5.3.2). Extrapolating from

findings on FOKs and FOFs to epistemic feelings in general is fairly common for work

that tries to give general accounts of epistemic feelings (e.g. Dokic 2012; Arango-Muñoz

2014; Proust 2014). In other words, we might get general models of the mechanisms

behind epistemic feelings based on findings concerning the mechanisms behind specific

epistemic feelings. In section 5.3.3 we will touch upon the most influential general

framework along these lines, which understands (some) epistemic feelings as a form of

metacognition. It is an important endeavour to identify generalities in how epistemic

feelings work and for that matter to extrapolate from specific findings, especially if one

wants to establish epistemic feelings as a coherent class of experiences. However, one

has to be cautious not to overextend specific findings, sometimes even when it comes to

one and the same kind of feeling. For instance, if some specific property tends to lead

to an experience, it does not mean ipso facto that no other properties will lead to the

into these mechanisms.
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same experience (or another experience from the same class) as well. With this caveat

in mind, I begin sketching the proposals.

5.3.1. The FOK (and Co.) Machinery

A great deal of what we know about the causal mechanisms behind epistemic feelings

comes from metamemory research on FOKs and TOTs (for reviews see Schwartz 1994;

Schwartz and Metcalfe 2011, 2014; Thomas, Lee, et al. 2016). Over the course of years,

different models have been proposed to account for the workings behind these feelings.

I will first briefly introduce the Direct Access model which in recent years has become

somewhat unfashionable. Then I will focus on the contemporary majority view: the

Heuristic Inference model that posits an inferential process that produces FOKs on the

basis of cues such as question familiarity, information accessibility and processing fluency.

Furthermore, we will learn that these cues are not mutually exclusive in determining

epistemic feelings but that epistemic feelings are multiply determined. In the course of

this section, we will also encounter feelings such as the TOT and feelings of information

availability.

5.3.1.1. Direct Access

Originally, an internal memory-monitoring mechanism that is independent of memory

search and retrieval has been proposed to produce the FOK (and TOT) (Hart 1965;

Brown and McNeill 1966). Importantly, this monitoring mechanism itself was assumed

to have direct access to the memory states representing the sought after information

(memory traces). In virtue of this direct access, the mechanism would be able to monitor

the presence of the memory trace as well as its strength and, based on that, assess the

likelihood of future retrieval success—even though the information is inaccessible to

memory search and retrieval. If the estimated likelihood would reach a threshold, the

mechanism would trigger a FOK which would, in turn, lead to a judgment that one

“knows” or is in possession of a specific piece of information (“FOK-judgment”).

5.3.1.2. Direct Access, Denied: Heuristic Inferences

The direct access model was highly influential but has meanwhile largely fallen from

favour in the light of more recent empirical findings. The direct access view has been
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superseded by heuristic models of the mechanisms behind FOKs. These heuristic mech-

anisms have been proposed to operate over various accessible non-target cues. These

cues, in turn, can either be independent of search and retrieval processes or pertain to

the search and retrieval processes themselves, the cues being features or outputs of these

very processes. All these views have in common that they reject the idea of a monitor-

ing mechanism that has independent access to memory traces in favour of a heuristic

mechanism that has access to accessible non-target cues.

The mechanisms in question are heuristic because they operate according to heuristic

rules or, shortly, heuristics. Heuristics in this context are understood as simple if-then

rules used to infer whether something is the case (e.g. a criterion satisfied, a distal

property present) based on accessible, proximal information that (imperfectly) correlates

with the target dimension. So heuristic rules will take the following form: if A (e.g. a

certain condition obtains), then X (e.g. “trigger FOK” or “information is present”).

Note that one needs to distinguish between implicit and explicit heuristics. Implicit

heuristics are utilised by processes that operate below the level of consciousness, i.e. the

application of the heuristic rule takes place on a sub-personal level. In other words, the

(unconscious) heuristic inference is effected by unconscious processes. The product of

this inference are states with a meaning specified by the then-bit of the heuristic rule.

Explicit heuristics, on the other hand, are heuristic rules that are consciously applied:

based on the conscious observation that something is the case, the subject makes the

conscious inference that something else is the case. In other words, explicit heuristics

are employed in conscious heuristic reasoning. Now, the heuristic mechanisms assumed

to trigger FOKs are unconscious and the heuristics deployed by them implicit.

In the literature judgments that one “knows” are often somewhat suboptimally called

“FOK-judgments”. However, plausibly, judgments that one “knows” do not have to

be based on FOKs (and thus mediately on the application of an implicit heuristic that

generates the FOK) but can be the result of using 1) explicit heuristics, 2) explicit non-

heuristic rules or 3) something else entirely. In case 2) the “know-judgment” might be

based on some kind of direct access to the target dimension (i.e. one’s memory or knowl-

edge) as suggested by the direct access model.143 In case 3) it might, in fact, get even

more direct than direct access: the target dimension (i.e. knowledge) itself might directly

143Note that although the direct access model is operating according to an implicit rule (“if memory
trace is present (and strong enough) then trigger FOK”), it would not be heuristic since it operates
over the target dimension itself: the memory trace.
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cause the know-judgment, without any intermediate inferential steps whatsoever.144 In-

sofar know-judgments can but do not have to be FOK-judgments. In fact, they can

be based on an ensemble of FOKs and other factors. This is why Koriat and Levy-

Sadot helpfully distinguish between experience-based and information-based judgments

(Koriat and Levy-Sadot 1999).145 Experience-based judgments are based on immediate

experiences such as a FOK, leading to an experience-based judgment that is properly

called a FOK-judgment. Information-based judgments are judgments that are based on

(various) other (additional) factors than experiences, such as conscious inferences from

observation etc.

These reflections on the FOK-judgment highlight something about the FOK itself (and

epistemic feelings in general). As the direct access model suggests, it is at least conceptu-

ally possible that FOKs do not have to be the result of implicit heuristics. Conceptually,

they can also be the result of, say, implicit non-heuristic rules or even some kind of un-

conscious direct causation. While these possibilities seem poorly empirically supported

in the case of FOKs, they are worth keeping in mind since the jury on other epistemic

feelings is still out.

5.3.1.3. Exhibit 1: Cue Familiarity

Now, what cues do the heuristic mechanisms behind the FOK take as their input? Over

the years, different cues have been proposed to trigger the mechanisms generating FOKs.

One such is cue familiarity (e.g. Reder and Ritter 1992; Metcalfe et al. 1993). Definitions

of cue familiarity are hard to come by but I presume it can roughly be understood as a

subject’s acquaintance with elements of a question or information query, i.e. the cue or

target pointer that prompts memory search. Whether some element is familiar or not is,

in turn, determined by success or failure to recognise it. The unconscious metamnemonic

mechanism will then apply the cue familiarity heuristic (something along the lines “if

144Note that the direct access model still assumes an internal monitor that makes an inference to knowl-
edge via triggering the FOK after directly accessing the memory representation (if any). In a hypo-
thetical “direct causation model” there is no such inferential step. To illustrate this, imagine there
would be an experience of a specific neuron firing. We would undergo this specific experience im-
mediately whenever and only when the specified neuron fires. The mechanism involved would not
be properly called to have direct access to the firing of the specific neuron, nor would there be any
heuristics involved. The mechanism in question would rather simply be direct causation. That is, the
relation between the specific neuron firing and the experience of this specific neuron firing is wholly
non-inferential—it is a relation of direct causation. (This is perhaps akin to what direct realists have
in mind for perceptual experiences.) Of course, there is still some logical space between different
degrees of “heuristicality”, direct access and direct causation.

145In the literature it is, alas, often not clear on which side of the distinction one stands.
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a cue is familiar, then generate FOK”) and (not) give rise to a FOK, which leads to a

judgment that one knows the target (FOK-judgment). In fact, in different circumstances

such as another task, the very same recognition would have likely given rise to a FOF

(which can be expected or unexpected) instead of a FOK.146 Cue familiarity emerges as a

cue supplied by recognition rather than memory search and retrieval processes. Insofar,

it is a cue that is independent of the latter.

5.3.1.4. Exhibit 2: Accessibility

Another cue that has been proposed and that, in contrast to cue familiarity, is dependent

on search and retrieval is accessibility (e.g. Koriat 1993, 1994). In Koriat’s own words:

FOK is based on the overall accessibility of pertinent information regarding

the solicited target [...] This account assumes that monitoring does not

precede retrieval but follows it: It is by trying to retrieve a target from

memory that a person can appreciate whether the target is “there” and

worth continuing to search for. This occurs because even when retrieval

fails, people may still access a variety of partial clues and activations, such

as fragments of the target, semantic and episodic attributes, and so on [... ]

These partial clues may give rise to a sheer feeling that one knows the answer.

An important assumption of the accessibility account is that participants

have no direct access to the accuracy of the partial clues that come to mind,

and therefore both correct and wrong partial clues contribute to the FOK.

(Koriat 2007, p. 299)

At the heart of this account lies the implicit accessibility heuristic: a FOK is triggered if

a sufficient amount of target-related information is retrieved or accessible. At the same

time, Koriat assumed that the subject does not know whether the accessible information

is really related to the target or not.147 However, recent findings cast some doubt on

this assumption, showing that sometimes actual target relevance does matter: if the

information is conceptual or semantic in nature, then actual target relatedness has an

146This relationship between recognition, FOF, FOK and FOK-judgment is at least the most plausible
construal according to me. There are complementary alternatives: 1) Recognition might trigger a
FOF which is used like a FOK, leading to a FOK-judgment. 2) Recognition might trigger a FOF
which might in turn trigger a FOK that leads to a FOK-judgment. 3) Recognition leads to a FOK-
judgment. 4) Recognition leads to a FOF and a FOK that leads to a FOK-judgment.

147Koriat, however, argues that by their very nature memory mechanisms triggered by the information
query will produce more related than unrelated information (“commission errors”) (Koriat 1993,
pp. 614 sqq.; see also Koriat and Goldsmith 1994).
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effect on the magnitude of the FOK (Thomas, Bulevich, et al. 2011, 2012). Be it as it

may, the amount of accessible information will contribute to the magnitude of the FOK,

accounting for its gradeability.

5.3.1.5. Main Exhibit 3: Processing Fluency

Finally, the cue that has received by far the most attention in FOK research and research

on epistemic feelings in general is processing fluency (Alter and Oppenheimer 2009;

Unkelbach and Greifeneder 2013a). Processing fluency describes a process property that

refers to the “ease”, usually understood as the speed, with which a given cognitive

process is executed. The dominant experimental proxy for the fluency of a cognitive

process is the measure of response time or latency, i.e. how fast a subject responds

in performing an experimental task.148 Naturally, given that there are many kinds

of cognitive processes, there are many kinds of fluencies: perceptual fluency, retrieval

fluency, encoding fluency, answer fluency, conceptual fluency, to name a few (Alter and

Oppenheimer 2009). Now, manipulations of fluency have been proven to be a reliable

way of inducing epistemic feelings. In fact, it has become common in the literature to

distinguish between “objective fluency” and “subjective fluency” (e.g. Reber, Wurtz,

et al. 2004; Forster et al. 2013). Objective fluency simply denotes processing fluency

as described above while “subjective fluency” is being used as a generic term for the

subjective experiences that result from objective fluency, i.e. typically for fluency-based

epistemic feelings.

However, when it comes to “subjective fluency” it is important to make a distinction

that is seldom made in the literature. For that we need the following background:

Some researchers have called the tendency to infer the presence of certain properties

on the basis of fluency the “fluency heuristic” (you might have guessed it) (Jacoby

and Dallas 1981; Kelley and Jacoby 1998; Hertwig et al. 2008). As mentioned earlier,

148In descriptions of processing fluency one sometimes also finds talk of “efficiency”, “simplicity”, “ef-
fortlessness” next to speed. However, in contrast to speed, the usage of these terms either requires
additional assumptions that go beyond the observations made (usually, fast response times) or they
are metaphorical. As such, the notion of processing fluency, can appear quite shifty if not fixed. Just
consider: one can almost always talk about some process being in one way or another more efficient or
“simple”—even in the absence of any observation of fast response times. This threatens to trivialize
the notion of processing fluency. That’s why process speed seems as the only “hard currency” of
processing fluency to me: as a property it is tangible and can stand on its own without requiring
further assumptions. At the same time it can serve as a proxy for other properties such as efficiency,
simplicity or effortless—if they can be meaningfully defined in a way that goes beyond processing
speed. These remarks will become more clear in the course of this section and will be taken up again
in section 8.2.
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though, one should distinguish between implicit and explicit versions of heuristics, in

this case between an implicit and an explicit fluency heuristic. It should be clear that

the epistemic feeling kind of subjective fluency denotes the application of an implicit

fluency heuristic: The products of an unconscious heuristic inference based on fluency

are immediate experiences with a specific meaning, i.e. epistemic feelings (Unkelbach

and Greifeneder 2013b).

Yet, there is room for another kind of “subjective fluency” based on an application of the

explicit fluency heuristic. For that one needs an idea of how fluency could look like on a

personal level without being an epistemic feeling. So far we have only been talking about

an unconscious process property of speed or about conscious (fluency-based) epistemic

feelings. But what is just fluency on a personal level? I suppose something like that:

consciously, we do sometimes observe that e.g. a response to a question or a request

comes to mind immediately or quickly (as we do sometimes observe that it comes to mind

sluggishly or not at all). This looks like a kind of conscious “introspective (subjective)

fluency”, which is the introspective observation that some content comes to mind quickly

(that, in turn, might be based on objective fluency).

Based on introspective fluency (or something similar) we might sometimes consciously

apply an (explicit) fluency heuristic and infer that the reason why something came to

mind quickly is because of the presence of some distal property (perhaps instantiated by

the content coming to mind). These kinds of inferences are made based on explicit “näıve

theories” people happen to hold about what introspective fluency means (Schwarz 2004).

It is conceivable that the application of these näıve theories becomes at some point

automatised and might “go implicit” so that the associated inferences are henceforth

(sometimes) carried out unconsciously (cf. Mandik 2006). That is, a specific explicit

(fluency or other) heuristic becomes implicit. As a consequence, instead of making

conscious inferences on the basis of observed states of affairs, epistemic feelings might

start to emerge (cf. Carruthers 2009, see also section 6.4).

To illustrate the difference between implicit and explicit heuristic inferences in this con-

text: we might, for instance, have an immediate feeling of knowing based on accessibility

or cue familiarity, or we might recall some related fact to a question very quickly and

based on this observed quickness of recall (i.e. fluency) consciously infer that we know

the answer to the question. The latter is not a FOK but — analogously to the FOK —

it might easily serve as the basis for a know-judgment, echoing the distinction between

experience- and information-based judgment. In fact, there is no reason to preclude
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that sometimes both, a FOK and the introspective observation of quick conscious recall

of some related information (introspective fluency) jointly inform a know-judgment. In

some cases, the two subjective fluencies might even interact with each other: on the one

hand, a FOK might be a cue for how to interpret the introspective fluency and, on the

other hand, introspective fluency might help the subject to recognise the feeling she is

experiencing as a FOK. Recognizing this complicates the picture and introduces poten-

tial confounds for research on proper FOKs and other fluency-based epistemic feelings.

At the same time, it paints a more adequate and nuanced picture of our psychological

life.

Coming back to the FOK: In the context of situations where FOKs occur, processing

fluency can be exhibited by perceptual recognition processes as mentioned for the cue

familiarity heuristic as well as by the search and retrieval processes whose non-target

products prominently figure in the accessibility heuristic. In the former case it makes

sense to talk of perceptual fluency (since fluent perceptual processing is taken as a

recognition signal) while in the latter case retrieval fluency is at work (Jacoby and

Dallas 1981; Schwarz, Bless, et al. 1991). On the one hand, processing fluency can be

a cue independent of target search and retrieval processes as in the case of perceptual

fluency. On the other hand, it can be a cue dependent on the target search and retrieval

processes where the search and retrieval of information can be fast.

In fact, a general processing fluency account fully accommodates the cue familiarity ac-

count and supplements the accessibility account: First, that a cue is familiar is signalled

by perceptual fluency which serves as an early recognition signal, a proxy for the distal

(and directly inaccessible) property of actual acquaintance with the cue due to prior

encounter. In other words, the recognition mechanism at work in cue familiarity is the

detection of perceptual fluency in processing the cue.

Second, in the accessibility account of the FOK, one determining factor is the amount

of non-target information retrieved in a failed attempt to come up with the target. Now

processing fluency brings another factor to the table: the retrieval processes implicated

in mustering the non-target information can be more or less fluent (Koriat 1993). This

retrieval fluency contributes to the generation and strength of a FOK as well. In fact,

retrieval fluency in this context is plausibly construed as a signal of accessibility or avail-

ability of information that has not yet been retrieved or accessed, including the target

itself. Some information is actually retrieved or accessed, some information is retrievable

or accessible but not retrieved or accessed and, finally, some information is somewhere in
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our memory but not accessible. But how do we know that some information is accessible

without accessing it? Based on prior reflections four possibilities come to mind: The

accessibility of information is inferred 1) based on retrieval-independent direct access to

the sub-threshold activation (assuming that supra-threshold activation equals retrieval)

of this information, 2) based on perceptual fluency with the target pointer (cue famil-

iarity), 3) based on the amount of accessed information, or 4) based on retrieval fluency.

Now, the FOK signals that the target is accessible. That this FOK is based on direct

access to the sub-threshold activated target information appears only as a theoretical

possibility.149 Empirically it seems that the FOK is based on 1) cue familiarity, 2) the

amount of accessed non-target information, and 3) on retrieval fluency. All these prop-

erties (including direct access to sub-threshold activated information) can be taken as

proxies for likely future retrieval or accessibility of the target.

5.3.1.6. FOK’s Cousins: Feelings of Information Availability

Note that all these features are not per se proxies for the accessibility of the specific

target but for the accessibility or availability of not yet accessed information in general

that is constrained by the prompting stimulus. Thus, in using these proxies, the FOK

is a wager that the latter contains the former. The mentioned proxies are thus not

only proxies for specific “knowledge” but also for the sheer accessibility or availability

of (relevant) information. Thus, it is conceivable that in other contexts some of these

cues are used to generate feelings with similar but ultimately distinct meanings than

“knowledge” or possession of a specific piece of information.

I suggest that there might be something like a “feeling of information availability” (FOA),

the simple feeling that more information is available for access, as well as its negative

twin in the form a “feeling of information unavailability” (FOU). . What distinguishes

the FOK from the FOA is that it concerns a specific target for retrieval and marks an

active attempt to retrieve this target. In contrast, the FOA concerns a wider net of

information (which might e.g. take the form of stimulus-specific mental files, Recanati

2012, 2016) and does not necessarily involve an ongoing attempt to retrieve it (rather

it only registers its presence or availability). At the same time, similar to the FOK, the

149A corollary theoretical possibility involving direct access is that the sub-threshold activation of non-
target information feeds into the amount of accessed information that is used to estimate future
target retrieval according to the accessibility heuristic.
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FOA results from the products (amount of information) and properties (fluency) of a

spontaneous retrieval triggered by a stimulus.150

This retrieval will sometimes produce a FOU instead of a FOA if the spontaneous re-

trieval attempt does produce only a little or no information and/or is disfluent (cf.

Schwarz, Bless, et al. 1991). The FOU seems similar to (but more general than) what

has been described as the “blank-in-the-mind experience”, “the awareness that one can-

not retrieve the goal that initiated a course of action (why did I do this?) or the goal

following a course of action that has been completed (what should I do now?)” (Efklides

2014, p. 233). The FOA is very similar to what Mangan has termed “the feeling of

immanence” which is “the feeling that much more detailed information is available on

the periphery for retrieval if needed” (Mangan 2001, p. 3).151

The FOA is also related to the “feeling of imminence” that is (sometimes) a phenomenal

component of the TOT, describing the “sense of imminence to recall” or “feeling of

being on the verge of recall” (Schwartz, Travis, et al. 2000, p. 19; see also Smith 1994).

I would add that the feeling of imminence does not have to concern only information

that is remembered but can also concern information that is newly constructed but not

yet consciously accessed.152 The more generalised version of the feeling of imminence

describes then the feeling of being on the verge of accessing some information. As such,

the feeling of imminence seems to be located in between the FOK or the FOA and actual

information access.

5.3.1.7. Main Exhibit 4: Multiple Realizability

Coming back to the FOK it is important to emphasise another aspect that recent research

has revealed: “FOKs are not governed by one underlying mechanism. Rather, a host

of [...] mechanisms seems to work in concert to produce the single subjective state”

(Thomas, Lee, et al. 2016, pp. 88-89). That is, the relation between the various described

150In contrast to the case of the FOK, this stimulus does not act as a pointer or cue that targets a specific
bit of information to be retrieved. So while FOKs are typically triggered by questions, FOAs can
also be triggered by physical objects, people, propositions etc.

151I presume that with “periphery” Mangan means sensory periphery. Thus, the feeling of immanence
seems to be specifically related to sensory states. By being constrained to the sensory domain the
feeling of immanence is more specific than the FOA which can refer to accessible information in the
sensory periphery but also in memory etc.

152In fact, we seem also to have something like a feeling of imminence for worldly events, such as when
you get a feeling that your favourite soccer player is about to score a goal or that the person you’re
flirting with is about to kiss you. Thanks to Pablo Fernandez Velasco for pointing that out.
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cues is not mutually exclusive but complementary. Cue familiarity, accessibility and

fluency work in tandem to generate the unitary subjective state of FOK. In other words,

the FOK is multiply determined . In fact, sometimes different cues play out at different

temporal stages of the FOK. For instance, Asher Koriat and Ravit Levy-Sadot point out

that:

Both cue familiarity and accessibility [...] contribute asynchronously to FOK,

but whereas the effects of familiarity occur early, those of accessibility occur

later and only when cue familiarity is sufficiently high to drive the inter-

rogation of memory for potential answers. (Koriat and Levy-Sadot 2001,

p. 34)

5.3.1.8. FOK’s Brother: TOT

Similar things can be said about the TOT, the feeling that one is in possession of a

target information but is currently unable to produce it.

Bennett Schwartz and Janet Metcalfe summarise the current perspective on the TOT

which is largely analogous to the one on FOK:

[T]he heuristic-metacognitive account [...] hypothesizes that retrieved se-

mantic, syntactic, and phonological information combined with other related

information converges to inform a metacognitive monitor that retrieval of the

word is likely, stimulating the TOT phenomenology. [...] The monitor exam-

ines the amount of related and partial information recalled, the familiarity

of the cue, and even the recent history of retrieving the particular word [...]

That is, it is not sub-threshold activation of the actual word that triggers

the TOT, but a host of accessible cues and clues, which may include partial

activation or whole activation of a bit of the target, or even the whole tar-

get itself, if the person is not sure that the answer is correct (Schwartz and

Metcalfe 2014, pp. 19-20).

The metacognitive monitor in this case can be understood as “a simple accumulator of

feature matches and mismatches” or of “retrieved information from all sources”, pro-

ducing “a TOT response at a certain criterion” (ibid., p. 21). These are essentially the

same two factors as encountered in the accessibility model of the FOK. There the sheer

amount of retrieved information (as the accumulated information from all sources for
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the TOT) possibly together with the amount of actually relevant information (as the

accumulated amount of matches for the TOT) contribute to the character of the FOK.

5.3.1.9. Section Recap

To sum up: the FOK was previously assumed to be the result of an independent memory

monitor with direct access to memory traces (section 5.3.1.1). This view has been largely

superseded in favour of a heuristic mechanism that operates over cues correlating with

the actual accessibility of a target information in memory (section 5.3.1.2, but see the

end of the section). These cues are the familiarity with elements of the information

query (cue familiarity, section 5.3.1.3), the amount of retrieved non-target information

(accessibility, section 5.3.1.4), as well as the speed with which the implicated perceptual

and memory processes operate (processing fluency, section 5.3.1.5). Furthermore, these

cues are not mutually exclusive but complimentary when it comes to bringing about

the FOK, making it multiply determined (section 5.3.1.7). In the course of this section

we have also made our acquaintance with a functional analogue of FOK in the form of

introspective fluency (the introspective observation of some content or response coming

quickly to mind, see section 5.3.1.5) and with experiential relatives of the FOK: the

FOA and FOU, i.e. the feeling that more information is (un)available for access (section

5.3.1.6), and the TOT (the feeling that one is in possession of a relevant information but

is currently unable to produce it, section 5.3.1.8) whose mechanisms can be understood

largely analogously to FOK-mechanisms.

5.3.2. The FOF Machinery

These reflections on the FOK and TOT foreshadow the mechanisms behind the FOF.

The dominant account of the FOF is largely analogous to the processing fluency account

of the FOK, proposing perceptual fluency as an initial recognition signal. The idea is

that a previous encounter with a stimulus will facilitate its perceptual processing upon

a renewed encounter, resulting in perceptual fluency. This fluency, in turn, will be

attributed to the stimulus being familiar, triggering a FOF.

The ability to perceive and process something quickly and easily is evidence

that the cognitive system has processed the stimulus in the past. It is the at-

tribution of processing fluency to prior exposure that gives rise to familiarity

(Verde et al. 2010, p. 142).
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5.3.2.1. Main Exhibit 5: Discrepant Processing Fluency

One interesting extension that work on the FOF has brought to the fore is that fluency

cannot only pertain to different processes but that the fluency pertaining to a specific

process can take different forms. Specifically, it has become apparent that the effects of

objective fluency, as well as the phenomenology of fluency-based epistemic feelings, tend

to be more pronounced and salient if a process is not only fluent but discrepantly fluent,

i.e. if a process is not “just fast” (absolute fluency) but fast relative to something else

(relative fluency) (Whittlesea and Leboe 2003, see also section 5.2).153 A process can be

discrepantly fluent in several complementary ways: It can be discrepantly fluent relative

to 1) the rest of the currently ongoing processing background, i.e. a specific process

can be fast and therefore fluent relative to other ongoing processes, or 2) relative to

an expectation concerning the speed of the specific processing, whereas this expectation

is formed 2.1) outside or 2.2) within the present context (Whittlesea and Leboe 2003;

Hansen and Wänke 2013; Unkelbach and Greifeneder 2013b; Garcia-Marques, Silva,

Mello, and Hansen 2019).154 In the special case of FOF it has been argued that the

FOF is most pronounced when the perceptual processing of a stimulus is fast in the

sense of being faster than expected for comparable stimuli. That is, the processing is

fast relative to a stored standard or expectation for how much time perceptual processing

usually takes for stimuli of a similar kind. In relation to strong FOFs Whittlesea and

Williams explain:

[S]trong feelings of familiarity are seldom elicited by faces one knows well

(e.g., spouse, friends, etc.) or faces one does not know at all (e.g., strangers

in a crowd). Instead, strong feelings of familiarity seem to occur when one

has limited knowledge, for example, having met the person only a few times

(true familiarity) or when a complete stranger resembles someone one knows

(false familiarity). We suspected that these outcomes occur because people

expect known faces to be fluently processed and nonfluently processed faces

to be unknown; that is, they expect a match between the fluency of per-

ceiving and the coming-to-mind of identity information. Fluent processing

153The “absolute” in “absolute fluency” needs to be qualified though: an absolutely fluent process is
hypothesised to be behind a response time that is (by some margin) below the average response time
in a task (Whittlesea and Leboe 2003, p. 63). Insofar, “absolute fluency” is in a way clearly relative,
namely relative to the average of the response latencies in a task.

154A special case of 2) is when the speed of one and the same process is discrepant between differing
stimulus or item categories, e.g. between low-frequency vs. high-frequency words (Jacoby and Dallas
1981). Assuming that the processes that take in low- and high-frequency words are the same, a
high-frequency word encountered amidst low-frequency words will be processed relatively faster.
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of a friend’s face meets this expectation; so does nonfluent processing of a

stranger’s face. However, limited prior experience, or similarity to a friend,

may augment the fluency of processing a current face without enabling re-

trieval of identity for that face. In that case, the fluency is surprising. We

suspected that in such cases, people unconsciously attribute the unexplained

fluency to a prior experience and consciously experience a feeling of familiar-

ity. By this account, the basis of the feeling of familiarity is the perception

of a discrepancy between the fluency of processing and failure to produce the

person’s identity, rather than the fluency per se. (Whittlesea and Williams

2000, p. 548)

I suggest the following reconstruction of this line: an unexpectedly fluently processed

stimulus paired with the unavailability of stimulus-related information leads to a FOF

and, additionally, a FOU, that frames the FOF as salient and in need of explanation. In

other words, perceptual fluency coupled with a poor (disfluent) recall of stimulus-related

information (low amount) leads to a strong FOF which is rendered phenomenally salient

by a (component) FOU.

Note that FOF research has been so far focusing on familiarity with perceptible material

objects. As a consequence, the specific familiarity in question is in most cases perceptual

familiarity. As I have noted in section 5.2, however, it seems plausible that also non-

perceptible entities can be familiar, such as abstract objects, ideas or mental states,

resulting in something like intellectual, conceptual or introspective familiarity.155 As

noted in section 5.2, FOFs are transmodal and can unite with (or be absent from) all

kinds of conscious mental states.

My tentative suggestion is that the FOF can be more generally conceptualised as a form

155In fact, the case of introspective familiarity is interesting in that something similar might be at the
heart of what has been called the “feeling of pastness” (FOP) that accompanies episodic memory
(e.g. James 1890, p. 605; Russell 1921, pp. 161 sq.; Klein 2013; Klein 2014; Dokic 2014a). The FOP
phenomenally demarcates a specific content as being from the autobiographical past. James remarked
that “we have a constant feeling sui generis of pastness, to which every one of our experiences in
turn falls a prey” (James 1890, p. 605) and Russell noted its kinship with the feeling of familiarity:

There may be a specific feeling which could be called the feeling of “pastness,” especially
where immediate memory is concerned. [...] [I]mages are regarded by us as more or less
accurate copies of past occurrences because they come to us with two sorts of feelings: (1)
Those that may be called feelings of familiarity; (2) those that may be collected together
as feelings giving a sense of pastness. The first lead us to trust our memories, the second
to assign places to them in the time-order. (Russell 1921, pp. 161 sq.)

I suggest that we can develop accounts of the feeling of pastness inspired by the FOK and FOF (which,
in contrast, seem to be specific to semantic instead of episodic memory).
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of phenomenal familiarity or acquaintance, including perceptual, intellectual, concep-

tual and introspective forms. And here (discrepant) processing fluency, taking various

process-specific forms, emerges as an ideal determinant of these various kinds of phenom-

enal acquaintances: there are fluencies of the perceptual, conceptual, encoding, retrieval

etc. kind. It is natural to assume that, in some contexts, conceptual, retrieval or en-

coding fluency will lead to a FOF with an idea. On second thought, one of the stimuli

classes frequently utilised in FOF research bears actually some resemblance with imma-

terial objects: words (e.g. Whittlesea 1993). Plausibly it is not only perceptual fluency

that can be triggered by words but also fluency of linguistic processing, resulting in

conceptual fluency and familiarity (see also sections 6.3 and 8.2).

5.3.2.2. Exhibit 6: Matching Memory or Accessibility revisited

Notwithstanding the dominant (discrepant) processing fluency account of the FOF, there

is a little-noticed but plausible alternative suggestion for explaining the FOF. Interest-

ingly, this so-called mnemonic account bears significant resemblance to the accessibility

account of the FOK:

[A]n item feels familiar because it matches a representation of a previous

encounter. Of course, one would rarely expect such a match to be exact,

because the surrounding context, the perceptual conditions, even integral

parts of an item can change over time. Thus, it would make functional sense

for familiarity to vary continuously with the degree of match. This allows

familiarity to be informative, given the fluctuating environment, but it also

means that familiarity is fundamentally ambiguous, because even novel items

will bear some resemblance to things encountered in the past. [...] [M]emory

evidence is a continuous dimension that represents some aggregate of the

matches between a recognition probe and the memory images of recently

studied items (Verde et al. 2010, p. 144).

Thus, encountering a stimulus prompts a spontaneous attempt to match the stimulus

representation with memory content, i.e. to retrieve stimulus-related information (if

any). If a sufficient amount of information is retrieved, a FOF is issued.

Note that matching memory for a presently encountered stimulus seems like a close psy-

chological approximation of the distal property of actual familiarity. For how else could

familiarity be psychologically realised and tracked? In other words, memory matches
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are a proxy that is very closely related to the distal property of actual acquaintance.

Thus, if the FOF is caused by memory matches, it would perhaps not be too far fetched

to speak of a mechanism approximating direct causation or direct access (assuming a

monitor accessing the matches and making an inference).

Be it as it may, as the researchers note themselves, the fluency and the mnemonic

account are not mutually exclusive (Verde et al. 2010, p. 150). This makes sense: fluency

and memory matches seem to be better evidence for actual familiarity than each of

them alone. I thus suggest understanding the FOF analogously to the dynamically

unfolding and multiply determined FOK: perceptual fluency gives rise to an early FOF

and an ensuing retrieval attempt supplements available information about the stimulus

(if any), possibly resulting in the recollection of some stimulus-related information and a

FOA that “normalizes” the (expected) FOF. If the perceptual-fluency-prompted second

retrieval stage fails, however, a FOU makes the FOF stand out and unexpected.

5.3.3. Epistemic Feelings and Metacognition

So much for the specific mechanisms for FOKs and FOFs. Now there is an overarching

general framework that some researchers like to apply to certain epistemic feelings such

as FOKs or feelings of confidence (FOC). We have found some of its overtones when

discussing FOK-mechanisms. I am talking about the metacognition framework (Nelson

and Narens 1994). It is due to this that FOKs and FOCs are often conceptualised as

metacognitive feelings. Traditionally metacognition has been defined as “cognition about

cognition” (Flavell 1979). Or using more precise terms: as cognition serving the acqui-

sition of knowledge about (i.e. monitoring) and regulation of (i.e. control) cognition.

Now, this idea has been variously fleshed out, understanding the terms involved (e.g.

“cognition”) in different ways. Some understand metacognition relatively narrow as re-

ferring to metarepresentations, i.e. representations of one’s own representations (e.g.

Carruthers 2009). Call this metarepresentational metacognition. Examples of metarep-

resentational metacognition are, for instance, beliefs about one’s desires. The belief is a

representation that represents another representation, namely desire.

Others are more liberal and grant that there are also forms of metacognition that do not

involve metarepresentation. Metacognitive feelings are claimed to be one such form of

non-metarepresentational metacognition. They are assumed to be outputs of monitor-

ing mechanisms that issue metacognitive feelings in order to control ongoing cognition

directly and indirectly. As such, metacognitive feelings evaluate and regulate cognitive
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processes and activities without explicitly metarepresenting them. Thus, metacognitive

feelings are said to belong to evaluative metacognition: they evaluate our cognitive pro-

cesses, activities and dispositions (e.g. Proust 2010, 2013). Now there is a debate about

whether more permissive kinds of “metacognition” such as metacognitive feelings really

qualify as metacognitive in any theoretically interesting way (e.g. Carruthers 2017a).

What counts as metacognitive in a non-metarepresentational sense is an interesting and

intricate question. However, concerning the present thesis, there is little at stake in this

debate and so I want to leave it to others to decide.

What is more important in the present context is to point out what the talk of metacog-

nition does not mean when it comes to epistemic feelings. First of all: not all epistemic

feelings have to be metacognitive feelings, at least not in the same sense. Some epistemic

feelings seem to indeed concern the subject’s mental constitution while others seem to

concern things in the external world. For instance, while the FOK is usually construed

as a metacognitive feeling, the FOF is not. The FOK is somehow about the “knowledge”

or possession of information of a subject while the FOF is often about something that

has been previously encountered in the external world. It seems intuitive to conceive of

the former as metacognitive in some way while it is less straightforward for the latter.

Of course, one could also find some sense of metacognitive to count the FOF in, such

as: it is somehow about previous perception or cognitive processing; or: it is caused

by properties of processes such as perceptual fluency, or: it motivates cognitive activity

such as renewed recognition attempts or memory query, or: it might be used to make a

metacognitive judgment. Such an elastic strategy towards the notion of metacognition

might, however, trivialise it.

Second: Even if metacognitive feelings might be somehow about cognitive states and

processes, metacognitive feelings do not have to be explicitly about these cognitive states

or processes. As already noted: they are not metarepresentational.156 They can, for

instance, evaluate the states and processes in question by representing the first-order

contents of these states and processes in a way that does not make an explicit reference

to the carriers of these contents (i.e. the states and processes). In a similar vein,

metacognitive feelings also do not have to be explicitly self-referential, i.e. consciously

making reference to the subject who is the bearer of the evaluated states and processes

(see also section 6.4 and 7.3.2).

156On the other hand, it seems that sometimes epistemic feelings can be metarepresentational (for a more
radical take on the prevalence of metarepresentation see Shea 2014). Consider a FOF with a specific
mental state such as the “usual” emotional response to a loved one in the case of Capgras syndrome
as proposed by de Sousa (see section 5.2).
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However, metacognitive feelings might plausibly be all these things implicitly. Surely,

from the ways metacognitive feelings evaluate, we can reconstruct implicit references to

the evaluated and motivated cognitive processes as well as the subject and its mental

constitution. In many ways, however, this does not seem to be highly specific to metacog-

nitive feelings. Even perceptual experiences have (implicit) perspectival, relational and

response-dependent aspects (cf. Deonna 2006; Cohen 2009, see also section 6.4).

Now, after we have acquired a pre-theoretical grasp on the phenomenology of epistemic

feelings (in section 5.2) and after we have accumulated some knowledge about poten-

tial answers to the mechanism-question (in section 5.3), it is time to tackle the second

question mentioned at the beginning of this chapter: What kind of state are epistemic

feelings? This will be the topic of the next chapter.

To sum up: Some epistemic feelings have been proposed to be metacognitive in that

they evaluate our cognitive processes, activities and dispositions. This kind of evaluative

metacognition is said to contrast with metarepresentational metacognition referring to

representations of one’s own representations. It is important to keep in mind what the

metacognitive framework does not imply for epistemic feelings. First, not all epistemic

feelings have to be metacognitive feelings, at least not in the same sense. Some epistemic

feelings seem to indeed concern the subject’s mental constitution while others seem to

concern things in the external world. Second, even if metacognitive feelings might be

somehow about cognitive states and processes, metacognitive feelings do not have to

be explicitly about these cognitive states or processes. As already noted: they are not

metarepresentational. In a similar vein, metacognitive feelings also do not have to be

explicitly self-referential, i.e. consciously making reference to the subject who is the

bearer of the evaluated states and processes. On any count, metacognitive feelings

might plausibly be all these things implicitly. Surely, from the ways metacognitive

feelings evaluate, we can reconstruct implicit references to the evaluated and motivated

cognitive processes as well as the subject and its mental constitution.

5.4. Chapter Recap

This chapter introduced a class of mental states that would appear as a rather com-

fortable home for intuition experiences: epistemic feelings. Epistemic feelings have been

broadly described as “feelings that enter into the epistemic processes of inquiry, knowl-

edge and metacognition” (de Sousa 2008, p. 189). I first gave the reader a pre-theoretical
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grasp for some prominent instances of epistemic feelings such as the feeling of knowing

(FOK) and the feeling of familiarity (FOF) (section 5.1 and 5.2).

Then I dived into the research of what brings about these feelings. In the course of

discussing the FOK we learned about the nowadays unfashionable Direct Access model

and then focused on the contemporary majority view: the Heuristic Inference model

that posits an inferential process which produces FOKs on the basis of cues. These

cues are the familiarity with elements of the information query (cue familiarity, section

5.3.1.3), the amount of retrieved non-target information (accessibility, section 5.3.1.4) as

well as the speed with which the implicated perceptual and memory processes operate

(processing fluency, section 5.3.1.5). Furthermore, these cues are not mutually exclusive

but complementary when it comes to bringing about the FOK, making it multiply deter-

mined (section 5.3.1.7). In the course of this section we have also made our acquaintance

with a functional analogue of FOK in the form of introspective fluency (the introspec-

tive observation of some content or response coming quickly to mind, see section 5.3.1.5)

and with experiential relatives of the FOK: the feeling of information (un)availability

(FOA/U), i.e. the feeling that more information is (un)available for access (section

5.3.1.6), and the TOT (the feeling that one is in possession of a relevant information but

is currently unable to produce it, section 5.3.1.8) whose mechanisms can be understood

largely analogously to FOK-mechanisms as being multiply determined by cues such as

perceptual fluency and the accessibility of information related to a stimulus.

Concerning the FOF we saw mechanisms at work similar to the FOK: it appears to

be multiply determined by cues such as perceptual fluency and the accessibility of in-

formation related to a stimulus. Furthermore, discussing the FOF enabled us to add

discrepant processing fluency to our conceptual repertoire of mechanisms. Work on FOF

has brought to the fore is that fluency cannot only pertain to different processes but that

the fluency pertaining to a specific process can take different forms. Specifically, it has

become apparent that the effects of objective fluency as well as the phenomenology of

fluency-based epistemic feelings tend to be more pronounced and salient if a process

is not only fluent but discrepantly fluent, i.e. if a process is not “just fast” (absolute

fluency) but fast relative to something else (relative fluency).

We have seen that a process can be discrepantly fluent in several complementary ways:

It can be discrepantly fluent relative to 1) the rest of the currently ongoing processing

background, i.e. a specific process can be fast and therefore fluent relative to other

ongoing processes, or 2) relative to an expectation concerning the speed of the specific
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processing, whereas this expectation is formed 2.1) outside or 2.2) within the present

context. In the special case of FOF it has been argued that the FOF is most pronounced

when the perceptual processing of a stimulus is fast in the sense of being faster than

expected for comparable stimuli. That is, the processing is fast relative to a stored stan-

dard or expectation for how much time perceptual processing usually takes for stimuli

of a similar kind.

Finally, in section 5.3.3 we touched upon an influential general framework which un-

derstands (some) epistemic feelings as a form of metacognition. We learned that some

epistemic feelings have been proposed to be metacognitive in that they evaluate our

cognitive processes, activities and dispositions. This kind of evaluative metacognition

contrasts with metarepresentational metacognition referring to representations of one’s

own representations. The emphasis of this section was to point out what the metacog-

nitive framework does not imply for epistemic feelings. First, not all epistemic feelings

have to be metacognitive feelings, at least not in the same sense. Some epistemic feelings

seem to indeed concern the subject’s mental constitution while others seem to concern

things in the external world. Second, even if metacognitive feelings might be somehow

about cognitive states and processes, metacognitive feelings do not have to be explicitly

about these cognitive states or processes. As already noted: they are not metarepre-

sentational. In a similar vein, metacognitive feelings also do not have to be explicitly

self-referential, i.e. consciously making reference to the subject who is the bearer of the

evaluated states and processes. On any count, metacognitive feelings might plausibly

be all these things implicitly. Surely, from the ways metacognitive feelings evaluate, we

can reconstruct implicit references to the evaluated and motivated cognitive processes

as well as the subject and its mental constitution.

Now, after we have acquired a pre-theoretical grasp on the phenomenology of epistemic

feelings (in section 5.2) and after we have accumulated some knowledge about poten-

tial answers to the mechanism-question (in section 5.3), it is time to tackle the second

question mentioned at the beginning of this chapter: What kind of state are epistemic

feelings? This will be the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Epistemic Feelings are Affective

Experiences

6.1. Introduction: Reinforcing a Case

After we’ve got a grasp on epistemic feelings and the mechanisms behind them, what

about the kind-question? What kind of states are epistemic feelings? Interestingly,

epistemic feelings seem to be poorly identified with beliefs or perceptions essentially

for the same reasons as intuition experiences are not beliefs or perceptions. You might

largely reread chapter 3, substituting, say, “feeling of familiarity” or “feeling of knowing”

for “intuition” and most of the points, I presume, would still hold. I think this is some

evidence that this thesis might be on the right track when identifying intuitions with

epistemic feelings.

Still: what are epistemic feelings? Surprisingly, most researchers seem to agree on this

point: they are experiences. So much is consensus. A bit less consensual — but still

surprisingly consensual — is the idea that they are affective experiences (e.g. Prinz

2011; Dokic 2012; Arango-Muñoz 2014; Proust 2015; Carruthers 2017b). The grounds

on which they do so does not always seem to be bulletproof, however. Some just as-

sume that epistemic feelings are affective. Others employ an “affective by association”

strategy by simply grouping epistemic feelings together with more established affective

experiences. Yet others rely on some individual empirical finding or theoretical consid-

eration that taken by itself appears rather inconclusive. Perhaps it is just obvious that
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epistemic feelings are affective. I don’t think it is that obvious—but I am sympathetic

with the conclusion anyway. What I want to do in this chapter is simply to bring the

evidence together and reinforce the pre-existing case that epistemic feelings are affective

experiences.157 If this is so, then my claim that intuitions experiences are epistemic feel-

ings establishes intuitions as a fairly well-established kind of state: affective experiences.

In other words, we would find ourselves in a Samuel-/Donald-situation.

In what follows I will establish my case by drawing on the features of affective experiences

described in chapter 4 and looking for empirical (section 6.2 and 6.3), phenomenological

and theoretical observations (section 6.4 and 6.5) that point towards epistemic feelings

having these features. I will also outline how understanding epistemic feelings as affective

experiences can enhance our understanding of epistemic feelings (section 6.4) and how

the phenomenology and intentionality of epistemic feelings can be analysed with the

conceptual resources we have established for affective experiences (section 6.5).

6.2. Affective Markers of Epistemic Feelings

As discussed in chapter 3, the hallmark of affective experiences is phenomenal valence.

Importantly, valence is something that is distinctive of affective experiences and not

shared by other mental states such as perceptual experiences or beliefs. Thus, if it

can be shown that epistemic feelings have phenomenal valence, then this can be taken

as evidence that they are affective experiences and not other kinds of states such as

perceptual experiences or beliefs.

Now, as in general with phenomenal qualities, valence cannot be measured directly. One

thus has to rely on indirect evidence by measuring observable variables assumed to be as-

sociated with valence. Luckily, a number of valence-associated variables have been iden-

tified in the form of psychophysiological and behavioural responses, including subjective

ratings and reports (Mauss and Robinson 2009). One important fact about valence is

157Here is some initial support from another angle: My claim is that intuitions are epistemic feelings.
And you might be sympathetic with the idea after you got a grasp on these states. Independently
of what kinds of states epistemic feelings are, they might indeed appear to you as quite similar
to intuitions. At the same time, remember the reasonable fit between the features of intuitions
and affective experiences that I outlined in section 4.5. So if it is not implausible that intuition
experiences are affective experiences and if it is, independently, plausible that intuition experiences
are epistemic feelings, then it seems do give additional plausibility to that epistemic feelings are
affective experiences.
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that it is commonly assumed to be bodily realised (see e.g. Craig 2009; Damasio and Car-

valho 2013). Now, epistemic feelings co-vary with interoceptive changes as well as with

specific activity of facial muscles indicative of positive or negative affect (Winkielman,

Schwarz, et al. 2003; von Helversen et al. 2008; Topolinski and Strack 2009b, experi-

ment 4topolinski2009d; Fiacconi, Peter, et al. 2016; Fiacconi, Kouptsova, et al. 2017;

Forster et al. 2016).158 Additionally, higher interoceptive awareness (i.e. the ability to

pick up on one’s interoceptive states such as heartbeat) in subjects predicts a stronger

association between reports on epistemic feelings and the presence of interoceptive cues

(Fiacconi, Kouptsova, et al. 2017).

Another widely accepted bodily proxy of the presence of affective experience is the

skin conductance response (SCR) which is associated with another characteristic feature

of affective states: arousal. Capgras patients display a similar SCR to familiar and

unfamiliar faces indicating, among other things, the absence of a FOF on whose basis

they could discriminate between familiar and unfamiliar stimuli (e.g. Ellis, Young, et

al. 1997; Ellis and Lewis 2001). The patients recognise their loved one visually but the

usual affective response ordinarily elicited by the sight of the individual in question (inter

alia a FOF) is missing (Pacherie 2010).159 This is hypothesised to be the consequence

of a disrupted connection between the ventral visual pathway that is responsible for

the overt visual component in recognition and regions (notably the amygdala) that are

responsible for the covert affective component in recognition (Breen et al. 2000). While

the former seems to be intact in Capgras patients, the latter is lacking as is indicated

by measurements of unusually low skin SCR vis-à-vis loved ones.

Capgras delusion raises many interesting issues concerning the interaction

between cognitive processes [...] and accompanying emotional responses, not

least the basis for our sense of familiarity when encountering someone we

know well, which can [...] involve an automatic concurrent ‘glow’. The same

may well be true in the parallel domain of object recognition: those items

with which we are particularly familiar or to which we are in some way at-

tached may enjoy special cognitive status (Ellis and Lewis 2001, pp. 154 sq.).

158The interoceptive changes in question are changes in heart muscle activity. Note that these changes
can also be understood as relating to arousal rather than valence, see further below. On the other
hand, the facial muscle activity is a sure sign for valence: The facial muscles in question are the
smiling muscle, zygomaticus major, for positive affect and the frowning muscle, corrugator supercilii,
for negative affect.

159Alternatively, there might be a pronounced alienating feeling of unfamiliarity (e.g. Bayne and Pacherie
2004, p. 4; Ratcliffe 2007b).
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In healthy subjects, the occurrence of FOFs co-varies with a discriminatory SCR for

familiar and unfamiliar stimuli (Morris et al. 2008).160

Epistemic feelings have not only been shown to vary with SCR but also to lead to in-

creased liking, a behavioural measure of positive affect (Reber, Winkielman, et al. 1998,

experiment 3; Winkielman, Schwarz, et al. 2003; Forster et al. 2013; Trippas et al. 2016,

experiment 1), additionally co-varying with ratings of apparently non-affective proper-

ties such as truth (see e.g. Reber and Schwarz 1999; Unkelbach 2007, experiment 1;

Unkelbach, Bayer, et al. 2011a, experiment 1; Hansen, Dechêne, et al. 2008, see also sec-

tion 7.3.4), perceptual semantic coherence (Bowers et al. 1990; Bolte and Goschke 2008;

Volz and von Cramon 2006; Volz, Rübsamen, et al. 2008; Topolinski and Strack 2009b,

experiment 10; Horr et al. 2014), linguistic semantic coherence (Bolte and Goschke 2005;

Topolinski and Strack 2009a, experiment 2, 2009c, experiment 4, 2009b, experiment 1-

9), grammaticality (Topolinski and Strack 2009b, experiment 11) and logical validity

(Morsanyi and Handley 2012; Trippas et al. 2016).

Interestingly, in the second and third experiment, Trippas et al. 2016 also find that

epistemic feelings that are presumably triggered by logical validity lead to higher ratings

of physical brightness as well. This appears puzzling at first but is actually construed as

a plausible consequence of the affective nature of epistemic feelings: affective experiences

have been shown to facilitate content-encoding, presumably in part via the influence they

exert on attention (e.g. Schupp et al. 2003; Kensinger and Corkin 2004; Sharot et al.

2004; Phelps et al. 2006; Pessoa 2011). That is, if paired with an affective experience,

representational content appears as more vivid or to use a theoretically better-established

term: salient.

Furthermore, positive epistemic feelings can serve as affective primes (Topolinski and

Strack 2009c, experiment 2). In affective priming subjects evaluate a target stimulus

with an affective connotation, say, the word “snake” as positive or negative after being

presented with an affectively-laden prime stimulus, say, the word “poison”.

If prime and target have the same affective connotation, the evaluation that

is associated with the prime word typically facilitates the processing of af-

fectively congruent target words [...] and thus leads to faster evaluations of

the target [...] [T]his should be understood as an indirect affective priming,

160This reminds of the dissociable sensory and affective component of pain, only for recognition (see
section 4.2).
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because it is not the affective value of the triad constituents per se that is ex-

pected to prime subsequent evaluations but the [...] valence that results from

the processing of the triad. Specifically, we assumed that the fluency-induced

increase in [...] valence in processing a coherent triad should facilitate subse-

quent processing of positively evaluated concepts and hamper the processing

of negatively evaluated concepts. (Topolinski and Strack 2009c, pp. 1474 sq.)

In the experiment in question previously presented coherent word triads were shown to

lead to positive affective priming effects via triggering epistemic feelings. For incoherent

word triads, no such effect occurred.

It appears furthermore that the induction of positive or negative mood enhances or

impairs performance in tasks capitalizing on epistemic feelings (Baumann and Kuhl

2002; Bolte, Goschke, and Kuhl 2003; Balas et al. 2012; Sweklej et al. 2014; Remmers

and Zander 2018). This point is further reinforced by the finding that said performance

is impaired in major depression (Greifeneder and Bless 2008; Remmers, Topolinski,

Dietrich, et al. 2015; Remmers, Topolinski, Buxton, et al. 2017; see also Goldie 2012).

In general, it has been broadly pointed out that epistemic and emotional feelings in-

fluence judgments in similar ways and that the reliance on these feelings in making

judgments is mediated by similar factors (Schwarz and Clore 2007; Greifeneder, Bless,

and Pham 2011). As Greifeneder and colleagues summarize:

The review revealed that moderators of the reliance on affective and cog-

nitive feelings are remarkably similar and can be grouped into five major

categories: (a) the salience of the feelings, (b) the representativeness of the

feelings for the target, (c) the relevance of the feelings to the judgment, (d)

the evaluative malleability of the judgment, and (e) the level of processing

intensity. Based on the reviewed evidence, it is concluded that the use of

feelings as information is a frequent event and a generally sensible judgmen-

tal strategy rather than a constant source of error. (Greifeneder, Bless, and

Pham 2011, p. 1)

A natural way to explain these findings is to parsimoniously assume that they do so in

virtue of both being affective experiences. Therefore, we do not need a strict division

between affective feelings and epistemic feelings as upheld in the cited reviews because

both are affective.
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To sum up: Epistemic feelings covary with interoceptive changes, variations in SCR and

facial muscle activity, all well-established bodily proxies for the affective properties of

valence and arousal. Furthermore, positive epistemic feelings lead to increased liking and

can serve as positive affective primes—behavioural proxies for the presence of valence.

Additionally, performance capitalizing on positive epistemic feelings are enhanced in a

positive mood. On the negative side, performance that relies on positive epistemic feel-

ings is impaired under conditions of negative mood and depression. Further behavioural

evidence comes from studies of the influences of emotional and epistemic feelings on judg-

ments. They bring to light that both kinds of feelings influence judgments in a similar

way and that similar factors moderate the reliance on them when making judgments.

Coming from the affective to the epistemic side: Induced affect co-varies with judgments

of seemingly non-affective properties such as truth, grammaticality, logical validity and

semantic coherence. I think this shows that epistemic feelings robustly co-vary with

affective properties such as valence and arousal. This, in turn, makes a good case for

the thesis that epistemic feelings are affective. Is what we observe in the experiments

affective experiences, though? Perhaps the affective components in the studied cases

are unconscious — non-phenomenal valence and physiological arousal —, giving out un-

conscious epistemic nudges (i.e. unconscious functional analogues of epistemic feelings)

but not phenomenally guiding the behaviour of subjects (see section 4.3.1). This is well

possible. I want to grant that this is what might sometimes happen in the observed

cases. However, the next section will show that what at least also sometimes happens

is that there are conscious epistemic feelings at work in these situations—in the form of

affective experiences.

6.3. Misplacing Affect in Interesting Ways

In this section, I will first strengthen the case for the covariation between epistemic feel-

ings and affective properties being not just a correlation but a constitution relationship

(section 6.3.1). For that, I will present studies that observe false positives of epistemic

properties on the basis of incidentally induced affect. That is, inducing non-diagnostic

affect leads subjects to incorrectly judge that an epistemic property is present. The

second part of this section will be dedicated to studies go the other way around: they

make the subject believe that the affect they experience in a given epistemic task is not

diagnostic for the presence of an epistemic property (section 6.3.2). This turns out to
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strip the subject of her ability to accurately detect the epistemic property, indicating

that epistemic properties are at times detected on the basis of affect, and, since the affect

can be misattributed, that the affect in question is conscious.

6.3.1. Constitutive Affect in Epistemic Feelings

Particularly instructive evidence for the affective nature of epistemic feelings comes from

two kinds of misattribution studies: The first kind of studies generates a misattribution

of the seemingly non-affective properties of familiarity and semantic coherence on the

basis of induced positive or negative affect. In the familiarity studies, affect is induced

either via the contraction of facial muscles or the presentation of reliably affect-eliciting

stimuli such as attractive or emotional (e.g. smiling or frowning) faces or affect-laden

words. Novel stimuli are rated as more familiar (or unfamiliar) if the smiling muscle,

zygomaticus major, (frowning muscle, corrugator supercilii) is contracted (Phaf and

Rotteveel 2005, experiment 2) or the stimuli in question are either attractive (Monin

2003), display emotions (Baudouin et al. 2000; Garcia-Marques, Mackie, et al. 2004,

experiment 1; Lander and Metcalfe 2007) or are preceded by subliminal primes in the

form of happy vs. neutral faces (Garcia-Marques, Mackie, et al. 2004, experiment 2; Duke

et al. 2014) as well as happy vs. sad words (Phaf and Rotteveel 2005, experiment 1). In

the semantic coherence studies, affect is either induced via the contraction of said facial

muscles (Topolinski and Strack 2009b, experiment 4) or the subliminal presentation of

happy and sad faces (ibid., experiment 5). As a consequence of the affect manipulation,

items are more (less) often judged as semantically coherent. Crucially, Duke et al. 2014

and Topolinski and Strack 2009b explicitly demonstrate that the effect of induced affect

closely mirrors the effects of processing fluency (and actual familiarity and semantic

coherence) on familiarity and semantic coherence judgments.

To understand the importance of this finding, recall the construct of processing (dis)fluency

introduced in section 5.3 (Alter and Oppenheimer 2009). Processing fluency is a pro-

cess property that refers to the “ease”, understood as the speed, with which a given

cognitive process is executed. Naturally, given that there are many kinds of cognitive

processes, there are many kinds of fluencies: perceptual fluency, retrieval fluency, encod-

ing fluency, answer fluency, conceptual fluency, to name a few. Now, manipulations of

fluency have been proven to be a reliable way of inducing epistemic feelings. The present

finding is remarkable because many researchers assume that processing fluency causes
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all epistemic feelings (see e.g. Unkelbach and Greifeneder 2013a).161 Note that even if

this assumption is correct, such a proposal only answers the question about the proxi-

mal cause of epistemic feelings but leaves open the question about the distal causes of

epistemic feelings. Crucially, it also leaves open the question about the phenomenology

of epistemic feelings, i.e. the phenomenology of what is caused by this fluency. When

it comes to the phenomenal aspect, most researchers use non-descript fluency-centred

labels such as “subjective experience of fluency” (Alter and Oppenheimer 2009), “sub-

jective experience of ease” (Oppenheimer 2008) or “feeling of fluency” (Forster et al.

2013). Now, the studies by Duke et al. 2014 and (Topolinski and Strack 2009b) sug-

gest that what ultimately matters phenomenally is not processing fluency per se but its

seemingly multiply-realizable product: positive affect.162

This implies that, in principle, it does not matter whether it is processing fluency or

something else that causes this positive affect. It seems that given a specific context,

say, a task relying on the detection of an epistemic property such as familiarity or

coherence, epistemic feelings can be triggered by whatever triggers affect, correctly or

incorrectly signalling the presence of said property. Fluency is only one of many possible

antecedents.163 Against this background, it appears likely that the phenomenology of

“subjective experiences of fluency” and of epistemic feelings in general (i.e. also poten-

tially those not caused by fluency) is constituted by transient, context-specific positive

or negative affect. However, perhaps this is too quick. An alternative explanation of

these results is that both, fluency and positive affect (whether fluency-induced or not),

are used in an analogous way to inform familiarity and semantic coherence judgments.

In other words: if there is fluency then the subject uses this as a cue to make a familiar-

ity or semantic coherence judgment and if there is positive affect then the subject uses

161The role of accessible information for the FOK as described in section 5.3 does not straightforwardly
square with this, however (see also chapter 6).

162It might also be taken to falsify the claim that fluency is the proximal cause of all epistemic feelings
(see also chapter 6). For that one would have to rule out that stimuli that are known to trigger
positive and negative affect do not trigger this affect via triggering processing (dis)fluency. This idea
appears at first glance implausible, especially if generalised to all affective states: we would have
to postulate links between fluency and affective experiences such as fear, sadness or joy. However,
there is accumulating evidence for an affect-fluency—and not only a fluency-affect—link in certain
domains (Unkelbach, Fiedler, et al. 2008; Alves et al. 2015; Koch, Alves, et al. 2016; see also Verde
et al. 2010). The underlying idea is that bits of positive information are more alike than bits of
negative information. Thus, positive information can be processed faster (i.e. more fluently) than
negative information. On the other hand, accumulating recent findings begin to cast some doubt on
the encompassing causal role of fluency for epistemic feelings (Erle, Reber, et al. 2017; Flavell et al.
2018; Erle and Topolinski 2018).

163Or, perhaps, fluency is best understood as one manifestation of a more general property that it shares
with other affective states, for instance predictive success in a predictive processing framework (Van
De Cruys 2017).
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this as a cue to make the judgment.164 So the “subjective experience of fluency” and

“positive affect” are not the same but have similar functional roles when it comes to the

judgment of some properties. This proposal is a real possibility.

6.3.2. Conscious Affect in Epistemic Feelings

The second kind of misattribution studies helps settle precisely this issue (Topolinski and

Strack 2009c,a). While in the first kind of studies the subjects misattribute non-affective

properties on the basis of affect, in the second kind of studies the misattribution goes the

other way around: informative affective reactions are discounted by being misattributed

to an irrelevant source. In these studies, the experimenters ask subjects to make semantic

coherence judgments by discriminating between word triads that either share a common

remote associate (e.g. SALT, DEEP, FOAM implying SEA; coherent triad) or not (e.g.

DREAM, BALL, BOOK; incoherent triad). In the fluency-reattribution condition, the

subjects are told that the “easiness of reading and the fluency with which the meaning

of words is recognized” (Topolinski and Strack 2009a, p. 614) is due to a task-irrelevant

source: background music. In the affect-reattribution condition, the subjects are told

that the positive affect that might arise in the course of the task is due to the background

music. The authors show that while misattributing fluency has no effect on performance,

misattributing affect essentially strips subjects of the ability to detect the seemingly non-

affective property of semantic coherence (above chance level). This seems to imply that

the positive affect belonging to an epistemic feeling is prompted by the presence of a

non-affective property: semantic coherence.

Importantly, the aim of the researchers was to find out what is felt in the task: the

increased processing fluency triggered by processing semantically coherent items itself or

the transient positive affect that (in this context) is triggered by the processing fluency.

The authors conclude that their “finding strongly suggests that it is not the fluency

that is used as internal cue in intuitive judgments of semantic coherence, but rather

the fluency-triggered positive affect” (ibid., p. 615). This is a crucial finding in two

respects.

First, this strengthens the initial case made on the basis of the findings in Duke et al.

2014 and Topolinski and Strack 2009b by suggesting that the phenomenology of epistemic

feelings essentially consists in context-specific, transient positive or negative affect and

164And if there is both, fluency and positive affect, then the subject might use both in a (weighted)
additive way to inform judgment (Topolinski and Strack 2009b).
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that there are probably no non-affective epistemic feelings or “subjective experiences of

fluency”.165 Fluency is not a cue available in experience to use for judgment. What

is available is the result of fluency: positive affect. The researchers additionally back

this conclusion with the finding that coherent triads are liked more than incoherent

triads, but are not rated as more fluent in processing (Topolinski and Strack 2009a,

experiment 1). Commenting on this work, Winkielman and colleagues and Chetverikov

independently note that:

[T]his work shows that participants cannot report and re-attribute chang-

ing levels of fluency (facilitation due to semantic coherence) but are only

aware of affective (hedonic) consequences of changed fluency. (Winkielman,

Ziembowicz, et al. 2015, p. 2)

[I]t is affect but not fluency that influences subsequent judgements. Thus, it

is unlikely that such a kind of non-affective feeling exists or has any functional

significance. (Chetverikov 2014, p. 409)

Reinforcing and extending this point, Balas and colleagues find that altering the se-

mantic coherence task to include word triads that themselves are neutral but have an

affect-laden common remote associate has a characteristic impact on judgments of se-

mantic coherence:166 there is an increase in accuracy and speed for triads with positive

associates relative to those with neutral and negative ones. On this basis, the authors

argue that “fluency-based positive affect can be strengthened or weakened by affective

responses induced through partial activation of an affectively valenced memory content

(i.e., solutions to triads).”(Balas et al. 2012, p. 318) This, in turn, makes the crucial

point (in line with Duke et al. 2014 and Topolinski and Strack 2009b) that “fluency

of processing is not the only source of affective response that can influence intuitive

judgements” (Balas et al. 2012, p. 312). Together these findings imply that seemingly

non-affective epistemic properties are (sometimes) detected on the basis of affective epis-

temic feelings.167

165There are “subjective experiences of fluency” if the term is meant to emphasise the (contingent)
aetiology of the experience but not the phenomenology.

166An example for a positive/negative coherent triad is: COMPETITION, FINISH, ROUND implying
MEDAL; CANDLES, NOVEMBER, STONE implying GRAVE.

167As in the case for what we mean when we talk of “intuitions” (in philosophy), nothing precludes that
the mentioned non-affective epistemic properties are also sometimes assessed via judgments that are
based on something else than (epistemic) feelings:

[I]t is worth keeping in mind that in some cases judgments of familiarity, rightness, tip-
of-tongue, and imminence, do not reflect underlying feelings, but are simply judgments.
Such a non-phenomenological approach would suggest that these judgments are like [...]
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This is shown by the fact that in specific contexts (e.g. cognitive tasks) positive or

negative affect correctly or incorrectly signals the presence or absence of the task-relevant

property, be it affective or non-affective.

Indeed, although it is common to ask reasoners to express answers to logic

or probability problems as judgments of validity or probability, it is possible

to measure affective responses to such stimuli. (Thompson 2014, p. 62)

Second and perhaps even more important: The valence in epistemic feelings needs to be

conscious in order to make them affective experiences. However, I discussed in section

4.3.1 that valence does not need to be conscious in order to bias (epistemic) behaviour.

That is, the epistemic behaviours observed in the experiments might not be the result

of conscious epistemic feelings but of some unconscious action-biasing valenced states

that are functionally analogous to epistemic feelings, say, “epistemic nudges”. That such

epistemic nudges occur is, I think, very plausible.

However, we cannot explain the present experimental findings by relying on them. On

the contrary, the mentioned studies demonstrate that there is a phenomenology, i.e.

that the affect integral to epistemic feelings is conscious. This is because the subjects

are able to misattribute the conscious affective signals that they would usually use to

make conscious judgments. This contrasts with e.g. their inability to misattribute and

use the unconscious processing fluency directly. Subjects cannot misattribute something

that is unconscious since there is nothing to (correctly or incorrectly) attribute in the

first place. The present finding, thus, rules out something that might seem like a possible

explanation when one considers unconscious valence. Instead, what we observe in the

experiments appears to be the result of affective experiences—epistemic feelings. It

seems that epistemic feelings are plausibly part of what James bracketed out in his

famous analysis of emotions:

That there are feelings of pleasure and displeasure, of interest and excitement,

bound up with mental operations, but having no obvious bodily expression

for their consequence, would, I suppose, be held true by most readers. [...]

Certain sequences of ideas charm us as much as others tire us. It is a real

inferences from rudimentary changes in processing fluency. (Reber, Fazendeiro, et al. 2002,
p. 11)

However, even in many cases like these it is plausible that “rudimentary changes in processing fluency”
are often not directly observed in a way as we e.g. visually observe a car driving by fast. Rather, we
become aware that some sub-personal process is fast indirectly because it’s speed leads to a positive
evaluation in the form of positive affect.
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intellectual delight to get a problem solved, and a real intellectual torment

to have to leave it unfinished. The [...] set seem to depend on processes

in the ideational centres exclusively. Taken together, they appear to prove

that there are pleasures and pains inherent in certain forms of nerve-action

as such, wherever that action occur. (James 1884, p. 189)

To sum up: In this section, I first strengthened the case for the covariation between

epistemic feelings and affective properties being not just a correlation but a constitution

relationship (section 6.3.1). For that, I presented studies that observe false positives

of epistemic properties on the basis of incidentally induced affect. That is, inducing

non-diagnostic affect leads subjects to incorrectly judge that an epistemic property is

present. This speaks in favour of an affective constitution of epistemic feelings. Secondly,

in section 6.3.2 I made the case that the affect in question is conscious. It thus not only

causally biases epistemic behaviour but phenomenally constitutes epistemic feelings that

provide conscious guidance for the subject’s epistemic behaviour. To make this idea

plausible I recounted studies where the following happens: the experimenters make the

subject believe that the affect they experience in a given epistemic task is not diagnostic

for the presence of an epistemic property. As a consequence, the subject loses her ability

to accurately detect the epistemic property. This does not only indicate that epistemic

properties are at times detected on the basis of affect but also that the affect in question

is conscious. The fact that the affect can be misattributed when making a conscious

judgment points towards the possibility that the affect is, in fact, consciously available

to the subject. On the basis of the reviewed empirical findings I conclude that epistemic

feelings are affective experiences. In the remainder of this chapter, I will here and there

provide additional theoretical and phenomenological considerations that further support

this conclusion.

6.4. Understanding Epistemic Feelings better as Affective

Experiences

One of the advantages that come right out of understanding epistemic feelings as affective

experiences is that we can apply the wide range of knowledge that we have about the

latter to understand the former. Before I will apply the conceptual resources introduced

in chapter 4 to epistemic feelings in section 6.5, let me lose a few words on the dominant

perspective on epistemic feelings. This framework emphasizes that epistemic feelings are
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the result of monitoring and control mechanisms over cognition (see section 5.3.3) and

that processing fluency is their principal determinant (see section 5.3.1.5 and 6.3.1). Now

I want to make a few points about how one can fruitfully integrate these perspectives

with the idea that epistemic feelings are affective experiences.

Regarding the metacognitive aspect: if epistemic feelings are affective experiences, then,

I contend, a more general (and perfectly compatible) perspective becomes available. This

perspective thinks the monitoring and control function of epistemic feelings back from

them being affective experiences. The monitoring and control of cognition is effected

because epistemic feelings are evaluative (Proust 2010). Now, feelings in general are va-

lenced experiences that evaluate their particular objects which can be all kinds of things.

Affective experiences evaluatively represent their objects as having feeling-specific prop-

erties, their formal objects. In order to fulfil this representational job, they engage in a

division of labour with other representational states (their base) whose content supplies

the particular objects of the feeling. In virtue of their evaluation, affective experiences

call for action and modification of behaviour—of a physical and mental, an obvious and

subtle kind (e.g. Frijda 2008). In other words, feelings are motivational. Ultimately,

the monitoring and control of mental or cognitive processes is just a special case of the

evaluative and motivational function of affect operative in all kinds of domains, be they

part of the body, the world or the mind (cf. Proust 2015; Fulkerson 2019).

In fact, against the background of affect, it becomes clearer why epistemic feelings will of-

ten not appear to be about one’s own cognition—even when, on closer examination, they

are. This is not very different from other feelings that display what has been variously

called the “irreflexive or non-reflective consciousness” (Frijda 1986, 2009) or “implicit

egocentricity” Pacherie 2002 of emotional feelings and the “narcissism” of bodily feelings

(de Vignemont 2018; cf. Akins 1996).168

Emotional experience is ‘objective’, in the sense that it grasps and asserts

objects with given properties. Irreflexive emotional experience also, by its

very nature, is ‘projective’: The properties are out there. These properties

contain the relationship to the subject: Emotional experience is perception

of horrible objects, insupportable people, oppressive events. They contain

the relation implicitly: the “to me” or “for me” dissolves into the property

(Frijda 1986, p. 188).

168These notions also reverberate in Proust’s conception of affective experiences as “affordance sensings”
(Proust 2015; cf. Gibson 1979, p. 129; see also Griffiths and Scarantino 2005).
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[W]hat I called implicit egocentricity, is that although the pragmatic prop-

erties the target object is represented as having are relative to the capacities

of the agent, the relations between agent and target are not explicitly rep-

resented. These relational properties are collapsed into monadic, causally

indexical, properties of the object. (Pacherie 2002, p. 77)

Interoceptive feelings aim at protecting the organism. They have [...] a

narcissistic function: they aim at securing what is best for the organism.

[...] [W]hat matters is not to track one’s heartbeats in order to be able to

count them; what matters is to determine whether the rhythm is neither

too fast nor too slow. [...] [T]he function of interoception is to regulate the

physiological balance of the organism. Therefore, interoception is not about

the state of the body simpliciter ; it is about the state of the body given the

organism’s needs and interests. One might also say that it is about the state

of the body for the self. (de Vignemont 2018, pp. 268 sq.)

These observations jointly point towards the following idea: The properties represented

by affective experiences have a relational, subject-relative component. This component

can come in the form of an “unspecific” self-reference (perhaps something like an “es-

sential indexical”, Perry 1979) or a more specific reference to the subject’s physical or

mental constitution. This constitution may comprise the subject’s background desires

and beliefs, which contribute to the intelligibility of the affective experience in ques-

tion (cf. Helm 2001). Naturally, it can also comprise the subject’s physical and mental

dispositions in the form of capacities and abilities: is a subject in a better position to

fight or to flee upon encountering a threat? If, say, the subject is in good shape and a

comparison of the constitution of subject and threat tips in favour of the subject, anger

might ensue—but if not, fear is more likely to be the response.

Now, at times we might be or — perhaps upon reflection — become aware of the subject-

relative components that figure into our affective experiences. Most of the time, however,

these components remain implicit and are not explicitly represented in the experience

itself. The properties that the affective experiences represent their particular objects as

having appear objective — “out there” — in the sense of not being subject- or mind-

dependent (cf. Fulkerson 2019, pp. 5 sq.). This is also how Intellectual Affectivism can

account for Koksvik’s feature of objectivity describing the feature of intuition experi-

ences “to be about objective, mind-independent, facts” (Koksvik 2017, p. 7, see section
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3.4.2).169

So when e.g. my joy represents something as being joyous, it is not explicitly representing

it as being joyous for me or as being joyous because I have such and such background

desires and beliefs or have some (mental) resources to spare. In a similar vein, when my

FOF represents a stimulus as being familiar, it does not explicitly represent it as being

familiar for me or as being familiar because I processed it faster than expected, have

encountered it before or am able to recognise it if I try harder.

These reflections explain why “the boundary between noetic feelings and other kinds of

feelings is not very sharp. Some feelings seem to lie at the borderline between noetic

feelings and feelings about the external world” (Dokic 2012, p. 303). What might be

seen as being specific to epistemic feelings is not their monitoring and control function

but that they are concerned with a specific set of particular and formal objects such

as cognitive processes and epistemic properties that often appear to be “out there” in

the physical or even abstract realm. Then, again, such specificity is common to all

feelings—this is what makes them distinct in identity and kind from each other.

Relatedly, Fulkerson argues for the idea of genuine “Affective Perception” that is the

result of dedicated affective systems within individual sensory modalities such as vision

and audition (Fulkerson 2019; see also Prinz 2014). This phenomenon in part explains

the appeal of perceptual theories of emotions:

Emotional perception thus forms an important bridge between our sensory

and our emotional lives. Given this connection, it is not surprising that

perceptual accounts of the emotions have been so popular (and makes it all

the more surprising that there has been less interest in emotional theories of

perception). (Fulkerson 2019, p. 13)

169Here comes a speculative line of thought: One might wonder whether, in fact, subject-relative com-
ponents are not implicit to almost all mental states, including perceptual experiences (Cohen 2009;
Zahavi and Kriegel 2015). Against this background, one might try to reflect about the gain to rep-
resent properties that rely on subjective-relative components as explicitly subjective. If nearly all
mental states have such implicit subjective components, then the question arises: why are some of
them explicitly represented but most of them left implicit? From the point of view of the limited
mental economy of consciousness, it seems crucial to use this low bandwidth to represent only in-
formation that is directly conducive to the subject’s ability to cope with the world. To be sure,
sometimes subject-relative information falls into this privileged category. This is why sometimes this
information is consciously represented. Still, to assume that this information always or even often
falls into this category seems to go too far. It is, thus, unsurprising that, at first glance, many of our
mental states do not appear subject- or mind-dependent. Reflections such as these were among my
reasons not to include Koksvik’s feature of objectivity in chapter 2 (see also footnote 204).
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I’d like to add that what is meant by a dedicated affective system here is not that sensory

modalities comprise some self-sufficient modality-specific mini version of an affective

system. It rather consists in specialised modality-specific pathways that serve as (fast-

track) bridges to the suite of “general” affective systems that produce e.g. valence

(Carruthers 2017b). This is why various modality-specific and -unspecific affective states

have still things in common in virtue of being affective.

I find it plausible to assume that there are also dedicated affective systems within indi-

vidual cognitive modalities such as memory and reasoning. I find it furthermore plausible

that these systems will produce cognitive states and affective states in tandem and that

these states will appear related in various ways. Among these results, we will sometimes

find epistemic feelings that take the cognitive states as their bases. At times the epis-

temic feeling and the cognitive state will still be recognizable as individual states. And

at times these two states will be so closely tied so as to appear as a kind of genuine

“Affective Cognition” (cf. Goldie 2000; Mitchell 2019).

Another point concerns the flexible inferential mechanisms that bring about epistemic

feelings. Again, the deployment of such mechanisms does not seem to be specific to

epistemic feelings. In general, we know that flexible inferential mechanisms are at work

in producing affective experiences (e.g. Scherer et al. 2001; Russell 2003; Carruthers

2011; Barrett and Simmons 2015; Pober 2018). These processes are highly context- and

subject-specific and lead to, well, context- and subject-sensitive affective experiences.

As Fulkerson nicely puts it:

We are often presented with very different emotional qualities. The pleasant-

ness of a warm blanket differs from the pleasantness of a cup of cocoa. Ac-

cording to the affective-motivational account, there is no single affective sys-

tem involved. One involves a particular combination of softness and warmth

that the other lacks, and the emotional elements are tied to the unique con-

tributions of each modality. The mechanisms by which we represent these

qualities and the ways in which the signals are presented to us seem to

introduce novel qualia, what Mohan Matthen [...] calls ‘qualia insertion’—

generating a new conscious signal for when a particular taste or smell is bad.

This seems intuitively right: I dislike equally the tastes of olives and of liver,

but the particular affective qualities assigned to olives differ markedly from

those assigned to liver. And these motivational and affective reactions are

highly personal, and sensitive to small variations in the context. (Fulkerson
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2019, p. 12)

In fact, this heavy inferential work is not unique to affective experiences at all. It is also

at work in perception and cognition (e.g. Jacobs 2002; Matthen 2010). However, there is

an important difference between perception and affect, on the one hand, and some forms

of cognition such as inferential thought or belief, on the other: In the former case the

inferential work is not apparent from a conscious point of view. Rather the experiences

appear as immediate and as immediately meaningful. Things do not look like scattered

light gradients and edges, they look like bears and faces. Things do not (typically)

just feel negative or positive, they feel dangerous or familiar (cf. Teroni 2018).170 This

way, affective experiences, as well as perceptual experiences, appear to us somewhat

more “simple” than e.g. some forms of cognition. However, this appearance is not an

indicator of simplicity. It is an indicator of heavy evolutionary pressures towards tuning

and optimising the respective processes towards speed and efficacy. Some things are just

too important to be left to sluggish, resource-hungry serial processing.

Now there is also something new we can say about processing fluency. Note that there is a

puzzle about processing fluency effects: The fluency of seemingly quite different processes

such as perceptual or conceptual ones leads to seemingly quite similar effects on various

property judgments. This is acknowledged but seldom explained in the literature:

[A]lthough processing fluency takes many forms, we argue [...] that fluency

exerts the same influence on judgments independently of how it is generated

(Alter and Oppenheimer 2009, p. 2).

[C]ognitive processes such as recognition and recall are constantly monitored

and continuously evaluated. This evaluation process results in an experience

or a feeling when there is a discrepancy (i.e., variations in processing fluency)

between the evaluation and expectancies concerning the process. However,

the feeling resulting from this discrepancy is nonspecific, and the discrep-

ancy triggers a search for an explanation. (Unkelbach 2007, p. 229; see also

Whittlesea and Williams 2000; Whittlesea 2002)

For instance, Topolinski manipulated how subjects judged the semantic coherence of

word triads by manipulating the triads’ semantic coherence or readability. However,

processing fluency by itself is clearly process-specific. Moreover, it seems plausible that

170The binding mechanisms at work in perceptual and affective experiences differ in that the former has
a higher degree of integration. We do not sometimes experience a luminance outside of objects—but
we do sometimes experience feelings whose meanings we cannot quite place (cf. Wiese 2018).
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the equally process-specific monitoring mechanisms that operate on this fluency should

have the fluency source information available to them. If so, then there seems to be no

reason why the detection of fluency by a perceptual monitoring mechanism would lead

to anything of consequence for semantic coherence judgments. Nevertheless, we observe

that perceptual fluency leads to effects on semantic coherence judgments. In other words,

process-specific fluency has effects that are in conflict with its being process-specific. The

fluency appears to switch modalities as it were. How come?

I think we can resolve this puzzle with an affect-oriented perspective. Recall that the

semantic coherence judgments can also be manipulated by directly inducing affect. The

hypothesis is that what ultimately matters is not process-specific fluency but affect.171

We know about affect that it is, in contrast to fluency, transmodal and that it can be

the result of many different things, one of them being process-specific fluency. As a

consequence, misattribution of affect is a well-known phenomenon. There is something

about affect that is at odds with a fully reliable tracking of its sources. In other words,

there is a stage in the generation of affect where its information of origin is lost (cf.

Gendler 2006). This likely has to do with its evaluative function (see also section 4.4.3):

Affect [...] doesn’t get tied to the representations involved in the cognitive

appraisals that produce it [...] On the contrary, affect from different sources

tends to combine to form a single evaluation of whatever happens to be the

object of attention, or to be the most relevant among objects of current

attention. (Carruthers 2011, pp. 146 sq.)

Processing fluency leads to affect because it, as many other things, is valuable. After all,

it is one expression of processing success. Focusing on evaluation more generally, what

is crucial is not so much the specific value attached to one particular object but rather

it is the value of one object in comparison to the value of other objects. Put differently,

one function that affect plays is one of a “common currency”:

For by leaving affect unbound from the various properties that produce it, a

simple computation of overall value is facilitated, irrespective of the size of

the set of affectively-relevant properties. (ibid., pp. 149 sq.)

In other words, affect is “de-modalized” for reasons of value cross-comparison:

171In making this point I do not assume that this affect is necessarily conscious. It can come in the
form of, say, the previously mentioned unconscious epistemic nudges. However, sometimes it will be
conscious and come in the form of necessarily conscious epistemic feelings.
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[V]alence signals [...] are thought to provide an evaluative “common cur-

rency” for use in affectively-based decision making [...] Valence produced by

many different properties of a thing or event can be summed and subtracted

to produce an overall evaluative response, and such responses can be com-

pared to enable us to choose among options that would otherwise appear

incommensurable. (Carruthers 2017b, p. 1)

As a consequence, the specific source of the affect is lost (and needs to be coarsely

reconstructed). This explains how process-specific fluency leads to judgments seemingly

unrelated to the source-process of the fluency: The process-specific fluency leads to

affect which is source-unspecific for matters of value cross-comparison. As a result,

when experiencing, say, a FOK we choose to invest resources into retrieving the queried

information from memory over an external source. This is because the FOK assigns a

higher value to the latter than to the former. Consider a more complex FOK-like case:

You have some idea that you want to write or say. Before you can do so, however,

you get distracted for a brief moment. Upon returning to your idea you realise that you

cannot spontaneously recall what it was that you wanted to write or say. What will often

happen is that you will continue to query your memory until your fresh idea eventually

emerges (hopefully). What is interesting about such cases is that at the moment your

idea slips your mind and you find a gap in place of the content, the feeling of this mental

gap infuses the absent content with a remarkably high value. In fact, when you finally

manage to retrieve your idea, its content often fails to live up to your expectations, i.e.

the high expected value you have put into it when searching for it. I, at least, have

such experiences quite often. I take them to illustrate how, on a phenomenal level, a

FOK-like state motivates retrieval attempts not via imbuing retrieval with comparative

value but the absent content itself.

In the same vein that valence might potentially help us to make sense of the phenomenal

polar opposite pair of positive and negative intuitions (see section 4.5), it can also do so

with the numerous phenomenal polar opposite pairs we find in the class of epistemic feel-

ings. The fact that there are phenomenal opposite pairs such as the feeling of familiarity

and unfamiliarity, the feeling of knowing and not knowing, the feeling of confidence and

uncertainty, the feeling of understanding and incomprehension, curiosity and boredom

etc. can all be explained by positing that positive and negative phenomenal valence

(partly) grounds these “inverted phenomenal twins”.

In this section, we have considered how Affectivism about epistemic feelings can con-
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tribute to an understanding of several aspects of them. It can give us a more general

perspective on the way some epistemic feelings are metacognitive without being explicitly

about other mental states or about the subject. Furthermore, it can help us to solve a

puzzle about how process-specific fluency can have quite process-unspecific influences on

our behaviour: by giving rise to transmodal affect. Against the background of affective

experiences being valenced, it also becomes easy to see why the class of epistemic feel-

ings harbours many phenomenal polar opposites. I take the datum that understanding

epistemic feelings as affective experiences can well accommodate—and, in fact, further

elucidate—many observations about epistemic feelings to lend (abductive) support to

the very idea.

6.5. Epistemic Feelings as Affective Experiences

I think that the findings and considerations of the foregoing sections establish some

plausibility for Affectivism about epistemic feelings. In this section, thus, I go along

and analyse epistemic feelings with the resources previously established for affective

experiences. Before I plunge right into it, however, I don’t want to remain silent on

worries that some might still harbour concerning the idea that epistemic feelings are

affective experiences. In the next section, I will try to actively address them with a mix

of theoretical and phenomenological points about epistemic feelings.

6.5.1. The Mild Affective Phenomenology of Epistemic Feelings

In comparison to affective experiences such as migraines, fears or orgasms epistemic

feelings are perhaps not as obviously experienced as positive, negative or highly arousing.

As we have seen based on empirical findings, however, they nevertheless exhibit a subtle

positivity or negativity and a degree of arousal. Still, this is not unlike milder affective

experiences in general (see also Colombetti 2011). In this regard, epistemic feelings

resemble certain instances of aesthetic experiences that are plausibly affective in nature

(e.g. Prinz 2014; Goffin 2019; for a treatment of aesthetic experiences as epistemic

feelings see Reber, Schwarz, and Winkielman 2004; Dokic 2016; Renoult 2016).

However, as James’ approach demonstrates, when it comes to affective experiences, the

focus tends to lie on a few “paradigm” cases of affective experiences such as pain and

fear. In what sense are pains and fears paradigms of affective experiences? Without
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doubt, they exhibit the features unique to affective experiences — valence, arousal and

motivationality — to an extraordinarily high degree. But in being “very loud” as affective

experiences, they are actually quite special, rare occurrences. A much bigger part of our

affective life is constituted by the little, subtle movements of our affective sensibilities.

These affective experiences are not only all too often neglected in favour of their few

“violent” conspecifics but also easy to neglect because of their calm nature. It is very

likely that the bad reputation feelings have acquired when it comes to our rational

activities are to a good part due to the few “affective hooligans” that tend to get the

lion’s share of our attention. This way we are likely neglecting the many essential roles

that mild, low-profile feelings play in our “higher” faculties. This is a regrettable state of

affairs since it gives away a great opportunity: an opportunity to understand better what

drives us—what it is that guides our thoughts when we take ourselves to “deliberate”

and “inquire”.

Now, we might be able to “triangulate” this mild part of our affective life that is so

often lost to introspection by considering this:172 phenomenally obvious “paradigmatic”

affective experiences are relatively rare occurrences in comparison to, say, perceptual

experiences and thoughts which are with us all the time—literally. However, we know

something about affective experiences that appears somewhat at odds with this apparent

scarcity. Importantly, we can see the feature in question instantiated in paradigmatic

affective cases: Feelings are caused by perceptual experiences and thoughts and they

take them as their bases. Now, we have perceptual experiences and thoughts all the

time. If these are involved with affective experiences, does it mean that they get only

involved with them under exceptional circumstances? Does it mean that outside of these

exceptional circumstances we go about our business as some kind of “Kantian Angels”

driven purely by thought and perceptual experiences—only to be sometimes thrown off

our enlightened path by affective seizures?

I don’t think this is the case. A more natural explanation seems to me that our ever-

present perceptual experiences and thoughts lead to affective experiences that are just

as ever-present. The majority of them, however, are not present as phenomenal ruptures

but as gentle guides of thought and action.173 The reason why we tend to think about

172Thanks to Marco Inchingolo for making me think about this point.
173Note that their gentleness doesn’t have to make them less persuasive. Quite the opposite, actually:

they might be more likely to persuade us because of their measured nature—appearing to us in the
form of the proverbial voice of reason. Maybe putting it metaphorically helps: when contemplating a
subject matter I, for my part, am much more likely to be persuaded by the measured, tactful words
of a well-respected friend than by my shrill, irascible uncle who, in his great and unmatched wisdom,
is — once again — trying to impose his unsolicited advice on me. To who would you rather lend
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affective experiences in the former “violent” way might be because we only tend to study

the tip of the affective iceberg that happens to be phenomenally “on fire”. Furthermore,

the function of affective experiences is likely not to be violent—it is to make things

salient in the way echoed by Brady (Brady 2009, pp. 422 sq., see section 4.3.2 and

4.5). That is, they direct our attention towards something else than themselves, towards

something that matters. It is thus not surprising that we are only able to get a good

look at them in exceptional circumstances—such as when they are violent or when there

is—consciously—nothing else relevant to look at (see section 6.5.2).174

Now, add to this our documented unreliability to introspect the nature of our experiences,

especially affective experiences, and you get a sense for why becoming aware of mild affect

— while beneficial for theoretical and personal reasons — is not at all an easy task

in itself (Haybron 2008; Schwitzgebel 2008).175 If epistemic feelings are mild affective

experiences, it is rather unsurprising that their affective nature tends to elude us.176 This

consideration is nicely echoed by Ben Bramble when reflecting upon the phenomenology

of pleasantness (‘the pleasant feeling’) and unpleasantness (‘the unpleasant feeling’) in

general:

Consider what ‘the pleasant feeling’ would have to be like [...] It would have

to be the sort of feeling that can occupy an experience, and so make it count

your ear? And whose advice would you rather feel the urge to resist? I think this illustrates on,
the one hand, how often we are willing to accept the insinuations of our calm affective guides as
eminently reasonable (likely not even noticing that they are affective) and, on the other hand, how
we are regularly annoyed by the overdrive of their vociferous relatives.

174As Mangan relatedly points out (he refers to epistemic feelings as “non-sensory experiences”):

Even if we indirectly recognize that non-sensory experiences are present in consciousness,
it is still very difficult to grasp them as objects of direct attention. The attempt to do
so, in at least the great bulk of cases, instantly changes the character of the non-sensory
experience, and brings a sensory content squarely into attention. (Mangan 2001, p. 15)

He goes on to quote James on this observation:

It is very difficult, introspectively, to see the transitive parts for what they really are. If
they are but flights to a conclusion, stopping them to look at them before the conclusion is
reached is really annihilating them. Whilst if we wait till the conclusion be reached, it so
exceeds them in vigor and stability that it quite eclipses and swallows them up in its glare.
(James 1890, pp. 243 sq.; for similar points for intuitions see Chudnoff 2011b, pp. 642 sq.)

175Affective experiences likely do not rely on this kind of reflexive consciousness to assume (the lion’s
share of) their functional roles. As Carruthers observes:

Indeed, it would be quite odd if the first-order causal role distinctive of a given type of
mental state [...] required a higher-order representation to be present specifying that a
token of that type of state is currently active. (Carruthers 2017a, p. 73)

176That’s why we need to go beyond introspection and do empirical and theoretical work.
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as pleasant, by permeating it. Consider, for example, pleasant experiences

of listening to Bach, eating a juicy peach, solving a puzzle, sunbathing, etc.

Clearly, if ‘the pleasant feeling’ exists, it does not make these sort of experi-

ences pleasant by being ’tacked on to them’, so to speak, in any crude fashion.

Instead, it must be the sort of feeling that can come in extremely low intensi-

ties, and very finely discriminable locations within one’s experiential field, so

that it can come scattered throughout one’s experiential field. lf [...] I enjoy

listening to Bach, while you do not, then the difference between our experi-

ences of Bach has got to be that mine is permeated by ‘the pleasant feeling’,

while yours is not. In this way, ‘the pleasant feeling’ might ’brighten’ a whole

experience, or lend it a ’warm glow’ [...] This explains, it seems to me, why

[...] we should not expect to be able to gain a clear sense of ‘the pleasant

feeling’, or the way in which all pleasant experiences feel alike. The reason

is that [...] most instances of ‘the pleasant feeling’ are, taken by themselves,

virtually imperceptible. They occur in extremely small quantities (or low

intensities), and in very abstract or ethereal locations in one’s experiential

field, locations that are not at all easy to direct one’s attention toward, or

focus upon. [...] That said, one can perhaps gain some sense of ‘the pleasant

feeling’ by thinking, say, of the experience of orgasm as ‘the pleasant feeling’

delivered in a very large quantity (or a high intensity), explosively. Similarly,

one might gain some sense of ‘the unpleasant feeling’ by thinking of a painful

experience like stubbing one’s toe as ‘the unpleasant feeling’ delivered in a

large quantity, and a particular bodily location, explosively. (Bramble 2013,

pp. 209 sqq.)177

Apart from that, there are straightforward reasons for the milder affective nature of

epistemic feelings. A central one is that bodily sensations, while being not affective

by themselves, are components of the paradigmatic affective experiences such as pain

and fear. As a consequence, much of the phenomenology that people ordinarily take

to be affective is actually somatic in nature.178 Thus, in deciding whether a given

177Similar considerations can be found in Mangan’s discussion of James’ concept of the fringe of con-
sciousness (Mangan 2001).

178Prinz — following James’ famous subtraction thought experiment — makes a similar point to the
effect that if one subtracts all somatic phenomenology, no affective phenomenology remains. His
primary reason for doing so is introspective.

The hypothesis that valence markers have a distinctive feel is certainly bolstered by in-
tuition. It seems that negative and positive emotions feel significantly different in virtue
of their difference in valence. There is, however, an alternative possibility. Perhaps the
felt differences between negative and positive emotions is a consequence of the embodied
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experience is affective people will not (only) look for affective (i.e. valenced) but for

somatic phenomenology. However, bodily sensations are not very present in epistemic

feelings. One reason for that lies in the intentionality, another in the motivationality of

epistemic feelings: 1) In contrast to bodily and emotional feelings, epistemic feelings do

not typically take bodily sensations but exteroceptive and cognitive states as bases. 2) In

contrast to bodily and emotional feelings, epistemic feelings naturally motivate mental

rather than bodily behaviours (Proust 2008). Though only the motivation of bodily

behaviour goes together with the (global) behavioural preparation of the body (physical

action readiness), adding a myriad of attendant bodily sensations (Frijda 1986).179 These

two factors explain why there is a lack of bodily phenomenology in epistemic feelings.180

This lack of “mock-affective” bodily phenomenology will occlude the affective nature of

epistemic feelings.

I have been fighting here a somewhat defensive battle concerning the power of introspec-

tion to shed light on the affective nature of epistemic feelings. Yes, epistemic feelings

are usually mild affective experiences – typically the positive or negative affect integral

to them does not, as Bramble has described it, come “in a very large quantity (or a high

intensity), explosively”. This is, however, not to say that epistemic feelings cannot be

reasonably intense, giving us some introspective evidence for their affective nature.181

To demonstrate this, I ask you to read the following passage (while trying to understand

what it is about):

A newspaper is better than a magazine. A seashore is a better place than

the street. At first it is better to run than to walk. You may have to try

appraisals they contain. [...] it could turn out that the feeling of the emotion is exhausted
by the appraisal. Alleged commonalities between the feelings of different negative emotions
could be an illusion. Perhaps there is no phenomenal thread linking disgust, betrayal, and
grief. I favor this view. I do not think that valence markers have any phenomenology
in their own right. That claim may seem untenable. [...] Is there any reason to deny
that valence markers have intrinsic feels? My main motivation is introspective. Despite a
strong intuition that there is a special feeling associated with unpleasantness, I cannot find
anything that answers to this feeling when I introspect. When I mentally subtract away
the feelings associated with the embodied appraisals of disgust, betrayal, and grief, I do
not find any remainder. (Prinz 2004b, pp. 176 sqq.)

The empirical findings and reflections presented above suggest that he is mistaken (see also Mitchell
2018).

179Part of Bramble’s and mine observation above is perhaps also explained by the assumption that a
larger amount of affect is needed to mobilise us globally, with “body and mind” as it were. In most
instances, it presumably takes less affect to motivate a simple “move of the mind”.

180However, as the tip-of-the-tongue experience and the measures of facial muscle activity mentioned
above attest, it is not that epistemic feelings are never tied to bodily sensations.

181As we have seen, when James brackets out some emotions from his analysis, he willingly grants this.
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several times. It takes some skill but it is easy to learn. Even young children

can enjoy it. Once successful, complications are minimal. Birds seldom get

too close. Rain, however, soaks in very fast. Too many people doing the

same thing can also cause problems. One needs lots of room. If here are

no complications it can be very peaceful. A rock will serve as an anchor.

If things break loose from it, however, you will not get a second chance.

(Bransford and Johnson 1972, p. 722)

How do you feel? Probably confused, unable to understand—this feeling of confusion or

incomprehension is another negative epistemic feeling (e.g. Silvia 2010; Lodge et al. 2018;

Arguel et al. 2019). Now try to attend to what phenomenally happens when I give you

the following hint: kite. You likely feel much better now; all of a sudden everything seems

to fall into place. What you just experienced is a feeling of understanding, sometimes

also called aha- or Eureka-experience (e.g. Trout 2002; Bowden et al. 2005; Dodd 2014).

I hope that this example does away with the idea that epistemic feelings cannot be

intense.182 I’ll provide more examples of relatively intense epistemic feelings in section

7.2.

In this section, I hope to have addressed some worries about the idea that epistemic

feelings are affective experiences. In the course of this endeavour, I also strived to illus-

trate and explain some points about the affective phenomenology of epistemic feelings:

that they are usually only mildly valenced and arousing and that the behaviours they

motivate are often of a covert mental or cognitive nature. The next section will concern

the affective intentionality of epistemic feelings.

182In case the above example didn’t do the trick for you or you just like to engage another time with this
phenomenal curiosity try to get this:

The procedure is actually quite simple. First you arrange things into different groups. Of
course, one pile may be sufficient depending on how much there is to do. If you have to
go somewhere else due to lack of facilities that is the next step, otherwise you are pretty
well set. It is important not to overdo things. That is, it is better to do too few things
at once than too many. In the short run this may not seem important, but complications
can easily arise. A mistake can be expensive as well. At first the whole procedure will
seem complicated. Soon, however, it will become just another facet of life. It is difficult to
foresee any end to the necessity for this task in the immediate future, but then one never
can tell. After the procedure is completed one arranges the materials into different groups
again. Then they can be put into their appropriate places. Eventually they will be used
once more and the whole cycle will then have to be repeated. However, that is part of life.
(Bransford and Johnson 1972, p. 722)

Confused? Frustrated? Well then: try doing the laundry.
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6.5.2. The Affective Intentionality of Epistemic Feelings

Let’s turn to the intentionality of epistemic feelings: as all affective experiences, epistemic

feelings have intentional or particular objects, formal objects, and bases that provide the

particular objects. I have said earlier that the bases of feelings can be diverse and have

diverse kinds of contents. For instance, the content of a base (and thus of the feeling)

might (appear to) be more or less conscious.183 As Arango-Muñoz puts it for the FOK

and TOT:

The subject is conscious of the valence of his or her feeling as positive or

negative, but he or she is not yet able to determine the intentional object of

the feeling. The FOK and the TOT point to the fact that the subject knows

something without determining what is known. (Arango-Muñoz 2014, p. 201)

The FOK does have an intentional object, say, the answer-pointer or -cue “capital of

Australia” or the one-word-answer itself “Canberra”, and it does have a base, say, the

perceptual experience (hearing, reading) through which the answer-pointing question

“What is the capital of Australia” was received. In fact, the base can be extended to

include states that were triggered by hearing or reading the question and that more

proximally led to the occurrence of the FOK. Such can include memory states that were

prompted by retrieval attempts and that embody parts of the answer (e.g. starting letter,

length of the word, semantic information) or other cues predictive of answer-retrieval

success (e.g. process-properties of retrieval, familiarity with parts of the question) (Reder

and Ritter 1992; Koriat 1995; Koriat, Levy-Sadot, et al. 2003, see section 5.3.1). Parts

of this extended base might be conscious or consciously accessible (e.g. starting letter,

semantic information) — just remember the felt “definite gap” James’ was talking about

— while other parts might not (e.g. process-properties of retrieval). So although the

base has content (question terms, parts of the answer) and part of it is conscious or

consciously accessible, this content is not yet enough to enable the subject to fully

identify the intentional object of her feeling.184

183Also the base itself can be unconscious, e.g. an unconscious perceptual or cognitive state.
184An alternative to this construal is that the FOK’s intentional object is a fully conscious part of

the read or heard question such as “the capital of Australia” which the feeling represents as being
“known” (for a related proposal of question-directed states see Friedman 2013; Carruthers 2018).
The FOK might further be redescribed as the feeling that I can answer this question (about the
capital of Australia) or, metarepresentationally, I know the capital of Australia, taking the latter,
fully determinate propositional content as its intentional object.
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Note that this is just another way of appealing to the familiar notion of content-

gradeability. Some feelings, probably partly as a function of their base, are more de-

terminate or vivid, i.e. clear and distinct in representing their particular objects than

others.185 We can think of the way the particular object is represented to be a function

of the aspectual shape under which the base of the FOK represents its intentional object

(see section 4.4.4). Plausibly, the feeling will motivate the subject to invest further re-

sources to determine its object (or to determine the answer to the question that furnishes

its intentional object). Importantly, since the feeling is an indicator of expected retrieval

success, it will do so in a specific way: by relying on the subject’s own memory instead

of e.g. consulting external sources (Michaelian 2012).

Note further that while the particular object of the FOK might not be fully conscious,

the feeling itself clearly is.186 Indeed, it is the absence of the determinate intentional

object or content187 that makes the FOK salient in consciousness. Discussions of the

transparency of (perceptual) experience often stress that it is the content of experience

(and its features) rather than the experience (and its non-content features) that occupies

centre stage in consciousness (e.g. Tye 1995). In the case of the FOK this appears to

be different: there is no determinate content to bind consciousness. What stands out

instead is the experience that points towards the promise of a (determinable) content:

We become aware of knowing without knowing what we know.188 The subject is aware

of knowing in virtue of experiencing positive affect and being conscious of the fact that

she knows something, i.e. of the formal object of the FOK.

185I have couched content-gradeability in terms of varying amount of information available in conscious-
ness. However, the dimension of content determinacy might be construed to be orthogonal to con-
sciousness of content. Perhaps we can be fully conscious of underdetermined contents. To see this
possibility, imagine the word “rose”. Now: what colour did the letters have? Were they upper or
lower-case? Were they big or small, close together or far apart? It is well possible that you cannot
answer all these questions faithfully. And this is simply because the contents of your fully con-
scious imagining of the word “rose” were underdetermined. What this exercise shows is that (fully
conscious) underdetermined content might be possible (but see Bourget 2017). Maybe James had
something similar in mind when he wrote: “What a thought is, and what it may be developed into,
or explained to stand for, and be equivalent to, are two things, not one.” (James 1890, p. 279).

186At least if the mental state in question is conscious, i.e. a FOK. If one accepts the notion of unconscious
valence, one can imagine that in some contexts a role similar to the one of a conscious FOK is played
by a functionally analogous but unconscious FOK-like nudge. This epistemic nudge would have
unconscious valence and thus similar behavioural consequences (see also section 4.3.1 and 6.3.2).
Unfortunately, much experimental work on FOKs does not rule out FOK-like nudges in favour of
conscious FOKs.

187Note that I use “content” here to refer only to the part of the content constituted by the intentional or
particular object, not to other aspects of it, such as the formal object (or, depending on the reading,
its aspectual shape).

188In the sense that when I have a FOK when asked “What is the capital of Australia” I am not aware
that the capital of Australia is Canberra. I might be aware that I know the capital of Australia.
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The formal objects of epistemic feelings tend to be epistemic properties broadly con-

strued: familiarity, uncertainty, understanding, knowing, rightness etc. It appears that

these properties are not traditionally conceived as evaluative or affective. However, due

to the subtlety of the affective experiences concerned with them, this is not particularly

surprising. It is likely that we will have to rethink the way we routinely access these

properties, at least when it comes to the phenomenal versions of them. How plausible

is it that we have feelings that represent the mentioned epistemic properties? On sec-

ond thought, don’t philosophers quite often talk about the value of truth, knowledge

and understanding? We seem to have hit upon a straightforward rationale for it: we

are literally getting quite “emotional” about them. Think of it that way: Are these

properties of relatively high survival value to our species (cf. Kozuch 2018)? And is the

importance of epistemic properties — in contrast to e.g. specific colours — relatively

invariant across contexts? If they are, then it is plausible that we have evolved a suite of

mental states that efficiently detect these properties in our external and internal milieus

(cf. Sperber, Clément, et al. 2010). It is natural to assume that this suite of states in-

cludes specific affective experiences: epistemic feelings that evaluate things as familiar,

certain or right.

For such an evaluation it is not only crucial that epistemic feelings swiftly detect their

feeling-specific properties but also that they behaviourally orient us in relation to them.

This is where their motivationality comes in. As noted earlier, the motivational force of

epistemic feelings stands naturally in close relation to mental and epistemic behaviours

and actions (Proust 2008; Dokic 2012, p. 311). That affective experiences, in general,

have a prominent role in non-overt mental behaviour has been often overlooked. How-

ever, it is something that is increasingly recognised (Frijda 2008, p. 72, see also section

4.5). While unexpected FOFs motivate sustained recognition attempts and expected

FOFs engender a host of habitual stimulus-specific behaviours, FOKs privilege memory

over web search (see also the FOK-like example from section 6.4). Bennett Schwartz

and Janet Metcalfe nicely summarise these characteristics for the TOT:

TOTs implore us to continue our search to retrieve unrecalled words. The

TOTs are like an itch that can only go away when the target word is retrieved.

It is the “itch” of the TOTs that causes us to find them problematic, but it is

the drive that they give us to continue our search that is likely their cognitive

function [...] [O]ur experiential feelings are flags or markers that inform us

that a particular task is possible, that a particular item is memorable, or that

a particular word is retrievable. These markers can then alter our behavior
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through control processes that direct our behavior. Just as the feeling of

pain causes us to withdraw our hands from a sharp object, the TOT feeling

nags us, compels us, or beckons us to engage in explicit retrieval processes.

(Schwartz and Metcalfe 2014, pp. 16, 26)

Epistemic feelings emerge as experiences with a valence, arousal and motivational di-

mension. In other words: epistemic feelings are affective experiences. And that they are

despite the fact that their inherent valence and arousal are mild and the behaviours they

motivate often of a covert mental or cognitive nature. That is, albeit epistemic feelings

are not that obviously affective, they are nevertheless affective experiences. As all af-

fective experiences, epistemic feelings have particular objects, formal objects and bases

that provide their particular objects under base-specific aspectual shapes. These aspec-

tual shapes, in turn, might themselves vary in their quality such as their determinacy.

The feeling-specific formal objects of epistemic feelings are epistemic properties broadly

construed: familiarity, uncertainty, understanding, knowing, rightness etc. As feelings

in general, epistemic feelings “encode”, “localize” or “embed” value or disvalue in the

form of their determinate feeling-specific property within the contents of their bases and

motivate us to behave accordingly. These feelings, in other words, epistemically evaluate

their particular objects.

6.6. Chapter Recap

To sum up for this chapter: Based on empirical findings reviewed in section6.2 and 6.3 as

well as a mix of theoretical and phenomenological considerations interspersed throughout

section 6.4 and 6.5.1 I tried to establish that epistemic feelings are affective experiences

and analyse them along these lines (section 6.5).

In section 6.2 we have seen that epistemic feelings covary with interoceptive changes,

variations in SCR and facial muscle activity, all well-established bodily proxies for the

affective properties of valence and arousal. Furthermore, positive epistemic feelings lead

to increased liking and can serve as positive affective primes—behavioural proxies for

the presence of valence. Additionally, performance capitalizing on positive epistemic

feelings are enhanced in a positive mood. On the negative side, performance that relies

on positive epistemic feelings is impaired under conditions of negative mood and depres-

sion. Further behavioural evidence comes from reviews of the influences of emotional

and epistemic feelings on judgments. They bring to light that both kinds of feelings
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influence judgments in a similar way and that similar factors moderate the reliance

on them when making judgments. Coming from the affective to the epistemic side:

Induced affect co-varies with judgments of seemingly non-affective properties such as

truth, grammaticality, logical validity and semantic coherence.

In section 6.3 I first made the case for the covariation between epistemic feelings and

affective properties being not just a correlation but a constitution relationship (section

6.3.1). For that, I presented studies that observe false positives of epistemic proper-

ties on the basis of incidentally induced affect. That is, inducing non-diagnostic affect

leads subjects to incorrectly judge that an epistemic property is present. This speaks in

favour of an affective constitution of epistemic feelings. Secondly, in section 6.3.2 I made

the case that the affect in question is conscious. It thus not only causally biases epis-

temic behaviour but phenomenally constitutes epistemic feelings that provide conscious

guidance for the subject’s epistemic behaviour. To make this idea plausible I recounted

studies where the following happens: the experimenters make the subject believe that

the affect they experience in a given epistemic task is not diagnostic for the presence

of an epistemic property. As a consequence, the subject loses her ability to accurately

detect the epistemic property. This does not only indicate that epistemic properties are

at times detected on the basis of affect but also that the affect in question is conscious.

Section 6.4 considered how Affectivism about epistemic feelings can contribute to an

understanding of several aspects of them. It can give us a more general perspective

on the way some epistemic feelings are metacognitive without being explicitly about

other mental states or about the subject. Furthermore, it can help us to solve a puzzle

about how process-specific fluency can have quite process-unspecific influences on our

behaviour: by giving rise to transmodal affect. Against the background of affective

experiences being valenced, it also becomes easy to see why the class of epistemic feelings

harbours many phenomenal polar opposites.

Section 6.5 started out by illustrating the relatively mild affective phenomenology of epis-

temic feelings (section 6.5.1): that they are usually (but not always) mildly valenced and

arousing and that the behaviours they motivate are often of a covert mental or cognitive

nature. In doing so it also strived to remedy some worries about the idea that epistemic

feelings are affective experiences. Finally, section 6.5.2 was concerned with the affective

intentionality of epistemic feelings. As all affective experiences, epistemic feelings have

particular objects, formal objects and bases that provide their particular objects under

base-specific aspectual shapes. These aspectual shapes, in turn, might themselves vary
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in their quality such as their determinacy. The feeling-specific formal objects of epistemic

feelings are epistemic properties broadly construed: familiarity, uncertainty, understand-

ing, knowing, rightness etc. As feelings in general, epistemic feelings “encode”, “localize”

or “embed” value or disvalue in the form of their determinate feeling-specific property

within the contents of their bases and motivate us to behave accordingly. These feelings,

in other words, epistemically evaluate their particular objects.
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Chapter 7
Intuition Experiences are Epistemic

Feelings

7.1. Introduction: Looking Back and Ahead

We have covered some distance in the course of this thesis. It is high time to pause

for a moment of reflection and to look back at what lies behind us. Chapter 2 gave

intuition experiences a recognisable face in the form of a feature profile. Chapter 3 tried

to demonstrate that intuition experiences do not quite resemble doxastic states. At the

same time, there seemed to be a fair amount of resemblance with perceptual experiences.

However, on closer look, this resemblance was bound to remain just that: resemblance.

Intuition experiences ain’t perceptual experiences. Comparing the former with the latter

might help us to acknowledge the features of intuitions but mere resemblance with

perceptual experiences is ultimately unable to explain the features of intuitions. Chapter

4 wandered off the beaten path of philosophical intuition theorising into the fascinating

world of affective experiences. After taking a long, hard look at affective experiences, this

expedition led us to discover a set of relatively familiar-looking qualities: juxtaposing the

features of affective experiences with those of intuitions in section 4.5 revealed, again, a

resemblance—quite a good one, in fact. This motivated the hypothesis that explains this

good fit straightforwardly and fruitfully: intuitions and affective experiences resemble

each other because intuitions just are affective experiences.

This is the seed of Intellectual Affectivism. Like the perceptual analogy, Affectivism
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can acknowledge the features of intuitions. However, in contrast to a mere perceptual

analogy, it can also explain the features of intuitions: Intuitions have the features they

have not because they are similar to affective experiences but because they are affective

experiences—and we know quite a bit about why affective experiences have the features

they have. However, affective experiences are a diverse class of mental states with distinct

subclasses. Thus, just claiming that intuitions are affective experiences and leave it at

that appears a bit coarse-grained a classification. So we set out to identify a subclass

of feelings that would make the most comfortable and plausible home for intuitions in

our ontology of mind. We found this subclass in epistemic feelings, acquainted ourselves

with them and reinforced their status as affective experiences (chapter 5 and 6).

And here we are now. We have seen Affectivism grow from an initial seed into a somewhat

sturdy plant. Now, the present chapter marks the conclusion of Intellectual Affectivism

by identifying intuitions more precisely with not just affective experiences and not just

epistemic feelings but with specific epistemic feelings. The central claim I am going

to advance here is that positive intuitions are feelings of rightness (FORs) and negative

intuitions are feelings of wrongness (FOWs), two feelings within the subclass of epistemic

feelings. Actually, the idea here is yet more precise: intuitions are specific varieties

of FOR/Ws, namely feelings of truth (FOTs) and feeling of falsity (FOFs, from now

on). Here is how I am going to proceed: In section 7.2 I will give you a first feel for

FOR/Ws. Then, as I have done previously for other epistemic feelings, I will take you

to a FOR/Ws science exhibition (section 7.3). You will see that the science that is

explicitly concerned with FOR/Ws is as yet in its infancy (section 7.3.1) and that it has

been so far conducted with a strong metacognitive focus, somewhat neglecting FOR/Ws

that are not as obviously concerned with cognitive performance (section 7.3.2).

However, looking closer, we will discover that there are findings on feelings of logical

validity that are plausibly construed as a variety of FOR/Ws. Finally, we arrive at what

is commonly known as the truth effect on which there exists a rich empirical literature

(section 7.3.4). The truth effect describes the heightened tendency to judge a statement

as (more likely) true as a consequence of manipulating various variables. I will go on to

argue that what we observe in the truth effect are actually the workings of two epistemic

feelings and that these feeling are varieties of FOR/Ws: feelings of truth and feelings

of falsity (section 7.3.5). After this diagnosis, I will provide an analysis of FOR/Ws

based on the resources established for affective experiences and epistemic feelings (section

7.4). In the course of this analysis I will delineate FOT/Fs among FOR/Ws as those

FOR/Ws that take propositions as their particular objects and represent them as right
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or wrong, amounting to an evaluation of the propositions as true or false. This analysis

will conclude in the realization that the feature profiles of FOT/Fs and positive and

negative intuition experiences are identical. Thus, intuitions are identical to FOT/Fs

and Intellectual Affectivism is successful. The next and last chapter 8 will consist of a

deeper exploration of the mechanisms behind intuitions/FOT/Fs and their relation to

actual truth and falsity.

7.2. Getting a Feel for Rightness and Wrongness

In the course of the present thesis, I have mentioned feelings of rightness (FORs) and

feelings of wrongness (FOWs) (Mangan 2001; Thompson, Prowse Turner, et al. 2011;

Thompson and Morsanyi 2012; Gangemi et al. 2015; Fernandez Cruz et al. 2016). What

are they? Remember, for instance, the last time you were arranging furniture in your

room until it “looked” or felt right. Recently, the internet has spawned a genre of

video clips that capitalizes on the FORs of the audience. These clips show events and

actions that typically involve the meticulous manipulation of physical objects such as

peeling wood. In fact, “Oddly Satisfying” videos have become prominent enough to be

featured in WIRED and The New York Times (Faramarzi 2018; Matchar 2019). Their

appeal is admittedly better demonstrated than described. I recommend the same-named

subreddit and YouTube channel.

I will now provide you with two long (but entertaining) introspective reports of sustained

and highly intense (feelings resembling) FORs that are the result of ecstatic seizures and

laughing gas (nitrous oxide gas) intoxication. These reports allow for an instructive peak

into the phenomenal nature of FORs:

“Every detail of my perceptions was every bit as accurate as they ever are.”

“In dramatic contrast to the ordinary way of experiencing one’s surround-

ings, during my seizures, all of these boundaries would suddenly be erased.

Although all my judgments of shape, size, color, texture, and so on would re-

main totally unchanged, the evaluation of my environment would undergo a

sudden transformation. Everything would be joined together into one whole,

as if every single thing in my surroundings were deliberately placed by an

artist with the goal of composing a photograph. This would result in a sense

of vividness which derived, not from any dramatic hallucination or visual

“trick”, but from the fact that each object in my visual field was emphasized,
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so to speak, by everything else. When these boundaries are erased, a second

phenomenon begins - all the ordinary facts about the environment

seem suddenly to become infused with certainty and a sense of in-

evitability.” “One often has (what is sometimes called) an “aha!” moment

when we can suddenly explain several puzzling facts simultaneously with the

same answer. The sense that I had when I was experiencing some of these

seizures was not unlike a continuous series of profound “aha!” moments.

Although nothing around me seemed to have changed in any concrete way,

every observation of my surrounding environment seemed to “make sense”

in this way. It is the sense, as I mentioned before, that one might have when

admiring an expertly composed painting or photograph – each detail seems

to be the way it is for a reason, even if that reason is difficult to articulate

or seems only to float at the very edge of one’s consciousness. “The great

consilience, coherence, and vividness of everything in the world seemed to

demand an explanation of its organization. And the explanation was imme-

diate and completely convincing – some mind or purposive agency was at the

root of the world’s organization. This was a conviction that was both incred-

ibly vague and totally compelling. Speaking as someone who is not normally

given over to such beliefs – I am an atheist who happens also to be a professor

specializing in logic – these beliefs are wildly out of character for me. But,

looking back on these experiences, I am struck by two features of

these beliefs, which I now believe may be related. First, they were

absolutely immune to any rational doubt; indeed, they seemed not

even to be possible candidates for any such doubt. Second, they

seemed – perhaps ironically, given my earlier statement – to have

many of the same features as the most justified, and rationally de-

rived beliefs that a person could possibly hold. For instead of merely

being justified by one or several other considerations or observations, these

seemed to be irrefutably supported by literally everything in the world. Lit-

erally everything that I could experience seemed to cohere with, and lend

support to, the belief that there was some sort of agency behind it all. The

level of apparent organization possessed by everything in the world simply

demanded such an explanation.” (Picard 2013, 2496, original emphasis)

I have made some observations on the effects of nitrous-oxide-gas-intoxication

which have made me understand better than ever before both the strength
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and the weakness of Hegel’s philosophy. [...] With me, as with every other

individual of whom I have heard, the keynote of the experience is the tremen-

dously exciting sense of an intense metaphysical illumination. Truth lies open

to the view in depth beneath depth of almost blinding evidence. The mind

sees all the logical relations of being with an apparent subtlety and instan-

taneity to which its normal consciousness offers no parallel; only as sobriety

returns, the feeling of insight fades, and one is left staring vacantly at a few

disjointed words and phrases, as one stares at a cadaverous-looking snow

peak from which the sunset glow has just fled, or at the black cinder left by

an extinguished brand. [...] I have sheet after sheet of phrases dictated or

written during the intoxication, which to the sober reader seem meaningless

drivel, but which at the moment of transcribing were fused in the fire of infi-

nite rationality. [...] What’s mistake but a kind of take? What’s nausea but

a kind of -ausea? [...] Emphasis, emphasis, there must be some emphasis in

order for there to be a phasis. [...] There are no differences but differences

of degree between different degrees of difference and no difference. [...] The

last phrase has the true hegelian ring, being in fact a regular sich als sich

auf sich selbst beziehende Negativität. And true Hegelians will überhaupt be

able to read between the lines and feel, at any rate, what possible ecstacies

of cognitive emotion might have bathed these tattered fragments of thought

when they were alive. (James 1882, pp. 206 sq.)

One thing that these examples show is that the intensity of a feeling does not have to

correlate with its accuracy. At the same time, the extremely magnified feelings in these

reports are the result of exceptional mental conditions. It stands to reason, however,

that they are “just” extraordinary representatives of feelings that are usually ordinary

and regular ingredients of our phenomenal life—but in much lower dosages. This is what

makes these testimonies so remarkable: we encounter FORs with their volume turned

up very high and a positivity that comes “in a very large quantity (or a high intensity),

explosively”.

When it comes to FOWs my favourite illustration consists in making you look at upward

flowing water. Here is a video of “upward flowing water”: https://youtu.be/NiOAfQZwn0g.

Looking at it, you supposedly experience an unpleasant FOW about what you see, i.e.

the feeling takes a perceptual experience as its base. It might also work to look at a

static impossible shape like a Penrose triangle:
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Depiction of a Penrose triangle

Alternatively, you can imagine upward flowing water (or any upward “falling” object) —

or can you imagine impossible shapes? — with similar results. Then your FOW would

take an imagining as its base. Of course, there seems nothing really wrong about upward

flowing water in a substantial sense. There is nothing really wrong about cars driving on

the left side of the street, as you can see here: https://youtu.be/Y8DqAIyuR0Qs. Still,

many people coming from countries with right-hand traffic feel that there is something

wrong and not just left about it. Perhaps you also remember some occasion when

something looked, sounded, felt (in the tactile sense), smelled or tasted “weird” to you.

I submit that in such situations we experience FOWs where we lack a clear way to refer

to or describe the kind of wrongness. Thus, we call it weirdness.

The difficulty to arrive at FORs and a high susceptibility to experience FOWs in relation

to mundane tasks, such as washing one’s hands or locking the door, is a characteristic

symptom of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), a psychopathology marked by the

display of debilitating obsessive-compulsive behaviour.189 In the OCD-literature FOWs

are known by other names: “not just right experiences” (NJREs) or “incompleteness

experiences” (INCs). They are found to “occur in any sensory modality” (Ben-Sasson

et al. 2017, p. 2) and are assessed via surveys where subjects respond to items such as

“I must do things in a certain way or I will not feel right”, “When hanging a picture on

189Another complementary possibility is that there is an absence of an expected FOR that would typically
terminate the activity. This appears similar to the absence of an expected FOF towards loved ones
in Capgras disorder.
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the wall, I have had the sensation that it did not look just right” and “When talking

to people, I have had the sensation that my words did not sound just right” (Belloch

et al. 2016). Although FOWs are pronounced in OCD patients, they are fairly typical

experiences in everyday life (cf. Cougle and Lee 2014). Presumably, a majority of us

experiences FOWs on seeing a crooked picture.190

7.3. The Science of FOR/Ws

In this section I will make first some qualifying remarks about the state of FOR/W

research: work that is explicitly on the FOR/W has been to the present-day relatively

scant. Furthermore, various things can be “right” or “wrong” in various ways—I will clar-

ify what this means for FOR/Ws. Then I introduce the distinction between performance-

and object-directed FOR/Ws which will inform my take on explicit FOR research that

has a performance focus. After that, I will discuss experimental work which I construe

as dealing with FOR/Ws that are not performance-directed. It will emerge that dif-

ferent kinds of rightness evoke liking. One of them is at the core of the present thesis:

truth. I will introduce research on the truth effect, a tendency to judge a statement as

more likely true as a result of various experimental manipulations, and connect it with

processing fluency and affect.

Evaluation:

rightness)

7.3.1. The Paucity of FOR/W Research and Ways of Being Right or Wrong

When it comes to FOR/Ws it is important to emphasise a couple of things. One is

the paucity of FOR/W-specific research: “The work on FOR [...] is in its infancy, so

there are a great many open questions” (Thompson 2014, p. 59). Thus, when discussing

FOR/Ws, additionally to what we specifically know about them, it is useful to draw

on what we know about better explored epistemic feelings such as the FOK and FOF

as well as on what we know about affective experiences in general. As a consequence,

many of the points about the nature of FOR/Ws are as yet speculative and open to

190For more: there is an “Oddly Unsatisfying” analogue to Oddly Satisfying videos on the web.
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empirical investigation. That they are so open, however, I consider an advantage of the

approach.

Second, various things can be “right” or “wrong” in various ways. It seems that a crooked

picture is wrong in another way than an inference that affirms the consequent or the

computation 3 + 2 = 7. In these cases the FOW seems to variously bear on (a)symmetry,

logical (in)validity or arithmetic (in)correctness. Thus, FOR/Ws can indicate various

kinds of rightness and wrongness. There are two ways in which this can play out.

On the one hand, FOR/Ws might not be a unitary kind but actually a whole class of

different feelings determinable in terms of specific kinds of rightness and wrongness. The

other possibility is that there might be only one kind of FOR/W and that the specific

rightness or wrongness it indicates is specified by its particular object that is (part of)

its content.

I favour the latter unitary kind view to the former multiple kinds view. Consider the

implications of the two views. According to the multiple kinds view, the FOW we

experience towards a crooked picture relates to the FOW that we experience towards

the computation 3 + 2 = 7 in roughly the same way to how fear relates to sadness. Both

are negative affective experiences but they are of a different kind and have different

formal objects. According to the unitary kind view, the two mentioned FOWs relate to

each other in roughly the same way to how one’s fear of a bear and one’s fear of having

lost one’s keys relate to each other. The kind of negative affective experience would be

the same and have the same kind of formal object. Different things can be fearsome and

merit fear in different ways.191 Nevertheless, it appears that the affective experience in

the bear scenario and the one in the lost keys scenario are both properly called fear. In

other words, we do not posit that one is of a different kind from the other. Now, the

same might be true for FOR/Ws: Although different things can be right or wrong in

different ways, the affective experiences that alarm us to their rightness or wrongness are

of the same kind. It seems plausible to me that the FOW directed at a crooked picture

and the FOW directed at the computation 3 + 2 = 7 are very similar, more similar, in

fact, than the bear and the lost keys fears that differ in their particular objects. The

formal objects of both FOWs seems to me properly described as wrongness, despite the

fact that the particular kinds of wrongness differ due to the difference in the particular

objects that are wrong.

Note that there is also plenty of room for the context in determining the content and

191Don’t ask me how losing one’s keys is supposed to be fearsome...
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kind of the feeling that we experience. Taking in an inference that affirms the consequent

might lead to a FOW that in this context will indicate logical invalidity. Nonetheless,

depending on the context (including the subject’s constitution), it might just as well lead

to a FOR, confusion, boredom, enthusiasm or no feeling at all. Furthermore, the multiple

kinds and unitary kind view disagree about the variability of FOR/Ws in kind across

particular objects. Both views, however, allow for variability along dimensions such as

phenomenology, intentionality or distal and proximal aetiology.192 It is, therefore, an

open question on what level(s) a feeling of rightness (of kind/with content) X resembles

or differs from a feeling of rightness (of kind/with content) Y.

7.3.2. A First Look on FOR/W Research Through a Distinction

At this point, I want to make one intentionality/content/particular-object-based distinc-

tion between performance-directed FOR/Ws and object-directed FOR/Ws. Most if not

all work that is explicitly concerned with “feeling of rightness” or “feeling of wrongness”

focuses on the former. Performance-directed FOR/Ws indicate that one has successfully

or unsuccessfully performed some operation, activity or action, say computed the result

of 2 + 3, recalled the capital of Australia or drawn a conclusion. In other words, they

evaluate a self-generated performance.193

As Mangan notes “feelings of rightness and wrongness are able to indicate the success or

failure of what are otherwise distinct cognitive activities” (Mangan 2001, p. 17).194 Man-

gan mentions here specifically cognitive activities, giving FOR/Ws a clearly metacogni-

tive spin (see also section 5.3.3 and 6.4). With this metacognitive focus, he is in good

192The unitary kind view is, however, more restricted on the variability it allows. This is because it
additionally requires that despite variability along some dimensions, some essential aspects remain
in place as to justify speaking of the same kind.

193One might furthermore distinguish between performance-directed and activity-directed FOR/Ws.
While the former is directed onto a successfully or unsuccessfully terminated activity, the latter
is directed onto an ongoing activity which in turn is successfully or unsuccessfully unfolding. It
seems that the former can inter alia be based on the outcome (and its properties) such as the com-
puted result or drawn conclusion while the latter can only be based on non-outcome feedback in the
form of cues such as the amount of time an activity is taking to run to completion (i.e. fluency).
James’ “feeling of [...] a right or wrong direction in the thought” (James 1890, p. 261) is, I submit,
best conceptualised as an activity-directed FOR/W where we feel that our thought is on the right
(or wrong) track without being aware of where it is headed exactly.

194In fact, Mangan appears to conceptualise the FOK as a kind of activity-directed FOR that is directed
at retrieval processes (Mangan 2000). Mangan’s position seems to be that most epistemic feelings are
essentially FOR/Ws with different contents/particular objects. I disagree: I think that e.g. FOKs,
FOFs and FORs are different in kind from each other. In fact, a FOK, FOF and a FOR can have the
same particular object, say, Diego Velázquez’ iconic painting Las Meninas while being still different
kinds of experiences and having distinct formal objects (see section 7.4).
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company (see e.g. also Thompson, Prowse Turner, et al. 2011; Fernandez Cruz et al.

2016). In fact, most if not all of the research explicitly concerned with FOR/Ws is not

only specific to performance-directed FOR/Ws but to performance-directed FOR/Ws

where the evaluated self-generated performance is cognitive in nature. Taking one’s hint

from performance-involving Oddly Satisfying videos and OCD-research, there seems to

be no principled reason, however, to restrict performance-based FOR/Ws (and other

FOR/Ws, really) to the cognitive domain. That is, performance-based FOR/Ws do not

have to be metacognitive in the sense of being about first-order cognitive processes or

states—at least when it comes to what is apparent on the personal level.195 Washing

one’s hands, recreating the form of a specific bodyweight exercise or releasing an arrow

when shooting a bow can feel right or wrong in a similar fashion.196

Performance-directed FOR/Ws are closely related to feelings of confidence or certainty

and might be (in some contexts) identical to them. To illustrate this point, it is instruc-

tive to take a look at the work of Valerie Thompson, the primary source of research that

is explicitly on the FOR. Thompson and colleagues, for instance, presented subjects with

a conditional statement such as (Thompson, Prowse Turner, et al. 2011, p. 113):

• If a car runs out of gas, then it will stall.

They were then asked to assess the logical validity of one of the following inferences,

responding with “yes” in case it is valid and otherwise with “no”:

195That is, I want to leave it open that there might be some sense in which (some of) these feelings
are metacognitive when one looks at the subpersonal level (see also section 5.3.3 and 6.4). Take for
instance the FOW you experience looking at upward flowing water. This particular instance of a
FOW might actually be caused by a specific cognitive process or one or several of its properties, say,
its disfluency. Nevertheless, on a personal level, the feeling itself represents what you see as wrong,
not the seeing. It is the upward flowing water that appears wrong, not the processes through which
you take in the upward flowing water. The disfluency can be understood as a metacognitive cue, i.e.
as a property that is informative about a cognitive process. This cue, in turn, is causally implicated
in the generation of the FOW. For some this might render the FOW metacognitive. Nonetheless, it
should be clear that such a metacognitive nature is not apparent to the subject having the FOW. To
her the FOW appears not about herself but about the world; it is as much about the wrongness of
the upward flowing water as Linda’s fear is about the dangerousness of the approaching bear (and
not, say, about her inability to fight the bear).

196The FOR/Ws here would not be metacognitive if one understands “cognitive” in a restricted sense
as relating to thought and its kin. They would be metacognitive if one has a liberal take on what is
“cognitive” as related to information processing in general. Information processing, of course, also
prominently figures in the performance of e.g. motor activity. In fact, some of the central elements
of some theories of metacognition are directly inspired by the monitoring and control architectures
that implement motor activity (Proust 2015). Note that if metacognition is defined with a very
broad concept of “cognitive” in mind, it might make the resulting concept of metacognition unsuit-
able in respect to some explanatory projects such as explaining metarepresentational capacities (cf.
Carruthers 2017a, see also section 5.3.3 and 6.4).
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1. The car has run out of gas. Therefore it will stall.

2. The car has not stalled. Therefore it did not run out of gas.

3. The car has stalled. Therefore it ran out of gas.

4. The car has not run out of gas. Therefore it will not stall.

Crucially, the researchers were interested in measuring the subjects’ “feeling of right-

ness”. How did they go about it? After each validity judgment they required a subject

to respond to the statement “at the time I provided my answer I felt”. For their response

the subject could choose between seven options on a scale ranging from “guessing” (1

on a Likert-scale) to “Certain I’m right” (7 on a Likert-scale). This report was supposed

to tap a FOR and its magnitude. The task is performance-directed and metacognitive

by design, measuring a FOR directed at one’s cognitive performance (for an analogous

take on the FOW see Gangemi et al. 2015; Fernandez Cruz et al. 2016). In fact, what is

measured here can be straightforwardly characterised as a feeling of confidence or cer-

tainty about one’s response.197 Or, perhaps more concisely, one could term the FORs at

hand as “feelings of success” (FOSs). This would be analogous to the practice adopted

in FOW research where performance-directed FOWs are aptly termed “feelings of error”

(FOEs) (see e.g. Gangemi et al. 2015).

Be it as it may, in contrast to (cognitive) performance-directed FOR/Ws, object-directed

FOR/Ws can be directed at any object. Insofar, (cognitive) performance-directed

FOR/Ws emerge as a subset of object-directed FOR/Ws, namely those that take self-

generated (cognitive) actions or activities as their intentional objects. As the example

of a FOR directed at a particular furniture arrangement and a FOW directed at upward

flowing water demonstrate, FOR/Ws plausibly do not have to concern anything the sub-

ject did. Instead, they can concern apparently external or subject-independent things,

without any explicit self-reference. In fact, the apparent self-reference in performance-

directed FOR/Ws is likely due to their specific particular objects: self-generated perfor-

mances are particular objects with built-in self-reference. On the face of it, considering

the personal level, there is nothing intrinsically self-referential, performance-directed or

metacognitive about FOR/Ws. We can have feelings that mark all kinds of things as

right or wrong—not only one’s own cognitive performances. I insist on this point because

197Perhaps one could draw a distinction between prospective and post-evaluative feelings of confidence
or certainty (Proust 2008). While the former predicts the success of an activity similar to the FOK
predicting retrieval success, the latter signals the successful execution of an activity. One can then
call the former feelings of confidence proper and the latter feelings of rightness. In the literature this
distinction is often not made and both are called feelings of confidence.
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my focus here will lie on object-directed FOR/Ws that are not (primarily) directed at

performances or activities.

This is not to say that the relationship between performance-directed FOR/Ws and

FOR/Ws directed at other objects is always straightforward. Consider again the task

of Thompson and colleagues. What I am interested in is not so much the basis for the

subject’s judgment about her performance which, as the researchers seem to assume,

might indeed be a performance-directed FOR. What I am interested in is the basis for the

subject’s judgment of logical validity since this will (sometimes) be the object-directed

FOR concerning the conclusion of the inference. If both FORs (of different kind or

content) exist, they are likely not the same. However, it might well be that (sometimes)

the subject does not base her judgment of her performance on a performance-directed

FOR but on her FOR that directly concerns the conclusion of the inference and its

rightness.198 That is, there is just one conclusion-directed FOR that does double duty:

it guides the assessment of logical validity and the assessment of one’s performance.199

The FOR is used to answer the question “Am I right?” because it provides an answer

to the question “Is this right?”200

198Talking of object-directed FORs that are not performance/activity-directed and that concern infer-
ences might be a bit confusing since inferences are best understood as transitional activities rather
than as objects. Talking of FORs that concern the conclusion of an inference seem to be a better al-
ternative here. These conclusion-directed FORs are still about the inference in virtue of being about
the result of the inference: the conclusion. Inference-directed FORs, on the other hand, are best
understood as performance- or activity-directed FORs that concern the act of drawing an inference.
Note that the specific rightness of a conclusion and thus of a conclusion-directed FOR is intertwined
with the specific premises that are given in a context. This implies that one and the same content
might feel right as a conclusion against the background of given premises, and at the same time feel
wrong on other grounds. For instance, 2 + 2 = 5 feels wrong taken for itself. Though as a conclusion
drawn from premises (1) “If the pope is a woman, then 2 + 2 = 5” and (2) “The pope is a woman”,
it might feel right. This shows that inferential validity can sometimes be a highly context-specific or
localised kind of rightness that might be at odds with other kinds of rightness when e.g. conclusions
might be valid but not sound. In fact, people often tend to confuse different kinds of rightness such as
(context-specific) logical validity and plausibility (see e.g. Klauer et al. 2000, see also section 8.3.3).

199Alternatively, since the two assessments take place at different moments, it is one’s recollection of the
conclusion-directed FOR that is the basis for the assessment of one’s performance: one recalls to
what extent the conclusion appeared right to one and judges one’s confidence accordingly.

200This is similar to an idea of Evans (see also section 138):

I get myself in position to answer the question whether I believe that p by putting into
operation whatever procedure I have for answering the question whether p. (Evans 1982,
p. 225)

Gordon later gave this procedure a general formulation and termed it the “ascent routine”:

Because this procedure answers a metacognitive question by answering a question at the
next lower semantic level, I will call it an ascent routine. (Gordon 1995, p. 60)
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To illustrate this double duty idea I ask you to have another look at the above-mentioned

inferences from Thompson’s study and put yourself into the shoes of one of the partic-

ipants. Likely you will have discerned that 1. is an instance of modus ponens (MP)

and 2. of modus tollens (MT). Therefore, they are valid inferences. On the other hand,

3. is an instance of affirming the consequent (AC) and 4. of denying the antecedent

(DA) and as such invalid inferences. The important aspect is how you arrived at these

assessments. When reading the conclusions you might have had the feeling that some

of them are right or, on the contrary, that some of them are wrong. These feelings

presumably—perhaps together with some other determinants such as explicit analytic

double checking201 —have engendered your judgement that 1. and 2. are correct while

3. and 4. are incorrect.202 Of course, it is quite possible that your feelings led you, say,

in the case of AC astray and you thought it correct. After all, AC is a widespread fallacy

partly because it often exerts some pull to judge it correct by triggering fallacious FORs.

Now, asked for your degree of confidence in your answer, what do you do? An obvious

way is to use or recall the quality of one’s feeling.

This becomes all the more plausible if one imagines a slightly modified task where

the subject does not judge a given conclusion but, provided with a conditional and

an antecedent, has to come up with a conclusion herself (see also Thompson, Prowse

Turner, et al. 2011, experiment 3). In some cases, one’s answer will be accompanied

by a FOR that marks it as right. Is this now a performance-directed or a conclusion-

directed FOR? It seems that it can serve as a basis for evaluating both: performance

and conclusion. Or put differently: it can serve to evaluate the answering (performance-

directed) as well as its result, the answer (object-directed). Which evaluative dimension

201Such checks might have e.g. proceeded via constructing truth-tables or by rehearsing the premises
and what follows and does not follow from them. One might, for example, get clear about the fact
that in the case of AC it was never asserted that running out of gas is the only condition in which
the car stalls. It is well possible that, confronted with such statements, one does not have a FOR/W
right away but that they occur in the course or as a result of further reflective engagement with the
elements of the inference.

202Compare this to an example from Boghossian 2003 discussed in detail by Chudnoff 2014b in the context
of intuition:

(1) If today is the 20th, then Martha Argerich is playing today in Carnegie Hall. [...]
(2) Today is the 20th. [...]
(3) Martha Argerich is playing today in Carnegie Hall. (Boghossian 2003, p. 225)

In its basic form, this MP example is very similar to 1. above. The claim is that we (might) have
the positive intuition that (3). This is presumably so because (3) follows from (1) and (2), i.e. that
(3) is true given (1) and (2). However, we draw the conclusion (3) not only because it demonstrably
follows logically but because we have the intuition that (3) follows, given (1) and (2). This intuition—
perhaps together with more explicit checks—leads us to infer or judge that (3). We might also say
that (3) feels right and that is (partly) why we infer or judge accordingly.
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will appear more salient will likely depend on the specific situation such as the specific

task, instructions and one’s goals. Note that, intuitively, it appears that one cannot

assess one’s performance independently of whether one’s answer seems right or wrong

to one.203 Thus, the conclusion-directed FOR seems more basic. There might be a

phenomenal basis to this impression: When I contemplate an issue and conjure up related

thoughts, those among them that appear right to me seem to be right independently of

me, at least in the first place.204 However, on the subpersonal level, one’s apparently

“objective” FORs might ultimately be based on features of one’s performance or on

other subject-specific factors (more on this in section 7.3.4, 7.3.3 and 8.1).

These reflections establish some relevance of Thompson’s work for my topic despite its

metacognitive performance-focus. I will thus incorporate some of its insights. Thomp-

son establishes that rightness/confidence ratings are positively correlated with 1) answer

fluency, i.e. the speed with which a response is given, 2) probability of conclusion accep-

tance, 3) logical validity, 4) “believability”, i.e. the real-world plausibility of a conclusion

or the degree to which it is congruent with typical beliefs and negatively correlated with

5) conflict, i.e. if a conclusion is logically valid but not believable (e.g. “If a plant has

roots, then it is a tree. This plant has roots. Therefore, it is a tree.”) or vice versa, 6) re-

thinking time, i.e. in conditions where subjects were given the possibility to rethink and

possibly change their initial “FOR-response” a lower FOR-rating was associated with

longer rethinking time and 7) higher answer change probability. Thompson takes 6) and

7) to indicate analytic engagement, suggesting that a high/low FOR leads to a low/high

amount of analytic engagement or scrutinizing behaviour (Thompson, Prowse Turner,

et al. 2011; Thompson and Morsanyi 2012; Thompson, Turner, et al. 2013; Thompson

and Johnson 2014a).

To sum up: in this section, I introduced and illustrated the distinction between performance-

and object-directed FOR/Ws. Then I outlined how the bulk of research explicitly con-

cerned with FOR/Ws (mainly work of Thompson and colleagues) focuses on the former.

Finally, I summarised the findings of this research. In the next section, we will encounter

203As FOKs and prospective feelings of confidence or certainty show, one might nevertheless predict
whether one’s activity is likely to be successful.

204In fact, I often need to re-analyse certain thoughts in order to identify them as the product of my
specific (theoretical) commitments or wishful thinking. Insofar it is hazardous to assume that the
products of e.g. wishful thinking are phenomenally forthcoming about their wishful or subject-
dependent nature to the subject. Wishful thoughts might, at first glance and without further checks,
seem just as objectively right as non-wishful thoughts (cf. Koksvik 2011, p. 200). In fact, typically
the wishful nature of one’s thinking needs to be pointed out to one by someone else (see also footnotes
70 and 169).
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work that is similar to Thompson’s but differs in the crucial respect that it looks at what

is plausibly construed as object-directed FOR/Ws that are not about performance.

7.3.3. Liking Rightness

Using similar stimuli as Thompson, Morsanyi and Handley 2012 and Trippas et al. 2016

found that the believability and logical validity of a conclusion leads to a higher liking

of it. This is evidence for a link between affect and properties such as believability and

logical validity. The researchers provide an explanation inspired by Topolinski’s account

of semantic coherence (see section 6.3, especially section 6.3.2): a believable and valid

conclusion is processed in a way that gives rise to positive affect which can influence

a variety of judgments, among them judgments of liking. Specifically, the researchers

conjecture that as in the case of semantic coherence, believability and logical validity

lead to fluent processing that triggers the affect used for the judgment. I take this as

evidence that people have an affective sensitivity to various varieties of rightness of a

conclusion. There is, however, a caveat in comparison to the findings of Topolinski.

While the data suggests that believability and logical validity trigger positive affect, it

is unfortunately inconclusive on whether this positive affect is typically also used as a

basis for judgments of believability and logical validity. I say inconclusive rather than

silent because Morsanyi et al. generated findings where subjects indeed had to judge the

logical validity of the conclusion rather than provide a liking rating. These findings, in

turn, seem to suggest that:

[P]articipants generated their liking ratings in a different way from their

validity judgments and that different factors affected participants’ responses

when they performed the two tasks. (Morsanyi and Handley 2012, p. 610)

However, the liking rating and the validity judgment task differed quite dramatically in

their instructions. The former suggested a spontaneous, “intuitive” response while the

latter suggested a deliberate, reasoned response.205 As the authors themselves argue,

205Specifically, the instructions for the liking rating condition were:

In this experiment you will have to read series of three statements. Each series will be pre-
sented in three parts. The first statement will be presented for 2 seconds, then the second
statement will be presented for 2 seconds, and finally the last statement will be presented
for another 2 seconds. After this a picture of a face will appear on the screen to indicate that
you have to give a response, based on HOW MUCH YOU LIKE THE LAST STATEMENT.
WHEN YOU DO THE TASK, READ ALL STATEMENTS VERY CAREFULLY. WHEN
YOU MAKE THE LIKING JUDGMENT FOCUS ON YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE
STATEMENT. DON’T THINK ABOUT WHY YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE THE STATE-
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this disparity might have altered the degree to which subjects relied on their feeling to

judge the target criterion. In fact, Topolinski and Strack 2008 have shown for semantic

coherence judgments that while just reading a word triad automatically activates a

common associate, performing an intentional, effortful search for a common associate

does not. Engaging in the latter intentional task, in fact, impairs the coherence detection

performance. Morsanyi et al. suggest that something similar might have been at work

in producing their findings (Morsanyi and Handley 2012, p. 610).206

Unfortunately, their data does not allow for an assessment of whether not relying on one’s

feelings impairs the validity detection performance in a similar fashion to Topolinski’s

findings. Interestingly, Thompson and colleagues found repeatedly that, when given

the opportunity, rethinking time and changing of the initial “intuitive” response (a

measure of analytic thinking) does not lead to better performance, i.e. higher accuracy

in producing correct responses (Thompson, Prowse Turner, et al. 2011; Thompson and

Johnson 2014b).207 Despite the inconclusiveness of Morsanyi and colleagues’ data, I

speculate that it is highly plausible that (fluency-induced) positive affect is typically used

for judgments of logical validity and believability. Although Thompson and colleagues

did not test for the presence of affect, this is to some degree suggested by their findings:

feeling of rightness/confidence ratings were not only positively correlated with answer

MENT, JUST GO WITH YOUR INTUITION AND GUT FEELINGS. (Morsanyi and
Handley 2012, p. 608)

The instructions for the validity judgment condition were:

In this experiment you will have to read syllogistic reasoning problems. Each problem will
be presented in three parts. The first premise will be presented for 2 seconds, then the
second premise will be presented for 2 seconds, and finally the conclusion will be presented
for 2 seconds. After this a picture of a face will appear on the screen to indicate that you
have to give a response. Your task will be to decide whether the conclusion necessarily
follows from the premises. You have to reason on the basis of the premises given to you,
even if they don’t mean anything or they are not true in real life. You have to TAKE THE
POINT OF VIEW OF A PERFECTLY LOGICAL PERSON AND ONLY CONSIDER
THE INFORMATION THAT IS GIVEN TO YOU, WHETHER IT MAKES SENSE
OR NOT. THINK ABOUT YOUR ANSWER VERY CAREFULLY. DON’T RUSH. AL-
THOUGH THE PROBLEMS WILL BE PRESENTED VERY QUICKLY, WHEN YOU
MAKE YOUR DECISION ABOUT THE CONCLUSION, YOU CAN TAKE AS MUCH
TIME AS YOU WANT.(ibid., p. 608)

206Lending some further support for this explanation, Halberstadt and Catty 2008 show that analytical
thinking also hampers familiarity-related judgments. In fact, the authors trace this finding back to a
long lineage of work. This literature suggests that for a host of often complex judgments, relying on
analytical thinking instead of subjective experience leads to worse outcomes according to subjective
and objective criteria (e.g. Wilson and Schooler 1991; Wilson, Lisle, et al. 1993; Dijksterhuis 2006;
Dijksterhuis and Nordgren 2006; Dijksterhuis and Van Olden 2006).

207See also footnote 206.
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fluency but also with logical validity and believability.

My speculation receives strong support from Topolinski and colleagues’ findings clearly

showing that judgments of semantic coherence are based on (fluency-induced) positive

affect. Semantic coherence between words and “coherence” between different proposi-

tional elements of information in the form of logical validity and believability bear some

resemblance as properties to each other.208 And, in fact, semantic coherence, logical

validity as well as believability are found to lead to positive affect. Now it would be

surprising if semantic coherence is sometimes judged on the basis of positive affect and

logical validity and believability are not. It is more plausible, I think, that positive

affect can be the basis of the judgment in all three cases. However, we will need further

empirical work to see whether this is actually the case.

7.3.4. The Truth Effect

Another line of research under the header “truth effect” deals with a kind of rightness

at the very core of the present thesis: truth. The truth effect describes the heightened

tendency to judge a statement as (more likely) true as a consequence of manipulating

various variables. Importantly, most of this work tests the truth effect in relation to

ambiguous statements such as “the zipper was invented in Norway”209, i.e. the judging

subject does not have definite information (e.g. knowledge) of the truth value of the

statements. What are the variables that exert a truth effect? The most prominent and

reliable one is repetition. Subjects rate statements they have been previously exposed

to as more likely true (Hasher et al. 1977; Arkes, Boehm, et al. 1991; for a review see

Dechêne et al. 2010).

This effect is well documented and robust across many experimental variations: it occurs

for statements that are 1) read (Schwartz 1982) or heard (Hasher et al. 1977; Begg, Anas,

et al. 1992); 2) known to be repeated (Bacon 1979; Nadarevic and Aßfalg 2017); 3) a

matter of general knowledge (Hasher et al. 1977), trivia (Bacon 1979) or opinion (Arkes,

Hackett, et al. 1989); 4) repeated minutes, weeks or months apart (Brown and Nix 1996;

208In fact, one can argue that the detection of semantic coherence is a precursor for the detection of
coherence between the elements of a proposition (meaningfulness) which is, in turn, a precursor
for the detection of coherence between propositions that are specifically given (logical validity) or
between a specifically given proposition and internally stored (and currently activated) propositions
(believability) (cf. DeLong et al. 2005; Öllinger and von Müller 2017). I will come back to this point
in chapter 6.

209This example is taken from Dechêne et al. 2010, p. 238. According to the authors the zipper was
actually invented in Switzerland and thus the statement in the main text is false.
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Nadarevic and Erdfelder 2014); 5) are asked to be truth-judged repeatedly (Hasher et

al. 1977) or only upon final presentation (Schwartz 1982; Nadarevic and Erdfelder 2014,

experiment 2); 6) repeated verbatim or paraphrased (Silva, Garcia-Marques, and Reber

2017); 7) mixed (Dechêne et al. 2009) or not mixed (Garcia-Marques, Silva, Mello, and

Hansen 2019) with unrepeated statements. Additionally, similarly to the truth effect in

relation to paraphrases, people tend to judge statements that contradict a previously

presented statement as more likely false (“falsity effect”) than unrepeated statements

(Bacon 1979), implying that a truth effect has occurred for the previously presented

statement. This even holds if the previously presented sentence and the “repeated”

contradiction only differ with respect to a single (crucial) word such as “Crocodiles sleep

with the eyes open” and “Crocodiles sleep with the eyes closed” (Garcia-Marques, Silva,

Reber, et al. 2015; Silva, Garcia-Marques, and Reber 2017).210

In a similar fashion, subjects tend to judge statements as more likely true or false if pre-

viously exposed to related (but differing) statements which support or undermine the

presented statement (Ozubko and Fugelsang 2011). Relatedly, subjects judge statements

more likely true if they were previously only exposed to parts of them or to conceptu-

ally related elements, e.g. the topic of the presented statement (Begg, Armour, et al.

1985, experiment 1-2). Interestingly, the repetition-induced truth effect appears nei-

ther affected by a subject’s explicit motivation to arrive at an accurate truth judgment

(Garcia-Marques, Silva, and Mello 2016), nor by individual differences in epistemically

relevant traits such as a subject’s general intelligence (“cognitive ability”), preference

for certainty (“need for cognitive closure”) or reliance on “intuitive” versus analytical

thinking (“cognitive style”) (De keersmaecker et al. 2019). Furthermore, as mentioned

earlier, it has been long assumed that the repetition-induced truth effect only occurs for

ambiguous statements. Against this background, Dechêne and colleagues note:

Overall, the truth effect appears to be very robust. The only constraint seems

to be that the statements have to be ambiguous, that is, participants have

to be uncertain about their truth status because otherwise the statements’

truthfulness will be judged on the basis of their knowledge (Dechêne et al.

2010, p. 239).

210Surprisingly, the same authors found that while the falsity effect with contradictory statements could
be observed a few minutes after initial statement presentation, it waned after a week. In fact, after one
week, the falsity effect transformed into a truth effect: the contradictory statements were perceived
as more likely true than new statements. In another context this phenomenon has been called the
“sleeper effect”. “According to this effect, when people receive a communication associated with a
discounting cue, such as a noncredible source, they are less persuaded immediately after exposure
than they are later in time” (Kumkale and Albarraćın 2004, p. 143).
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More recent findings, however, cast doubt on this assumption. In fact, some weaker

evidence was already around for a while. For instance, Begg, Anas, et al. 1992, Brown

and Nix 1996 and, more recently, Henkel and Mattson 2011 presented statements that

were paired with sources declared reliable or unreliable by the experimenters. Yet this

did not significantly affect the truth effect for repeated statements that were paired with

unreliable sources. Memorizing and recollecting sources, however, tend to be difficult

and error-prone cognitive tasks (Mitchell and Johnson 2000). This is especially true

if the encoded information lacks relevance to the subject: Source monitoring “involves

a processing cost which is likely to be kept to a bare minimum when the information

communicated is of no possible relevance to oneself” (Sperber, Clément, et al. 2010,

p. 363).

However, more recently and forcefully, Fazio, Brashier, et al. 2015 demonstrated that

participants give higher truth ratings to repeated statements, even though they seem to

possess actual knowledge that contradicts the statements. In the same vein, Unkelbach

and Greifeneder 2018 found that even providing 100% reliable advice on the actual truth

of a repeated statement during the judgment modulated but did not eliminate the truth

effect. At first glance, this appears alarming. On second thought, however, it is perhaps

not all too surprising: One can and often should be willing to question what one or

others appear to know. After all, “knowledge” is fallible and should be open to new

evidence.211

Now, whatever happens during the presentation of a repeated statement, might con-

stitute new evidence that may or may not conflict with the evidence coming from e.g.

one’s own beliefs or from testimony.212 An integration of this conflicting evidence with

other information one possesses would produce exactly the observed results: a repetition-

induced truth effect tempered but not eliminated by other informational sources. What

we see is that our judgment is influenced by various sources of evidence and not by either

one or another (cf. ibid.). The finding that knowledge does not eliminate the truth effect

indicates that if we take ourselves to possess knowledge about something, we do rely on

211In general, from a subjective point of view, it is difficult if not impossible to be aware of knowing
anything since, ultimately, reality has to comply. This is the basic lesson of epistemic scepticism.
Subjectively and objectively well justified beliefs can justify the subject in believing and claiming
that she knows. Ultimately, however, these beliefs might turn out to be false and thus fall short of
being knowledge.

212In the case of the repetition-induced truth effect, whatever is brought about by repetition, might not
constitute evidence if one assumes that repetition does not correlate with truth. This latter assump-
tion might be ecologically questionable, however (Unkelbach 2007, p. 229; Reber and Unkelbach 2010;
Herzog and Hertwig 2013). More on this later.
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it—but we do not rely on it exclusively. Knowledge is one but not the only variable.

There is a basis for truth judgment over and above knowledge and this basis is used for

truth judgments in cases with and without knowledge.213

That knowledge does influence our truth judgments is obvious and is shown by the

mentioned studies. This is also evident in findings demonstrating that plausibility and

implausibility, equivalent to what Thompson and Morsanyi called “believability” above,

mediates the repetition-based truth effect (Pennycook et al. 2018; Fazio, Rand, et al.

2019). In fact, in their first experiment Pennycook et al. 2018 observed no effects of

repetition on truth ratings for plausible or implausible statements, i.e. statements whose

truth value subjects can actually assess based on their knowledge.

There is a catch, however: the statements for which no truth effect was observed were

extremely plausible (e.g. “there are more than fifty stars in the universe”) or implausible

(e.g. “the earth is a perfect square”). In contrast, when subjects were tested on real news

headlines and highly (but not extremely) implausible fake news headlines214, the truth

effect emerged for both kinds of headlines. More strikingly yet, the truth effect even

showed for fake news headlines that were 1) accompanied by the warning “Disputed by

3rd Party Fact-Checkers” during each presentation and 2) discordant with the subject’s

political orientation. In fact, based on theoretical and empirical grounds, Fazio, Rand, et

al. 2019 argue that repetition does equally increase perceived truth for ambiguous as well

as for unambiguous statements, i.e. also for extremely plausible and implausible ones.

What happens is that for ambiguous statements the increase in perceived truth exerts the

largest observable truth effect while in extremely unambiguous cases one fails to observe

the effect of this increase in perceived truth on the judgment, i.e. the behavioural truth

effect:

213Assuming that the mentioned basis is one single state, an alternative idea might be that it is primarily
this state itself (and not the judgment based on it) that integrates various sources of information,
including one’s knowledge. I am sympathetic to this idea and will return to it in chapter 8.

214Both types of headlines were sourced from real online sources. Examples of real news headlines:

• “Majority of Americans Say Trump Can Keep Businesses, Poll Shows” (Pro-Republican, blooms-
berg.com)

• “The Small Businesses Near Trump Tower Are Experiencing a Miniature Recession” (Pro-
Democrat, slate.com)

Examples of fake news headlines:

• “Donald Trump Sent His Own Plane to Transport 200 Stranded Marines” (Pro-Republican, ucon-
servative.com)

• “Trump on Revamping the Military: We’re Bringing Back the Draft” (Pro-Democrat, realnews-
rightnow.com)
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[T]he increase is masked by the extreme disbelief. That is, the statements are

so disbelieved initially that even with an increase in belief due to repetition

they are still rated as definitely false. [...] [R]epetition increases belief in

all statements equally, regardless of their plausibility. However, there is an

important difference between this internal mechanism (equal increase across

plausibility) and the observable effect. The observable effect of repetition on

truth ratings is greatest for items near the midpoint of perceived truth, and

small or nonexistent for items at the extremes. While repetition effects are

difficult to observe for very high and very low levels of perceived truth, our

results suggest that repetition increases participants’ internal representation

of truth equally for all statements. (Fazio, Rand, et al. 2019, pp. 2, 6)

So again: knowledge matters, but not only. Repetition affects “truth judgments indepen-

dent of prior knowledge” but people “can, and often do, judge the truth of a statement

based on their prior knowledge” (ibid., p. 5).

To sum up: the truth effect describes the heightened tendency to judge a statement

as (more likely) true as a consequence of manipulating various variables. This effect is

usually studied in relation to ambiguous statements such as “the zipper was invented

in Norway” and the most prominent condition under which it occurs is repetition: sub-

jects judge a statement as (more likely) true if they have encountered it before. This

repetition-based truth effect is robust across many conditions. In fact, it even occurs if

the statements are not ambiguous. That is, the truth effect can even be observed when

subjects have either knowledge or perfectly reliable testimony on the truth status of a

statement.

At first glance, this appears alarming. On second thought, however, it is perhaps not all

too surprising: One can and often should be willing to question what one or others appear

to know. After all, “knowledge” is fallible and should be open for new evidence. Now,

whatever happens during the presentation of a repeated statement, might constitute new

evidence that may or may not conflict with the evidence sourced from e.g. one’s own

beliefs or from testimony. What we observe is that our judgment is influenced by various

sources of evidence and not by either one or another. The finding that knowledge does

not eliminate the truth effect indicates that if we take ourselves to possess knowledge

about something, we do rely on it—but we do not rely on it exclusively. Knowledge is one

but not the only variable. There is a basis for truth judgment over and above knowledge

and this basis is used for truth judgments in cases with and without knowledge.
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7.3.5. Truth, Fluency and Affect

Now you might wonder: why am I telling you all this? It has to do with a familiar

construct which is broadly accepted to provide a general theory of the truth effect, not

only the one based on repetition. You might have noticed that I was withholding from

you other truth-effect-inducing variables than repetition. Here they are: statements that

rhyme (e.g. “birds of a feather flock together”) are judged more likely true than those

that do not (e.g. “birds of a feather flock conjointly”) (McGlone and Tofighbakhsh 2000).

Statements formulated in a concrete language (e.g. “the Naab flows into the Danube”)

are found more likely true than those formulated choosing more abstract words (e.g. “the

Naab is a confluent of the Danube”) (Hansen and Wänke 2010). Statements presented

together with a picture of their grammatical subject (e.g. “macadamia nuts are in the

same evolutionary family as peaches” with a photo of macadamia nuts) are judged more

likely to be true (Newman et al. 2012, experiment 3; see also Kelley and Lindsay 1993).

Finally, higher visual contrast (e.g. colour contrast between font and background) or

readability of a statement makes it more likely to be judged true (Reber and Schwarz

1999; Scholl et al. 2014). What is more, statements uttered in accented speech are rated

as less true (Lev-Ari and Keysar 2010).

What do repetition and these factors have in common? Or: what do they facilitate? The

remote associate here is processing fluency. It is not repetition, rhyming, concreteness

etc. per se that leads to the truth effect. Rather, all these factors make the various

cognitive processes (perception, comprehension, encoding etc.) that deal with the state-

ments more fluent (Unkelbach and Greifeneder 2013b). In fact, Unkelbach and Stahl

2009 show that apart from repetition, the factual truth of statements leads to processing

fluency as well and that this “fluency due to truth” is a primary determinant of truth

judgments. As a consequence, there is an “experienced equivalence of repetition and

truth” and “people cannot distinguish between fluency due to truth and fluency due to

repetition” (Unkelbach, Bayer, et al. 2011b, p. 598).

Furthermore, the truth effect is more pronounced if the processing fluency is discrepant

(Hansen, Dechêne, et al. 2008; Dechêne et al. 2009; Garcia-Marques, Silva, Mello, and

Hansen 2019, see also section 5.3.2.1). Processing fluency can be discrepant in several

complementary ways: It can be discrepant relatively to 1) the rest of the currently

ongoing processing background (i.e. a specific process can be fast and therefore fluent

relative to other ongoing processes) 2) an expectation concerning the speed of the specific
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processing formed outside of the present context or 3) formed in the present context

(Hansen and Wänke 2013; Unkelbach and Greifeneder 2013b).

Now, assuming that processing fluency plays a major role, what happens in the truth

effect studies? Put differently: What exactly makes people judge fluently processed

statements as more likely true? I cannot see how it could be the processing fluency

itself since processing fluency just means that some process is executed relatively fast—

there seems to be no direct causal connection from that to a judgment (except that

the judgment is made faster). Thus, what we have to look at are the consequences of

fluency.215 As I see it, there are (at least) four possibilities.

1. Processing fluency leads to a positive affective experience that influences the con-

scious truth judgment.

2. Processing fluency leads to an unconscious positive affective nudge that influences

the conscious truth judgment.

3. Processing fluency leads to a non-affective experience of fluency that influences the

conscious truth judgment.

4. Processing fluency leads to a non-affective nudge that influences the conscious

truth judgment.

On the face of it, these possibilities are not mutually exclusive but complementary.

Sometimes our truth judgments might be influenced by affective experiences, sometimes

by affective nudges, sometimes by experiences of fluency and sometimes by non-affective

nudges. In fact, it is conceivable that at times these things co-occur and each on their

own influences truth judgments. However, based on the reasoning of chapter 4, it is

questionable whether there are such things as non-affective experiences of fluency. There

are good reasons to think that in cases where fluency causes conscious states, these states

are affective experiences. This leaves still the affective and non-affective nudges on the

table. As I said earlier, that there are (fluency-based) affective epistemic nudges is

plausible. What about non-affective nudges? Here something similar can be said as

for experiences of fluency. Note that we are talking about results of processing fluency.

We have seen in chapter 4 that fluency leads to affective states, whether conscious

or unconscious and that inducing subtle positive affect leads to essentially the same

behavioural consequences in the form of judgments as inducing fluency. We cannot

215Alternatively we could look at the fluent process itself or at the consequences of the fluent process. I
will do that in chapter 8.
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exclude that there are also non-affective states caused by fluency. It is, however, unclear

what role there is to play for them if fluency and affect are already in the cast.

Based on these reflections I submit that, in fact, it is not processing fluency per se that

is responsible for the truth effect. Rather, it is the result of processing fluency: affect.

Based on the present data it is hard to say whether this affect is always conscious—

there might be unconscious valence (or no valence at all) that establishes an observable

behavioural bias (without a phenomenal state). At the same time, I think it is safe to

say that, as Topolinski and colleagues have shown, sometimes this affect will be felt,

and this will then be a potent phenomenal basis for the subject’s truth judgment. In

other words, I suggest that what happens in cases when we experience an increase in

“perceived truth” is the occurrence of an epistemic feeling: a feeling of rightness towards

a statement or proposition, or more specifically a “feeling of truth” (Unkelbach, Bayer,

et al. 2011b; Newman et al. 2012).

Do we have any empirical evidence for this proposal? Unfortunately, in contrast to e.g.

Topolinski’s work on semantic coherence, this proposal has only been little explored. To

my knowledge, there are only two studies that have explicitly investigated the role of

affect in the context of the truth effect (Unkelbach, Bayer, et al. 2011b; Koch and Forgas

2012). And these yield inconclusive results.

Due to the assumption that it is fluency and not affect that is behind the truth effect,

Koch and Forgas 2012 were interested in whether mood modulates the truth effect

via modulating the influence of fluency on truth judgments. And in fact, they find

that the truth effect is present in a neutral and a positive mood but is eliminated in

negative mood. This they take as evidence that “positive mood promotes, and negative

mood eliminates people’s reliance on processing fluency as an indicator of truth” (ibid.,

p. 485).216 From an affect-oriented perspective, such a finding seems to be expected.

I already mentioned in chapter 4 that negative mood, as well as depression, dampen

epistemic feelings and influence one’s performance in tasks capitalizing on them (e.g.

Sweklej et al. 2014). What we seem to observe in the present experiments is that

feelings of truth (that are in this context uninformative about truth) are compromised

by negative mood. Consequently, the truth effect vanishes. This is reminiscent of the

drop in semantic coherence detection performance to chance level. On the other hand,

a positive mood usually improves performances that capitalise on epistemic feelings

216With regard to their findings I think “promotes” in the case of positive mood is a slightly misleading
word choice. In their data, people in a neutral mood were actually numerically more likely to judge
fluent statements as true.
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(Balas et al. 2012). However, the present experiments had no accuracy conditions so

that successful performance cannot be meaningfully defined and assessed.

Be that as it may, the primary question of the experimenters was not whether affect

influences truth judgments. In fact, in relation to this question, the data is quite con-

voluted. This is due to the three different experimental manipulations of which each

might have an affective pull, something the experimenters have not considered. They

manipulated the mood of the participants (positive, neutral, negative) and presented

statements that had a valence (positive, neutral, negative) and were perceptually fluent

or disfluent (via visual contrast). The experimenters found no main effects for mood

or fluency but only interaction between the two, namely that mood affected whether a

fluency-induced truth effect could be observed (for positive and neutral mood) or not (for

negative mood) (Koch and Forgas 2012, p. 483; but see Garcia-Marques, Mackie, et al.

2004, experiment 3). The sentence valence was manipulated in order to check whether

statements that had a mood-congruent valence would be more likely to be judged true.

This was found for the combination of positive statements and positive mood but not

for negative mood.

On the other hand, we do not have a good idea of the more general effect of sentence

valence since the authors did not investigate whether positive/negative statements in

general are more/less likely to be judged true. Eventually, I think that any effect that

affect could have had would have been concealed by different combinations of affect-

relevant variables. For instance, a subject in a positive mood, confronted with a negative

but fluent statement would have some positive affect from mood and fluency and some

negative affect from sentence valence. It is possible that the mood manipulation had

the strongest affective force, the sentence valence the second strongest, and the fluency

manipulation the third strongest, in sum effectively increasing the likelihood of the

sentence to be judged true. Though, ultimately, there is no way to prise the respective

influences of these factors apart.

Taking additionally into account 1) that the authors asked about the mood of the par-

ticipants before asking for truth judgments and 2) that the sentences were obviously va-

lenced, makes it conceivable that the experiential effects of mood and sentence valence

would’ve been discounted by the subjects when making truth judgments, i.e. rather

than being taken to represent truth the affect would have been correctly attributed to

one’s cued mood and the apparent positive/negative content of the statements. Perhaps

this partly explains why subjects in a positive mood were not more liberal with their
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truth judgments than subjects in a neutral mood. In sum, however, the interpretation

of these findings is difficult with regard to the question whether affect, due to fluency or

something else, influences truth judgments.

Unkelbach, Bayer, et al. 2011b conducted the only direct test of the hypothesis that affect

and not (only) fluency might be responsible for the truth effect. In their first experiment,

they showed their subjects matched statements with positive or negative valence, e.g.

“Each year over 100 people succeed (die) attempting to climb the 6163 m of Mount

Chunasla” or “The divorce rate in Grenada is lower (higher) than in the rest of Spain”.217

They found that positive/negative statements did not tend to be rated more/less likely

true than negative/positive ones across subjects, i.e. positive statements in general did

not tend to be judged more likely true than negative ones. Yet, within subjects they

found a positive/negative correlation between statement positivity/negativity and truth

ratings. In other words, when comparing the truth ratings of positive and negative

statements of individual subjects, positive statements tended to be judged more likely

true than negative ones. However, utilizing the same positive and negative statements

together with neutral ones in a truth-effect-setup in experiment 2 and 3 the authors

failed to find an effect of statement positivity/negativity while observing the typical

repetition-based truth effect:

The present experiments are motivated by the observation that positivity

could substitute processing fluency as the explanatory construct for the truth

effect. [...] [W]e did not find systematic evidence for positivity influences.

There was no amplification of the truth effect for positive statements [...]

Accordingly, we conclude that the repetition-based truth effect is caused by

processing fluency, over and above accompanying positive experiences. (ibid.,

p. 601)

I think it would be premature to dismiss the hypothesis that the truth effect is at

least sometimes mediated by affect. As the authors themselves write: “A caveat is

that this conclusion relies on null results; maybe we did not operationalise positivity

adequately or the experimental context was not suited to capture positivity influences”

(ibid., p. 601). Indeed, if we compare the rather obvious affect manipulation in the

form of positive/negative statement content to the more subtle ones as e.g. utilised by

Topolinski, it might appear as not optimal.

217Note, there were no neutral statements in experiment 1.
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For instance, the valence of the sentences was apparent to the subjects so that the

possibly triggered affect might have been (correctly) attributed to the content of the

statements rather than to them being true/false. As noted by Jacoby and Whitehouse

for perceptual fluency in producing feelings of familiarity: “For the attribution process,

the presence of alternatives to familiarity as a plausible source of effects is important”

(Jacoby and Whitehouse 1989, p. 127). This is all the more likely for affect (that is a

consequence of fluency): if (more plausible) alternatives than the truth of the statements

are available in order to explain the affect, then the affect will be attributed to them.

This seems to be the case for the statements used by Unkelbach and colleagues: instead

of being attributable to the truth of the statements, the affect is correctly attributed to

the affective valence of the content of the statements. In choosing the experimental setup

it is important to keep in mind that the meaning of affect is highly context-sensitive. I

suggest that a subliminal affective priming paradigm might have done a better job.

Apart from the issues with the specific studies here, there are numerous findings that

point towards a role of affect in truth judgments. The prominent mere exposure effect

describes the tendency of repeatedly presented (initially neutral) stimuli to be liked more

(Zajonc 1968; Bornstein 1989). Importantly, the mere exposure effect has been explained

by reference to repetition-induced processing fluency (e.g. Bornstein and D’Agostino

1994). Now, the more general mere exposure effect and the underlying mechanisms

are highly reminiscent of the more confined statement-directed truth effect and its un-

derlying mechanisms: The truth effect is most prominently induced by repetition and

ultimately explained by processing fluency. For instance, a mere-exposure-like effect on

liking judgments and a truth effect on truth judgments can also be brought about by

increasing non-repetition-based conceptual fluency (Winkielman, Schwarz, et al. 2003,

pp. 204-206; Silva, Garcia-Marques, and Reber 2017).

In contrast to the truth effect literature, work on mere exposure has made an additional

theoretical step by proposing that it is not ultimately the repetition-induced fluency that

is responsible for the mere exposure effect but the result of fluency: affect (Harmon-Jones

and Allen 2001; Winkielman, Schwarz, et al. 2003; Fang et al. 2007).

[W]e suggest that the mere-exposure effect is driven by the impact of stimulus

repetition on processing fluency [...] [W]e propose that the positive hedonic

marking of the fluency signal is the crucial ingredient, consistent with the

accumulating evidence that high fluency elicits positive affect. (Winkielman,

Schwarz, et al. 2003, p. 204)
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I suggest that, after we have clarified the affective nature of epistemic feelings in chapter

4, something similar applies to the truth effect. In fact, the mere exposure effect and

the repetition-induced truth effect are likely two sides of the same coin: fluency-induced

positive affect that in one context expresses itself in the (likely primitive) form of lik-

ing judgments and in another in the form of truth judgments. I conjecture that one

could potentially even drop the fluency from the picture and replace it with whatever

manipulation one chooses that reliably triggers subtle, transient affect.

I think this proposal receives additional support if we think back to the results of Mor-

sanyi and colleagues further above. Recall that not only logical validity led to conclusions

being liked more but so did believability . Believability is, in fact, just another word for

coherence with one’s background beliefs. In other words: believability is equivalent to

knowledge-based perceived truth, discussed in the truth effect literature.

Now, Thompson and colleagues showed that believability modulates logical validity judg-

ments whereas Morsanyi and colleagues found that believable conclusions are liked more.

Similar to Unkelbach and Stahl 2009, I propose that believability expresses itself in a

similar way as repetition, visual clarity or conceptual relatedness: in the form of pro-

cessing fluency (between the sources of which subjects cannot distinguish). This, in

turn, leads to positive affect: As a consequence, believable, repeated, visually clear etc.

statements are liked more or judged true.

Additionally, I want to repeat a point I made above: Semantic coherence between words

and coherence between different propositional elements of information in the form of

logical validity, believability and truth bear some resemblance as properties to each

other. It is plausible that all of them lead to (fluency-induced) affect and that this affect

can be the basis of judgments about corresponding properties. Then again, we will need

further empirical work to see whether this is actually the case. As I see it, the case is

still open.

Note that the present proposal does not only imply that one should observe the truth

effect if one (subtly) manipulates affect. It also suggests that the truth effect should be

modulated by whatever (subtly) causes positive affect, processing fluency or something

else (e.g. coherence). I will come back to some potential underlying mechanisms that

can trigger affect or be fluent in the next chapter. For now, however, I want to analyse

FOR/Ws further with the resources provided in the previous chapters.

To sum up: in this section, I introduced the dominant theory about the common cause
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of the truth effect across manipulations of different variables such as previous exposure,

readability and rhyming. This theory states that the proximal cause of the truth effect is

a familiar construct: processing fluency. Now, we have previously discussed processing

fluency as the cause of epistemic feelings and its relation to affect quite extensively

(section 5.3.1.5, 5.3.2.1, 6.3 and 6.4). These previous reflections have brought to light

that what actually matters for epistemic feelings is not so much processing fluency per

se but rather its result: affect. Following this line of thought, I argued that, in fact, it

is not processing fluency per se that is responsible for the truth effect. Rather, it is the

result of processing fluency: affect. Based on this I tried to make the case that what we

observe in the truth effect are actually the workings of two epistemic feelings which are

proposition-directed varieties of FOR/Ws: feelings of truth and feelings of falsity.

7.4. FOR/Ws as Affective Experiences and Intuitions as

FOT/Fs

In the following, I want to provide a general analysis of the FOR/W drawing on the

resources introduced in the previous chapters. In the course of this analysis, I will

delineate FOT/Fs among FOR/Ws as those FOR/Ws that take propositions as their

particular objects and represent them as right or wrong, amounting to an evaluation

of the propositions as true or false. It will turn out that the features of FOT/Fs are

identical with the features of intuitions. Thus, I will conclude that intuitions are identical

to FOT/Fs.

I hope to have established that FOR/W can be directed at all kinds of objects. As we

have seen they can concern particular conclusions and their rightness or wrongness (i.e.

logically valid, believable) or they can concern a self-generated response to a specific

problem (e.g. Thompson, Prowse Turner, et al. 2011; Thompson and Morsanyi 2012;

Thompson, Turner, et al. 2013; Morsanyi and Handley 2012; Trippas et al. 2016).

We experience a FOR/W towards a certain particular object delivered by the base of

the feeling. The formal objects of these feelings is determinable rightness and wrongness

respectively. These feelings will usually attract us to or repel us from their intentional

object and motivate approach or avoidance behaviour with respect to it. The deter-

minate kind of rightness or wrongness that such a feeling represents depends on its

particular object. If the feeling is directed onto a particular, then this particular will

appear (in)adequate (or apt or fitting). In this case, the more specific kind of rightness
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or wrongness that is the formal object of the respective feelings is best described as kinds

of adequacy and inadequacy. If the intentional object is a conclusion, then the rightness

in question will be logical validity (or plausibility). If the intentional object is a sentence,

then the rightness in question will be (specific kinds of) linguistic well-formedness.218

Alternatively, the feeling of rightness or wrongness can be directed onto a proposition.

In this case, the determinate rightness or wrongness that is the formal object of the

respective feelings is best described as truth and falsity.219

I want to call the subclass of FOR/Ws that have propositions as their intentional ob-

jects feelings of truth (FOTs) and feelings of falsity (FOFs, from now on). As affective

experiences in general, these feelings are motivational. More specifically: they motivate

us to assent to or to withdraw assent from a certain proposition, probably motivating

some additional inquiring behaviour. That FOT/Fs have this kind of pushiness is one

of the things that the previously reviewed empirical work has abundantly demonstrated

(see section 7.3).

FOT/Fs can potentially take any mental states with propositional content as their bases.

When it comes to philosophical practice, a frequent kind of base would presumably be

thought or, more specifically: propositional, non-assertive thought which goes by various

names such as “entertaining”, “grasping”, “supposition”, “conceiving” or “propositional

imagining” (see e.g. Williamson 2007). There is some debate on the continuity between

the kind of state that some like to call propositional imagining and imagining proper

(Kind 2016, pp. 3 sq.; Arcangeli 2017, pp. 2 sq.). For my purposes, it does not matter

whether propositional imaginings are continuous with imaginings proper or not. I thus

218Against this background, the Grammaticality intuition in chapter 2 might be best understood as a
FOW directed at the sentence “the boy the man the girl saw chased fled”, not a FOR directed at the
proposition “The sentence ‘the boy the man the girl saw chased fled’ is ungrammatical”. This FOW
signals linguistic inaptness or, more specifically, ungrammaticality (see also footnote 33).

219Actually, it is the whole context that determines the kind of rightness and wrongness. The context
includes the particular object but comprises yet other factors such as task requirements and instruc-
tions (external factors) and the subject’s expectations, intentions and goals (internal factors). Giving
it an active spin, philosophers like to speak of imaginative or cognitive projects or endeavours in this
connection (e.g. Currie and Ravenscroft 2002; Chudnoff 2013c, pp. 49, 63 sq.; Garćıa-Carpintero
2013; Jackson 2016, pp. 43 sq.; Stock 2017). Now the context that a subject finds herself in and the
project that a subject currently pursues will play not only a pivotal role in determining the specific
rightness or wrongness of an occurring FOR/W but whether a FOR/W occurs at all. For the sake of
simplicity, I will omit this complication and speak as if the particular object determines the kind of
rightness. Additionally, I acknowledge that some particular objects can be assessed with respect to
various kinds of rightness. Thus, the kind of particular object taken by itself will often be underde-
termined in respect to the kind of rightness that applies to them. For instance, a conclusion can be
assessed as being logically valid or as plausible. Similarly, propositions such as “Women are incapable
of rational thought” or “Torturing kittens for fun is OK” are not only assessable as factually false
but also as morally wrong (see footnote 33).
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invite the reader to replace what I call propositional imagining with whatever is the most

palatable label for his or her commitments. In fact, if you’re generally unhappy with

the imagining label (and not only with the propositional imagining label) pick whatever

occurrent propositional attitude you like. As already said: FOT/Fs can take any mental

states with propositional content as their bases.

Note further that what matters for me here about propositional imaginings is that they

are non-assertive and have propositional content.220 In the literature, the contrast be-

tween propositional imagining and imagining proper is often drawn by saying that the

former is belief-like or “cognitive” while the latter is perception-like or “sensory”. How-

ever, assuming that perception can have propositional content (Wringe 2015) and that

all imaginings are non-assertive, this does not necessarily map onto the distinction be-

tween belief-like and perception-like imagining since the latter is non-assertive and can

be propositional as well. The contrastive case for propositional imaginings becomes

clearer in the next distinction: Propositional imaginings are often distinguished from

objectual imaginings that present us with individual objects rather than propositions

(Yablo 1993).

I will be concerned primarily with propositional imaginings here. 221 222 Bayne and

Pacherie further helpfully distinguish between three different forms of propositional imag-

inings: simple, counterfactual and indicative propositional imaginings:

In one sense, to imagine a proposition is simply to entertain it, indepen-

dently of any attitude to the truth-value of the proposition in question. One

might imagine that the population of Nepal has doubled in the last 25 years

without having any attitude towards the truth-value of this thought. Call

220In fact, the non-assertive bit might ultimately turn out to be unimportant. Arguably, there is nothing
that prevents us from having FOT/Fs towards propositions that are the contents of assertive propo-
sitional attitudes. Relatedly, it seems that some already endorsed propositions might sometimes take
quite a bit of time before we not only judge but really feel them true/false.

221However, if the unitary view about FOR/Ws is roughly on the right track, there is no difference in
kind between FOR/Ws directed onto objectual contents and FOR/Ws directed onto propositional
contents, i.e. FOT/Fs (see section 7.3.1).

222We can construct parallel accounts of propositional and objectual intuitions as FOR/Ws with either
propositional or objectual imaginings as their bases. Furthermore, we can speculate about the possible
interplays and relations of the two. Chudnoff, for instance, contends that intuitions mark not only a
certain propositional content as true or false but that they also present us with the truth-maker for the
proposition they assert. Such a double phenomenology can be accommodated by the co-occurrence
of a FOT/F with a base that has propositional content and a FOR/W with a base that has objectual
content and whose objectual content directly bears on the propositional content’s truth. Perhaps also
a single FOR can take both, a state with objectual content and a state with propositional content
as its base; or it can take one single state which has propositional and objectual content as its base..
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this simple imagination. One can also entertain in imagination a scenario

in which a proposition holds while believing of this scenario that it is not

actual. This is the sense of imagination at work in our understanding of

fiction. Call this counterfactual imagination. There is yet a third form of

propositional imagining, according to which to imagine P is to have some

inclination—however slight—to think that P is the case. Call this indicative

imagination. It is this sense of imagination that is at work in such claims

as, ‘I can’t imagine that the Mafia killed JFK’. Someone who says this is not

meaning to deny that she can entertain the proposition <the Mafia killed

JFK>, rather, she means to communicate the thought that it is extremely

unlikely that the Mafia killed JFK. Indicative imagination and belief seem

to be on a continuum, insofar as both are attitudes to the way the world

actually is; simple and counterfactual imagination, by contrast, are not on a

continuum with belief. (Bayne and Pacherie 2005, p. 167)

I will be concerned with simple propositional imaginings here.223 Consider Stock’s min-

imal characterization which I think captures the essence of simple propositional imagin-

ing:

Propositional imagining “involves, minimally, taking a certain attitude of

‘thinking that’ to a given content that one reads [or hears etc.], without a

commitment to its truth, any automatic integration with one’s belief set,

or any automatic relevance to one’s behaviour. It may not involve a sub-

stantial phenomenological aspect. It can be largely passive and involve little

deliberate activity on part of the reader [or listener etc.] other than reading

223But a brief comment on the other two kinds of propositional imaginings is in order. In the case of
counterfactual imaginings we entertain a proposition which we believe to be false. Nevertheless, how
is it that we are aware that we engage in counterfactual rather than simple imagining? One possible
answer is: we aren’t. It is not uncommon that a (dispositional) belief and a currently entertained
propositional content fail to connect for some reason (cf. Fazio, Brashier, et al. 2015). In this case,
on a personal level, we are actually having a simple rather than a counterfactual imagining. Another
possibility is that, as an expression of our belief, we judge the proposition we’re entertaining to be
false but, for the sake of our imaginative endeavour, imagine it to be true. A third possibility is
that we are made aware of the counterfactuality of our imagining by experiencing a FOF towards
the proposition upon simply entertaining it. In fact, this FOF sometimes might be the basis for the
judgment in the second case. In a similar vein, I believe that what Bayne and Pacherie call indicative
imagining might in some cases be, in fact, a combination of two things: a simple imagining that, say,
the Mafia killed JFK and a low-intensity FOF towards it. The corresponding utterance that I can’t
imagine that the Mafia killed JFK is then the expression of a judgment based on the combination of
a simple propositional imagining and a low intensity FOF. Alternatively, if one is susceptible to the
Mafia-killed-JFK-conspiracy-theory, one could have a (low-intensity) FOT upon simply entertaining
the Mafia killed JFK and express it by saying that I can imagine that the Mafia killed JFK.
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[or hearing etc.] and processing of lines of text [or heard utterances etc.].”

(Stock 2017, p. 27)

Philosophers in their inquiry think about and imagine all kinds of things. The contents

of their imaginings will sometimes be more perception-like and sometimes more belief-

like. In imagining certain propositions mental imagery is often recruited. This mental

imagery can take the form of sentences, pictures, sounds etc. The contents can be

concrete or abstract. This accounts for the fact that, not unlike perceptual experiences

and intuitions, FOT/Fs can be about concrete things. Still, they can also be about very

abstract subject matters, unlike perceptual experiences and more like beliefs, judgments

and intuitions. And this they can by having (propositional) imaginings as their bases

whose contents can range from the concrete to the abstract, linguistic, modal, moral,

logical etc.

Imaginings by themselves are not assertive and not committal (Kind 2016, p. 3). The

FOT/Fs that co-occur with them and take them as bases can be said to “flip the as-

sertiveness switch”: In virtue of the presence of the feeling, the imagining gets the gloss

of being about something true or false. Another noteworthy feature of imaginings is that

they can be deliberate as well as spontaneous. At times “we can choose whether and how

to engage in the imaginative episode” (Spaulding 2016, p. 210) and at times imaginings

“can be spontaneous, nondeliberate passive experience rather than something one does”

(Walton 1994, p. 48). I can ask you to imagine the first three prime numbers and you

will be able to voluntarily comply with the request. However, sometimes imaginings

come unbidden. This accounts for FOT/Fs in different contexts. For example, we might

account for FOT/Fs had in the context of a presently circumscribed inquiry such as

thinking through some thought experiment. But also for FOT/Fs that occur suddenly

and spontaneously, apparently unrelated to the present situation, that is in a context

where we would speak of sudden insight.

Furthermore, imaginings have the quality of being content-gradable. Imagining that

there is a red house in front of you or that kittens are being tortured can be more or

less vivid, more or less clear and distinct, varying with the context and purpose of your

imagining as well as your capabilities to imagine. Note that, additionally to the “native”

content-gradeability of imaginings, the presence of a feeling will enhance the vividness

of the imagined content.224

224My guess is that those who prefer to speak of intuitions as inclinations (e.g. Sosa 2007c) have cases in
mind where the aspect of content-gradeability and perhaps other phenomenal features are less salient
while those that prefer to speak of intuitions as experiences (e.g. Bengson 2015) heed the instances
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The fact that the feeling will come to “inherit” properties of imaginings such as content-

gradeability is a result of base property mirroring, introduced in section 4.4.4: it de-

scribes the idea that an affective experience will come to mirror certain dynamical,

intentional and phenomenal properties of its base. Now, such a kind of influence is not

a one-way street: the feeling modifies the content delivered by the imagining in char-

acteristic ways as well. It does not only “flip the assertiveness switch” but also makes

the imaginative content more vivid, thereby contributing to a feeling-specific increase in

content-gradeability (see section 4.5).

Since I have mostly talked about propositional imaginings, one might wonder here: are

propositional imaginings “natively” content-gradeable? Let us differentiate a bit: As

mentioned earlier, propositional imaginings can be perception-like and they can be belief-

like. In the former case, there is no reason to deny native content-gradeability. What

about belief-like propositional imaginings? This will, of course, depend on one’s view.

One might argue that belief-like imaginings are actually perception-like in that they are

also based on sensory imagery—but not of a vivid visual kind but of, say, an auditory

or linguistic kind (Jackendoff 1987). This would perhaps secure content-gradeability

again.

One might want to reject this view of belief-like imaginings. Perhaps, then, I would

have to accept that for this subset of imaginings I cannot secure content-gradeability for

FOT/Fs via base property mirroring. In this case, the potential vividness effect of these

feelings would presumably peter our since it would lack a base property that could be its

target. However, I conjecture that some people would still be willing to talk of the content

of the imagining becoming “clear and distinct”. This impression would, however, not be

based on the vividness effect of FOT/Fs but on the independently supplied pushiness.

FOT/Fs do not only make content appear more vivid, they also motivate us to accept

or reject it. I find it plausible that, sometimes, when we speak of some content seeming

“clear and distinct”, what we actually mean is that we feel “attracted” to it. “Clarity”

can thus at times be couched in terms of how strongly attracted one feels towards a

certain proposition—one “firmly grasps” the proposition in this sense. In the end, I

do not want to commit too firmly to content gradeability as an essential feature of

FOT/Fs. What matters is that we manage to explain that we sometimes have FOT/Fs

that have content-gradeability. Against the background of the present account, there

can be FOT/Fs with content gradeability, namely those that take a base with content

gradeability (and can thus be targeted by the affective vividness effect) and there can be

where content-gradeability and perhaps other phenomenal features are more salient.
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FOT/Fs that have no content gradeability but only pushieness (gradeability) because

they latch onto a propositional base that has no content-gradeability.

Finally, the idea of unconscious imaginings is getting traction lately (e.g. Sullivan-Bissett

2018). As demonstrated by phenomena such as affective priming and blindfright, feelings

can certainly take unconscious perceptions as their bases (Scarantino 2010). So if there

are unconscious imaginings, I can see no reason why conscious feelings cannot take

such unconscious imaginings as their bases. Unconscious imaginings provide us with a

straightforward way to explain cases where the contents of FOT/Fs are not only somehow

indeterminate but are plainly unavailable to consciousness. This does not mean that the

FOT/Fs are not intentional, neither does it mean that they are unconscious (see end

section 4.4.3 and beginning of section 4.4.4). Something is right or something is wrong

and—but we don’t know what. Nevertheless, we are usually able to point into the

general direction: something about this argument, something about what he said. What

is unconscious in these cases is the imagining and its content. In virtue of taking this

imagining as a base, the content of the FOT/Fs will appear inexplicit (see also Bengson’s

feature of inexplicitness in section 3.4.2 and FOK inexplicitness in section 6.5.2).

So, as for other (epistemic) feelings, the contents of FOT/Fs, i.e. what is felt as true

or false, can be conscious to various degrees. In cases where the amount of consciously

available content is insufficient to form a proposition that can be consciously assented

to, the feeling might motivate attempts to articulate the content further. This is one of

the ways in which FOT/Fs motivate inquiry (cf. Vaidya 2010, p. 399).

In any case, the subject will often be unaware of why exactly a (conscious) content feels

true or false to her. Feelings in general are representing something as being a certain way

but they are by themselves opaque about the reasons and causes for their occurrence

(cf. Haidt 2001; Hauser et al. 2007). It is often this opacity paired with the subject’s

inability to integrate their occurrence with the current contents of consciousness that

makes epistemic feelings stand out phenomenally. On the other hand, subtle epistemic

feelings (and their influence) tend to go little noticed where congruent reasons and causes

can easily be identified.

Finally, note that FOT/Fs have a phenomenal valence, propositions as their particular

objects and truth and falsity as their formal objects. As such, they are psychological

expressions of truth and falsity (more on the psychological mechanisms in chapter 8).

However, that does not mean that in them truth and falsity appears psychological or

subjective to the subject—they appear objective: as truth or falsity (see section 6.4).
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Just as in a visual experience of redness the redness does not appear to us as psycho-

logical or subjective, or in our disgusts disgustingness (or contagion) does not appear as

psychological or subjective (at least at first glance).

FOT/Fs, then, exhibit the following features: they feel positive or negative in relation

to the truth or falsity of a proposition. This is just another way of saying that they have

phenomenal epistemic valence and assertiveness.225 Taking a proposition in a particu-

lar context and throwing phenomenal valence into the mix gives us these phenomenal

properties. Truth and falsity seem to emerge as formal objects that are phenomenally

represented by the feeling—in the form of phenomenal truth or falsity. This appears

like a kind of phenomenal intentionality on the part of FOT/Fs. How plausible is this?

I think this depends on the answer to the following question: When Rita is afraid of

the ferocious bear, does the bear appear as fearsome to her because of the phenomenal

qualities of her fear? In other words: Does the bear appear fearsome because her fear

phenomenally represents the bear as fearsome?226 It seems obvious that it does. This

phenomenal datum seems to explain, among other things, why Rita takes to her heels.

Phenomenal valence seems to ground the fearsomeness (or danger) as a phenomenally

represented property. Without it, fear would not be frightening in the same way as

valence-less pains are not painful (see section 4.2 and 4.3). Now, for FOT/Fs phenome-

nal valence plays the same role for truth and falsity as it does for the formal objects of

other affective experiences: It grounds them phenomenally. Without it, FOT/Fs would

presumably not be phenomenally assertive and epistemically valenced. FOT/Fs phe-

nomenally “encode”, “localize” or “embed” truth and falsity (their determinate feeling-

specific property) within the contents of their bases (e.g. imaginings) and motivate us

to behave accordingly. They, in other words, phenomenally represent or evaluate their

propositions as true or false.

Here is the same point from an angle that thinks the idea back from the way FOT/Fs

motivate us to behave (cf. Weiss 2016, pp. 44-46). Fears, for instance, motivate flight

and avoidance behaviour, among other things. What do FOT/Fs do? In our discussion

of the truth effect we have seen that FOT/Fs lead us to judge statements as true or

false. In other words, FOT/Fs seem to have specific functional roles: we use them

to infer the truth or falsity of a statement. Against the background of inferential or

225Considering other epistemic feelings it might be more accurate to speak of a specific phenomenal
epistemic valence, namely phenomenal valence in relation to truth or falsity. FOFs and FOKs can
be said to have other phenomenal epistemic valences in relation to familiarity or knowing.

226Or more technically: Her fear phenomenally represents the bear as bad in the determinate form of
being fearsome (cf. Teroni 2018).
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conceptual role semantics, this seems to secure the idea that FOT/Fs are intentional

and that truth and falsity somehow figures in their intentionality (e.g. Block 1986). As I

said previously, different kinds of intentionality do not have to be mutually exclusive (see

section 2.2.1). Now I think that in the case of affective experiences and FOT/Fs there

is a natural suggestion that, in turn, explains how they play (part of) the functional

roles they play. They play these functional roles because they phenomenally represent

propositional contents as true or false. In other words, they assume (part of) their

functional roles in virtue of their phenomenal intentionality (e.g. Horgan and Tienson

2002).

Now somebody might object: “Wait, are you saying that truth feels positive and falsity

feels negative? I don’t think they do.” Note that I am talking here of cases where truth

and falsity feature as phenomenal qualities—in other words, when they feel somehow.

Now, how do they feel if not positive or negative? Do they feel like—well—truth and

falsity? The problem here is that we lack anything towards which we could point and

say “look, this is how truth and falsity is supposed to feel”. This, I think, is because

truth and falsity is only felt in FOT/Fs. There is thus no way of pointing towards some

other state and say “look, this is how truth and falsity feels—and it is not positive or

negative”.227 As I tried to make clear: sometimes affective phenomenal properties are

quite subtle when it comes to their affectivity, especially if one tends to think affectivity

narrowly and only present in feelings whose positivity or negativity comes “in a very large

quantity (or a high intensity), explosively” (see section 6.5.1). I think we are fortunate

that not all affective experiences are like that. Most epistemic feelings are not like that.

Most FOT/Fs are not like that. I think we should acknowledge that the majority of our

affective life is constituted by the little, subtle movements of our affective sensibilities.

Bipolar disorder and related mental conditions demonstrate that it is all but desirable

to have an affective life that is dominated by affective ebb and flow.

Note this is not to say that we have no other ways to arrive at truth or judge truth

except via FOT/Fs. It is only to say that we have no other ways to experience truth

or falsity as a phenomenal property. Just as we have established good tools to detect

danger or contamination independently of phenomenology, we have found plenty of ways

227FOT/Fs are not unique in this regard. The same points apply to e.g. visual experiencing something as
red or affectively experiencing something as fearsome. In the former case you might be able to point
towards some kind of “visualness” or “colouredness” about the experience of red while in the latter
case you might be able to point towards, well, the negativity of the experience, or rather towards the
negativity or badness of what you are afraid of (section 4.4.3). I think that FOT/Fs are more like
the latter case.
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to detect truth and falsity independently of phenomenology (e.g. through testimony). It

is undeniable that truth as a property has received a tremendous amount of attention—

and for good reasons. We are a species that heavily relies on social coordination fueled

by the exchange of large amounts of information. Our well-being thus delicately depends

on the quality of this information: it better be true (see Sperber, Clément, et al. 2010

and section 8.2). All this attention might have concealed, however, that truth is a formal

object among many. By that I do not mean that it is a non-phenomenal, non-affective

formal object to belief (Williams 1970; Deonna and Teroni 2015). What I mean is

that it is a phenomenal, affective formal object—a concern or core relational theme—to

FOT/Fs. In other words, there is a psychological phenomenal seed to truth (and falsity)

(see chapter 8).

To summarise, FOT/Fs have the following features: they are phenomenally conscious

and intentional states that take propositions as their intentional objects. They represent

the content of these propositions assertively, i.e. as true or false and they motivate or

push—sometimes stronger, sometimes weaker—the subject to assent or dissent to what

they represent as true or false. In doing so, however, they—as affective experiences

in general—fall short of fully committing the subject to their contents. Furthermore,

FOT/Fs are, depending on their base, sometimes content-gradable. One of the char-

acteristic features of FOT/Fs is that they exhibit a phenomenal epistemic valence, i.e.

they can directly represent their contents either as true (FOTs) or as false (FOFs). This

phenomenal epistemic valence, as well as their assertiveness, is grounded in the general

phenomenal valence of affective experiences. This valence also explains why FOTs and

FOFs are phenomenal polar opposites and that FOTs feel genuinely different from FOFs

even if their contents are the same. Finally, FOT/Fs—as all affective experiences—are

non-voluntary, that is, they are not under voluntary control but happen to one. Call

this (part of) the feature profile of FOT/Fs. Here is a condensed version: FOT/Fs

are 1) intentional, 2) assertive, 3) motivational, 4) non-committal, 5) gradable in 5.1)

(sometimes) content and 5.2) pushiness, 6) phenomenally epistemically valenced and 7)

non-voluntary

Now, you might recall the idea of the present thesis: that intuition experiences are

epistemic feelings. What was the feature profile of intuitions again? Here is the short

version: positive/negative intuitions are 1) intentional, 2) assertive, 3) motivational, 4)

non-committal, 5) gradable in 5.1) content and 5.2) pushiness, 6) phenomenally epis-

temically valenced and 7) non-voluntary. It appears that, apart perhaps from a small

qualification on content-gradeability, the feature profile of intuitions is identical to the
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one of FOT/Fs. I think this is no coincidence (or wishful thinking on my part). In fact, I

think we have established a firm basis to back the central claim of this thesis—I suggest

that there is a straightforward explanation for this observation: the two feature profiles

are identical because intuition experiences are identical to FOT/Fs. Put differently, an-

other way of saying that some proposition seems or appears true or false is to say that

it feels true or false (or right or wrong). This concludes Intellectual Affectivism. The

following picture emerges: Suppose we have the positive or negative intuition that P

and this leads us to judge accordingly that P is true or false. According to Intellectual

Affectivism there is a propositional state (e.g. an imagining) that P co-occurring with a

FOT/F directed onto the content of the propositional state. This feeling, in turn, pushes

the subject to assent or dissent to P. The subject follows her feeling and judges P in

accordance with it.

Crucially, in the course of this thesis, we have not only recovered the features of intuitions

from Intellectual Affectivism but, at the same time, we have significantly advanced our

understanding of them. This is no coincidence either: it is because we know quite a bit

about affective experiences, epistemic feelings, FOR/Ws and FOT/Fs. We have seen

that assertiveness and phenomenal epistemic valence are (partly) grounded in the core

affective dimension of feelings: phenomenal valence. The pushiness of intuitions turns

out to be explained by the general motivational nature of affective experiences. We have

seen that intuitions are occasionally content-gradable because content-gradable mental

states such as imaginings are involved as their bases. We have also seen that the affective

dimensions of intuitions interact with content-gradable (imaginative) contents to make

them more vivid, clear and distinct. We have made sense of the occasional inexplicitness

of intuitions in reference to unconscious bases.

In contrast to what the perceptual analogy seems to suggest, Affectivism does not over-

state the degree to which we are at the mercy of intuitions’ non-voluntariness and ap-

parent belief-independence. We can lose illusory intuitions with time, effort and some

know-how. At the same time, Affectivism does not understate the persuasive power

of intuitions. From a behavioural point of view, “cognitive” illusions are not as easy

to dismiss or override as perceptual illusions (see section 4.5). In all this, one of the

most important aspects about intuitions that Affectivism emphasizes is this: intuitions

as FOT/Fs have many brothers, sisters and cousins among FOR/Ws, epistemic feelings

and affective experiences. They are members of a happy, at times chaotic but ultimately

mutually supportive family of mental states. In other words, intuitions are not on an

solitary ontological post of their own but part of a rich, well-established psychological
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family: affective experiences. Thus, Affectivism emerges as a good theory of intuition

experiences:

Sufficiency of Affectivism (SA):

SA-P1 Affectivism is true if it can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

SA-P2 Affectivism can acknowledge the feature profile of intuitions.

SA-P3 Affectivism can explain the feature profile of intuitions.

SA-C1 Therefore, Affectivism can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

SA-C2 Thus, (by inference to the best explanation) Affectivism is true.

Another advantage of Affectivism in the form presented is that we are able to go beyond

appearances and speculation when it comes to understanding intuitions. That is, we can

start fathom their depths and try to get a grasp on their actual causal determinants. In

fact, we already started doing so in section 7.3. In this vein, I will take a closer look on

what we specifically know about FOT/Fs in order to further elucidate one of the perhaps

most interesting aspects of intuitions: FOT/Fs and their relation to actual truth and

falsity. This is the topic of the next and final main chapter.
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Chapter 8
The Mechanisms of Truth: Of Fluency,

Coherence and Comprehension

8.1. The Mechanisms behind Truth and Falsity

We have performed an analysis of FOR/Ws and FOT/Fs on the phenomenological level,

leading to the conclusion that intuition experiences are to be identified with these specific

epistemic feelings. One of the major advantages of this result is that intuition experiences

become ripe for a deeper mechanistic exploration. We can thus go some way in defusing

Boghossian’s worry about intuitions:

To be sure, the idea that we possess a quasi-perceptual faculty—going by the

name of ‘rational intuition’ [...] has been historically influential. It would be

fair to say, however, that no one has succeeded in saying what this faculty

really is nor how it manages to yield the relevant knowledge. ’Intuition’

seems like a name for the mystery we are addressing, rather than a solution

to it. (Boghossian 2000, p. 230)

If the theory [...] is to serve as a genuine explanation [...] rather than simply

acting as a placeholder for such an explanation, it must consist in more than

a suggestive label; it must somehow lay bare, in appropriate detail, how some

capacity that we have gets to work on the properties we are able to think

about so as to disclose their natures. (Boghossian and Bonjour 2001, p. 635)
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Now, a mechanistic exploration has the potential to answer an important question: Do

FOT/Fs result from properties that are good guides to actual truth and falsity? The

answer to this question would be straightforward if these properties would be, well, truth

and falsity. On first glance, however, the story behind intuitions appears to be more

complicated. The present chapter is an attempt to tell this story. I will first consider

the role of processing fluency and its relation to other things, such as actual truth

(section 8.2). Then I will go beyond fluency and present a plausible memory coherence

mechanism that is regularly employed to understand and validate incoming information

(section 8.3). I will argue that this mechanism regularly produces FOT/Fs independently

of whether it is fluent or not. Against this background, we will see that FOT/Fs are

often produced on a basis that appears like an excellent psychological implementation

of truth. informational coherence. This will also allow us to link up intuitions with our

capacity for understanding and with beliefs.

8.2. The Status of Fluency

We have gone some way in “laying bare” the mechanisms behind intuitions by talking

about fluency and the truth effect, as well as about epistemic feelings and affective

experiences more generally. Against this background, it seems plausible that in specific

contexts, fluency of various origins will lead to FOT/Fs. Now one important question

is about whether fluency or disfluency are good guides to truth and falsity. As Stefan

Herzog and Ralph Hertwig point out:

[F]luency’s validity depends simultaneously on the answers to two questions.

The first is the question of ecological correspondence: Can fluency, in princi-

ple, accurately reflect environmental criteria [...] and thus potentially enable

valid inferences about our world? [...] [T]here is little research available to

corroborate this belief. This dearth of evidence, we suspect, stems from re-

searchers mainly focusing on the second question, which we call the suscepti-

bility to manipulation question: Can fluency-based judgments and decisions,

in principle, be influenced by obviously irrelevant factors [...] that sabotage

the potential correspondence between fluency and external criteria? As the

extensive literature on fluency effects shows, the answer is unambiguously

positive [...] Ecological correspondence and susceptibility to manipulation

together imply that fluency will only lead to valid judgments and decisions
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to the extent that there is both an ecological correspondence between fluency

and environmental criteria and an absence of sabotaging influences, which

would otherwise dilute fluency’s validity. (Herzog and Hertwig 2013, p. 192)

Now, it is important to note that it would be premature to dismiss fluency-based FOT/Fs

as reliable in tracking truth simply because they do not seem to track the distal property

of truth directly but are based on proximal (psychological) properties such as fluency.

This rather seems to be expected: propositions that radically differ in their contents can

be true or false. And they seem to have no single thing in common that makes them

so.228 Furthermore, whether an individual proposition is true or false cannot simply be

read off its content. An Externalist lesson is that the truth or falsity of a proposition

is more often than not determined by a complex net of facts that are external to the

proposition. In fact, these facts are not only external to the proposition but also lie

outside the very situation where a subject tries to determine a proposition’s truth. In

other words: truth tends to be a property to which there is no direct access in principle.

It is thus unsurprising that one has to rely on factors that go beyond the content of the

individual proposition to determine its truth or falsity.

On the face of it, mental representations in general do not track any but the simplest

properties directly. Our representations of many “simple” distal properties such as

colour and depth are typically based on a myriad of inferences over accessible proximal

properties or cues, something forcefully demonstrated by visual illusions (Jacobs 2002;

Howe and Purves 2005). So the question concerning the reliability of fluency-based

FOT/Fs should not be whether they track truth and falsity directly but rather whether

228Prinz makes this point concerning the high variability among particular objects exhibiting the formal
object of danger, leading to feelings of fear:

[D]angers don’t share any morphological properties in common. They don’t look alike.
There is no obvious set of appearances uniting all and only dangers. (Prinz 2006a, p. 149)

In explaining this he goes on to draw a somewhat skewed but nevertheless instructive analogy with
the visual experience of red:

Assume that red is the power to cause a certain experience in us. Two things follow
from this. First, the property of being red is morphologically heterogeneous. The physical
entities that have the power to cause red experiences in us are highly varied. They have
nothing intrinsic in common in virtue of which they might be grouped together. Their
unity lies in the effect they have on us. Second, our perceptual representations of red do
not resemble what they represent. Red is represented as a specific phenomenal quality.
There is nothing out there that is intrinsically red. (ibid., p. 149)

I think similar things can be said in relation to FOT/Fs and how they represent truth (see section
7.4).
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processing fluency is a good proxy for truth and falsity.229

This will in part depend on what, in turn, causes fluency (e.g. repetition). So the first

two questions are: 1) Is fluency a good proxy for truth? 2) What causes fluency and is

this a good indicator of truth?

Let me briefly summarise some reflections that go some way in answering these questions.

As we have seen, prior exposure to a stimulus results in facilitated processing of that

stimulus, i.e. fluency. Fluency is thus a consequence of prior exposure and therefore a

relatively reliable proxy for it. Furthermore, exposure frequency, in comparison to other

fluency-modulating and obviously truth-orthogonal factors such as rhyming, is actually

a cause of fluency that might ecologically (although not logically230) correspond with

truth. This leads to the question: is exposure frequency (which is a diachronic cause of

fluency) a good proxy for truth? What would our informational environment have to be

like in order for exposure frequency to be correlated with truth?231 Assuming that truth

is determinable, it would have to be the case that one gets more frequently exposed to

(the same) truths than to (the same) falsehoods.

Three considerations speak in favour of this being the case: First, we are a species that

heavily relies on social coordination fueled by the exchange of large amounts of infor-

mation. Our flourishing is thus intimately intertwined with the quality of information

gathered and traded by individuals. As a consequence, telling the truth is typically so-

cially rewarded and circulating falsehoods is usually socially penalized. This establishes

a social pressure towards a higher proportion of truths in the informational pool.

Secondly and relatedly, if something like a Sperberian relevance expectation (that a

communicated piece of information is believed to be relevant by the communicator) and

a Gricean maxim of quality (that a piece of communicated information is believed to be

true by the communicator) indeed guide a good portion of communicative behaviour,

229By “direct tracking” I mean to capture here the idea that FOT/Fs are somehow directly caused
by actual truth and falsity, without intermediary variables, similar to the idea of direct causation
introduced in section 5.3.1.2 and footnote 144.

230That repetition is not logically connected to truth was famously illustrated by Wittgenstein. According
to him, taking a statement to be true because it is repeated is as “if someone were to buy several
copies of the morning paper to assure himself that what it said was true” (Wittgenstein 2009, section
265).

231One assumption that needs to be made is that the truth of a statement is actually determinable. This
seems more straightforward for some subject matters—such as physical, mathematical or logical
reality—than for others—such as social or metaphysical “reality”, including some philosophical, spir-
itual and religious speculations (cf. Reber and Unkelbach 2010, pp. 577 sqq.). Exposure frequency
would, in any case, remain a good indicator for social consensus (within a sourced informational
ecosystem) if not for truth (cf. Koriat 2012).
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then we should expect that one will encounter more truths than falsehoods (Grice 1975;

Sperber and Wilson 1987; Reber and Unkelbach 2010, p. 576).

Third, false propositions (ideas, theories etc.) are not constrained by reality and thus

infinite while true propositions (ideas, theories etc.) are finite in virtue of being so

constrained. Even if we make plausibility constraints on the false propositions, there

is still a large number of plausible false propositions (e.g. “The present height of the

Cheops-Pyramid is 123/124/130 meters”) while there is only one true proposition (e.g.

“The present height of the Cheops-Pyramid is 138.75 meters”) from which the plausible

falsehoods are often derivatives. As a consequence, it is much more likely to encounter

repeatedly one and the same true proposition than to encounter repeatedly one and the

same false proposition. Thus, one should encounter true propositions more frequently

than false ones (Unkelbach 2007, p. 229; Reber and Unkelbach 2010).232

So to summarise the tentative emerging answer to question 1) and 2): in virtue of being

a product of prior exposure, fluency emerges as a relatively good proxy for truth. As

Unkelbach concludes:

Consequently, there is a good chance that people encounter the same true

statements, concepts, or ideas more frequently or repeatedly than they do

false statements, concepts, or ideas, and therefore, these true items are more

fluently processed, creating the proposed positive correlation between pro-

cessing fluency and truth. To the same extent, as false statements are re-

peated (such as with rumors, urban legends, or false propaganda), they may

gain credibility as well; yet, these cases should be the exception rather than

the rule, and they exploit the positive correlation between fluency and truth

rather than create them. (Unkelbach 2007, p. 229)

Apart from these general reflections, the picture grows yet more complex by acknowl-

edging that there are different kinds of fluency (e.g. perceptual fluency vs. conceptual

fluency, absolute vs. relative fluency) and among them some might be better guides to

truth than others. After all, fluency is a process property, i.e. a property a process might

possess or lack. The fluency of, say, a specific conceptual or memory process (conceptual

or mnemonic fluency) might be more closely tied to the truth of a proposition than

the fluency of a specific perceptual process (perceptual fluency). So, a third question

232For more considerations and details about the ecological validity of fluency see Reber and Unkelbach
2010; Herzog and Hertwig 2013. For considerations on the informational value of discrepant fluency
see Hansen and Wänke 2013.
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arises: 3) What is it that is fluent and what does it do?233 For instance, comparing the

relatively stronger repetition-based truth effect to the truth effect based on perceptual

fluency, “it seems that repetition has a stronger connection to truth, which is also less

malleable than in the case of perceptual fluency” (Silva, Garcia-Marques, and Mello

2016, pp. 830 sq.).

In effect, invoking processing fluency in the explanation of a phenomenon is fairly un-

informative. The common way to measure processing fluency is by simply measuring

response times: “response latency [...] can be used as a proxy for processing fluency;

however, it is important to note that this index is imperfect, because many other factors

not related to the experience of fluent processing can contribute to response latencies”

(Unkelbach 2007, p. 221; see also Forster et al. 2013). So, based on the ambiguous

observation that a subject responds faster (taken as a measure of processing fluency),

an explanation in terms of processing fluency states that there is some process that is

(relatively) fast and that is why, say, we judge a statement as true. Having said that,

just as the observation that a subject responds faster tells us very little about why this is

the case, fluency explanations tell us very little about what the fluent process in question

is and does: “Processing fluency per se does not explain why people respond to fluently

processed information with higher-rated truth” (Unkelbach and Rom 2017, p. 111). In

other words, fluency explanations are quite thin explanations.

This foreshadows the, as far as I can tell, neglected final question: 4) What, other than

fluency, causes affect and leads to FOT/Fs? In the remainder, I want to focus on this

last question. We will see that it naturally bears on the other questions. Now, by asking

this question I do not primarily ask about experimental ways one can devise to sneakily

induce affect that is not based on fluency and to trick subjects into taking this affect to

signal truth. What I mean is: are there processes and (mental) conditions other than

fluency that naturally and routinely lead to affect in the form of FOT/Fs? And are these

reliable guides to truth and falsity? Or even somehow substantially bound up with truth

and falsity?

After all, work on epistemic feelings such as FOKs and TOTs have uncovered that these

feelings are, in fact, multiply determined (see section 5.3): “FOKs are not governed by

one underlying mechanism. Rather, a host of [...] mechanisms seem to work in concert

to produce the single subjective state” (Thomas, Lee, et al. 2016, pp. 88 sq.). This

233This question can be seen as a more confined version of question 2, targeting not the diachronic cause
(e.g. repetition) but the synchronic cause of fluency, i.e. the character of the very process that is
fluent and on whose workings fluency supervenes.
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obviously makes sense: if several proximal cues for the presence of a distal property,

say information possession, are available, it is useful to use them all (Dretske 1981). By

implication, if only one cue, say, perceptual fluency, is available, then this will be used,

possibly resulting in a weaker (i.e. less intense) FOK than one based on multiple cues

(e.g. perceptual fluency, conceptual fluency and availability of partial information) (cf.

Schwartz 1994; Schwartz, Travis, et al. 2000). In a similar vein, looking at perceptual

fluency Reber and colleagues emphasise that:

the relationship between objective and subjective perceptual fluency is more

complicated: [...] subjective fluency is a feeling based on objective perceptual

fluency at different stages of perceptual processing. Subjective perceptual

fluency is a unified experience based on objective fluency from several sources.

(Reber, Wurtz, et al. 2004, p. 48)

Something similar will plausibly also be the case for FOR/Ws and FOT/Fs. That is,

they will be multiply determined by fluency and other properties that are hopefully

useful as proxies for rightness/wrongness and truth/falsity. This is suggested by the

observation that the repetition-based truth effect is typically stronger and more robust

than the truth effect based on perceptual fluency. With this in view, Silva and colleagues

instructively suggest:

[O]ne other characteristic of repetition may contribute to its strong impact

on truth judgments. Repetition aggregates different levels of fluency. Besides

the perceptual fluency that comes from reprocessing the wording and phrase

structure of the statements, repetition also increases conceptual fluency due

to the reprocessing of the semantic content and meaning of the stimuli. (Silva,

Garcia-Marques, and Mello 2016, p. 831)

Relatedly, Unkelbach and Stahl 2009 have shown that there is fluency due to repetition

and fluency due to truth, and that people seem not to be able to distinguish between

the two. It seems that different process-specific fluencies combine to multiply determine

the unitary affective state of FOT. In fact, it is not obvious that varieties of fluency are

the only or even primary determinants here. This is why Unkelbach and Greifeneder

forcefully argue that:

processing fluency influences judgments and evaluations jointly with other

available information. [...] [A]ny given judgment is influenced by informa-

tional cues which are weighted according to their subjective validity and
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then linearly integrated. Thus, both processing fluency and other informa-

tion (e.g., knowledge) should jointly influence judgments and evaluations. [...]

[A]ny cue may “rationally” influence judgments, as long as it has an ecologi-

cal correlation with the to-be-judged criterion; and fluency might be such an

ecologically valid cue [...] Thus, even if someone believes to know that Osorno

is in Chile, presenting this piece of trivia in a difficult-to-process way may

lead to lower truth ratings just because the statement feels false.(Unkelbach

and Greifeneder 2018, pp. 78 sq.)

Now, I suggest combining the realization that individual epistemic feelings such as FOKs

are multiply determined with the findings of Topolinski and colleagues, which indicate

that semantic coherence, perceptual fluency and other affect-triggers integrate into one

affective experience, a feeling of semantic coherence (Topolinski and Strack 2009b,a). I

submit that the same might be the case for FOTs: it is not necessarily the judgment

that integrates multiple sources of truth-bearing information (“experience of fluency”,

apparent knowledge) but the FOT itself that is multiply determined by these sources

(see also Winkielman, Ziembowicz, et al. 2015 and section 7.3.4 and footnote 213).

We have already seen that fluency, logical validity, believability and conflict have an

influence on FOR- and liking ratings and thus probably on the quality of the underlying

feeling, making it multiply determined.234 Now, it is conceivable that other properties

such as truth (or other truth-related properties) have ways of leading to affect without

having to go the detour over fluency (although they likely typically go both ways). This

is perhaps the reason why people fail to distinguish between different kinds of fluency

such as fluency due to repetition and fluency due to truth: both issue into a unitary

affective state on the personal level that can be jointly fed from different sources such

as the instantiation of different kinds of fluency and other properties such as truth.

This possibility becomes more plausible if one considers the following: if affect functions

as an evaluation of certain states of affairs, it would be surprising that the only affectively

valuable property in relation to truth would be fluency. On the face of it, one could well

234Of course, fluency and perhaps conflict, on the one hand, and logical validity and believability, on the
other hand, are not on a par when it comes to their causal proximity and the underlying processes.
The idea I am leading up to here is that the proximal causal properties behind the more distal
properties such as logical validity and believability are not obviously processing fluencies. Among
other things, this is hinted by the fact that e.g. Thompson and colleagues find variables such as logical
validity, believability and conflict to explain part of the variance in FOR ratings independently of
response time, i.e. answer fluency (e.g. Thomas, Bulevich, et al. 2011, see also end of section 7.3.2).
This is appears at odds with the idea that processing fluency is the sole proximal causal property in
these cases. More on that below.
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imagine other truth-relevant properties whose instantiation would be affectively valued.

One such property is plausibly the coherence of (currently activated) information itself

(not potentially resultant processing fluency). That this is the case is actually suggested

by one of the most prominent theories in psychology: the theory of cognitive dissonance

(Festinger 1962; Zanna and Cooper 1974; Elliot and Devine 1994; for a review see

Harmon-Jones, Amodio, et al. 2009).

The original theory of cognitive dissonance predicted that when an individual

holds two or more elements of knowledge that are relevant to each other

but inconsistent with one another, a state of discomfort is created. This

unpleasant state is referred to as “dissonance.” [...] [T]he unpleasant state of

dissonance motivates individuals to engage in psychological work in an effort

to reduce the inconsistency between cognitions. (Harmon-Jones, Amodio,

et al. 2009, p. 121)

Conversely, I find it eminently plausible that the instantiation or detection of coher-

ence would have (subtle) affective consequences, independently and additionally to the

affective consequences of processing fluency.

In fact, it seems clear that coherence itself would potentially facilitate processing fluency

as well (cf. Gawronski and Strack 2012; Winkielman, Huber, et al. 2012). As Winkielman

and colleagues helpfully note:

It is useful to highlight a few things about the relation between features and

fluency. First, both can be available simultaneously, with each contributing

to the final reaction. For example, positivity from detecting a “smile” fea-

ture can combine with positivity from the ease of face recognition. Second,

features and fluency can play off each other. For example, the same feature,

such as symmetry, might create a positive reaction because of its cognitive

implications (e.g., health), but also make the face easier to recognize. In

other words, a feature might not only create an evaluative reaction directly,

but also indirectly, via its influence on fluency. (Winkielman, Huber, et al.

2012, p. 90)

Insofar, fluency emerges as a potential, difficult to disentangle confound for studying

the effects of many properties that themselves trigger affect and modulate fluency (cf.
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Landwehr et al. 2017). These properties count among themselves coherence as well as

the above-mentioned logical validity, believability and conflict.235

In fact, Topolinski and colleagues posit processing fluency to account for the link between

semantic coherence and affect. They instructively mention two things, however:

The present model assumes fluency to be, procedurally, the first link in the

intuitive chain and affect to be its consequence. [...] [O]ne could object that

perhaps coherence first triggers positive affect, which in turn increases the

fluency of processing coherent triads. (Topolinski and Strack 2009b, p. 58)

It is still not entirely clear why the semantic coherence of a triad leads to more

fluent processing. That the automatic semantic activation of the common

associate [...] facilitates processing is not a satisfying explanation because

it does not identify the underlying process. (Topolinski and Strack 2009c,

p. 1497)

Both these tensions can be resolved when we assume that semantic coherence can trigger

positive affect by itself as well as fluency (which additionally triggers positive affect by

itself). There is no need to exclude a direct coherence-affect link because there is a

fluency-affect link and these links are complementary rather than mutually exclusive. In

the same vein, the need to find a coherence-fluency link to account for affect becomes

less pressing because there is a direct coherence-affect link.

Note further that we do not even have to go much further than semantic coherence to

find one way in which propositions trigger fluency and affect in a fashion analogous to

(coherent) word triads: they just need to include elements that have common associates.

In fact, the disambiguation mechanisms underlying the detection of semantic coherence

are plausibly part of machinery that is routinely and automatically employed to make

sense of sentences in everyday life. This is why the rather artificial word triad task

works.

235Alternatively, one might want to argue that in these domains it is in fact only fluency and disfluency
that leads to affect and properties such as coherence lead to affect only via their link to fluency. In
fact, whatever property is suggested to lead directly to affect, one might always be able to argue that
this property also leads to fluency and that is how affect is triggered. I acknowledge that it is quite
difficult to discriminate between this possibility and the proposed confound idea. Note that using the
findings showing that one could trigger affect without fluency and that this affect is indistinguishable
from fluency-triggered affect like e.g. in Topolinski’s semantic coherence tasks cannot exclude the
all fluency proposal. This is because the proponent of this view can discount these instances as
anomalous and what we are after is something that is natural. At the same time, it seems to me that
the all fluency proposal lacks independent motivation.
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The overarching guiding question of this chapter is: Do FOT/Fs result from properties

that are good guides to actual truth and falsity? Against this background, I considered

four questions in this section: 1) Is fluency a good proxy for truth? 2) What causes

fluency and is this a good indicator of truth? 3) What is it that is fluent and what does

it do? 4) What, other than fluency, causes affect and leads to FOT/Fs? To summarise

the tentative emerging answer to question 1) and 2): since fluency is a typical product of

prior exposure, fluency emerges as a relatively good proxy for truth. Delving on question

3) brought to the fore that fluency explanations are in general quite thin. They do not tell

us much about what it is that is fluent and what it does. But much will depend on this.

The search for mechanisms to flesh out such explanations, potentially even independently

of fluency, brought us to question 4). I pointed out that FOT/Fs like other epistemic

feelings will plausibly be multiply determined—not only by fluency. Considering what

we know so far, revealed another plausible candidate property that itself often leads to

fluency: coherence. What is coherence? That is, how are we to understand it in terms

of psychological processes? We will find out in the next section.

8.3. Getting to the Truth

8.3.1. Coherent References and Truth

When we realise that there might be direct links between affect and properties such as

coherence, things start to get quite interesting. In fact, Unkelbach and Rom 2017 have

recently proposed a new mechanistic explanation of the repetition-induced truth effect

that goes beyond thin processing fluency explanations. Here is the basic idea: When we

encounter a statement, say, “The world’s most poisonous snake is the Australian Inland

Taipan” (or any stimulus, really), “corresponding references” (e.g. “snake”, “Australia”)

in the form of memory traces are activated.236 These memory traces give meaning to

the elements of the statement. Furthermore, if the statement one encounters is not yet

in one’s memory repertoire, it will create a localised network of memory traces that

represents the statement and connects its elements to each other. These elements can

either come in the form of activated pre-existing corresponding references (e.g. “snake”)

or ones that are newly created by the encounter (e.g. “Taipan”).

236For stimuli in the form of objects one could potentially develop similar points by reference to mental
files (Recanati 2012, 2016).
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Importantly, the elements of the localised network also connect to relevant background

knowledge of the subject (if any) that, of course, organise in-memory trace networks as

well. Among other things, these networks embed the pre-existing corresponding refer-

ences (e.g. “Australia”, “snake”). In our case, activating the memory trace for “Aus-

tralia” and “snake” would activate and connect to memory elements that in concert

represent what one knows about Australia and snakes. This implies that the meaning-

bearing corresponding references can be, based on one’s background knowledge, coher-

ent or incoherent with each other. Taking into account one’s background knowledge

about Australia and snakes (e.g. that Australia is home to many deadly animals), the

corresponding references for our example statement provide coherent meaning for the

statement. In contrast, this would not be the case for the statement “The world’s most

poisonous snake is the Swedish Inland Taipan”. Despite the similarities in the kinds of

corresponding references (e.g. country name, name of snake, qualifier about how poi-

sonous), Sweden, unlike Australia, is not associated with poisonous animals. In other

words, Sweden and highly poisonous snakes are incoherent elements; the integration of

the memory traces activated by the statement results in incoherence. As a result, the

statement involving Australia will be more likely judged true due to the triggered coher-

ence while the statement involving Sweden will be more likely judged false due to the

triggered incoherence.

Against this background, the determining relations between memory traces or corre-

sponding references can be (in a graded fashion) either positive, negative or neutral

relative to their coherence or relational consistency (see also Thagard 1989; Kunda and

Thagard 1996; Betsch and Glöckner 2010; Öllinger and von Müller 2017). Note that

the connections between elements are learned and can express relations of “covariation,

rates of reinforcement and punishment, logical relations such as negation or causation,

and so forth” (Betsch and Glöckner 2010, pp. 288 sq.). Furthermore, it appears that the

relation holding between elements can be either 1) taken at face value from the state-

ment (especially if one lacks sufficient background knowledge), 2) informed by one’s

background knowledge or 3) a combination of both.

Another consequence of this picture is that localised networks representing a statement’s

meaning can be more or less embedded or integrated, depending on how much relevant

background knowledge the subject possesses and brings to bear in the moment of the

statement encounter. Statements about whose subject matter one is knowledgeable

will integrate with global networks, e.g. for our example if one is a snake enthusiast.

Conversely, statements about whose subject matter one knows little will integrate with
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more localised networks, e.g. if one is a snake layperson. This is the picture assuming

that there are some existing memory traces that a statement activates, i.e. that there

are corresponding references for a statement. In our case, that one knows some things

about snakes and Australia. If, however, such references are missing, encountering a

statement (say, “Mimas has more spin than Pallene”) will lead to the formation of new

memory traces that organise into a new localised and wholly isolated network, an “island

in one’s web of knowledge”, so to say.

The explanation of Unkelbach and Rom 2017 for the repetition-based truth effect goes

now as follows: The first presentation of an unknown statement (e.g. one does not

know that Taipans are the most poisonous snakes and live in Australia) activates cor-

responding references (e.g. “snake”, “Australia”) and their respective links, potentially,

strengthening pre-existing references and links; a localised network that represents this

specific statement is formed, i.e. corresponding references are created. As a result, when

a statement is repeated, it will have more corresponding references that are coherently

linked (as suggested by the formerly presented statement) than new statements:

The theory then explains the truth effect as follows: In the presentation

phase, a new statement is processed and stored in memory; that is, if the

statement’s elements have corresponding references (e.g., Australia, Taipan),

they will be linked and form a localized information network. In the test

phase, repeated statements then have on average more corresponding refer-

ences which are coherently linked due to the prior presentation. New state-

ments have on average fewer corresponding references that are coherently

linked; thus, they appear relatively less true (ibid., p. 113).

Furthermore, Unkelbach and Rom note that this explanation is well compatible with a

fluency explanation. In fact, it can be thought to put some flesh on the bones of the

thin fluency explanation:

This process is fully compatible with a fluency account. The only necessary

assumption is that many corresponding references that are coherently linked

lead to fluent processing of a given statement. Importantly, integrating pro-

cessing fluency as an output variable and not as the ultimate causal variable

solves the theoretical problem of how people learn to associate fluent pro-

cessing with truth. If one assumes that corresponding references that are

coherently linked lead both to judged truth and to fluent processing, people

would be constantly exposed to the correlation of truth and fluency, leading
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to “illusory truth effects” when fluency and truth are factually orthogonal, or

when fluency is manipulated independent of repetition (e.g., by color contrast

or rhyming). (Unkelbach and Rom 2017, p. 113)

In effect, the authors provide an explanation for why fluency comes to be associated

with truth. It is in virtue of two other interconnected factors that are closely associated

with both fluency and truth: the presence of pre-existing corresponding references and

their coherence. On the one hand, coherent references lead to fluency. On the other

hand, they are closely related to truth (while, of course, not entailing it). In other

words, “the fluency experience is constantly paired with experienced truth from coherent

networks of corresponding references” (ibid., p. 122). Because of these associations, the

two associates of coherent references come to be associated as well: fluency becomes

associated with truth. If now fluency occurs but is not due to coherent references,

fluency will still be taken for truth. Consequently, other fluency-related factors lead

to a truth effect as well. The present account also seems to offer a straightforward

explanation for how “repetition has a stronger connection to truth, which is also less

malleable than in the case of perceptual fluency” (Silva, Garcia-Marques, and Mello

2016, pp. 830 sq.). Clearly, coherent references are more intricately linked with truth

than perceptual fluency.

Unkelbach and Rom find a way to demonstrate that coherence is prior to fluency as

a determinant of truth judgments: they show that statements that contradict but are

otherwise identical to previously presented statements (e.g. “Crocodiles sleep with their

eyes closed” vs. “Crocodiles sleep with their eyes open”) are judged promptly, i.e.

fluently. However, they are not promptly judged to be true but to be false (see also

Silva, Garcia-Marques, and Reber 2017, experiment 2).

As the old-contradicting statements have corresponding references with an

incoherent element, they should lead to more, and relatively fast, “false” re-

sponses in comparison to new statements. [...] The prediction of relatively

fast “false” responses in comparison to new statements sets the present the-

ory apart from a fluency explanation, where relatively faster responses should

map on relatively higher truth ratings [...] And because processing fluency is

assumed to be a unitary experience [...], the truth effect should emerge inde-

pendent of the specific source for processing fluency, that is, independent of

whether fluency originates due to color-contrast, rhyming, previous reading,

conceptual priming, or repetition (Unkelbach and Rom 2017, p. 113).
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Thus, old-contradictions lead to incoherence and incoherence leads to “false” responses.

At the same time, incoherence does not lead to disfluent “false” responses but to fluent

“false” responses. In other words, incoherence does not lead to disfluency but to fluency,

yet this does not lead to “true” responses but to “false” responses. That is, we observe an

association between coherence and truth and a dissociation between fluency and truth.

This also brings to the fore that fluency, measured usually via response latencies or

times, might not always be a sign of process success. Instead, it can indicate the prompt

failure of a process or other negative outcomes. In other words, the same is true for

the fluency-success link as for the fluency-truth link: it does not always hold. Perhaps,

however, it is still possible to argue that while the outcome of the fluently failing process

is ripe for a negative evaluation (it is a failure, after all), the fact that it fails fluently

might still be of positive value. This illustrates the fact that while the link between

fluency and some other properties might be fragile at times, the link between fluency

and speed is an identity relation and—from a resource allocation point of view—speed

is nice (all things being equal).

There is something else that is shown by these findings: corresponding references alone

do not do the truth trick. The references must be coherent in order to be judged true

and incoherent in order to be judged false.237 This account nicely illustrates that fluency

does not have to be the determinant of the truth effect. There are properties that lead

to the truth effect that seem to be more robustly linked with truth than fluency.

Note that Unkelbach and Rom essentially go the way that I suggested for semantic

coherence at the end of section 8.2. Topolinski and colleagues were under the impression

that it is necessary to find a connection between semantic coherence and the positive

affect which they found to ground semantic coherence judgments. They assumed the

connection to be fluency. I noted the possibility that additionally to a fluency-mediated

link, there might be a direct link between semantic coherence and the affect on whose

basis semantic coherence judgments are made. Unkelbach and Rom, now, identify a

direct link between coherence and truth judgments, additionally to a fluency-truth link.

They, however, do not reflect on the role affect might play in the picture and whether

there might be sometimes an experiential state that mediates between coherence and

truth judgments.

237The thinnest basis for the coherence/incoherence of corresponding references is to take the statement
that created them at face value in the absence of background knowledge (cf. Gilbert 1991; Unkelbach
and Rom 2017, p. 112). For instance, the statement “Mimas has more spin than Pallene” would
create a localised and isolated network where e.g. the connection between spin and Mimas is positive
and thus having a spin is coherent with being Mimas.
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I suggest combining these two lines of reasoning: Coherence, additionally to causing

fluency (and fluency causing positive affect), directly causes positive affect which is used

as a basis for a truth judgment (see also Hookway 1993, pp. 162 sqq.). This way we can

also tell another, potentially complementary story for why fluency leads to a truth effect

as well: because it causes affect, whether it is due to coherence or not. Not only is there

a (learned) connection between coherence, fluency and truth. There is also a connection

between coherence and affect as well as fluency and affect. And having a link with affect

that simulates the coherence-affect link is all it takes to potentially bring about a truth

effect.

As a consequence, the repetition-induced truth effect is stronger than the one induced

by perceptual fluency not only because it aggregates fluencies but also because it ag-

gregates sources of affect. Perceptual fluency is only one source of affect while in the

repetition-based truth effect there is perceptual fluency and coherence (and, perhaps,

some additional conceptual fluency that might be in part caused by coherence) that

cause positive affect. Affect, in turn, provides the common experiential currency with

which various disparate, process-specific but valuable properties are priced and cashed

out (see also section 6.4). Various fluencies and coherence are de-modalised to combine

into a unitary affective state that puts a comparative value on a statement to be judged

true. This is also likely why discrepant fluency counts for more than “just fluency”:

a statement that is processed faster than other statements is valued higher relative to

those other statements, and is consequently more likely to be judged true.

Of course, various properties do not always have to pull into the same affective direc-

tion:238 in the case of quickly judged statements that contradict but are almost identical

to previously presented statements, it might be that negative affect from incoherence off-

sets positive affect from fluency, issuing into a net negative affective experience: a feeling

of falsity (cf. Kelley and Jacoby 1998, p. 130).239 An affective experience is typically

the outcome of a computation that integrates several sources of positive and negative

value, valence or affect. This is also how fluencies of seemingly irrelevant origin can

exert an effect on various judgments. Note, however, that the mere speed of a judgment

(the observed fluency variable here) does not seem like an ideal indicator of whether

238Thompson’s findings that answer fluency is positively and conflict is negatively correlated with FOR-
ratings might be taken to suggest this as well (see end of section 7.3.2).

239There are also findings that suggest that fluency taken for itself (in contrast to coherence or incoher-
ence) might not be fixed in its affective value across contexts, so that there might not be positive
affect that needs offsetting (Unkelbach 2006, 2007; Olds and Westerman 2012; Silva, Garcia-Marques,
and Mello 2016; but see Coutanche and Thompson-Schill 2012).
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the affective state guiding this judgment is positive or negative. You might judge very

quickly on the basis of a negative affective state such as fear. Thus, the assumption here

is only that a prompt judgment is indicative of processing speed (i.e. fluency) which

ceteris paribus is positively valued but might not drive the overall computation of value

(see also above).

Nevertheless, fluency (and other affect-triggers) might have a positive effect on truth

judgments despite the presence of incoherent corresponding references (Fazio, Brashier,

et al. 2015). Fazio and colleagues found that the repetition-induced truth effect was

modulated but not eliminated by knowledge (i.e. corresponding references). This is

in line with FOTs being multiply determined: it is not only coherence or incoherence

(as it is not only knowledge) that counts.240 In some cases, fluency/disfluency might

perhaps even offset incoherence/coherence. This might be fostered in cases when corre-

sponding references might fail to be cued or activated in a specific context (e.g. because

the knowledge is not well integrated, highly context-specific or of low relevance to the

subject), when the quality of corresponding references is compromised (e.g. because the

memory traces are dated and/or their encoding was not sufficiently specific)241 and/or

when memory is fragmented (see also Isberner and Richter 2014, pp. 249 sq.; Elga and

Rayo 2015).

In this section we have first considered an alternative, mechanistic explanation of the

repetition-based truth effect. This explanation relies on the idea that a previously en-

countered statement activates previously established corresponding references in mem-

ory. If these references are coherent, then this leads the subject to judge the statement

as more likely true. On the other hand, if the references are incoherent, then this leads

the subject to judge the statement as more likely false. I suggested a plausible way to

understand how the subject becomes aware of her coherent/incoherent corresponding

references: coherence or incoherence directly (and indirectly via fluency) triggers pos-

itive/negative affect. In other words, the coherence computations over corresponding

references lead to FOT/Fs. In the next section I will take this explanation a step further

and integrate these insights with how we decide whether something is true based on our

actual knowledge about it, and not on an “educated guess”. For that I will draw on

resources from the field of language comprehension.

240Except if one assumes that there are some kind of “monopolizing determinants” that block the (affec-
tive) integration of other variables (that are usually integrated).

241This might be behind the findings of Garcia-Marques, Silva, Reber, et al. 2015 and Silva, Garcia-
Marques, and Reber 2017 that an initial falsity effect (when corresponding references are freshly
formed) turns into a truth effect after a week.
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8.3.2. Epistemic Monitoring

There is an interesting aspect of Unkelbach and Rom’s proposal that the authors do

not mention: While their aim is to identify mechanisms for the repetition-induced truth

effect, it is plausible that the very same mechanisms are at play when truth is evaluated

based on actual knowledge of a statement. Unkelbach and Rom focus on cases where

one does not “know” the specific statement. These unknown statements target corre-

sponding references whose coherence/incoherence allow for a more or less educated guess

about the truth or falsity of the unknown statement. But what happens if one actually

knows or seems to know that, say, “Freddie Mercury was born with the name Farrokh

Bulsara”? Plausibly something very similar: corresponding references are activated and

are integrated relatively to their coherence/incoherence.

A known statement will target corresponding references that are already interconnected

in the way (not) suggested by the statement. In other words, we get a match (or

mismatch) between a statement and information currently activated in memory. In

fact, this is essentially what happens when a statement is repeated. If a statement

was previously presented, it has established matching corresponding references for the

repetition case. There is really something uncanny about the way repetition can be

epistemically hijacked:

It was Napoleon, I believe, who said that there is only one figure in rhetoric

of serious importance, namely, repetition. The thing affirmed comes by rep-

etition to fix itself in the mind in such a way that it is accepted in the end

as a demonstrated truth. (Le Bon 2001, p. 77)

However, repetition does not have such a profound impact on our belief system for no

reason. It has this influence because it usually is a good proxy for truth—not least

because coherent references are a good proxy for truth—and relying on it is, under

certain assumptions about the informational environment, an adaptive feature of our

cognitive system (Unkelbach 2007; Reber and Unkelbach 2010; Herzog and Hertwig

2013; Marsh et al. 2016, see section 8.2). Furthermore, memory systems themselves

exhibit features that to a degree (can) hold the influence of repetition in check. There is

a quantitative if not a qualitative difference between repetition matches and knowledge

matches: in comparison to statements that found their way into memory through simple

prior exposure, statements that are “known” will have corresponding references that are

more firmly consolidated. Yet this could also be achieved with sufficient repetitions.

However, statements that are “known” will (hopefully) be more interconnected and
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embedded with the rest of the subject’s knowledge, therefore accumulating more and

broader coherence. This will also have the result that if a subject knows a presented

statement to be false, the localised network created by the encounter will connect to

embedding networks that represent discordant knowledge. These embedding networks

will modulate the coherence that the localised network can muster. One upshot of this is

that fragmented belief systems are (epistemically) hazardous and that “defragmentation”

(via e.g. bridging pieces of information in memory or presenting the “big picture” from

the start) might be an effective way to curtail the influence of isolated localised memory

networks (cf. Elga and Rayo 2015; Levy 2015; Mandelbaum 2016). Be it as it may,

the matching between a presented statement and information currently activated in

memory has a name in the language comprehension literature: “epistemic validation”

or “epistemic monitoring” (e.g. Richter et al. 2009; Singer 2013; Isberner and Richter

2014; O’Brien and Cook 2016). Epistemic monitoring describes an automatic, effortless,

“routine, nonstrategic validation process that detects knowledge violations” (Isberner

and Richter 2014, p. 246). Epistemic monitoring is a step in the language comprehension

process that itself consists of activation, integration and validation of information.

It denotes the idea that comprehenders use their prior knowledge and beliefs

to monitor linguistic information for consistency with previous text informa-

tion and with their own knowledge and beliefs (Richter 2015, p. 338).

Insofar, validation is a coherence computation under conditions of matching knowledge.

It appears that the comprehension process can fail at different stages, potentially re-

sulting in different phenomena: A failure at the activation and integration stage will

likely result in (a feeling of) incomprehension and/or confusion while success will result

in (a feeling of) understanding. On the other hand, something that comes closest to be

properly described as a failure at the validation stage is presumably found for statements

for which the subject lacks sufficient information, resulting in ambiguity that can lead

to uncertainty, curiosity or doubt (see also Hookway 1998; Thagard 2004; Carruthers

2017b, 2018). Such kinds of statements are ordinarily employed in truth effect tasks.

Note that detecting knowledge violations is not a failure of validation—rather it is its

function. In sum, the coherence computation behind validation can result in ambiguity,

have a positive result or detect knowledge violations of various kinds:

They may comprise information that is clearly false (based on semantic or

world knowledge), information that is merely implausible, or information

that is not false or implausible per se but inconsistent with antecedent text.
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(Isberner and Richter 2014, p. 247)

In this framework, the knowledge basis against which incoming information is validated

will depend on what information is currently activated to construct a meaningful repre-

sentation based on a language element.

[T]his monitoring process relies on the activation of knowledge through memory-

based processing [...] However, it is important to note that not all knowledge

that is potentially relevant for evaluation will be activated during situation-

model construction; rather, the activation will be a function of accessibility.

It is reasonable to assume that the accessibility of knowledge will, among

other things, be influenced by how recently it was previously activated, by

its typicality given the reader’ s experience of the world [...], by how well con-

nected it is with other stored knowledge [...], by how the currently processed

text information is phrased (resulting in more or less surface overlap with

knowledge in long-term memory [...], by how focused the information is in

the text [...], and by the depth of processing required by the task [...] Thus,

violations of knowledge that is not activated for situation-model construction

may well go unnoticed. (ibid., pp. 249 sq.).

The computed coherence will thus be coherence with the subject’s “knowledge” (i.e.

information in memory) that is cued by a given language item (word, sentence, text,

speech) and context, not coherence with the hypothetical totality of a subject’s knowl-

edge and much less with the “totality of knowledge simpliciter” (see also Elga and Rayo

2015).

Accordingly, we do not propose that comprehension entails a full analysis

of the (potential) truth of information but rather a quick and incomplete

analysis based on the knowledge that is activated for situation-model con-

struction. If an inconsistency with the activated knowledge is detected, the

incoming information is initially rejected to protect the situation model from

contamination with false information (Isberner and Richter 2014, p. 250).

As a consequence, epistemic monitoring emerges as a process “which protects the system

from false information and thereby—in general—promotes accurate and stable mental

representations (ibid., p. 257). Interestingly, this validation mechanism does not seem to

differentiate between various kinds of information and seem to be identical for statements

that express moral convictions or opinions (Van Berkum et al. 2009; Gilead et al. 2019,
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see also footnote 33 and 219). By and large, epistemic monitoring can be considered as

a member in the “suite of cognitive mechanisms for epistemic vigilance, targeted at the

risk of being misinformed by others” (Sperber, Clément, et al. 2010, p. 359).

In this section, I have motivated the idea that the coherence mechanism outlined in the

previous section is actually also at work when we do have knowledge about the truth

of a given sentence. To elaborate on this point, I introduced the notion of epistemic

validation or monitoring found in language comprehension research. Epistemic moni-

toring describes an automatic, effortless, “routine, nonstrategic validation process that

detects knowledge violations” (Isberner and Richter 2014, p. 246). Importantly, next

to activation and integration, this validation process is the third of three steps in our

routine language comprehension processes. Against the background of the coherence

mechanisms introduced in the previous section, epistemic validation can be understood

as a coherence computation under conditions of matching knowledge.

8.3.3. The Truth in Intuitions

You can probably see my proposal coming: Apart from being part of a more com-

plex comprehension machinery which can run more or less fluently, I submit that it is

epistemic monitoring that routinely produces feelings of truth (in case of a positive vali-

dation outcome) and feelings of falsity (in case of a negative validation outcome). In fact,

against this background FOT/Fs appear to be caused by something that seems as close

to a psychologically realistic version of coherentist truth as we can get (Young 2018). I

doubt that we can ask more of a connection between a psychological state and (abstract)

truths. The presence of validated coherent corresponding references appears as an ex-

cellent psychological operationalization of truth. In fact, due to its clear isomorphism

to coherentist truth it might be called “psychological coherence truth”.242

I am not claiming, however, that epistemic monitoring is the only supplier of FOT/Fs. As

we have seen, FOT/Fs can also be (jointly) caused by ambiguous but coherent memory

references as well as by a host of fluencies. In fact, I conjecture that in the right

242One might now wonder: Aren’t frameworks like the one of Thagard 1989 or Unkelbach and Rom 2017
inspired by coherentist theories of truth? Isn’t the isomorphism a consequence of this? This might
well be the case. Still, I don’t see a problem with it: a theory developed for one domain might turn
out to be (better) suited for another domain. In fact, I would even go a step further and claim that
the reason why we came up with the coherentist theory of truth in the first place is because it taps
a psychological reality—psychological coherence. This psychological reality is one precursor for an
explication and formalization of truth (cf. Hookway 2002). It is because of this that Coherentism is
appealing and intuitive as a theory of truth.
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circumstances FOT/Fs can be caused by whatever causes affect in a way that mimics

the dynamics of affect resulting from coherence and fluency. Insofar, some FOT/Fs turn

out to be indeed more reliable than others (cf. Weinberg 2007; Nado 2014).

We find that those intuition theorists who have proposed an aetiological constraint for

intuitions in the form of being based on one’s understanding were not far off the mark

(e.g. Bealer 1999; Ludwig 2007; Sosa 2007a,c; Brogaard 2013, p. 279). Similar consid-

erations apply to those making content constraints (e.g. to analytic, a priori or modal

contents) that seemingly reduce the reliance on empirical contingencies and favour the

possibility of validation based on “sheer understanding”(Sosa 2007a, p. 52; see also Bon-

Jour 1998; Boghossian 2000; Boghossian and Bonjour 2001).243 In fact, such contents

appear to be not too far from the plainly true (e.g. “there are more than fifty stars

in the universe”) or false statements (e.g. “the earth is a perfect square”) mentioned

in section 7.3.4 (Pennycook et al. 2018; Fazio, Rand, et al. 2019). Now, it turns out

that FOT/Fs are in fact sometimes plausibly the products of a validation step in the

comprehension process, which is just a more technical term for understanding. As such,

it is well possible that intuitions that are based on understanding (certain kinds of con-

tents) are more reliable than others, e.g. those based on a validation of more complex

subject matters, on incidental processing fluency or on other subtle sources of affect.

However, it is not that it is easy (or even possible) to tell the difference on the level

of phenomenology—FOT/Fs can but must not be caused by validation (over specific

contents) (cf. Topolinski and Strack 2009b; Chudnoff 2014a).

The emerging picture does not only provide a connection between intuitions and under-

standing, it also provides a connection between intuitions and beliefs. Now you might

think: Of course! Intuitions lead to beliefs. Wasn’t this the whole point with the philo-

sophical intuition debate (see section 3.1)? Indeed. Nonetheless, what I am getting at

here is something else. Namely, that sometimes beliefs lead to intuitions. Remember,

this was emphasised by Cohen (see end of section 3.3.1):

Belief that p is a disposition [...] normally to feel it true that p and false

243In this light, consider how Paul Benacerraf describes the dialectic between Kant and Logicism on the
notion of synthetic a priori truths:

[I]n reply to Kant[’s doctrine that mathematical propositions are synthetic a priori], logicists
claimed that these propositions are a priori because they are analytic—because they are
true (or false) merely “in virtue of” the meanings of the terms in which they are cast.
Thus, to know their meanings is to know all that is required for a knowledge of their truth.
No empirical investigation is needed (Benacerraf 1981, p. 18).
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that not-p, whether or not one is willing to act, speak, or reason accordingly.

[...] The standard way to discover whether you yourself believe that p is

by introspecting whether you are normally disposed to feel that p when you

consider the issue. (Cohen 1992, p. 4)

That is, dispositional beliefs are (among other things) dispositions to experience FOT/Fs.

I mentioned that coherence computations operate over a piece of incoming information

and information in one’s memory.244 Sometimes the information retained in memory

will (not) cohere with incoming information and sometimes it will (mis)match with the

incoming information. Now the memory contents over which the coherence computa-

tion and validation operate will plausibly include the subject’s beliefs (among other

things).245 Having a (mis)matching belief will ordinarily contribute to a positive (neg-

ative) validation outcome, possibly giving rise to an intuition experience that phenom-

enally expresses one’s dispositional (mis)matching belief.246 Even in the absence of

(mis)matching dispositional beliefs, one will be able to speak of dispositions to believe

(Audi 1994) resulting from closely related beliefs in the form of coherent correspond-

ing references. As a consequence, a belief that A, a belief that B and a belief that C

will figure into a coherence computation over an incoming proposition D, and give rise

to the intuition that D. Ultimately, this connection between understanding, intuitions,

and beliefs obtains because the system that enables understanding, regularly produces

intuitions and embodies dispositional beliefs is one and the same: memory.

Note that against the sketched background FOR/Ws concerning logical validity and

FOR/Ws concerning the truth of a proposition or a whole set of propositions emerge

as different facets of the same thing. In epistemic monitoring recently and currently

encoded contextual information as well as reactivated world knowledge play a role. The

244A yet more encompassing framework on epistemic monitoring is the reality- and source-monitoring
framework which, in a similar fashion, also operates over incoming non-linguistic sensory information
(Mitchell and Johnson 2000; Schnider 2013). Disturbances in reality monitoring lead to highly
distressing phenomena such as derealisation and depersonalisation (dokic2012bDokic and Martin
2015a; Bouzerda-Wahlen et al. 2013). This opens up the possibility to unite the views and to
develop a unifying account of how we in general retain a sense of what is real (or true) (Singer 2013,
p. 364). Perhaps the assertiveness and alleged pushiness of perceptual experiences is actually due to
an affective overlay state signalling what’s real and what’s not. Insofar, affective states might be the
source of all phenomenal assertiveness and pushiness. This is just a speculation, of course.

245That is, if one is willing to accept some form of representationalist picture of belief and grant that
memory (e.g. semantic memory) will feature prominently among the ingredients of this picture.

246However, there are other factors that plausibly figure into the mentioned computation, possibly trump-
ing the contribution of one’s (matching) beliefs. If one, for instance, assumes that beliefs are grounded
in semantic memory, then one can imagine that in some coherence computations other things than
semantic memory will play a role, for instance, episodic memory.
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difference between assessing inferences, single propositions and sets of propositions (e.g.

texts) is the relative role of these two different sources of information in driving the

validation. The operative processes, however, seem to be essentially the same. In other

words, the validation of a conclusion against the background of premises, the evaluation

of a stand-alone proposition and the evaluation of a proposition embedded in a network

of propositions (e.g. in a text) differ only in the degree to which contextual information

(premises, rest of the given text) has to be taken into account and to which one can rely

on one’s activated background knowledge during validation.

As it stands, FOT/Fs can phenomenally “mimick foundationalism” (Hookway 1993),

being based on psychologically proximal truth-cues such as fluency and/or (validated)

coherent references. Now, how good a proxy these cues are for actual truth and falsity

will depend on the context and the portion of the subject’s world model recruited by the

context.247 The world model, on the other hand, is a function of the subject’s biography

and the informational environments traversed in the course of this biography. Ultimately,

answering questions about the quality of our truth-tracking devices will depend on an

examination of the evolutionary pressures that shaped the cognitive system embodying

our world models. As Herzog and Hertwig aptly note:

Our cognitive machinery has evolved in the service of enabling us to navigate

an often dangerous and uncertain world. How successfully we deal with

this world depends, among other factors, on the fit between the cognitive

machinery and environmental structures (Herzog and Hertwig 2013, p. 190)

The goal of this chapter was to make good on one of the advantages of Intellectual

Affectivism: It sought to go beyond appearances and speculation when it comes to

understanding intuitions and tried to fathom their actual causal determinants. The

resulting overarching question that guided this chapter was: Do FOT/Fs result from

properties that are good guides to actual truth and falsity? The exploration in this

chapter led us from processing (dis)fluency (section 8.2) to (in)coherent corresponding

references (section 8.3.1) to epistemic monitoring (section 8.3.2) as possible sources of

FOT/Fs. This exploration has not only revealed a connection between intuitions, on

the one hand, and understanding and beliefs, on the other, but also provided a tentative

answer to the guiding question: yes, FOT/Fs regularly result from properties that are

good guides to actual truth and falsity (section 8.3.3). The deployed truth-cues turn

out to be good proxies for actual truth and the feelings that phenomenally represent

247As well as, perhaps, one’s theory of actual truth.
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truth (and falsity) appear as rather reliable trackers of actual truth and falsity. In other

words, phenomenal truth and falsity seem to covary with the actual properties.

Naturally, this verdict can not stand without qualification: Of course, it depends.

FOT/Fs are not exclusively produced by the described mechanisms. In fact, I con-

jectured that, in the right circumstances, FOT/Fs can be caused by whatever causes

affect in a way that resembles the dynamics of affect resulting from coherence and flu-

ency. To that extent, some FOT/Fs turn out to be indeed more reliable than others. On

that score, those intuition theorists that have suggested aetiology and content restric-

tions were actually onto something. Now we can really see how these can contribute to

epistemic damage control in a non-arbitrary way. On the other hand, it does not seem

straightforward at all to establish whether these restrictions are actually satisfied for

a given FOT/F—not on the basis of phenomenology alone, at any rate (see also Egler

2019).248

Be it as it may, I think this is a good tentative result. Intuitions appear to be the outputs

of fairly reliable mechanisms (and, thus, they can be thought to be derivatively reliable

themselves). At the same time, intuitions are not perfect arbiters of truth—they can be

misleading. Against the established background, however, they (and their mechanisms)

are fallible in ways that can be precisely predicted and tested. This advances our un-

derstanding of the mechanisms behind intuitions and points into directions for further

theoretical and empirical investigation: Now we can go beyond a crude wholesale of

intuitions’ epistemic worth and can actually begin to test its limits in systematic ways.

I cannot see what else we can realistically hope for when it comes to a psychological

state.

248It is true that the FOT/Fs will likely not differ qualitatively (cf. Sosa 2007a, pp. 61 sq.). However,
there might be some quantitative differences along the various gradable dimensions of FOT/Fs.
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Chapter 9
Concluding Affectivism: The End and the

Beginning

9.1. Recounting the Journey

In the end, the present thesis can be summarised quite succinctly: It asks the question

“What kind of states are intuition experiences?” Now, intuition experiences have a

specific feature profile (chapter 2): they are 1) intentional, 2) assertive, 3) motivational,

4) noncommittal, 5) gradable in 5.1) content, and in 5.2) pushiness, 6) phenomenally

epistemically valenced, and 7) nonvoluntary. A good answer to the guiding question

thus could accommodate this feature profile, i.e. it could acknowledge and explain these

features. Extant intuition theories provide the following answers: Eliminativism claims

the term “intuition” has no extension—intuitions do not exist. Doxasticism claims

they are doxastic states. Perceptualism claims they are states similar to perceptual

experiences. We found the existing answers lacking based on roughly the following three

arguments (chapter 3).

Insufficiency of Eliminativism (IE):

(IE-P1) Eliminativism is true if it can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(IE-P2) Eliminativism cannot (and does not want to) accommodate the feature profile of

intuitions.
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(IE-C1) Therefore, Eliminativism is false.

Insufficiency of Doxasticism (ID):

(ID-P1) Doxasticism is true if it can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(ID-P2) (If Doxasticism could acknowledge the feature profile of intuitions then it could

explain them).

(ID-P3) Doxasticism cannot acknowledge the feature profile of intuitions.

(ID-C1) Therefore, Doxasticism cannot accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(ID-C2) Thus, Doxasticim is false (or at least incomplete).

Insufficiency of (Non-Literal) Perceptualism (IP):

(IP-P1) Perceptualism is true if it can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(IP-P2) Perceptualism can acknowledge the feature profile of intuitions.

(IP-P3) Perceptualism cannot explain the feature profile of intuitions.

(IP-C1) Therefore, Perceptualism cannot accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(IP-C2) Thus, Perceptualism is false (or at least incomplete).

The rest of the thesis developed a new intuition theory: Intellectual Affectivism. The

answer it gives to the guiding question is the following: Affectivism, as developed here,

claims that intuitions are affective experiences, or more specifically: they are specific

instances of epistemic feelings, feelings of truth and feelings of falsity. In order to set

the ground for Affectivism, the psychological kind of feelings or affective experiences

was introduced and characterised (chapter 4): affective experiences, of which bodily

feelings such as bodily pain or pleasure and emotional feelings such as fear or joy are

paradigmatic subclasses, are valenced, arousing, motivational and richly intentional by

engaging in a division of representational labour with other mental states. Then the

class of epistemic feelings was introduced and characterised (chapter 5). The thesis

proceeded to make a case for epistemic feelings being affective experiences (chapter 6).

Having established that, it went on to identify and analyse specific epistemic feelings as

promising candidates for an identification with intuition experiences (chapter 7): feelings
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of rightness and feelings of wrongness. It turned out that a propositional variety of these

feelings, feelings of truth and feelings of falsity, has the same feature profile as intuition

experiences. Thus, the claim went, positive intuitions are to be identified with feelings

of truth and negative intuitions are to be identified with feelings of falsity. In virtue

of these feelings being affective experiences, Affectivism cannot only acknowledge the

features of intuitions but also explain them. Intuitions have the features they have for

essentially the same reasons as bodily and emotional feelings have them—because they

are (specific) affective experiences. The thesis thus established roughly the following

argument:

Sufficiency of Affectivism (SA):

(SA-P1) Affectivism is true if it can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(SA-P2) Affectivism can acknowledge the feature profile of intuitions.

(SA-P3) Affectivism can explain the feature profile of intuitions.

(SA-C1) Therefore, Affectivism can accommodate the feature profile of intuitions.

(SA-C2) Thus, (by inference to the best explanation) Affectivism is true.

Finally, the last main chapter made good on one of the advantages of Affectivism (chapter

8): it went on an exploratory expedition into the mechanistic depths of the relationship

between feelings of truth and falsity and actual truth and falsity. The expedition returned

with a relatively favourable result.249 Let me now turn briefly to some of the implications

of Affectivism.

9.2. Back to the Future of Affectivism

Some find intuitions mysterious. But intuitions understood as epistemic feelings become

— as we have seen — a fairly well-defined target for philosophical and empirical inves-

tigation. There is no mystery here, only underexplored territory. Moreover, the fact

that the existence of epistemic feelings is empirically well established might be used to

persuade those sceptical about the existence of intuition experiences.

In our ontology of mind, affective experiences are not only agreed to be canonical mental

states, i.e. mental states agreed to have a firm (theoretical) place in our mental ontology

249In the unlikely case you prefer a longer summary, have a look at the appendix A.
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or psychology, but also canonical phenomenal states, i.e. mental states with a distinctive

phenomenology. Identified as a kind of affective experience, intuitions thus not only

inherit the firm grounding of a canonical mental state but their phenomenology can

also be accounted for along the lines of a canonical phenomenology, namely affective

phenomenology. This way, one would, for instance, not need to subscribe to the existence

of sui generis cognitive phenomenology.

Now I was emphasizing the fact that Perceptualism is ontologically unstable, laying itself

open to reductive attacks. Doxasticism seemed to be ill-equipped to lead a successful

offensive along this line. However, forms of Non-Doxasticism might be better positioned.

Affectivism is such a non-doxastic position from which, I have hoped to show, a successful

run on perceptualist intuitions is viable. However, there are (at least) two potential

points of contention here:

First, the Perceptualist might counter:

You think Perceptualism is ontologically unstable because it does not settle

the ontological status of intuitions. Then what about affective experiences—

what are affective experiences?

This brings up a legitimate point. I have said quite a lot about affective experiences

but I did not explicitly answer the question for affective experiences which I sought to

answer for intuitions: “What kind of states are affective experiences?” I don’t think

that we absolutely need an answer to this question in order for Affectivism to work

its (explanatory) magic. This is because we know a lot about affective experiences —

knowledge we can directly apply to intuitions because intuitions are affective experiences

— independently of whether we know what kind of states affective experiences are.

Be it as it may, here is my preferred answer to the question: affective experiences are sui

generis kinds of states—they are what they are: affective experiences. I have told you

quite a bit about the unique phenomenal and intentional features of affective experiences

such as their phenomenal valence, motivationality and their involvement with bases.

These aspects, it seems to me, set them apart from our other natural psychological kinds

such as perceptual experiences or doxastic states. Surely, they are experiences and so,

in virtue of that, they do share features with e.g. perceptual experiences. However,

that does not make them the same kind of experience. Affective experiences as well as

perceptual experiences, if you will, are subclasses of a superordinate psychological class:

phenomenal states or experiences.
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Now the Perceptualist (and Doxasticist) might object:

So you’re saying Perceptualism is problematic because it either posits intu-

itions as sui generis or identifies them as members of a class that itself is

sui generis such as seemings or presentations. However, you yourself seem

to say essentially the same. You say intuitions are affective experiences. But

then you say that affective experiences are sui generis. How is this different

from saying that intuitions are sui generis seemings?

I admit that this objection gets the analogy in strategy right. However, there is a dif-

ference in how sound the strategy is in relation to sui generis seemings and sui generis

affective experiences. This is because—as I hoped to show—we know a lot about affec-

tive experiences while we know only little about seemings. Affective experiences are sui

generis—but they are sui generis in the same way perceptual experiences and doxas-

tic states are sui generis: they are well-established canonical mental states—canonical

phenomenal states, even.

In contrast, seemings are highly contested in their very existence—it is not clear at

all what explanatory gain — apart from some perceptual metaphors — one gets by

identifying a mental state as a seeming (e.g. Byerly 2012). Seemings understood as

experiences are modelled on perceptual experiences and then, for one purpose or another,

one attaches intuition experiences to the class of seemings as well.

In comparison, affective experiences harbour numerous subclasses such as bodily feel-

ings (with its own subclasses), emotional feelings (with its own subclasses) as well as

epistemic feelings (with its own subclasses).250 The subclasses of affective experiences

share many concrete and relatively well-understood properties among each other—this

is what establishes affective experiences as a coherent class of mental states. In fact, the

subclasses of affective experiences have so much in common that the boundaries between

the different subclasses appear at times blurred and porous.251

So we observe a dramatic asymmetry here: seemings as experiences are not familiar

kinds of states, there seem to be few independent reasons to postulate them except

for one’s wish to account for intuitions. On the other hand, we have many good rea-

sons to postulate affective experiences. And these reasons are wholly independent from

250The subclasses of epistemic feelings might be e.g. “proper” epistemic, noetic, metacognitive and
metaperceptual feelings (see e.g. Dokic and Martin 2015b).

251This is why it does not seem implausible to conceive of epistemic feelings as another subclass of
emotional feelings, alongside “basic”, social, moral and aesthetic emotions. This is why some prefer
to use the label “epistemic emotions” (see footnote 126).
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issues with intuition experiences.252 Thus, by identifying intuitions as sui generis affec-

tive experiences we embed them deeply and stably into the existing net of our mental

ontology.

However, as we have seen when e.g. discussing the relationship between affective expe-

riences and bodily sensations, it is not that there are no reductive accounts of affective

experiences out there. I think I have said enough about bodily sensations in chapter 4.

Yet there is more on the reductionist menu, there is also Judgmentalism and Perceptual-

ism about affective experiences or particularly about the subclass of emotional feelings.

Judgmentalism had its ups (Solomon 1993, 2003b; Nussbaum 2001). The Judgmentalist

Golden Age, however, lies in the past (see e.g. Deigh 1994; D’Arms and Jacobson 2003;

Scarantino 2010). To see part of the reason why you could again go back to chapter

3.3 and replace “intuition” with “emotion”. I think many of the arguments would still

hold.

This leaves Perceptualism. You perhaps remember what Deonna said:

It has been argued that emotions are very much like perceptions or even that

they are kinds of perceptions. [...] The appeal of such a view, if true, is

clear enough. It is the promise of illuminating a more elusive phenomenon

by means of one that is slightly more familiar. (Deonna 2006, p. 29)

Now, it is true that Perceptualism about emotions has been trending of late (e.g. Tap-

polet 2000, 2016; Döring 2004, 2007; Prinz 2004b, 2006b). It has also been thoroughly

criticised, however (e.g. Salmela 2011; Brady 2013; Dokic and Lemaire 2013; Kurth et al.

2018). In any case, it is important to differentiate here. Most emotion theorists do not

endorse Literal Perceptualism about emotions. They are happy to stick to a mere anal-

ogy. In other words, they are Comparative or Quasi-Perceptualists, using the analogy as

a conceptual tool. This brings us back to the unattractive Swampman/Orfolo-scenario.

A mere analogy is useful for some purposes such as describing the (phenomenal) features

but is not very useful in explaining them.

As a matter of fact, Perceptualists about emotions do not need Literal Perceptualism

in order to understand emotions. This is because they can rely on a wealth of emotion-

specific knowledge that is independent of the perceptual analogy. Often, in fact, they

252Relatedly, seemings and presentations as classes seem to be short hands for bundles of states from
different kinds rather than psychological natural kinds (cf. Byerly 2012). This bundling can be based
on e.g. their assertiveness or on some epistemic qualities (cf. Huemer 2001).
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do not even want to make an ontological claim on the basis of the observed similar-

ities with perception. Perhaps most of them would rest content with my suggestion

that these similarities are not best explained because emotions are perceptions but be-

cause both, emotions and perceptions, are experiences—thus sharing certain features.

This seems compatible with what Perceptualists about emotions usually rather want to

do: they simply make an epistemic claim based on the analogy. In other words, many

Perceptualists about emotions are not Ontological but Epistemic Perceptualists, sug-

gesting to treat emotions and perceptions epistemically somewhat on a par. Consider

Oliver-Skuse’s conclusion:

These challenges encourage limiting the scope of the analogy. For my pur-

poses the perceptual analogy is most interesting if it is taken to stress a partial

analogy between perception and emotions the core of which is that they stand

in the same rational relations to beliefs that perceptions do. (Oliver-Skuse

2016, p. 28)

So, I said most emotion theorists do not endorse Literal Perceptualism, implying that

there are some that do. Prinz seems to do that most clearly at times, and perhaps—

more cautiously—Sabine Döring. It should come as no surprise that these versions of

Perceptualism are the ones most liable to critique. However, suppose they can be made

to work. And suppose further that they can be extended from emotions to all affective

experiences. Well, then, perhaps it is worth “biting the bullet” and buy into Literal

Perceptualism about affective experiences. In this case, the good news is that Affec-

tivism about intuitions would give us a straightforward road to Literal Perceptualism

about intuitions, together with a plausible rationale for an analogous perceptual episte-

mology. The uncanny creatures of Swampman and Orfolo can pack their bags and we

can celebrate with Sam and Don. Hooray, everybody’s happy.

But now, back to reality: I agree that comparative work is helpful. However, as intuitions

and affective experiences exhibit unique features, it is hardly the way forward when it

comes to what is special about intuitions and affective experiences. I think the most

promising way is to conceive of affective experiences as sui generis and develop accounts

specifically of affective experiences.253 Fortunately, we have no lack of such accounts

(e.g. Stocker 1983; Goldie 2000; Helm 2001; Roberts 2003; Deonna and Teroni 2012,

2015; Brady 2013; Weiss 2016; Mitchell 2018, 2019).

253Of course, we would need some subclass-specific specifications of these theories when we apply them
to subclasses of affective experiences such as bodily, emotional and epistemic feelings.
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Second, after having been quiet for a while—politely listening to me ramble on and on

about her first point—the Perceptualist might raise her second objection:

As I see it, Intellectual Affectivism seems to be based on descriptive obser-

vations about our (epistemic) psychology. I now wonder: Doesn’t it lend

an epistemological flank? What I mean is: You seem to have straightened

the ontology of intuitions—but what does it mean in terms of epistemology?

Where does this leave us regarding justification?

This is an important question and I can see that it will have many sit on the edge of their

seats now. Actually, I bracketed the question out intentionally to see where an inquiry

of the more basic question “What kind of states are intuitions?” would take us. Now,

I obviously cannot provide a definite answer to the epistemic question in the conclusion

of a thesis—and so it will have to be for another time. I want to offer some remarks,

however. First, I think the question has a clear normative dimension. To decide what

counts as justification and what does not is not a purely descriptive but a normative

endeavour. In this endeavour, people have variously gone internalist or externalist ways.

As I already said, however, my aim here was precisely not to take a normative stance

on intuitions. My aim was—it seems to me—more basic: I wanted to supply a picture

of how things actually stand about intuitions, psychologically. So, by all means, I want

to leave normative epistemological questions open. I thus embrace the mentioned flank

and am curious to see what passes through.254

On the plus side, however, I might be able to say a few things on what the present picture

might imply given that one adopts Epistemic Internalism or Epistemic Externalism.

After all, I have said quite a few descriptive things about how FOT/Fs as intuitions

relate to truth and falsity. I think this is relevant insofar as ought implies can—the way

things stand needs to inform what we can normatively ask for.

Now, Internalists tend to take phenomenology as the decisive datum for justification

(e.g. Koksvik 2011; Chudnoff 2013c; Bengson 2015). Here it seems that affective ex-

periences and, in particular, intuitions understood as epistemic feelings do appear to

us as justifiers. This is essentially why Gerald Clore and Karen Gaspar propose their

“feelings-as-evidence hypothesis, which says that cognitive and affective feelings [...] may

be experienced as internal evidence for beliefs that rivals the power of external evidence

254As I have noted in footnote 129 this is perhaps not unlike Perceptualism concerning its ontological
flank. It might well be that Perceptualists want to leave the ontological question open as well and only
reject doxasticist proposals along these lines. Perhaps, then, they would welcome my non-doxastic
ontological proposal .
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from the environment” (Clore and Gasper 2000, p. 26). In fact, against the established

background, it is hard to see what could be a better or even alternative phenomenal

basis for judgments of hedonic, evaluative and epistemic properties (see section 7.4). So

if appearance is all that is needed to be justifiers, then I see no reason to deny this

status to intuitions.

One thing that potentially needs adjustment however: Accounts of intuitive justification

that give a central stage to phenomenology have been so far developed based on a

perceptual analogy. Yet, on many counts, the phenomenology of affective experiences

seems quite different from the phenomenology of perceptual experiences. This is not to

preclude that there are important epistemic analogies between intuitions and perceptual

experiences despite the fact that, pace Perceptualism about emotions and intuitions,

they might be metaphysically distinct. It is rather to say that what we might need for

intuitions is not (or not only) an account of perceptual justification but an account of

affective justification.

On the other hand, what can be said for Externalists? For justification to obtain, Ex-

ternalists tend to ask for a reliable process on whose basis a belief is formed (e.g. Bealer

1996; Sosa 2007c). Now, I think that chapters 5 and8 have much to recommend them-

selves to Externalists. It seems that, by and large, an Externalist can rest content with

what he finds in terms of reliable processes when it comes to FOT/Fs—with some quali-

fications, of course, but, then again, everything needs qualifications. Brian McLaughlin’s

comment on the passage of Clore and Gaspar above might be thought somewhat of a

summary of what we have uncovered in these chapters:

But what is most important here is not that people experience the feelings as

evidence, but that the feelings function for our belief systems as evidence; our

belief-fixing mechanisms respond to them as evidence. [...] Indeed, [at times]

the evidence seems to be treated by the belief system as weighty enough to

trump visual evidence. [...] What is represented by [...] [a] feeling may or

may not be the way it is felt as being. Thus, [...] feelings can be illusory. [...]

Still, such feelings function as evidence for the belief system. Indeed, they

are normally fairly reliable, though, of course, some are more reliable than

others. (McLaughlin 2010, pp. 151-153)

We can thus say that there is a wealth of empirical work on feelings, epistemic feelings and

specifically on FOT/Fs. These await an analysis against the background of externalist

frameworks. As we have seen, so far there seems to be reason for qualified optimism.
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Furthermore, conceiving of intuitions as a kind of affective experience resonates with

virtue epistemology not only in its virtue reliabilist but also in its virtue responsibilist

variety (e.g. Fairweather and Zagzebski 2001; Sosa 2007c; Battaly 2008; Candiotto 2017).

The latter is more akin to virtue ethics which is concerned with virtuous agents marked

by well-tempered affective dispositions. This is also insofar significant as Affectivism,

in contrast to Perceptualism, casts a quite different light on the possibility to educate

intuitions, i.e. to learn and to improve when it comes to them (see also Hogarth 2001,

2011). If one takes the perceptual analogy to be an analogy with perception as tradi-

tionally understood in philosophy — with an emphasis on modularity — then, there is

relatively little room for perceptual and consequently intuitive learning.

Yet, this seems not to be what we observe with feelings nor with intuitions: Surely,

as affective and cognitive “illusions” suggest, they are somewhat headstrong pupils at

first, especially if compared to teacher’s pet belief. However, with patience, time and

some emotional intelligence they can be made to embody what is properly called virtue.

This is also why expert intuitions are possible. So, in contrast to what a perceptual

analogy would seem to suggest, the system producing intuitions does not come to us as

a rigid encapsulated system that, luckily, also happens to be natively reliable. It comes

to us, luckily, as a system capable of moderately paced learning, especially in the case

of feelings that are hooked up to a relatively plastic cognitive system such as memory.

Affectivism, as developed here, has also the potential to cast a new light on the somewhat

confrontational dialectic between experimental philosophers, who are sceptical about

intuitions on empirical grounds, and those in favour of philosophical armchair practice

(e.g. Sosa 2007b; Weinberg 2007; Weinberg and Alexander 2014; Bengson 2013). This

debate has been often couched in terms of a forced choice between the wholesale rejection

or acceptance of the epistemic worth of (philosophical) intuitions. Now, it seems to me

that Affectivism is in a good position to mediate between experimental and armchair

philosophers in a way that might satisfy both. Instead of trying to dismiss the empirical

findings of experimental philosophers we can integrate them in an empirically informed

picture of intuitions—and we can do so without throwing in the intuitive towel. This

is because we can go beyond wholesale rejection or acceptance now: we can conceive

of intuitions in a way sympathetic to armchair philosophers and make nuanced and

empirically testable predictions about them and their epistemic powers.

Affectivism harbours some potential for unifying hitherto disparate fields and phenom-

ena. First, it brings together perspectives on intuitions from philosophy, psychology
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and folk psychology. Second, it can offer analogous accounts for intuition experiences

in other domains understood as FOR/Ws directed at other things than propositions.

It can, for instance straightforwardly explain logical intuitions as conclusion-directed

FOR/Ws. Similar things can be said for linguistic intuitions and FOR/Ws directed at

e.g. sentences or other linguistic items. I think it is also worth exploring that FOR/Ws

might be at the bottom of many aesthetic, social and moral intuitions. And even if this

might go too far, Affectivism makes us realise that intuitions as affective experiences

have many siblings. So even if FOR/Ws cannot do the explanatory job alone, then we

could still call upon some other family members to help out. This opens the possibil-

ity of a unifying account of intellectual (logical, modal, metaphysical etc.), linguistic,

aesthetic, social and moral intuitions under the broader banner of affective experiences.

Finally, understanding intuitions as affective experiences might be able to bridge the

“intuitive gap” and provide us with means to identify (mental states homologous to)

intuitions in animals and young children,

Furthermore, identifying intuitions as a form of affective experience can shed light on

hitherto neglected features of intuitions. It has, for instance, the potential to solve the

puzzle of why we engage in epistemic activity in the first place. Why do we seek truth,

understanding and meaning? Many philosophers consider epistemic goods such as truth

as intrinsically valuable. Now we might have uncovered part of the story concerning

the psychological and phenomenal basis of this assessment: The intrinsic phenomenal

positivity or negativity of epistemic feelings is intrinsically rewarding and motivating

(Carruthers 2017b). In other words, the psychological motivation behind the pursuit of

truth might be essentially similar to the pursuit of happiness.

There are important practical and political implications as well: the affective nature of

a big chunk of our “internal epistemic guides” lends itself to biases and exploitation by

epistemic predators such as populists and propagandists. The analysis that these “just

exploit people’s feelings” is on the right track but does not hit the mark. In truth, what

is exploited are the very psychological mechanisms behind what we take to be true.

Neglecting this affective dimension of our epistemic activity strips us of the means to

adequately deal with socially highly costly phenomena such as fake news and conspiracy

theories. Affectivism, I suggest, can take us the first steps towards filling this lacuna.

We have seen that there are ways to educate intuitions.
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Appendix A
A Brief History of Affectivism

We have arrived at the very end of this thesis—in the appendix. Thank you for making

it this far. In the course of this thesis, I have tried to make the case for Intellectual

Affectivism and go some first steps in exploring its merits. In case you need a refresh,

this appendix is supposed to serve you as an extended summary of what happened.

A.1. Chapter 2

In chapter 2 I delineated the target state of which Affectivism is a theory from other

things we call “intuition”. I went on to give “intuitions” in my sense—intuition experiences—

a recognisable face: Intuition experiences are occurrent conscious mental states that are

(partially) characterised by their specific (but not necessarily sui generis) phenomenology—

in other words, there is something it is like to have an intuition experience. This phe-

nomenology is part of the specific “feature profile” of intuition experiences. In the

remainder of chapter 2 I used examples to zero in on this feature profile of intuitions.

I pointed out that intuitions are not only phenomenally conscious but also intentional

states, often taking a proposition or propositional content as their intentional object.

This content they represent assertively, i.e. as true or false. And they motivate or push

the subject to assent or dissent to what they represent as true or false. In doing so, how-

ever, they fall short of fully committing the subject to their contents, akin to perceptual

experiences and unlike beliefs and judgments. Furthermore, intuition experiences are
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gradable in two ways: On the one hand, similar to the content of perceptual experi-

ences and imaginings, they can be more or less determinate in the way they represent

their contents. On the other hand, they can push you to assent or dissent more or less

strongly. A peculiar feature of intuition experiences is that they exhibit phenomenal

epistemic valence, i.e. they can directly represent their contents either as true (positive

intuitions) or as false (negative intuitions). Positive intuitions feel genuinely different

from negative intuitions even if their contents are the same. They constitute phenomenal

polar opposites. Finally, intuition experiences are non-voluntary, that is, intuitions are

not under voluntary control but happen to one. In short: intuition experiences are 1)

intentional, 2) assertive, 3) motivational, 4) noncommittal, 5) gradable in 5.1) content,

and in 5.2) pushiness, 6) phenomenally epistemically valenced, and 7) nonvoluntary.

A.2. Chapter 3

After outlining this feature profile, I put it on the wish list for a good theory of intuitions

and went shopping through the aisles of extant philosophical intuition theories in chapter

3. What did we find there on the subject matter of intuitions? We found that philoso-

phers are mostly concerned with the epistemology rather than the ontology of intuitions.

Concerning the latter we found Eliminativism lurking in a corner, Doxasticism — the

majority view — occupying most of the shopping shelves and then, finally, we arrived

at an assortment of fairly popular niche products: Perceptualism. Eliminativism about

intuitions states that whatever it is that we call “intuitions” and whatever we think they

are, they — like Swampmans and Orofolei — do not exist. This appeared to be a hard

sell since at least some things that we call “intuitions” certainly do appear to exist. For

instance, sometimes we call beliefs or judgments “intuitions” and most people — except,

perhaps, for some intuition-unspecific Eliminativists — seem to agree that beliefs and

judgments exist. Or aren’t you judging right now that Affectivism is on the wrong or the

right track? Then we saw that in order to demystify intuitions, Doxasticists use exactly

this datum about beliefs and judgments to their advantage and claim that intuitions are

doxastic states, i.e. beliefs, judgments or something in the ballpark. In the course of our

discussion, Doxasticism indeed turned out to be a fair description of some mental states

that we call “intuitions”. However, it also turned out to be a poor characterization of

intuition experiences. This is simply because doxastic states such as beliefs or judgments

do not fit our wish list of features — particularly the phenomenal features — outlined

in chapter 2. So instead of getting us—as would appear the promise—into the coveted
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Samuel/Donald-scenario, Doxasticism gets us into a situation where we try to explain

observations about Donald by classifying him as a bat. That explains some observations

about Donald—but mostly, it mischaracterises Donald. Despite being called a bat,

Donald can’t fly, can’t echolocate and is not particularly useful for hitting a baseball.

We have seen that Perceptualism takes the phenomenal impotence of Doxasticism as

a point of departure and make their start from the phenomenal features of intuitions.

They proceed by describing and elaborating the features of intuitions, using perceptual

experiences as an analogy. Arguably, this approach is more helpful than Doxasticism

for acknowledging the phenomenal features of intuitions. The deficit of Perceptualism,

I argued, lies in its inability to explain these features. Perceptualism claims that intu-

itions are in some ways similar to perceptions but they do not claim that intuitions are

perceptions: intuitions resemble but are not perceptions. So what are intuitions and

what explains that intuitions are the way they are? Here Perceptualism does not pro-

vide a satisfactory answer. Ultimately, Perceptualism seems to bring us into a situation

that can be located somewhere in between a Swampman- and an Orfolo-scenario. We

might be able to state that Swampman and Orfolo have such and such features and try to

make sense of them by associating them with knowledge about other things, say, Donald,

homo sapiens or bats. Stating these similarities, however, appears to be of relatively

little explanatory power to explain the observations made. To recap: Perceptualism

does a good job in describing the features that intuitions appear to have. This sets it

favourably apart from Doxasticism. A major drawback of Perceptualism is, however,

that it either posits intuitions as a sui generis kind of states or puts intuitions into a

class of mental states (e.g. seemings or presentations) whose postulation is contested.

Such a move does not explain the features assigned to intuitions in a satisfying way but

rather posits another mystery. Most versions of Doxasticism (were they otherwise sound)

would not suffer from this drawback since (part of) the specific nature of intuitions could

be explained by appeal to the rather well-established kind of state that intuitions are

(e.g. judgments or beliefs), about which we arguably know more than about intuitions.

Against this background, a theory that 1) allows intuitions to have the right features

(as Perceptualism does) and 2) explains these features by appeal to a kind of state that

is relatively well-established and about which we know more than about intuitions (as

Doxasticism does) would be preferable to theories that only manage one of the two. This

is where Affectivism comes in.
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A.3. Chapter 4

Chapter 4 laid the groundwork for a fresh look at intuition experiences in the form of

Intellectual Affectivism. In order to do that, it established a first motivation to examine

the hypothesis that intuitions are what Affectivism claims them to be: feelings. One

part of the chapter was dedicated to clarifying what I mean by feelings: not qualia, not

bodily sensations—but affective experiences. After that, I explored what we know about

affective experiences, specifically their phenomenal and intentional features. I explained

that the central feature of affective experiences is their phenomenal valence, i.e. the felt

positivity or negativity of certain experiences. Affective experiences are essentially va-

lenced experiences. This is what sets them apart from mere qualia and bodily sensations.

Another characteristic phenomenal aspect of affective experiences is felt arousal: during

an affective experience, the subject feels a more or less localised increase or decrease

(i.e. change) in level of activation, energy or excitement. Both valence and arousal,

are closely associated with another crucial feature of affective experiences: they are di-

rectly motivating and so move us to behave or act in more or less stereotypical ways.

So affective experiences are valenced, arousing and motivational. Furthermore, they are

gradable along these dimensions: they can be more or less arousing as well as more or less

positive or negative and motivating. when it comes to intentionality, feelings have two

parts: a particular object and a formal object where the feeling represents the former as

bearing the latter. In this context, the formal object refers to feeling-specific properties

such as the painfulness of pain, the fearsomeness of fear, the funniness of amusement,

etc. (section 4.4.2) Representing something to be painful or amusing constitutes an

evaluation which is phenomenally grounded in the valence of affective experiences (sec-

tion 4.4.3). Concerning their particular objects, affective experiences can be in principle

about all kinds of things, ranging from bodily events and parts to objects in the physical

and imaginary realm (including fictions and propositions themselves), states of affairs in

past, present and future to propositional contents (section 4.4.1). To accommodate this

broad range of intentional objects, feelings rely on a division of representational labour

with other mental states such as bodily sensations, perceptions, judgments, memories,

imaginings etc. This base of a feeling is a mental state (or a set of states) that supplies a

feeling with its particular object: the feeling does not access the particular object directly

but through other mental states. Putting these explanatory resources on the table went

some way in demonstrating that we know quite a bit about affective experiences. Thus,

classifying something as affective experiences would amount to something akin to the

Samuel/Donald-scenario. As a consequence, Affectivism about a mental state, if other-
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wise successful, emerges as a good thing. The last section of chapter 4 probed the idea

that intuition experiences might be affective experiences by juxtaposing their respective

features. What we got was this: On a closer look, intuition experiences appear quite

similar to affective experiences. This is reminiscent of the reason why Perceptualists ex-

ploit perceptual experiences as an analogy to elaborate features of intuitions: intuition

experiences are similar to perceptual experiences. There they stop, however. What ex-

plains this similarity is not that intuition experiences are perceptual experiences. Even

Perceptualists dismiss such Literal Perceptualism as counter-intuitive. However, this

makes Perceptualist theories—be they Comparative or Quasi— explanatorily impotent

for the features of intuitions. In the same vein, Affectivist analogues of Comparative and

Quasi-Perceptualism appear as non-starters for they would be haunted by essentially the

same problems. This recommends exploring the most straightforward explanation for

the similarity between intuitions and affective experiences: it’s because intuitions just

are affective experiences. This got Intellectual Affectivism started.

A.4. Chapter 5

Now, affective experiences appear as a diverse class of mental states with distinct sub-

classes, the most paradigmatic of which might appear as rather inhospitable places for

intuitions. Chapter 5 sought to put this impression into perspective. To do so I in-

troduced a class of mental states that would appear as a rather comfortable home for

intuition experiences: epistemic feelings. Epistemic feelings have been broadly described

as “feelings that enter into the epistemic processes of inquiry, knowledge and metacog-

nition” (de Sousa 2008, p. 189). I first gave the reader a pre-theoretical grasp for some

prominent instances of epistemic feelings such as the feeling of knowing (FOK) and the

feeling of familiarity (FOF) (section 5.1 and 5.2). Then I dived into the research of

what brings about these feelings. In the course of discussing the FOK we learned about

the nowadays unfashionable Direct Access model and then focused on the contemporary

majority view: the Heuristic Inference model that posits an inferential process which

produces FOKs on the basis of cues. These cues are the familiarity with elements of the

information query (cue familiarity, section 5.3.1.3), the amount of retrieved non-target

information (accessibility, section 5.3.1.4), as well as the speed with which the impli-

cated perceptual and memory processes operate (processing fluency, section 5.3.1.5).

Furthermore, these cues are not mutually exclusive but complimentary when it comes to

bringing about the FOK, making it multiply determined (section 5.3.1.7). In the course
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of this section we have also made our acquaintance with a functional analogue of FOK

in the form of introspective fluency (the introspective observation of some content or re-

sponse coming quickly to mind, see section 5.3.1.5) and with experiential relatives of the

FOK: the feeling of information (un)availability (FOA/U), i.e. the feeling that more in-

formation is (un)available for access (section 5.3.1.6), and the TOT (the feeling that one

is in possession of a relevant information but is currently unable to produce it, section

5.3.1.8) whose mechanisms can be understood largely analogously to FOK-mechanisms

as being multiply determined by cues such as perceptual fluency and the accessibility

of information related to a stimulus. Concerning the FOF we saw mechanisms at work

similar to the FOK: it appears to be multiply determined by cues such as perceptual flu-

ency and the accessibility of information related to a stimulus. Furthermore, discussing

the FOF enabled us to add discrepant processing fluency to our conceptual repertoire

of mechanisms. Work on FOF has brought to the fore is that fluency cannot only per-

tain to different processes but that the fluency pertaining to a specific process can take

different forms. Specifically, it has become apparent that the effects of objective flu-

ency, as well as the phenomenology of fluency-based epistemic feelings, tend to be more

pronounced and salient if a process is not only fluent but discrepantly fluent, i.e. if a

process is not “just fast” (absolute fluency) but fast relative to something else (relative

fluency). We have seen that a process can be discrepantly fluent in several complemen-

tary ways: It can be discrepantly fluent relative to 1) the rest of the currently ongoing

processing background, i.e. a specific process can be fast and therefore fluent relative

to other ongoing processes, or 2) relative to an expectation concerning the speed of the

specific processing, whereas this expectation is formed 2.1) outside or 2.2) within the

present context. In the special case of FOF it has been argued that the FOF is most

pronounced when the perceptual processing of a stimulus is fast in the sense of being

faster than expected for comparable stimuli. That is, the processing is fast relative to a

stored standard or expectation for how much time perceptual processing usually takes

for stimuli of a similar kind. Finally, in section 5.3.3 we touched upon an influential

general framework which understands (some) epistemic feelings as a form of metacogni-

tion. We learned that some epistemic feelings have been proposed to be metacognitive

in that they evaluate our cognitive processes, activities and dispositions. This kind of

evaluative metacognition contrasts with metarepresentational metacognition referring to

representations of one’s own representations. The emphasis of this section was to point

out what the metacognitive framework does not imply for epistemic feelings. First, not

all epistemic feelings have to be metacognitive feelings, at least not in the same sense.

Some epistemic feelings seem to indeed concern the subject’s mental constitution while
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others seem to concern things in the external world. Second, even if metacognitive feel-

ings might be somehow about cognitive states and processes, metacognitive feelings do

not have to be explicitly about these cognitive states or processes. As already noted:

they are not metarepresentational. In a similar vein, metacognitive feelings also do not

have to be explicitly self-referential, i.e. consciously making reference to the subject who

is the bearer of the evaluated states and processes. On any count, metacognitive feel-

ings might plausibly be all these things implicitly. Surely, from the ways metacognitive

feelings evaluate, we can reconstruct implicit references to the evaluated and motivated

cognitive processes as well as the subject and its mental constitution.

A.5. Chapter 6

After we acquired a pre-theoretical grasp on the phenomenology of epistemic feelings

and accumulated some knowledge about their mechanisms, we wondered: What kind

of state are epistemic feelings? Chapter 6 made the case for epistemic feelings as a

subclass of affective experiences. Based on empirical findings reviewed in section6.2 and

6.3 as well as a mix of theoretical and phenomenological considerations interspersed

throughout section 6.4 and 6.5.1 I tried to establish that epistemic feelings are affective

experiences and analyse them along these lines (section 6.5). In section 6.2 we have

seen that epistemic feelings covary with interoceptive changes, variations in SCR and

facial muscle activity, all well-established bodily proxies for the affective properties of

valence and arousal. Furthermore, positive epistemic feelings lead to increased liking and

can serve as positive affective primes—behavioural proxies for the presence of valence.

Additionally, performance capitalising on positive epistemic feelings are enhanced in a

positive mood. On the negative side, performance that relies on positive epistemic feel-

ings is impaired under conditions of negative mood and depression. Further behavioural

evidence comes from reviews of the influences of emotional and epistemic feelings on

judgments. They bring to light that both kinds of feelings influence judgments in a simi-

lar way and that similar factors moderate the reliance on them when making judgments.

Coming from the affective to the epistemic side: Induced affect co-varies with judgments

of seemingly non-affective properties such as truth, grammaticality, logical validity and

semantic coherence. In section 6.3 I first made the case for the covariation between

epistemic feelings and affective properties being not just a correlation but a constitution

relationship (section 6.3.1). For that, I presented studies that observe false positives

of epistemic properties on the basis of incidentally induced affect. That is, inducing
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non-diagnostic affect leads subjects to incorrectly judge that an epistemic property is

present. This speaks in favour of an affective constitution of epistemic feelings. Sec-

ondly, in section 6.3.2 I made the case that the affect in question is conscious. It thus

not only causally biases epistemic behaviour but phenomenally constitutes epistemic

feelings that provide conscious guidance for the subject’s epistemic behaviour. To make

this idea plausible I recounted studies where the following happens: the experimenters

make the subject believe that the affect they experience in a given epistemic task is not

diagnostic for the presence of an epistemic property. As a consequence, the subject loses

her ability to accurately detect the epistemic property. This does not only indicate that

epistemic properties are at times detected on the basis of affect but also that the affect

in question is conscious. Section 6.4 considered how Affectivism about epistemic feelings

can contribute to an understanding of several aspects of them. It can give us a more

general perspective on the way some epistemic feelings are metacognitive without being

explicitly about other mental states or about the subject. Furthermore, it can help us

to solve a puzzle about how process-specific fluency can have quite process-unspecific in-

fluences on our behaviour: by giving rise to transmodal affect. Against the background

of affective experiences being valenced, it also becomes easy to see why the class of

epistemic feelings harbours many phenomenal polar opposites. Section 6.5 started out

by illustrating the relatively mild affective phenomenology of epistemic feelings (section

6.5.1): that they are usually (but not always) mildly valenced and arousing and that the

behaviours they motivate are often of a covert mental or cognitive nature. In doing so it

also strived to remedy some worries about the idea that epistemic feelings are affective

experiences. Finally, section 6.5.2 was concerned with the affective intentionality of epis-

temic feelings. As all affective experiences, epistemic feelings have particular objects,

formal objects and bases that provide their particular objects under base-specific aspec-

tual shapes. These aspectual shapes, in turn, might themselves vary in their quality such

as their determinacy. The feeling-specific formal objects of epistemic feelings are epis-

temic properties broadly construed: familiarity, uncertainty, understanding, knowing,

rightness etc. As feelings in general, epistemic feelings “encode”, “localise” or “embed”

value or disvalue in the form of their determinate feeling-specific property within the

contents of their bases and motivate us to behave accordingly. These feelings, in other

words, epistemically evaluate their particular objects.
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A.6. Chapter 7

Chapter 7 marked the conclusion of Intellectual Affectivism by identifying intuitions

more precisely with not just affective experiences and not just epistemic feelings but

with specific epistemic feelings. Its central claim was that positive intuitions and nega-

tive intuitions are specific varieties of feelings of rightness (FORs) and feelings of wrong-

ness (FOWs): feelings of truth (FOTs) and feeling of falsity (FOFs, from now on). It

proceeded in the following way: section 7.2 provided a first feel for FOR/Ws. In section

7.3, then, we went to a FOR/Ws science exhibition. We have seen that the science

that is explicitly concerned with FOR/Ws is as yet in its infancy and that in relation to

FOR/Ws various things can be “right” or “wrong” in various ways (section 7.3.1). I then

introduced the distinction between performance- and object-directed FOR/Ws which in-

formed our take on explicit FOR/Ws research (section 7.3.2). Making this distinction

made us realise that the mentioned research has been so far conducted with a strong

metacognitive focus, somewhat neglecting FOR/Ws that are not as obviously concerned

with cognitive performance. However, looking closer, we discovered that there are find-

ings on feelings of logical validity that are plausibly construed as a variety of FOR/Ws.

In this connection, we learned that kinds of rightness can evoke liking. Then we dealt

with a kind of rightness that is central for the present thesis: truth. I introduced research

on the truth effect, a tendency to judge a statement as more likely true as a result of

various experimental manipulations. This effect is usually studied in relation to ambigu-

ous statements and the most prominent condition under which it occurs is repetition:

subjects judge a statement as (more likely) true if they have encountered it before. This

repetition-based truth effect is robust across many conditions. In fact, it even occurs

if the statements are not ambiguous. That is, the truth effect can even be observed

when subjects have either knowledge or perfectly reliable testimony on the truth status

of a statement. In section 7.3.5 I introduced the dominant theory about the common

cause of the truth effect across manipulations of different variables such as previous ex-

posure, readability and rhyming. This theory states that the proximal cause of the truth

effect is a familiar construct: processing fluency. Based on the previous discussion of

processing fluency as the cause of epistemic feelings and its relation to affect, I argued

that, in fact, it is not processing fluency per se that is responsible for the truth effect.

Rather it is the result of processing fluency: affect. Following this line of thought, I

tried to make the case that what we observe in the truth effect are actually the workings

of two epistemic feelings which are proposition-directed varieties of FOR/Ws: feelings

of truth and feelings of falsity. After this, I went on to analyze FOR/Ws drawing on
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the resources introduced in the previous chapters. In its course I delineated FOT/Fs

among FOR/Ws as those FOR/Ws that take propositions as their particular objects

and represent them as right or wrong, amounting to an evaluation of the propositions

as true or false. More specifically, FOT/Fs turned out to have the following features:

they are phenomenally conscious and intentional states that take propositions as their

intentional objects. They represent the content of these propositions assertively, i.e. as

true or false and they motivate or push—sometimes stronger, sometimes weaker—the

subject to assent or dissent to what they represent as true or false. In doing so, however,

they—as affective experiences in general—fall short of fully committing the subject to

their contents. Furthermore, FOT/Fs are, depending on their base, sometimes content-

gradable. One of the characteristic features of FOT/Fs is that they exhibit a phenomenal

epistemic valence, i.e. they can directly represent their contents either as true (FOTs)

or as false (FOFs). This phenomenal epistemic valence, as well as their assertiveness, is

grounded in the general phenomenal valence of affective experiences. This valence also

explains why FOTs and FOFs are phenomenal polar opposites and that FOTs feel gen-

uinely different from FOFs even if their contents are the same. Finally, FOT/Fs—as all

affective experiences—are non-voluntary, that is, they are not under voluntary control

but happen to one. Call this (part of) the feature profile of FOT/Fs. Here is a condensed

version: FOT/Fs are 1) intentional, 2) assertive, 3) motivational, 4) non-committal, 5)

gradable in 5.1) (sometimes) content and 5.2) pushiness, 6) phenomenally epistemically

valenced and 7) non-voluntary. It came to the fore that this feature profile of FOT/Fs

is identical with the one of intuitions. I argued that this is no coincidence and that

there is a straightforward explanation for this observation: the two feature profiles are

identical because intuition experiences are identical to FOT/Fs. This secures the claim

of Intellectual Affectivism.

As mentioned several times by now: a theory of intuition experiences that 1) acknowl-

edges their features (as Perceptualism does and Doxasticism fails to do) and 2) explains

these features by appeal to a kind of state that is relatively well-established and about

which we know more than about intuitions (as Doxasticism would be able to do, were it

otherwise sound) would be preferable to theories that only manage one of the two. Here

I have developed such a theory: Intellectual Affectivism. It acknowledges the features

and explains them by appeal to a fairly well-established kind of state: affective experi-

ences. Affectivism is yet more precise: It states that positive and negative intuitions are

identical to feelings of truth and feelings of falsity, a variety of feelings of rightness and

feelings of wrongness that have bases with propositional contents, such as propositional
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imaginings. These feelings, alongside with feelings of familiarity and feelings of know-

ing, belong to the class of epistemic feelings. Thus, intuitions are epistemic feelings.

Alongside with bodily and emotional feelings, epistemic feelings, in turn, are a subclass

of affective experiences and can be analysed along similar lines. Drawing on theoretical

and empirical resources for FOT/Fs, FOR/Ws, epistemic feelings and affective experi-

ences puts us in a good position to account for the outlined feature profile of intuitions.

It turns out that intuition experiences have their features for essentially the same reasons

bodily and emotional feelings have them: because they are affective experiences.

A.7. Chapter 8

The goal of chapter 8 was to make good on one of the advantages of Intellectual Affec-

tivism: It sought to go beyond appearances and speculation when it comes to under-

standing intuitions and tried to fathom their actual causal determinants. The resulting

overarching question that guided this chapter was: Do FOT/Fs result from properties

that are good guides to actual truth and falsity? Against this background, I considered

four questions in section 8.2: 1) Is fluency a good proxy for truth? 2) What causes

fluency and is this a good indicator of truth? 3) What is it that is fluent and what

does it do? 4) What, other than fluency, causes affect and leads to FOT/Fs? To sum-

marise the tentative emerging answer to question 1) and 2): since fluency is a typical

product of prior exposure, fluency emerges as a relatively good proxy for truth. Delving

on question 3) brought to the fore that fluency explanations taken for themselves are

in general quite thin. They do not tell us much about what it is that is fluent and

what it does. But much will depend on this. The search for mechanisms to flesh out

such explanations, potentially even independently of fluency, brought us to question

4). I pointed out that FOT/Fs like other epistemic feelings will plausibly be multiply

determined—not only by fluency. Considering what we know so far, brought to the fore

another plausible candidate property that itself often leads to fluency: coherence. What

is coherence? That is, how are we to understand it in terms of psychological processes?

Section 8.3.1 went some way in answering this question. We have first considered an

alternative, mechanistic explanation of the repetition-based truth effect. This expla-

nation relies on the idea that a previously encountered statement activates previously

established corresponding references in memory. If these references are coherent, then

this leads the subject to judge the statement as more likely true. On the other hand, if

the references are incoherent, then this leads the subject to judge the statement as more
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likely false. I suggested a plausible way to understand how the subject becomes aware

of her coherent/incoherent corresponding references: coherence or incoherence directly

(and indirectly via fluency) triggers positive/negative affect. In other words, the coher-

ence computations over corresponding references lead to FOT/Fs. Section 8.3.2 took

this explanation a step further and motivated the idea that the coherence mechanism

outlined in the previous section is actually also at work when we do have knowledge

about the truth of a given sentence. To elaborate this point I introduced the notion of

epistemic validation or monitoring found in language comprehension research. Epistemic

monitoring describes an automatic, effortless, “routine, nonstrategic validation process

that detects knowledge violations” (Isberner and Richter 2014, p. 246). Importantly,

next to activation and integration, this validation process is the third of three steps in

our routine language comprehension processes. Against the background of the coherence

mechanisms introduced in the previous section, epistemic validation can be understood

as a coherence computation under conditions of matching knowledge. Finally, 8.3.3

showed that against the background of the outlined mechanism there is a connection

between intuitions, on the one hand, and understanding and beliefs, on the other. This

connection obtains because the system that enables understanding, regularly produces

intuitions and embodies dispositional beliefs is one and the same: memory. More im-

portantly, the section outlined a tentative answer to the guiding question of the chapter:

yes, FOT/Fs regularly result from properties that are good guides to actual truth and

falsity. These psychological properties turn out to be good proxies for actual truth and

the feelings that phenomenally represent truth (and falsity) appear as rather reliable

trackers of actual truth and falsity. In other words, phenomenal truth and falsity seem

to covary with the actual properties. I went on to qualify this verdict: FOT/Fs are not

the exclusive products of the described mechanisms. In fact, in the right circumstances,

FOT/Fs can be caused by whatever causes affect in a way that resembles the dynam-

ics of affect resulting from coherence and fluency. Insofar, some FOT/Fs turn out to

be indeed more reliable than others. On that score, those intuition theorists that have

suggested aetiology and content restrictions were actually onto something. On the other

hand, it does not seem straightforward at all to establish whether these restrictions are

actually satisfied for a given FOT/F—not on the basis of phenomenology alone, at any

rate.
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intuitions ; sentiments épistémiques ; émotions ; affect ; phénoménologie  

RÉSUMÉ 

La question directrice de la présente thèse est : « Quel type d'états sont des intuitions ? » Nous 

appelons la réponse développée ici Affectivisme Intellectuel. L'affectivisme soutient que les 

intuitions sont des expériences affectives, ou plus précisément : ce sont des cas spécifiques de 

sentiments épistémiques, de sentiments de vérité et de sentiments de fausseté. Dans un premier 

temps, l'état cible dont l'affectivisme est une théorie est distingué d'autres choses que nous 

appelons aussi « intuition ». Le profil caractéristique des « intuitions » au sens des expériences 

intuitives ciblées par la théorie est ensuite décrit : Les expériences d'intuition sont des états 

mentaux conscients qui sont (partiellement) caractérisés par leur phénoménologie caractéristique 

(mais pas nécessairement sui generis). Elles sont en outre 1) intentionnelles, 2) assertives, 3) 

motivationnelles, 4) non engageantes, 5) susceptibles de degrés dans 5.1) leur contenu et 5.2) 

leur insistance, 6) phénoménologiquement épistémiquement valuées (autrement dit, il existe des 

intuitions positives concernant la vérité et négatives concernant la fausseté) et 7) non volontaires. 

Nous soutenons qu'une bonne théorie des expériences intuitives doit rendre compte de ce profil 

de caractéristiques et ainsi qu'une bonne réponse à la question directrice devrait être capable de 

reconnaître et d'expliquer ces caractéristiques. Les théories de l'intuition existantes donnent les 

réponses suivantes : L'Eliminativisme soutient que le terme « intuition » n'a pas d'extension—les 

intuitions n'existent pas. Le doxasticisme soutient que les intuitions sont des états doxastiques. 

Le perceptualisme soutient que les intuitions sont semblables aux expériences perceptuelles. 

Nous démontrons que toutes les approches existantes sont insatisfaisantes. Soit elles ne sont 

pas en mesure de reconnaître les caractéristiques des intuitions, soit elles ne sont pas en mesure 

de les expliquer (soit elle ne peuvent ni l'un ni l'autre). Le reste de la thèse est consacré au 

développement d'une nouvelle théorie de l'intuition : l'Affectivisme Intellectuel. La réponse à la 

question directrice est la suivante : les intuitions sont des expériences affectives, ou plus 

précisément : il s'agit de cas spécifiques de sentiments épistémiques, de sentiments de vérité et 

de sentiments de fausseté. Pour motiver cette réponse, le type psychologique des sentiments ou 

expériences affectives est introduit et caractérisé : les expériences affectives, dont les sentiments 

corporels tels que la douleur ou le plaisir corporel et les sentiments émotionnels tels que la peur 

ou la joie sont des sous-classes paradigmatiques, sont valuées, excitatoires, motivationnelles et 

riches intentionnellement en s'engageant dans une division du travail représentationnel avec les 

autres états mentaux. Ensuite, la classe des sentiments épistémiques est introduite et 

caractérisée. La thèse défend ensuite l'idée que les sentiments épistémiques sont des 

expériences affectives. Une fois cela établi, elle identifie et analyse ensuite des sentiments 

épistémiques spécifiques comme candidats prometteurs pour une identification avec des 

expériences intuitives : sentiments de justesse et leurs contraires. Il s'avère qu'une variété 

propositionnelle de ces sentiments, les sentiments de vérité et les sentiments de fausseté, a le 

même profil caractéristique que les expériences intuitives. Nous soutenons ainsi que les intuitions 

positives doivent être identifiées aux sentiments de vérité et les intuitions négatives doivent être 

identifiées aux sentiments de fausseté. En vertu du fait que ces sentiments sont des expériences 

affectives, l'affectivisme non seulement reconnaît les caractéristiques des intuitions, mais les 

explique aussi. Les intuitions ont les caractéristiques qui sont les leurs pour essentiellement les 

mêmes raisons que les sentiments corporels et émotionnels les ont- parce qu'elles sont des 

expériences affectives (spécifiques). 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The guiding question of the present thesis is: “What kind of states are intuitions?” The answer 

developed here is Intellectual Affectivism or Affectivism (about intuitions). Affectivism claims that 

intuitions are affective experiences, or more precisely: they are specific instances of epistemic 

feelings, feelings of truth and feelings of falsity. First, the target state of which Affectivism is a 

theory is delineated from other things we call “intuition”. Then the feature profile of “intuitions” in 

the target sense of intuition experiences is outlined: Intuition experiences are occurrent conscious 

mental states that are (partially) characterised by their characteristic (but not necessarily sui 

generis ) phenomenology. They are furthermore 1) intentional, 2) assertive, 3) motivational, 4) 

noncommittal, 5) gradable in 5.1) content and 5.2) pushiness, 6) phenomenally epistemically 

valenced (i.e. there are positive intuitions concerning truth and negative intuitions concerning 

falsity) and 7) nonvoluntary. It is argued that this feature profile needs to be accommodated by a 

good theory of intuition experiences, i.e. a good answer to the guiding question should be able to 

acknowledge and explain these features. Extant intuition theories provide the following answers: 

Eliminativism claims the term “intuition” has no extension — intuitions do not exist. Doxasticism 

claims intuitions are doxastic states. Perceptualism claims intuitions are similar to perceptual 

experiences. It is shown that all the existing answers are unsatisfactory. Either they cannot 

acknowledge the features of intuitions or they cannot explain them (or both). The rest of the thesis 

is dedicated to the development of a new intuition theory: Intellectual Affectivism . The answer it 

gives to the guiding question is the following: intuitions are affective experiences, or more 

precisely: they are specific instances of epistemic feelings, feelings of truth and feelings of falsity. 

To motivate this answer, the psychological kind of feelings or affective experiences is introduced 

and characterised: affective experiences, of which bodily feelings such as bodily pain or pleasure 

and emotional feelings such as fear or joy are paradigmatic subclasses, are valenced, arousing, 

motivational and richly intentional by engaging in a division of representational labour with other 

mental states. Then the class of epistemic feelings is introduced and characterised. The thesis 

proceeds to make a case for epistemic feelings being affective experiences. Having established 

that, it goes on to identify and analyse specific epistemic feelings as promising candidates for an 

identification with intuition experiences: feelings of rightness and feelings of wrongness. It turns 

out that a propositional variety of these feelings, feelings of truth and feelings of falsity, has the 

same feature profile as intuition experiences. Thus, the claim goes, positive intuitions are to be 

identified with feelings of truth and negative intuitions are to be identified with feelings of falsity. In 

virtue of these feelings being affective experiences, Affectivism cannot only acknowledge the 

features of intuitions but also explain them. Intuitions have the features they have for essentially 

the same reasons as bodily and emotional feelings have them —because they are (specific) 

affective experiences.  
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